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ABSTRACT

This study investiÉates William Goldine's concern with the fatef,ul
síqnificance of archetypes in man's Life and history. Rather than using

a pureJ-y ì-iterary and intellectual approach to nyth as outlined by Eliot
and Frye, this studv relies upon the non-literary theorist.s of nyth,

such as Jung, Neumann, Rudolf otto, El-iade, Nietzsche and others.

Recognizing that the archetypes do not oriqinate in the consciousness of
the artist, but irrupt fron a source that is "holy." nuninous and

nysterious in nature, this study focuses on the non-rationaj. and pre-

cognitive content of Gol,ding's works. nanifested in compì.exes of symboJ.s

both creative and destructive. Defined generical.ry as mythic

narratives, Golding's works senerate a sense of the "otherworl-dlI,,"

evoke sacred nyths and icons. and demonstrate recurrence.

Ïn GoJ-ding's narratives. the emergence of an archetype beeins with
the stirrings of a character's or a Éroup's supernaturaL fear, the

uyslerr!ûì__treEendu0. a condition resulting in regression into sin,
perversion and madness and the terror of.judgment of the gods Ín the

unconscious. The archet¡'pal process is bipolar, enbodyine the dark as

weLL as the light. maLefic as we-Ll- as benefic factors. and corresponds

to the rnvth of the Fall and Redemption and the El-iadean notion of cycles

of chaos and cosnos. sone of the archetypes present are: BeeLzebub,

Prometheus, whore of ApocalyÞser Great Mother. Dionysus, christ of
Incarnation, Hades, Shaman. and the SeIf. The last three narratives

contain initiatory rites of purgation, individuation. and confirnation

into mythic roles.
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This studv challenqes the criticaL studies that label Goldine as a

rigid Christian noral-ist, concerned with writing aJ-J.eqories. fables, and

parables to demonstrate noral Lessons and Christian doqma. Going beyond

the misconception of Go1din4's art as novelistic or didactic. the

approach of this study not only cl-arifies the paradoxes and

contradictÍons inherent in his art. but al-so contributes to their
aesthetic vaLue and neaning by examining the tension between Ìinear and

cyclic views of history.

tv



INTRODUCTION

Although several of Golding's critics agree that t,he central

preoccupation in his fiction is with man in relation to t,he cosnos

rather than with nan in relation to society, they identify hin as a

Christian moralist whose ert is conseguently fabulist and didactic in

int,ention. They differ widely over his religious beliefs; in fact,

frequently their own noralistic perspective leads then to characterize

hin as an orthodox Christian writer with a Catholic or Calvinist

orientation. WhiIe Gol"ding's statenents about his works confirn the

view that he is a religious man, we should guard against the conclusion

that in his works the substance of religious belief is expressed in

terns of Christian theology. James R. Baker has rightly warned us

against the popuJ.ar but erroneous image of Golding as a "rigid Christian

moraList"; he observes that this impression of Golding has resulted fron

critics' preoccupation with his debts to Christian sources (15).

Golding's sources are various and extensive; troreover, neither his

allusions to the Bible nor his belief in otherworldly patterns should

predispose us to think that he owes his allegiance to Christian dogma.

His fiction nanifests his concern over contenporary nants loss of

connection with the cosmos; in an interview, Golding has observed: "If

there is one faith I have, it is that there is a unity. And it seens to

ne--that nan hasntt seen this" (giles 75). These words echo D. H.

Lawrence's statement, of faith: "There still renains a God, but not a

personal God: a vast shinnering inpulse which r{avers on towards sone

end, I dontt know what--" (Lawrence, Apocalypse 17).
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Critics who insist on Golding's Christianity suggest that the ideas

of Original SÍn and Innate Depravity are the controlting principles of

his fiction. For instance, Eric Snith's Sone Versions of the Fall

discusses the presence of the "myth of OriginaL Sin and the vexed

question of Original Guilt" in Golding's Lord of the Flies (168), and

Frank Kernode observes that the nyth of the Fall is conmon to all his

novels ("Novels" 118). Goldingts own statenent in The Hot Gates appears

to confirn their view: "Man is a fallen being. He is gripped by

original sin. His nature is sinful and his state perilous. I accept the

theology and adnit the triteness, but what is trit,e is true" (AA¡. It

nust be enphasized, however, that Lord of the Flies nakes no reference

to the Christian version of the FaIJ. rnyth as it is narrated in the

Bible; nor does the nanifestation of a prinordial inage of Beelzebub

from the Bibl-e nake his art essentialLy Christian. the nyth of the FaIl

and the descent into hell and dannation are conmon to archaic accounts

of the history of the cosnos preserved in the sacred texts of many

primitive cultures; in fact, all versions of the FaIl in essence reflect

the sane experience. What is inportant to realize is that Golding's

archetypal understanding of reality reveals his allegiance to the

innenorial patterns of hunan experience rather than to dogmatic

assertions or theoJ.ogical abstractions.

The problem with a Christian perspective on Golding is the

inpression that, his novels &re concrete, dramatic representations of a

priori noral and theoloEiicaL concepts. Consequently, such an approach

disregards the prinacy of the work and the presence of less obvious

traditional myths and synbols that are evoked by the work itself.
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Furthernore, his novels then are shown to be artless and furr of

technical fla¡n's, and he is blaned for the didacticisn of his

predeternined concepts (Johnston 6). PauI Elman and Samue1 H¡rnes are

anong the group of critics who enphasize Goldingts Christian, noral

thenes. Erman notes that Golding seeks to express his norar thene--

nan's perpetual incrination toward evil--by selecting a fragnent of

hunan experience in the sane nanner as Jesus used parables or

illustrative anecdotes; in short, Golding has designs on his readers

(7), Hynes observes that his novels are the "expressions of conscious

intentions that existed before the writing beganf' (166). He suggests

that the narrative action in Golding's novels is so patterned as to

"nake them the inages of ideas, the imaginative forms of

generalizations; the forn itself carries neanings implied by the

character or those stated more or less didactically by the author"

(167). I want to suggest, however, that as long as Golding is seen as a

didactic Christian noralist, our understanding of his art renains

inherently linited and somen,hat distorted.

Failure to accept the archetypal dinension of Golding's art is

reflected in the critics' assertions about his moral thenes and in their

use of contradictory terns such as allegory, parable, fable and myth to

describe the genre of his fiction. Again, Golding's discussion of the

carefuJ.ly contrived structure of Lord of the Flies in his essay,

"Fabler" has further conplicated the issue, especially because critics

have seized upon this essay as evidence for his fabulist, and didactic

art. He suggested in the essay that, his first novel ained at tracing

the connection between contenporary nants norally "diseased nature and
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the international mess [World War II] he gets hinself into" (HG 87).

Further' he added that "By the nature of his craft then, the fabulist is

didactic, desires to inculcate a noral lesson" (85). John Peter extends

Golding's description of fable by arguing that Lord of the Flies is one

of "those narratives which Leave the inpression that their purpose was

anterior' some initial thesis or contention r+hich they are a,pparently

concerned to enbody and express in concrete terns" (22). Nevertheless,

while Goì.ding has acknowledged that the novel- is carefully craft,ed, he

later expressed his dissatisfact.ion with his own and others' use of the

tern "fable": "what I would regard as a tremendous complinent to nyself

wourd be if someone would substitute the word myth for'fablet...I do

feer fable as being an invented thing on the surface whereas myth is

something which cones out fron the root of things in the ancient sense

of being the key to existence, the whole neaning of life, and experience

as a whole" (Kernode, "Novels" 19). crearly, Gording is pointing toward

the significance of prinordiar inages and archaic patterns of human

experience in his fiction. Keeping in view his foregoing statenent on

myth, I want to suggest that Golding's novels nay be considered as

nythic narrativesl rather than as fables, alregories or parables.

What Golding is aining at by his use of the terns "fable" and

"nyth" becomes clear in the light of Robert Scholes's and Robert

KeIIog's discussion of nyth and ritual in narrative in The Nature of

Namative and scholes's description of a type of fiction he calls

"fabulation" in The Fabulators. Scholes's concept of fabutation is very

useful to the nyth crit,ic since it helps us to understand the nature of

Goldingts nythic narrative; according to scholes, fabulation is "opposed
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to the 'slice of Iife' technique characteristic of enpiricatly oriented

fiction" (26) and, in contrast with realisn and minesis, fabulation

prefers t,o return "to a nore verbal kind of fiction. It also neans a

return to a more fict,ional kind...a less realistic and nore artistic

kind of narrative: more shapely, nore evocative, nore concerned with

ideas and ideals, less concerned with things" (ff¡. Golding's art is

akin to Scholests fabulation in that it is nore evocative and structured

than realistic fiction. And yet, unlike Scholes's fabulators, Golding

does not subordinate things to ideas and ideaLs. Hís concern with sin

and the horror of evil does not mean that his art is necessarily

didactic or allegorical. In his narratives, the phenomenal realities of

a tine and pJ.ace body forth the archetypes that underlie them. He is

not interested in character development and social nilieu, which are

intrinsic to a novelistts art; instead, the characters' psychic

developnent reveals the archetypes irrupting out of their unconscious

and into history.

Golding's nythic narratives bear another similarity to Scholests

fabulation: his enphasis on story. He has suggested that "myth is a

story at which we can do nothinÉ but wonder; it involves the roots of

being and reverberates there" (std. in Tiger, Gotding 15). Sinilarly,

Scholes has indicated in his discussion of Lawrence Durrell that

fabulation contains a nininum of allegory because it ains at a "direct

plunge back into the tide of the story which rolls through all narrative

art." Fabulation returns to story for renewed vigor, for without story,

as Scholes points out, "the blood of narrative ceases to flow, the

hunors atrophy' the brain shrivels, and finally the soul itself departs"
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(31). Golding implies a sinilar enphasis on story, the myth of the

FalJ-, when he refers t,o the mythic content of Lord of the Flies, and it

is a pattern central to his narratives.

Scholes has stressed another feature of fabulation in his cosnents

on Janes Joyce, although Joyce cannot strictly be called a fabulator

because his work lacks the "purely narrative vaÌue that characterizes

fabul-ation" (105). This elenent is the cyclical concept of tine ¿nd

history that is present in Joyce and that Carl G. Jung's depth

psychology presented as a nodernized version of what is essentially an

archaic notion; this elenent helped writers to discover "the ideal

patterns that control the cycles of hunan life. . . in the unconscious"

(Scholes 103). As will be seen, Golding's view of the hunan situation

reveal-s a sinilar orientation toward a cyclical view of tine and

history.

In an inportant way, however, Golding's mythic narrative differs

from Scholes's fabulation. In his exanples of fabulators, Scholes has

shown how Jung's archetypes Iead to a new allegory; according t,o him,

fabulation is a highly self-conscious art forn: "the fabulator is not

merely conscious that he is allegorizing...the fabuLators...are

unwilling to accept the mythic view of life as completely valid,

Against this they balance one which I an calling the philosophical,

which tells us that every man is unique, alone, poised over chaog" (I72-

73). Thus, whereas the fabulator enploys allegory, the nythic artist

depends on synbol; whereas the forner nanipulates a purely conscious

contentr the latter rel-ies on the unconscious, the nuninous dimension.

Symbols and the story in nythic art evoke the archetypes of the
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collective unconscious in the reaLn of feeling. Jung has pointed out

how an archetype remains formLess and hidden until it finds synbolic

nanifest,ation in dreams and art; while earlier nanifestations of the

archetype may have been reduced to allegorical signs, an archetype

continues to sound in a reinvigorated and renewed tonality in the

writings of a genuine nythic artíst who discovers new symbols for it.

Moreover, the synbolic forns or nanifestations of an archetype are

I ini tless .

In order to show further the difference bet¡reen Scholes's

faburation and Golding's nythic narrative and its distance fron

allegory' $re nay look at Lawrence's distinction between allegory and

nyth: La¡+rence asserts t,hat "aIlegory is narrative description using,

as a rul-e, inages to express certain definite qualities. Each inage

ne&ns sonething, and is a term in the argunent and nearly always for a

moral or didactic purpose, for under the narrative of an allegory lies a

didactic argunent, usual moral." on the contrary, adds Lawrence, while

nyth is a.Lso a descriptive narrative using inages, "nyth is never an

argunent, it never has a didactic nor a noral purposer" for it

"describes a profound experience which is never exhausted and never will

be exhausted. . . it will be felt and suffered while nan renains nan. " For

Lawrence' then' allegory is linited to a definite, conceptual and narrow

neaning, but nyth is linitress and evoked in the realn of the psyche:

the inages in myth are distinct fron allegorical signs because they

"stand for units of feeling, hunan experience" (Phoenix 295-96). This

applies directJ-y to Golding, for his narratives do not serve

abstractions or moral and theological principles; instead they evoke the
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subjectivity of the experience and the process inherent in pyths. He

reiterates Lawrencets approach to nyth when he says that nyth "involves

the roots of being and reverberates there" (Tiger, Goldine 15). Synbols

cannot be created or invented by the artist since, according to

Lawrence, "ages of accumulated experience...throb within a synbol"

(Phoenix 296), but the artist can always revitalize old synbols, for

while the archetype renaíns a constantr its forus and nanifestations are

Iimitless and recur with different tonalities in art.

In addition to the unwillingness among Goldingts critics to agree

upon the genre that adequately describes his narratives and the tendency

to ignore his mythic vision, there is another l-initation of Golding

criticism which asserts either that he conbines fable (and noral ideas)

with fictional realisn, or that he enploys nyth with realistic and

naturalistic elements in his works. This is regarded to be especially

true of works such as Lord of the Flies, Free FaIl, The Pyranid,

Darkness Visible and Rites of Passaqe. For example, Bernard F. Dick

notes that in Lord of t,he Flies "Golding is torn between conveying a

philosophy of evil and writing a reaJ-istic novel about the Dionysian-

Apollonian Iirrational versus rationa]-l polarity" (33). He also points

out Golding's ironic use or parody of Greek tragedy and nyths (103).

Ian Gregor and Mark Kinkead-Weekes, while they rightly urge us to guard

against allegorical interpretations, enphasize that GoJ-ding's novels are

sinultaneously fables and realistic fictions. Their conclusion,

however, in the book-length study of Goldingts works, hints at a

development in Golding fron fable to "nyth located in history" (256).

Moreover, in their discussion of Darkness Visible and Rites of Passage,
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they reiterate their view that Golding's fiction is both "crear and

mysterious, realistic and mythical" ("The Later Golding" 109).

Arnold Johnstonts full-lengt,h study, which appeared in 1980,

folLows the same approach as that indicated by Gregor and Kinkead-

I{eekes; according to Johnston, Golding relies on "sinple situations and

plots that either partake of or suggest nythical prototypes." He adds

further that Golding gives a "sense of archetypal contínuity between the

conplex, interwoven structure of ancient myths and the tnyth' of the

present" (7). His work takes one impoz'tant step toward recognition of

Goldíng's dist,ance fron fable, allegory and parable, but it does not

endorse the truly archetypal dinension of Golding's art. Instead, he

dwells on social realisn, character, and the empirical and naturalistic

elenents of Goldingts fiction and fails to show how the historical and

social realities (historical settings, contenporary reality) function

within the cos¡ric perspective. Don Cronpton's analysis of Golding's

thene of darkness and connitnent to the nuninous (12) provides some

useful insights into Goldingts vision, but essentially his nonograph

stresses Golding's use of myt,hs as aLlusions to evoke the myst,ery of

darkness and maintains the social and historical orientation in

Golding's works.

As I have suggested earlier, Golding's nythic art resenbles

fabulation in that it is opposed to the novelistic rendering of reality.

The difference between a novelist and a nythic writer becones even nore

clear in their philosophical attitudes toward reality. Drawing upon

Mircea Eliadets distinction in Cosnos and Historv: The Mvth of the

Eternal Return between nodern n&n's conception of reality as opposed to
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that of the archaic man of traditional societies, Bveryn J. Hinz, in a

significant genre study, distinguishes between nover and mythic

narrative:

Here in essence lies the difference between the perspective

of the novel and that of the nythic narrative: in contrast

to the novelíst who, like nodern man, is oriented toward

history, the mythic artist, Iike archaic nan, regards

history as illusion, and the activities, institutions, and

values associated with it as profane or synptonatic of

nan's fallen condition. Like archaic man, the nythic

artist conceives of reality as that ¡,¡hich is inbued with

t,he divine, that which is eternally recurrent, that which

is transnitted in sacred history or nyth." ("Hierogany"

e05 )

As a nythic writer' Golding laments nodern man's faII fron a cosnic into

a historic perspective, from a non-historical and cyclical view of time

and identity to a linear, sequential and personar one, from a sense of

connection with the cosnos to the rationalism and naterialisn of the

contenporary worId.

Central to Golding's narratives is Eliade's fornulation of the

ontological conception of the prinitive nan: "Objects or acts acquire a

value, and in so doing becone reaJ., because they participate...in a

reality that transcends then" (MER 3-4). since arl tine away fron the

center, the mythical time of the beginning or the creation of the

cosnos, is profane and synptonatic of his fallen condition, archaic man

participates in periodic rituals and cerenonies to regain his connection
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with the cosnos, created by the gods, ancestors and heroes, and

organized in accordance wÍth the paradigmatic nodels reveaLed in iIIo
tenpore. An act is sacred because it is an "initation of a celestial

archetype" (5) reveal-ed ab oriqine, at the beginning; it is a repetition

of the "celestial-" nodel of "the transfornation of chaos into cosnos by

the divine act of creation" (10). Eliadets notion of the cerest,ial

nodels is essentially Platonic; in contrast with t,he Jungian archetypes

which are dynamic, Eliade's transcendent, models are static. However,

the notion of recurrence in Eriade's writings on nyth is central- to

Golding. An archet¡re in Golding is Jungian; it irrupts into

consciousness from the depths of the unconscious.

Archaic nan periodically regenereted hinself by reactuatizing the

acts of creation of the gods and the nythic ancest,ors; the purpose of

his rituals was to regain entrance into the Garden of Creation. Two of

Golding's works which give evidence of the prinordíal inpulse toward

regeneration through eternal return are The Inheritors and The Scorpion

God. Gording's other narratives either hint at the possibility of

psychological- wholeness through redenptive connection with the cosnos or

they suggest nodern nants inability to experience the eternaL return to

the paradisal beginnings in the Garden. Since nodern nan is spirituaJ.ly

troubled and cannot recapitulate the salvific paradigns of connection,

he is periodically revisited by the primordial chaos innediately

preceding the creation of cosnos. The archetype of the FalI and the

subsequent descent into hell and dannation is also a paradign revealed

in illo tenpore and, in Goldingts view, nan's contenporary condition,

his inner psychic landscape, witnesses a cyclical return to the darkness
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and chaos of the beginning. Golding's art recreates the communication

that exísted in illo tempore between nan and his gods (celestial and

infernal), and between this world and heaven.

Not only do Golding's mythic narratives reveal contemporary man,s

rationarism and profane orientation tor+ard history, but these arso

depict both an individual and cultural failure: faithlessness, chaos

and violence a're endenic to contenporery individuals and society, and

result fron t,he collapse of synbols of cosnic and religious connection

and their ross of authority over enotions or the psyche. To forlow

Jung, we nay say that an artist's concern with primordial inages and

archetypes constitutes an attenpt to conpensate for or revivify his

decaying cuLture. Hence, a nythic writer rike Gording finds withín

hinself "the prinordial inage best suíted to compensate for the one-

sidedness of the present" (Jung, psycholoqical Reflections 84g). His

art is connitted to the naking of synbols that restore nan's place in

the cosmos and to an examination of the flawed nature of the nodern

nental ity.

Based on Eliadets notion that archaic man is still preserved in

nodern man, Janes Baird's study of Melville,s atavism is very useful to
our underst,anding of Gording's art. An artistts atavism arises, says

Baird' fron his awareness of cultural failure, the loss of authority of
the inherited synbolisn of Christianity over the feeling of western man.

consequently, notes Baird, an artist of prinitive feeling discards the

synbolic structures of Christianity and the Christian dogma expressed in

these synbols; further¡nore' he "reverts to the archetypal patterns which

were always there in the unconscious, but earrier rcontroll-edr or
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'obscured' by traditionar synbols" (sa). In his quest for ,,new,,

synbols, the artistts inagination projects into man's prinal feeling and

belief ab origine in order to rediscover the true outlines or forns of
archaic myth and archetypes which mediate nan's relationship to the

ultinate reality. In Jungian terns, it is an imaginative return to the

archetypal psyche, the col-Iectíve unconscious and the eternal contents

therein. Moreover, Baírd continues, "To rediscover the gods as psychic

factors [Jung's notion of artistic endeavor] is sinply to be stripped of
allegiance to existing symbors for God and to proceed to nake new

synbols in agreement with onets psychic condition" (62).

The symbols for the deity in Gording's narratives suggest his

rejection of the Christian symbol of the Father, which implies that God

is love, that he is good, and that good ultinatery triunphs over evir.
Traditional Christian dogma insists that even Godts wrat,h and judgement

are genuine expressions of His rove. sinilarly, evil and suffering are

signs of God's mercy and love, for christianity preaches salvation,

redenption fron sins, and reclamation of sinners. The crucifixion of
christ, the son of God, is seen as a revelation of God's plan of
redenption: Christ dies and atones for the sins of all who have faÌIen;
his sufferíng and death nanifest the truth that God has chosen

bressedness and light for nan. In God, everything is luninosity, love

and grace; there is no d¿rkness in Hin. My study wilt suggest that
Golding regards the Christian dogna as rationalist and absolutist. In
his view, God's nature encompesses both the light and the dark, both

good and evil, both gilory and hideous weirdness. For Gording, there is
a nystery in God, who nay at tines permit the triumph of evil_ over good.
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BationaÌ abstractions cannot comprehend the unknowable and inscrutable

God. His theoJ.ogical position comes close to the Manichean view that

good and evil are equally powerful and co-eternal principles indicative

of the non-rational nature of the deity. Golding's God, l-ike Melville's,

is the God beyond theisn. Likewise, the traditional synbols of

Christianity no J-onger express what wells up fron the unconscious.

Rudolf Otto has suggested the linitations of the theistic

conception of God advanced by Christianity. Since God is characterized

by hunan attributes such as spirit, reason, purpose, benevolence,

supreme power¡ selfhood and unity, He becomes a rational and moral

Person, dispensing nercy unto t,he righteous and justice unto the

unrighteous. Christianity has ignored the profoundly non-rational

character of the deity: "So far fron keeping the non-rational elenent

in religion al"ive in the heart of the religious experience, orthodox

Christianity nanifestly failed to recognize its value, and by this

failure gave to the idea of God a one-sidedly intellectualistic and

rationalistic interpretation" (Otto 3). Rudolf Otto suggests the use of

the term "nuninous" to represent the "holy" character of the emotion

awakened in the nind whenever nan encounters Otherness, but it is an

emotion ninus its noral fact,or and its rational aspects.2

Otto's analysis of the numinous states of nind--the feelings ab

oriqine--into the elements of dauntíng terror and bliss-giving transport

is very useful to our understanding of the non-rational experience of

the gods anong Goldingt= "h""aàtu"". Of great relevance is the feeling

of the weird, the denonic dread, which gives rise to preternatural

fantasy at the earl-iest stage of religious developnent: "It is this
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feeling which energing in the mind of primeval nan, forns the starting
point for the entire religious developnent in history, 'Daenons, and

'gods' arike spring from this root, and arl the products of

'nythological perceptiont or 'fantasy' are nothing but different nodes

in whích it has been objectified" (Otto 14). In Golding's narratives,

darkness represents this numinous experience of modern 3s well- as of
prinitive man and forns the antecedent, stage to their encounter with the

gods--the archetypes--in the unconscious. Darkness evokes the mystery

and dread of the "whoJ.ly other" character of the divine. It,s gothic

terror suggests the mal-efic side of cosnic mystery: to use Eliade,s

terns, darkness in Golding's narratives initiates t,he return to the

prinordial chaos of the beginning, a condit,ion inplying regression into

sin and the experience of damnation and judgenent. To use Jungian

terms' darkness in Golding's namative signifies the emergence of the

archetypes in the unconscious; it threatens the uniqueness and self-
sufficiency of the ego-personality and subjects characters in Golding to

the discovery of their places in the nyths. onry the saintly, the

innocent and the wise enact the role of the shanan to save their friends

or the connunity fron the threatening chaos and the destructive power of

the nalefic archetypes.

fn sone respects, the nythic writer is tike the archaic shanan who,

in the words of Andreas Lomnel, "render'the spiritsr subservient to

oneself" (7). These spirits, Lonner observes, "are inner inages, ideas

of a personal or corrective kind that have taken on forn, inages from

the nythology of the tribe...The shanan gives these inages shape by

portraying then and identifying himself with then, recognizing and using
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then as reaì. forces, interpreting then artistically" (10). The shaman

has a unique abil-ity to journey beyond the hístorical world and into the

nuninal realm in order to envision the archetypes in the forn of denonic

spirits dominant anong the individuals and the connunity of his/her

tine. There is a similarity between the artistic and shananistic

vocations, for a nythic writer's inagination descends into the

unconscious so as to recover for his art the archetypes that

periodicalry irrupt in the individual and colrective psyche. By

visuarizing the danger posed by sone denonic archetypes, an artist
renders then visibre. in his art; rike the shaman, he exorcises then,

freeing hinself and his community fron their destructive infl-uence. In

a figurative sense, he casts out these demons in his art.

Like the shanan, the mythic writer has the gift of hearing his

comnunity. As Eliade notes, the shanan is the "psychopomp par

excellence" (shananism 182). Like Hernes of Greek nythology or Loki of

the Norse, the shamans "accompany their dead to the tReal-m of shades,,

and serve as nediators between then and their gods, cerestial or

infernal, greater or lesser. This sma1l mystical elite not only directs

the comnunity's religious rife but...guards its'souL.t The shaman is

the great specialist in the hunan soul; he arone tsees'it, for he kno¡vs

its'form'and its destiny" (8). so too the nythic writer, by his

personal horrific and ecstatic experiences, acts as a psychoponp,

guiding the menbers of his connunity wit,h the ain of restoring to them

t'heir psychological and spirituar health. As virgir's epigraph to

Goldingts Darkness visible suggests, the myt.hic writer prays to the muse

to render visible the spirits that dwell in the shades and silence of
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the underworld. Golding berieves that whenever a comnunity has

distanced itself fron the transcendent archetypes of connection, it
faces the danger of losing its sour. consequently, he seeks to avert

that danger, r¿hich is evidenced in the psychoJ_ogical and spiritual
sickness of nodern times, by speaking in a new ranguage of the spirit
that nay liberate hunankind from the urge toward chaos and suicide.

Throughout his narratives, Goldingts purpose is to contrast his
practice as a mythic artist wíth t,he historical and rationalistic
perspectÍve of the contenporary nan and artist. In Lord of the Flies,
Píncher Martin and Rites of passaÁe, he reverses t,he prot-orient,ed

novelistic conventions connon to stories of adventure and survival which

reinforce the present-day nyths of progress a¡ld nan,s triunph over

nature. In the first-person namatives--Free Fall, The pyramid, Rites

of PassaÉe and The Paper Men--he exposes the limitations of the

rationalistic and sociological perspective of the narrators and the

society they live in. In particular, creative individuals and artist
figures in Free Farl (samny), "Envoy Extraordinary" (phanocles and

Manillius), Rites of Passage (Talbot and Brocklebank), and The paper Men

(Barclay) exenplify the contrast between the materialistic attitudes
toward creativity and the shananistic conmitnent t,o archetypal images as

they nanifest thenserves through their art or in history. In nost of
his narrativesr one or more charact,ers expresses the ratíonalisn of the

modern nentality that denies the irrational as the basis for hunan

behavior and t,he non-rational prenonitions of the divine. In Goldingts

view, the rational cannot protect us against the irruptions of the

írrational. Moreover, in sone narratives, especiaj.ry in Free Fall, The
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lB¿rç and Darkness Visiþl-e. GoLdinE reveal-s the fLaws of the l-inear vier:

of history and the patriarcha-l orientatíon characteristic of
Christianity.

Al-thoueh Goldine's narratives contain impJ_icit and expi.icit
mythological al-lusions to both cLassical and Judaeo-christian sources,

his method is unl-ike that of James Joyce, T. s. Eliot and other

¡nodernist writers. I{hereas El-iot recommends the use of myth as an

abstract intellectual pattern to qive shape to the contemporary history
of futility and anarchy. Gol,dinq enpLoys nyth to explain and evoke the

non-rational source of contemporary man's disorder and sickness. A

mvthic artist does not exploit tradition for the sake of his art:
instead. for him art exists for the sake of tradition. Rather than

using rnythic paralJ.els between contemporaneity and antiquity as means of
achievin4 artistic form. Goldine restores the nythic vision by evokinq

the nuninal archetypes in the unconscious of western man. Myth,

therefore. is not an abstract literarv pattern but a transcende¡taI

model (in ELiade's sense) and a "psychic f&ctor" (in Jung,s sense) that
proves its validity in nodern nan's interior. psychic landscape and

hi story.

My approach to Gording's narratives is based on an ecl-ectic and

interdisciplinary understanding of the nature of archetypes in contrast
with a purej-y literary and Íntellectual approach to nyth as outlined bv

T. s. Eliot and Northrop Frye, who define the archetype as a riterary
prototype or recurrinq pattern. My study rel-ies upon the works of non_

literary theorists of nvth, such as Junq. Erich Neumann,3 Eliade, otto,
otto Rank. Nietzsche. and others. In Junq's view. the archetype emerqes
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int,o the consciousness from the depths of the uncongcious, or the

numinous. Since the archetype does not originate in consciousness or in
the inagination of the artist, but irrupts fron a source that is "holyr"

nuninous and nysterious in nature, it follows that ny archetypal

approach would focus on the non-rational and the pre-cognitive content

of Golding's mythic works" EarLier nanifestations of archetypes in

literature do not imply that a later mythic ¡+riter approaches them as

nere literary patterns to be used to give shape to his narratives. Nor

are the ear.l-ier manifestations of the archetype closer to the source or

the origÍnal, since the source is made up of constants and is available

for any artist willing to quest for art-forns, incarnating their

presence,
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NOTES

lSee the definition of "nythic narrative" in Hinz, "Hierogamy" and

Teunissen, "Jordan's Last Stand: For Whom the Betl Tolls as Mythic

Narrative. "

2I have employed the teru "nuninous" in Ottots sense. He suggests

that the "nuninous" can only be evoked and awakened in the mind "as

everyt,hing that cones'of the spiritt nugt be awakened" (6-7). In this

study, I use the tern "nuninal" to refer to the other worl-d of

archetypes and the supernatural and the word "nuninous" to describe a

characterts experience in this world,

sMary Loftin Grimes's study of the archetypa,l nature of Golding's

art uses Jung and Neunann and investigates the presence of the positive

and negative characters of the Great Mother archetype in the settings,

characterization and narrative structure of Goldingts first three works,

Her discussion of the later three novel-s up to The Pyranid is

necessarily brief because she finds that the archetypal image dininishes

in these works. Her dissertation contributes vaÌuable insights into

Goldingts archetypalisn; for instance, the relevance of the archetype in

its positive phase is central in the Neanderthalts reverence toward the

Goddess Oa in The Inheritors. Her study focuses too narrowly on the

archetype of the feninine, however, and therefore fails to show the

amplitude and nultiplicity of Golding's synbolistic inagination. My

study of Goldingts art is not an attempt to invalidate her approach to

the neaning of Golding's synbols. In fact, the archetypal feninine

reeppeers in The Scorpion God and Darkness Visible, works that were

published after her dissertation was completed.



Chapter One

Lord of the Flies

While Golding's Lord of the Flies (1954) has achieved unprecedented

popularity' its picture of evil and sevagery has shocked nany readers,

including those who affirm its christian vision. Its popular appear is

attributed to its topicality; that is, its violence is seen as

representative of t,he horrors of the Second World War and the

international hatreds and tyranny. What is not so well observed is the

non-historical source of its appeal to the popular inagination. The

affective power of Golding's narrative derives not fron its depiction of

twentieth-century violence, but fron its resonance of the primordial

images that recur in individual and colrective history. In Gordingts

view, irrationaÌ violence suggests both mants failure to experience a

salvific connection with the cosnos and the recurrence of archetypes.

Having witnessed the individual and collective neuroses of contemporery

nan which resuLt from the collapse of synbols of cosnic connection and

their loss of authority over feeLing, Golding's imagination reverts to

the past for authentic evidence of n&n's sacred history and shapes

reality fron the archetypes encountered therein.

To follow Jung, we II¡rLy say that Golding's concern with prinordial

inages constitutes an attempt to conpensate for or revivify his culture.

Jung has observed that the nythic artist seeks these inages to

conpensate for the one-sidedness of contenporary history. In Gotdingrs

narrative, the explosive nature of the irrational behavior of the

children acts as a corrective to our historical and rationalistic

approach to reaJ-ity. Moreover, the presence of the malefíc primordial

27
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inage of Beelzebub as the dominant reality on the island and the

salvific quest of the Christ-like figure, Simon, suggest that as an

artist Golding assumes the role of the shanan, the prinitive artist and

healer concerned with exorcising the neurosis of contenporery nen.

Lonnel defines "ghananizing" as that "psychic technique by neans of

which one can subordin¿te the spirits (psychic images of a personal and

coLlective kind) to oneself; that is to say, bring order into one's own

chaotic psyche and gain control of the power of one's own unconscious

imagery" (10). Goldingts purpose is to investigat,e the chaotic

spiritual/psychic landscape of modern nan and to reveal the unknowable

archetypes encountered therein. His art at once confronts the reader

with the awful reality of the numinous and shields him fron its

destructíve power. By plunging the reader into the realm of the

infernal and ceLestial gods, he attempts to restore the long-forgotten

iconic language with which man night speak to godhead and know his

destiny.

Golding's critics have not dealt adequately with the sígnificance

of the Beelzebub figure to the narrative of Lord of the Flies. some

have identified its relevance to the scenes of violent disorder and

referred to it 8s & nere literary paralrel inplied by the title and as

one of many others, such as Apollo and Dionysus, which depict the thene

of rational order versus irrational chaos (oick 27-33'), Hynes ¿nd Elnan

approach the archetypal synbol of Beelzebub in the context of Golding's

noral and orthodox Christ,ian belief. J, C. A. Gaskin's brief discussion

of this symboJ- concLudes, however, that Golding's novel has "no

background hint of benevolent deity" and that "it is a retelling of the
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faII of nan without God and r+ithout explanation of evil" (60, 61). The

absence of the Christian deity of mercy and goodness in this critic's

view reads him, however, to the conclusion that the novel is a "product

of despair of the post-Christian worl-d" (00¡. This view of Golding's

pessinisn is typical of those critics who are distressed and complain of

Golding's vision of eviI. Another study has shown Goldingts relíance

upon Greek tragedy: Baker has focussed on the parallelisn between the

Dionysiac irrationalism of Lord of the Flies and that of The Bacchae (7-

17). Whil-e these studies ignore Goldingts nythic vision, Borne other

studies of the irrational tendencies anong the English boys on the

island inply another historical bias--the assumption that in Golding's

view, the rational, civilized order can save man from disaster and

chaos. In fact, Golding's works are designed to abolish this illusion

or faith in history and evolution.

In recasting R. M. Ballantyne's The Coral Island (i857), which

presents a flattering and romantic inage of civilized man by showinÉ the

renarkable success of English schoolboys in overconing their isolation

and ín ensuring their survival on an island, Gol-dingts cosnic

orientation becones apparent. His purpose in reversing The Coral Island

morality in his novel is, first of all, a repudiation of the historical

and the rationalistic attitudes to reality which Ballantyne'g novel

endorses. Golding's schoolboys are inpeJ-Ied toward degtruction; their

failure to achieve order on the island provides a glinpse into reality

at a microcosmic level ' the truth of which is denonstrated at the same

time in the larger world scarred by atonic war. Ballantyne's children

exenplify the optimisn, the certainty of perfectibility inplicit in the
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victorian ideal of progress. They are children free from sin; they

epitonize a cheerful faith in t,he innocence of children, and in the

superiority and ingenuity of the white man. As Golding has pointed out,

Ballantynets boys confront an evil not fron within but from the outside

world. Golding could not accept the glamorous ideals of the Lge as

represented in The Coral Island; he notes about his boys in an interview

with Frank Kernode: "you can see that people are not like that, they

woul-d not behave like that if they were God-fearing English gentlenen"

(qtd. in Tiger, Golding 49). The savage behavior and destruction of

GoJ-ding's children point to the hollowness of Ballantyne's notion of

chil-dhood innocence and faith in progress.

Far from viewing history as progress, Golding reveaLs that history

is decline. He notes in "Fable" that the dead pilot in Lord of the

Flies represents "history"; indeed, the decaying body is a symbol of

corruption in history. Golding's technique, then, is to contrast hÍs

practice as an artist with that of ronantic, adventure-oriented fiction

such as The Coral Island and Treasure Island. He places the historic

within a cosnic context, since to a nythic writer an event is real only

insofar as it recapitulates an archetype; in his view, therefore,

history as a narrative of happenings reveals a cosnic history of the

Fall. As Golding hint,s, this history is a "different force fron

campus history. It is history felt in the blood and bones" (HG 91).

GoJ-ding represents this force of history through the image of The Hanged

Man of the Tarotr evoked in the novel by the swinging corpse of the dead

airnan: it suggests an uncanny presence of "sonething that was dead but

had a kind of life." Further¡nore, Golding notes that this history, this
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unc&nny presence from aants mythoJ.ogical past, is a "dead thing handed

on' but dead though it is, it will not Lie down. It is a nonstrous

creature descending fron our &ncestors, producing nothing but disunity,

chaos" (HG 94). The dead pilotts spectral notion is associated with the

"weírd" presence of The Hanged Man, an inage of spiritual death and

comuption located in the unconscious and revealed to us in the

art,ifacts of our culture

As a mythic artist, Golding is not concerned with tine but

with the recurrence of the archetypes, with the way in which an essence

beyond history, an extrahistorica] force nanifests itself in tine. As

Hinz and Teunissen point out:

what identifies a work of art as being inforned by an archetype is

that it commands an emotional response which is often seen to be

disproportionate to the vehicle and that it reflects the nuninous

and nysterious nature of the source in the non-rational and 'hoJ.yt

character of the feeling that it arouses. Thus it is not that the

plot of e given work folloT{s a typical pattern, nor that the plot

can be correlated with a myth, that nakes the work archetypaL; what

nakes a ¡.¡ork archetypal is that it generates in the artist, and his

audience, a, sense of the otherworldly, of the divine...and does so

inexplicably or by reason of the thing which cannot, be rationally

explained. ("Culture and the Hunanities" 26)

This describes the instilled sense of the "nuninousr" that is, the

non-rational character of the divine for which otto uses the term

nvsteriun trenendum (i2) and which accounts for the inexplicable terror

in Lord of the Flies. Golding's concern is not with theoJ.ogical
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abstractions such as Inner Depravity or 0riginal Sin; his preoccupation

es an artist is not primarily with moral discrininations but with the

evocation of the tiueless quaJ-ity of human experience which takes us

back to the eternally recument beginnings of cosmic history and t,he

FaIl and to the primordial inage of Beelzebub. Golding does not import

into his narrative the nyth of the Fall- as it unfolds in Genesis¡ though

he alludes to the archetypal inage of Beelzebub that eppears in the

third chapter of Genesis and in other chapters of t,he Bibte.r

Gol-ding's novel has a simple plot that depicts the English

schoolboys' existence on the island and their decLine into savagery and

chaos when they are threatened by physical dangers and primordial fears

of the "Beast" that cones with the darkness. His narrative is self-

contained and, therefore, does not depend on external references. It is

the physical and natural realities of the boys and the island that body

forth the archetype. For, in Goldingts view, phenomenal reality makes

sense only in terns of numinal realÍty. The material and visible world

of the island is a nanifestation of the archety¡ral and nuninal world.

The phenonenal- depends on the nuninal world, the physical and natural

realities become corresponding inages of an irrupting archetype. In

this sense, Goldingts novel exhibits the inagination of a nythic writer.

The process of the energence of the archetype has a quality of

reenactnent and necessity about it; it can be seen in the reversal of

the boyst situation on the island from a state of initial harnony,

security and delight to a condition of horror and aadness. As the boys

are drawn into a conflict over whether to pursue the exciting adventure

of hunting pigs or to maintain the connonsensical and boring duty of
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keeping the fire burning as a signal for their eventual rescue fron the

island, they becone victins of irrational- forces beyond their control.

The island holds the promise of a prinordial paradise but it soon

becones the locus of preternatural" and nysterious por¿ers. Golding's

purpose in evoking the Bdenic quality of the island prior to its

destruction is to show that there never was a time in the historical

past when man lived as he ought to live. That is, the FaIl is a part of

man's experience from the beginning of tine; like Eden, it is a paradign

revealed in iIIo tenpore, but whereas archaic nan regained entrance into

paradise by ritual repetition of salvific paradigms of connection with

the cosnos, modern nan is denied this vision and experience because of

his rationalistic and historical attitude. That contenporary Ean is not

open to the salvific vision is revealed by his predisposition toward

chaos and self-destruction.

The emergence of the archetype is acconpanied by the boys'

underlying sense of supernatural fear and wonder which Otto has

described in his analysis of the two elements of nysterium and tremendum

in the numinous. The nvsteriun evokes the feeling of the "wholly

other," of "that which is quit,e beyond the sphere of the usual, the

intellegible, and the faniliar, which therefore fa1Is quite outside the

linits of the 'ca,nny,' and is contrasted with it, filling the mind with

blank wonder and astonishment" (20¡. This elenent of the nuninous mey

coexÍst with another, the tremendum, the daemonic dread, "with its queer

perversion, a sort of abortive offshoot, the 'dread of ghosts. t It first

begins to stir in the feeling of tsonething uncannyr' teerie'or
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'weird"' (i4). Otto further notes that the daenonic dread is

objectified in the products of nythological apperception or fantasy

(tS¡. The two elenents are, in their earliest, stages, closely

associated with the preternatural- fantasies which in their crude and

debased forms have gonething of the "ghostly" or t'weird" in then and

which give rise to the experience of grisly horror and benunbing wonder.

Golding's boys are made to experience this feeling of daemonic terror

and amazenent on the island where the elenents are inbued r+ith the

daunting, the unca,nny, the nysterious aspects of the nuninous.

Golding's initial description of the settingl into which his

schoolboys have been deposited evokes the idyllic, the paradisal quality

of the isl.and. Apart from the dazzring beauty of the rong, unending

beachr Ralph finds "nore enchantment": there is "a rong, deep pool in

the beach with a high Ledge of pink granite at, the further end" (18,

18). There is the plenitude of the fruit grove where "fÌower and fruit
grew together on the sane tree" (0t¡. Ratph stands on his head in

delight when "forced at last to believe in the rearity of the island"

(11), The island is characterized by lavish abundance: a cirque in the

side of the mountain is "filled with a bJ.ue flower, a rock plant of some

sort; and the overfLow hung down the vent and spilled lavishly anong the

canopy of the forest. The air was thick with butterfries, rifting,

fluttering, settling" (30). Aninal life is also plentiful; the presence

of pigs seems to promise that their need for sustenance will be net.

Fuer presents no problem: "Down there we courd get as uuch wood as

we want" for fire (+z¡, In short, the island seems to supply lifets

necessities in plenty.
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There is, however, another side to the island which gfives oninous

signs of the boys' ímpending physical and psychic distress. The Fall is

a condition that affects the boys fron the beginning. It appears that

the island is, like Milton's, a fl-awed paradise. As Barph and piggy

emerge fron the "long scar snashed into the jungre," they hear a "witch

like cry." Innediately thereafter piggy is trapped by the vegetation:

"'I got caught up...I can't hardly nove with aLr these creeper things.,"

Piggy suffers the iIl-effects fron partaking of the island's abundance;

he nakes repeated trips to the forest: "I'n sorry I been such a tine.

Them fruit--" (11).Ralph is initially delighted to learn that there are

no grown-ups on the island: "Here at least was the imagined but never

fullv rearized pì-ace leaping into rear rife" (1G). As soon as piggy

reminds hin that "l{e nay stay here till we die,t" however, he feers the

heat becone a "threatening weight" and the lagoon attack him with a

"blinding effulgence" (15), Later when a "Iittlun" mentions having seen

a "beastie" on the island, Ralph finds himself "facing sonething

ungraspablerr (40), During his investigation of pigts tracks, Jack

experiences something uncanny and dreadful when the oppressive silence

of the forest is shattered by a birdts harsh cry "that seemed to cone

out, of the abyss of ages" (53). He adnits that in the forest "you can

feer as if you're not hunting, but--beíng hunted; as if somethingts

behind you arr the tine in the jungle" (s7). The isrand ceases to be a

"good isrand" because something "weird" nanifests itself out of the
ttabyss of ages.tt

The distressing aspects of the island are accentuated by the

appearance of nirage-like effects. Golding's imagery focuses on the
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deceptiveness of the boyst vision as also on their experience of soee

baffling nystery. The nirages are produced by the conbination of the

natural elenents of heat' Iight and other atnospheric conditions, but

these effects of Iight and shade cause blurred vision. piggy keeps

"cleaning his g]-asses with å sock" (i+¡; Ralph finds his vision blocked

by the "shinnering water" (10). The scene is intermitt,ently "robbed of

sharpness by nirage" (31); parts of the island become "sagicked out of

shape or sense" (27) in the bright right of the tropical sun. The

setting contains "dazzling beach" (10), "tangled reflections" (1S),

"glittering fish," &nd "efflorescence of tropica.L weed and coraL." The

"golden light danced and shattered just over lRalph's] face" (13) and

the spots of "bLurred sunlight sl-id over theír bodies or moved like

bright winged things in the shade" (16). under these conditions, the

island refuses to be the dream-cone-true island of the boys' idylLic

vision. Golding's narrative works contrary to the cliches of the

popular adventure novel,

The chil-dren &re puzzJ"ed by the darkness that appears to reside

within the bright light. As Ralph bl-ows the conch to reca]I the boys,

he notices a "black bat-l-ike creature that danced on the sand, and only

later the body above it. The bat was the child's shadow" (zo¡. Later

Ralph observes something dark and nenacing noving toward then: "Within

the diamond haze of the beach sonething dark was funbring arong. Ralph

saw it first, and watched till the intentness of his gaze drew aì.J. eyes

that way. Then the creature stepped from nirage on to clear sand, and

they saw that the darkness was not all shado¡+ but nostly cJ-othing. The

creature was a party of boys...each wore a square black cap with a
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silver badge in it... lJack] peered into what to him was aÌnost conplete

darkness" (20-27). we learn that the sun-blindness caused by the

"fierce Iight" nakes Jack angry and frustated. Sinon too loses

consciousness when the band led by Jack arrives on the J.agoon. The

darkness lurking within the nirages suggests a nightmarish horror. As

some critics note, the detairs take on a "nightmarish clarity" (otdsey

and Weintraub 76; Kennard 184). However the effect of these details is

not to render a sharp pícture of the landscape. Rather, the island

reveals disturbingly unstable shapes. The sand "Itrenbles] beneath the

heat haze" (19); the island appears as a boat that is "moving steadity

astern" (31). The sight of the island/boat gliding backward indicates

that the boys "go back" to experience sone primorial inage in the

unconscious.

The darkness at night and the elements during the day reflect a

menacing wrath of some kind which provides a natural correspondence to

Otto's description of the nysterium trenendu4:

The glittering sea rose up, noved apart in planes of blatant

ímpossibil-ity; the coral reef and the few, stunted palms that clung

to the more elevated parts would float up into the sky, wouJ-d

quiver, be plucked apart,, run like rain-drops on a wire or be

repeated in an odd. succession of nirrors. Sonetimes land loomed

where there Í{as no land and flicked out like a bubble as the

children watched. Piggy discounted aII this learnedly as a

"nirage"...They grew accustoned to t,hese mysteries and ignored

them, just as they ignored the niracuLous throbbing stars. At

midday the illusions merged into the sky and there the sun gazed
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down like an angry eye, Then, at the end of the afternoon, the

mirage subsided and the...sun declined. That was another time of

comparative coolness but nenaced by the coning of the dark. when

the sun sank, darkness dropped on the island like an extinguisher

and soon the shelters were full of restlessness, under the renote

stars. ( 63-64 )

The sea is an enblen of sone devouring power that nakes parts of the

island sink and vanisli. Its tide brings transparencies that come

scavenging over the beach "Like a myriad of tíny teeth in a s&w" (00¡.

Piggy denies the preternatural terror of the sea by labelling Ít a

"mirage," but his natural explanation fails to alleviate the boys'fear

and insecurity: "They suffered untold terrors in the dark and huddted

together for comfort" (0a¡. Ralph shudders when he hears the continual

"suck and heave of the bJ-inding sea" (128); the seaw&ves appear to

breathe like "sone stupendous creature" (ttS¡: "They travelled the

length of the island with an air of disregarding it and being set on

other business; they were less a progress than a nonentous rise and fall

of the whole ocean" (721\. The se¿r reveals an irrational dysteleology

in nature which denies human purposiveness and meaning. Ralph finds

hinself gripping a rock with both hands, his brain benunbed by the rise

and fall of the sea waves; he experiences hopelessness: "faced by the

brute obtuseness of the oce&n, the miLes of division, one was clanped

down, one was helpless, one was condenned, one w&s--" (7221, It is

Simon who' sensing his condition, assures hin that he r+ill get back to

where he cane fron,
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inconfronted with terror and insecurity, the boys come to berieve

some ininical- presence on the island. f{hen a "littlun" complains of a

beast, Ralph is puzzled and incapabre of convincing the boys with

rational assurances that there are no beasts. Their experience with the

first fire, which burns out of control and consumes one of the boys, is
disastrous and leads then to think that there is something "unfriendly. "

The fire "gna,ws" l-ike a devouring beast and inpresses upon Ralph "the

beginníngs of awe at the polrer set free below them. The knowledge and

the awe nade him savage." piggy, who suggests the idea of righting a

signal fire, grances "nervousLy into hell and cradled the conch" (4g)

when he realizes the destruction it causes. As the fire burns itsel-f

out, the evening appro&ches with a vague and generalÍzed threat.

since they are cl-osest to their orÍgins, the "littluns" are the

most affected by the menace of the darkness and the elenents. In

describing then, GoJ.ding introduces the idea that rational hunan

ilfusions of order, nastery and domination which sone of the older boys

assert in theír attitude to the island are futile and myopic. The boys

lack vision: "They ignored the niracur.ous, throbbing stars" (63) in
their belief that purposeful actíon and civilized behavior will ensure

survival. The first fire cones as & rude shock to such myopic

illusions. Later, the "littluns" reflect theír sense of hunan order and

significance in their pì.ay: "They had built castles in the sand at the

bar of the little river...Round the castles was a conplex of narks,

tracks' warls, rairway l-ines, that were of significance only if
inspected with the eyes at the beach-lever. The littluns played here,

if not happiJ"y at Least wit,h absorbed attention. . . " (64-6b). Here,
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Golding is suggesting that the littluns' absorption in the beach-Ievel

vision of order and meaning is of no significance and inplies a loss of

cosnic perspective, the view from the "niraculous throbbing stars." The

littluns are unable to realize the threat they are exposed to: Roger

and Maurice enjoy destroying their castres. Henry too is "absorbed

beyond mere happiness as he felt himself exercising control over Iiving

things lthe transparencies in the sea]. He talked to then, urging then,

ordering them. Driven back by the tide, his footprints becane bays in

which they were trapped and gave him the iltusion of nastery" (66).

Ironically, it is he who is on the verge of beconing the víctim of

Rogerts stones: "Here, invisible, yet strong was the taboo of the ord

]ife. Round the squatting child was the protection of parents and

school and.. 'the law. Roger's arm was conditioned by a civilization

that knew nothing of him and was in ruins" (OZ¡. The inclination toward

destruction and torture at the nicrocosnic, island leve] repeats a

similar tendency in the larger world surrounding the isLand; both worlds

are, fron the cosnic perspective, fallen.

Despite the preconscious apprehension of daemonic dread in the

elements and the darkness, Ralph and Piggy are able fron the start to

organize the boys into a democratic assenbLy and take up the roles of

adults by directíng then toward purposive action so as to ensure their

survivaÌ on the island until rescue comes. In the absence of grown-ups,

Ralph and Piggy stand for authority and order and, in their hands, the

conch becomes the synbol of such order as grown-ups would achieve were

they present on the island. Gordingts irony is not rost here. After

Ralph is elected the leader of the group, he and piggy comnit the boys
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through denocratic assemblies and other rational means of survival do

not succeed. The conch which becomes an instrument for order begins to

l-ose its power as order vaníshes: the bright "cream and pink shelr"

(35)' we &re told, has been exposed to the elements which "bleached the

yelÌow and pink to near white, and transparency" (85). As the

assemblies break up, it becones "a whiteness in t,he gloon" (97); after

simon's death it is "fragiJ.e and white" (190), and imnediately before

his death, Piggy holds out the "tarisnanr the fragite, shining beauty of

the shell" (200). Piggy's reverence for the conch cannot save him; the

conch represents an elusive order and harnony which Ra1ph and Piggy fail

to achieve by using it nerely as an instrument of re&son and thought.

So Piggyts efforts to preserve the conch express his desire to

maintain the boys' solidarity under the leadership of Ralph; but

whenever the group unity is threatened, Piggy suffers an asthna attack.

Both Ra]ph and Piggy emphasize positive rational action for survival in

exhorting the boys to maintain the fire and buitd shelters. The first

fÍre they light turns into a holocaust, and then later Jack's hunters

ignore the responsibirity of keeping the fire burning; a ship passes by

the island without noticing their smoke-signaÌ because the fire is dead.

RaLph points out the need for huts in the event of rain, and he also

refers to the nore compelling reason for building them: "'And then

another thing. }{e need sherters because of the--.t" only sinon dares t,o

utter the "shaneful syllabJ-e," by referring to the "beastie or the

snake-thing" (56) whose fear drives them to buitd shelters. The huts

provide no safety and are defenceLess against the assaults of
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nightnares. Toward the end, the shelters &re consumed by a big fire.
As Ralph runs toward the beach, expecting to be kilted, he sees a

"shel-ter burst into flames" (220). It is ironic that the shelters which

are built out of fear are further destroyed by the sane fear. The fire
too, rike the other erenents, is a phenonenar nanifestation of the

numinal, devouring wrath.

As Ralph's authority is continuall-y eroded, he finds that the

assenblies he calls becone disorderly as the boys are swayed by

irrepressible, hystericar laughter and fear of the beast. He notices

the dirt,y condition of the boys, points out the need to keep the beach

and the island free fron t,he littered excrenent, tries to focus their

attention upon the serious business of survival, but he is unable to

control their laughter and fear. It becomes clear that the boys are no

Ionger contented wit,h the "wor1d of l-onging Ifor rescue] and baffled

connon-sense" which Ratph and Piggy seem to offer; rather than pursue

pragnatic solutions' they are attracted to the "bril-liant world of

hunting, tactics, fierce exhilaration, skill" {77¡, Even Ralph finds

that Piggy's "matter-of-fact ideas were dull; but there was arways a

little pJ.easure to be got out of pulJ-ing his leg" (70). Neither Ral.ph

nor Piggy can naintain a positive image of hinsel-f and of his plans for

rescue. Ralph enjoys the hunt even though he has dissuaded others from

participating in it and later both Ralph and piggy are seduced by the

hunters' ritual into taking part in Sinon's killing. The breakdor+n of

civilized order is inninent fron the beginning, first because the boys

find the activities associated with such order boring and unexciting

and, second, because their attraction to the fun and adventure of the
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of destruction and chaos.
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irrational forces

The boys are unable to understand the factors that inpel then

toward destruction and psychic chaos. Their attraction toward fun and

hunt is a prelude to their compulsive desire to hurt and kill. Thus

Ralph is delighted by his target: "Balph danced out into the hot air of
the beach and then returned as a fighter-plane, with wings swept back,

and nachine-gunned Piggy" (g). Later, regardless of his opposition to
t'he hunt, Rarph expresses his joy in wounding e pig and discovers that

"hunting was good after all" (1zb). He joins in the nock-play of the

hunting ritual that begins with a chant and a dance: ",Kirl the pig!

Cut his throat! KilI the pigl Bash him in!"'(tee). He pursues Robert,

"fighting to get near' to get a handful of that brown, vuJ-nerable flesh.
The desire to squeeze and hurt was over-nastering" (126). sinilarly,
when Jack prepares his nask, he looks at his new face mirrored in water

and is astonished to find an "&wesone stranger": "He began to dance and

his laughter becane a bloodthirsty snarl-ing. He capered towards Bill
and the mask was a thing on its own, behind which Jack hid, liberated

fron shane and self-consciousness" (69).

In Goldingts view, the comic nock-hunt enacted by the boys and the

excíting hunt of the pig represent an autotypic experience of the

prototypic manifestation of Beelzebub. Golding has indicated his

perception of the horror of evil in the play of chiLdren. In Lord of

the Fries, acts begun in fun and play are an expression of an

overpowering and blind inpulse to ki1l. The hunters are referred to as

the "buzzing fl-ies"; the beast, the decaying pig's head, becomes haroed
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with buzzing f1ies. During their first crinb to the mountain-top,

Rarph, Jack and sinon share the fun of rolring rocks down the slope

which shake the forest "as with the passage of an enraged nonster" (so¡.

Their fun liberates a nonstrous rage. Jack is conpulsively driven to

st'ick his knife into a piglet; he fairs to hurt the pig in his first
attempt; however, "Next tiure there would be no nercy" (s+¡. Jack

ignores Rarph's appeal for pragnatic actions for survival and is

attracted to the idea of the hunt which brings an "opaque mad look', into

his eyes (58). After his first successful pig hunt, Jack isrteager to

tell his knowledge that they had outwitted a living thing, imposed their
will upon it, taken away its life like a long satisfying drink" (76).

He is overwhermed by a. rege which "arising fron nunberress and

inexpressible frustrations, is elenental and awe-inspiring" (gt).

The nuninous terror of the eLenents and the darkness cor¡bined with

the immediate horror of their situation engender in the boys a sense of

powerlessnes and insecurity. The hunters' rage and blood-thirst in
which both Ralph and Piggy, the votaries of rational order, participate,

signify their capitulation to the horror of the situation on the island.

Whenever they experience the nuninous dread reflected in the natural

surroundings, the boys project their fear as the beast, or participate

in a ritual dance and kilríng. A vivid example of nadness, rage and

loathing that possess the boys is at the nonent immediately prior to

simon's murder. As darkness and the storm approach them with the

"threat of violence" (165) in the evening, Jack orgenizes the boys into

chanting and dancing in a circle: both Rarph and piggy are "grad to

touch the brown backs of the fence that hemned in the terror and made it
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governable. " Tormented by the dark sky that is "shattered by a

blue-white scar" of lightning and ftinching fron the "gigantic whip,'of
thunder, the chant rises repeatedry in intensity: "rKilL t,he beastr

cut his throat! spill his blood!"' Terror brings about this "denented

but partly secure society" which sustains the illusion of safety and

control' but the dancing cÍrcle is possessed by a "thick, urgent, blind"
hunger to kirr. The circle becomes a devouring nouth: "the nouth of
the new circle crunched and screaned" (162), as sinon walks into it.
This event demonstrates Golding's belief that the rational cannot ensure

survival- when the unconscious archetypaÌ forces irrupt into the world.

Ralph, for instance, is threatened repeatedly by a surrender to the pull
of "the curtain lthat] flapped in his head" (1g0).

Confronted with nuninous terror and its projection as the image of
the beast, the boys cannot assure their own survival by either denying

the existence of the beast or by creating the iLlusion that it can be

hunted. When the nere nention of the beast threatens to break up the

assenbry, Ralph is baffted and poses the question: "rAre there ghosts,

Piggy? or beasts?"' (lot¡. piggy answers in the negative, because for
hin rife is scientific (g2), and because, he argues, if the ghosts/

beasts exist "tthings wourdntt nake sense, Houses anr streetsr &rìr--

TV--they wouldn't work" (i0i). piggy's rationalistic explanation or

denial revears a conventionar and factual view of reality; it fails to
satisfy the boys who are tormented with fears. Jack's response that the

"beast is a hunter" &nd can be hunted inpresses the boys with a
convincing illusion of their nastery over the situation. only Simon has

sone inkling of the real significance of the beasti ,,rl{hat I nean is
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...maybe itts only us. "' simon's renark suggests that the Beast lurks

in the human collective unconscious from which it derives its awfuL

energy. In Revelation, the Beast arises from the sea (13:1); and we Eey

add that, in Eliade's terns, the Beast symbolizes the incursion of

prinordial chaos. Simon further hints at the nature of the hunters'

sickness: "símon becane inarticulate in his efforts to express

mankind's essential irlness. Inspiration cane to him. twhat's the

dirtiest thing there is?"' (97). The "dirtiest thing" points to the

contents of the personal and the collectíve uneonscious, which affect

them in the present; the assenbly is broken up because the hunters

become an incarnate inage of the fallen angel: prepa,ring for the hunt

of the sow, Jack envisions that each of his hunters "wore the remains of

a black cap and eges ego they had stood in two denure rows and their
voices had been the song of the angels" (146-47), rt is only sinon who

is given the recognition of the irrational forces represented by this
primordial inage. He arone is abl-e to transcend the horror.

Simonts first epileptic seizure suggests his initial confrontation

with the weird, nuninal powers of the unconscious. As indicated

earlier' Ralph too suffers from siniLar spells of darkness obstructing

his vision: "A strange thing happened in his head. Something fl-ickered

there in front of his nind like a bat's wing, obscuring his idea" (118).

whereas RaJ.ph, frightened and baffled by the nysterious creature of

darkness in his nind, is ilt-equipped to understand its nature, it is

Simon who has the wisdon and courage necess&ry to gain an insight into

the dark, archetypal forces that inpel the boys toward dissolution.

RaJ-ph and Piggy recognize the synptons of destruction--"'what nakes
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things break up }ike they do?"' (154)--but they blane it entirely on

Jack and focus on their need to go on with the fire-signal until it
brings rescue. Simon's insight into their efforts to naintain sone

order in the face of opposition fron Jack or the beast suggests to him

"the picture of a human at once heroíc and sick" (113). when Ralph,

Jack and others are convinced that the beast resid.es on the top of the

nount,ain, simon suggests, "we ought to clinb the nountain" (L z). As

the circle of boys shiver with dread at his suggestion, Simon takes upon

himself the solitary journey to the moun.tain to encounter the numen. He

is convinced that the thing that Sam'n Eric describe as the beast is a

fiction' engendered by terror, and that he nust disper that fiction.
In Goldingts view, Simon's behavior is saint,ly (Kernode, ,'The

Meaning of it Arr" 9-10). Regarded by the boys as queer and "batty," he

is suited for the role of a healer. His actions reveal his concern for

others rather than for himserf; he remains willing to confront the

terror that causes irremediable insecurity anong the boys. He

volunteers to cross the beast-ridden island alone at dusk, when the need

arises for soneone to inforn piggy of their plans: "'Itrr go if you

rike. I don't nind, honestry"' (129). when Ralph shudders with terror,
gripping a rock with both hands, sinon responds with caLm, reassuring

words: "'Youtll get back to where you cane from,,, (IZZ), These

prophetic words continue to ring in Ralph's ears in nonents of ext,reme

danger. whereas the other boys are driven t,o panic and hysteria by

their concern for personal security, Sinonts actions are directed toward

otherst werfare. He picks the best and ripe fruít to satisfy the

lit,tluns' physical needs. Further¡¡ore, he explores the plenitude of the
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isrand for a place of physical and psychic retreat and. serects a spot

for his contemplative nonents. This encrosure, a "bowl of heat and

light" (61) surrounded by dark aronatic bushes, is vibrant with sounds

and sights, the bee-sounds, the glinmering and fragrant candle-bud.s, the

gaudy and dancing butterfl-íes, the starlight, the moonlight, the

subnerging darkness and the deep nurnur of the sea, which are evocative

of the deeply felt harnony and order in the cosmos inmediately prior to

the incursÍon of chaos and inconprehensibLe menace of the Beast.

sinonts enclosure, a hortus conclusus, suggests the Jungian synbol of

the círcle, which symbolizes the center of the psychel the source of

nourishment and inr+ard harmony. Sinonts role inplies the possiblity of

magic nourishnent for the tornented society on the island.

Nevertheless, not even simon can escape the irrational mystery

which is Golding's rendition of the "whol-Iy other" quality of the

nuninous. His confrontation with the hideous, blood-dripping head of

the pig kilred by the hunters is, as Tiger notes, significant as the

"crystallization of the fabte's total structure since it brings together

the concepts of evil-and-innocence" (Gor-dine 57). Tiger,s analysis

focuses on Simon's innocent view of hinself and his capacity for evil,
but it ignores his role in healinÉ by attempting to rid the boys of

their fear and sickness. One synbolic afternoon, he ventures alone in

search of the beast while the hunters prepare for the pig hunt. on the

one hand, Golding describes sinon's descent into the hell of his

unconscious; on the other, he presents the hunterst excited chase and

the killing of the sow in terns of images of oedipal violat,ion. when

they approach the sow, it sits "sunk in deep naternal bLiss" (14g); as
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they chase and attack it, they are "wedded to her in lust"; when the sow

coJ-lapes¡ they are "fulfilled upon her" (149) and are thrilled by their
obscene attack: "Right up her ass" (1s0). They Leave behind the pigrs

head hung on a stick as an offering or a gift to propit,iate the beast.

Sinon observes the hunt fron the va.ntage point of his secluded place

v¡here the butterfries dance their "unending d&nce" (146); t,he

butterfries, however, desert the scene of the sow's kilring, and the

place is invaded by the fl-ies. significantry, the Greek word for
butterfly is psvche, nan's spirituar center es suggested earlier by

Sinonts enclosure; but the changing scene evokes the possession of that

center by a figure from the spirit world: "Even the butterfries
deserted the open space where the obscene thing grinned and dripped.

simon rowered hís head, carefurly keeping his eyes shut, then sheLtered

them with his hand. There were no shadows under the trees but

everywhere a pearly stillness, so that what was real, seened illusive and

wíthout definition. The pile of guts Þ¿as & black blob of flies that

buzzed like a saw. After a while these flies found Sinon. Gorged, they

alighted by his runnels of sweat and drank...the Lord of the Flies hung

on his stick and grinned" (152). The pig's hea.d has been seen by

critics as a synbol of evil or of rnner Depravity, but a conceptual

expJ-anation cannot account for the reality, the objective existence of

irrational and recurring nystery which in archaic nyth is represented by

t'he figure of Beerzebub. This grisJ.y image of the propit,iatory head,

the Lord of the Dung, is a manifestation in the present of sonething

nalefic in the cosmos of which the hunters are an instrunent and which

allows evil to triunph ín hunan processes and the innocent to becone its
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sacrificial victins. Simon's "ga.ze ís held by that ancient, inescapable

recognition" (152); the flies that nove fron the pile of guts and settle

on simonts face suggest the consuning wrath of the beast and its
votaries. They enable sinon's discovery of the neaning of the blood-

dripping head even before it has begun to speak to hin. Like a shanan,

he connunicates with the dragon of chaos in the rea-Lm of the spirits.

The grinning head adnonishes Simon to "Run away...go back to the

others...why should you bother?" (152). simon stays on¡ though, shaking

with fear, To his amazenent, the head identifies itself as the Beast

and intimates to hím its power over the boys and the island: "'Fancy

thinking the Beast was sonething you could hunt and kiil.!...you knew,

didntt you? Itm part of you? Close, close, close! Itm the reason why

it's no go? why things are wh¿t they are?"' sinon "could not break

away" from the dreadfuÌ allure of the beast, and his head begins to

wobble with his eyes "half-closed as though he were initating the

obscene thing on the stick (158). Sinon Loses consciousness, and the

headts grin expands: "sinon found he was looking into a vast mouth.

There was blackness within, a bl-ackness that spread." Before his falL

into the abyss of darkness, Sinon is warned. r"Itn going to get

wexy...Youtre not wanted...I{e ¿re going to have fun on this island"

(159). The "fun" is an ironic reference to the l-ure of destructive rage

or wrath as it is nanifested in the scenes of the hunt and sav¿rge

ki lI ing.

As Sinon recovers fron this fit, exhausted a¡rd drained of

strength, he is changed by the shattering knowtedge of his

confrontation. His transcendence of the terrible destructive force is
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evident fron his deternination: "He pushed on, staggering eometines

¡rith his eyes and he walked with a sort of glum deternination 1ike an

oLd nan" (161). Though physicatly weakened by thie experience he

remains connitted to his journey t,o the top of the nountain to discover

the beast that the boys believe lives there. I{e as readers know that

the beast on t,he mountain is the dead airnan and that the boys, fear

gives it nonstrous gualities. This "rock like hump" (fSS) causes either
panic or paralytic fear in the boys; Ralph, for instance, is unabre to

run år{ay from this grisly thing: "He bound hinself together with his

will' fused his fear and loathing into a hatred, and stood up. He took

two leaden steps forward" (136). Whereas Ra]ph is sickened wittr hatred

by the nonstrous figure on the nountain, simon, havÍng experienced the

grisly pig's head covered with flies, is able to respond with conpassion

toward the dead airnan's swoLLen body blown by fries; the ',humped thing"
(161) becones & "poor body" and the beast appears "harmless and

horribLe. " simon releases the broken and swinging body of the pilot

fron "the wind's indignit¡"'(162) by disentangring the strands of the

parachute cs.ught in the tree. Having relieved hinself of the burden of

his quest, he resol,ves to teII t,he others of his knowledge and dissipate

their fear.

simon wishes to enlighten the boys with his discovery that the

beast on the nountain is nerely a product of their inagination and that

the real beast resides wit,hin; but he emerges from the forest only to

walk into the devouring, destructive circle of the boys. Their chanting

and dance are irrational neens of averting the terror but t,he real

inpu]-se behind their rituar is to devour, kirl and destroy whatever
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comes within "the mouth of the new circl-el': as Sínon stumbles into the

circre, the naddened boys "struck, bit, tore. There were no word.s, and

no novements but the tearing of teeth and claws" (168). Sinon's murder

is rendered netaphorically as being eaten by a mouth; the imminence of

this act is suggested by simon's falr into the "vast nouth" (1bg) of t,he

pigts grinning head.

For Golding, sinon's death brings about a tenporary respite of the

devouring, horrific forces. The sea which earlier appears as an inage

of the devouring mode, now embraces sinon's body with a conpassion that

is tineless and without mercy. The transparencies which are earlier

seen scavenging over the beach like a "nyriad of tiny teeth in a saw,"

(66) have become "attendant creatures" (120):

Along the shoreward edge of the shallows the advancing

clearness was full of strange, noonbean-bodied creatures with their

fiery eyes...The water rose further and dressed Simon's coarse hair

with brightness. The line of his cheek silvered and the turn of

his shoulder becane sculptured narble, The strange, attendant

creatures, with their fiery eyes and trailing vapours, busied

themselves round his head. The body lifted a fraction of an inch

...Then it turned gently in the water.

Somewhere over the darkened curve of the world the sun and the

noon were pulling; and the filn of water on the earth planet was

held, bulging slightly on one side whire the solid core turned.

The great wave of the tide moved further along the island and the

water lifted. Softly' surrounded by a frÍnge of inquisitive bright

creatures, itself a silver shape beneath the steadfast
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constellations. Sinonts dead body moved out toward the open sea.

( 16e_70 )

Simon' like Lycidas, is transfigured in death, his gentle burial unites

hin beautifully with the elenents which are evocative of the cosmic

order. The point of view becones cosnic, suggesting that simon,s

sacrifice for the sake of healing his conmunity bestows on hin an

exalted status and recapitulates the archetype of sacrifice revealed in

irlo tempore by a god. He becones the "genius of the shore. "

For the boys, however, sinonts death does not provide, as it does

for the reader, an insight into the salvífic paradign of connection with

the cosnic reality; instead they nust experience the horror of the

nalefic cosnic mystery that is the doninant reality on the island.

Piggyts matter-of-fact, view describes Sinon's nurder as a nere accident

to be forgotten. Ra1ph is baffled by the otherness of the nysterious

power that inpelled him to join the hunters in kilring simon: ',rI
wasn't scared...I was--I dontt know what I w&s"' (1zB). If Rarph and

Piggy deny their guilt, the boys in the hunters' camp share an unspoken

guilty knowledge of their participation in Sinonts nurder; however, they

accept a convenient "theological rationalization" (I77) that the Beast

appears in various disguises.

The nalevolent terror renains unabated as the hunters explore

other possibilities of torture and withdraw thenselves into the

fortified cave calLed "castle Rock" as a defence against the Beast:

"wetd better keep on the right side of hin anyhow. you canrt t,erl what

he night do" (I77). As Roger receives the news that Jack had ordered

one boy tortured, he speculates about "assinilating the possibitities of
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irresponsible authority." The hunters attack at night and steal piggyts

glasses; however' Piggy cannot conprehend their hatred toward him and

Ralph. He falls to his death, crushed by a boulder that Roger pushes

down on hin with & "sense of delirious abandonnent" (176). His death

marks the essential inadequacy of a rational., understandable world.

Piggy's death confirns the devouring node and its dominance on the

island; the sea is an image of t,hat inescapabl"e wrath: "Then the sea

breathed again in a longr slow sigh, the water boiled white and pink

over the rock; and when it went, suckÍng back again, the body of piggy

was gonerr (200). Piggy díes ludicrousJ.y clinging to the conch, his

syrnboJ. of personal safety (195). Following piggy's death, Ralph is left
alone to contend with t,he threat posed by the hunters and the pulJ. of

the unconscious within. As "the fatal unreasoning knowledge" comes to

him, he knows that he is the next target of the tribe of hunters (20s).

He ffees into the forest for refuge during the night, but the fear of

darkness and the thoughts of Piggy's ghost (210) force him to look for a

hiding spot near the hunters' den. The norning only continues the

"age-long nightmares of fatling and death" suffered during the night as

he hears the urulation voices coning fron the hunters. It is during

t'his desperate fight for survival t,hat Ralph experiences the threat of

chaos and insanity fron within.

Unl-ike Sinon, who descends to the chaos of the darkness ¡rithin and

triunphs over that terror, Ralph is unable to understand its weird

threat. significantly, during his pursuit by the hunters, Ralph moves

through the sane territory that sinon had to traverse in his quest to

deternine the ident,ity of the Beast. Ralph confronts the power of the
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pigts skurl: "The teeth grinned, the empty sockets seened to hold his

gaze masLerfully and without effort. " His fail,ure to acknowledge that

his own nature partakes of the reality signified by the grisly image of

pig's head, however, resuLts in a loathing directed outward: "A sick

fear and rage swept him. Fiercery, he hit out at the filthy thing in

front of hi¡n that bobbed like a toy and cane back, still-, grinning into

his face, so that he lashed out in loathing" (204). Whereas Simon's

experience with the pig's head and his deat,h suggest the possibility of

acconmodating terror, Ra1ph is seized by "sick fear and rage" and flees

from the grinning skull; whereas Sinon's death evokes the cosmic order

in the image of "steadfast consteÌlations" (170), Ralph confronts a

darkness that nakes the "st&rs lspi]ll about the sky" (208).

Ralph dreads the weird poÌ.rer of chaos and darkness experienced

both wit,hin and without himself: "he was beginning to dread the curtain

that rnight waver in his brain" (ztl¡. He puzzres over the reasons

behind the hunters'hatred of him: "'But I've done nothing...I only

wanted to keep up a fire"'(208). But as he listens to the incantation

of hatred in their ul-urations he has a va,gue intination t,hat the

situation he faces is not unique, that he is involved in a recurring

event: "He knew he had heard it before sonewhere, but had no tine to

renenber." Later, he hides hinserf in simon's ceLL, the "darkest hole

on the is.Land" (2r7\ and listens to the ancient, archaic rhythn of the

earth: "He laid his cheek against the chocolate coloured earth, licked

his dry J-ips and cl-osed his eyes. Under the thicket, the earth was

vibrating very slight1y, or perhaps there was a sound beneath the

obvious thunder of the fire and scribbl-ed ululat,ions that was too low to
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hea.r" (218). As he peers through the hole, he learns that both he and

the savage cannot connect wíth the âarkness: "You could tell that he

saw light on this side and on that, but not ín the niddte--there. In

the middle Ì{as a blob of dark and the savage wrinkled up his face,

trying to decipher the darkness. " Ralph cannot acknowledge his own

savagery; he assumes the character of those who track him and rushes out

of the thicket in frenzy, "screaming, snarling, bloody" (220),

Jack's device of smoking Ratph out results in another fire that

burns out of controì. It races like a tide toward the fruit trees,

driving the aninal life into the sea, leaving the island "scorched up

like dead wood" (223) and unfit for habitation. As it consumes the

island, however, the fire acts as a signal, bringing rescue to the

scene. Golding has been criticized by sone for this abrupt, trick

ending' but it serves his purpose of demonstrating the ironic lack of

vision anong the boys as well- as in the representative of the outside

world. The officer who describes the boys'chase and wild cries as "fun

and games" (227) is ignorant of the horror of the boys' situation as

wel-Ì as blind to the fact of the "negative" horror symbolized by

Beelzebub and repeated in history. So Nieneyer's view of civilizaLion

as t,hat force which keeps the beast away is an inaccurate reading of

Golding's novel (Nelson 94). As Golding's novel suggests, once the

archetypal- forces begin to irrupt, civilization is unabLe to help us.

The process of affLiction and re-energence of the archetype becones

inevitable and inescapable and even inconprehensible by those who

participate or are actors in the prinordial ritual. OnIy individuals

like Sinon are able to understand the non-historical necessity, c&n
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locate their praces in the nyth, and can show the way through it. For

Ralph and the others who have forgotten sinon, however, vísion or

understanding nust renain partial: "Ralph wept for the end of

innocence, the darkness of man's heart, and the fall- through the air of

the true, wise friend carled Piggy" (223'). In his grief, Ralph does not

remember sinon whose prophetic words "you'11 get back" (zzo¡ have been

his only source of consolation on the island.
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NOTES

rsee Mueller, who remarks on the significance of the t,itle of

Golding's novel: "The term'Iord of the flies' is a transl¿tion of the

Hebrew word tBaalzebub' or 'Beelzebub.' The BaaL were the local, nature

gods of the early Senitic peoples. In 2 Kings 1: 2 Baalzebub is named

as the god of Ekron. AII three synoptic Gospels refer to Beelzebub; in

Luke 11: 15 he is called'the chief of the deviLs"' (1204),



Chapter Two

The Inheritors

In the sane manner that GoJ.ding was l-ed to write Lord of the Flies

because of his loss of faith in the perfectibirity of nan and his

rejection of Ballantyne's representative naively optinistic view of

rational man's capacity for achieving a good hunan society in The Coral

Island, so he was noved to write The Inheritors (1955) with the

objective of refuting another rational-istic and historical view of human

progress and evoluLion presented by H. G. I{ells in his Outline of

Historv. Golding's acknowledgement, of t,he ideological positions which

he intended to refute in his first two novel-s has encouraged critics to

label him a fabulist, or an allegorist who is concerned to embody a

predeternined moral stance and whose art, consequentJ-y, is inherently

limited. Thus, for instance, Peter argues that Golding delineates human

depravity (Nelson 28); Hynes asserts that Golding's story of

NeanderthaLs and Homo Sapiens is an anthropological version of the FaIl

of Man and a noral fable (182); and Sanford Sternlicht points out that

the Neanderthars are the "true Adans of Golding's cosnos" (BB4). Dick

and E. C. Bufkin note that Golding deals with the opposition between

good and evil, and innocence and experience in this novel (Dick 46;

Bufkin, "fronic Art" 577). While these critical approaches have

validity in suggesting that The Inheritors describes the Neanderthal's

loss of innocence and his subsequent annihilation as a species, they are

necessarily Iimited by their insistence that Golding's art is

allegorical in nature. The terns fabulation and mythic &re more

appropriate descriptions of the nature of Golding's art, for as I have

53
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already denonstrated in my discussion of Lord of the Flies, it is

structured archetypally. Golding's rejection of rationalistic and

historicist views of nan and reality introduces us to the cosmic and

non-historical- orientation of his art.

Goldingts epigraph fron Wellsts Outline of History is the initiat

springboard into his own story of t,he encounter between Neanderthal a¡d

cro-Magnon man. I{errsts description of Neanderthal man's "ugriness or

repulsive strangeness" in combination with his "cunning brains" and

"cannÍbalistic tendencies," paints a picture of an alien nonster who was

no match for the physical, noral and mental superiority of Homo Sapiens.

GoLding simply could not accept t{elIs's notion that the evolutionary

history of our species denonstrates our physical and noral superiority:

"Wells's The Outline of History is the rationalist gospel in excelsis...

It seened to be too neat and too sl-ick. And when I re-read it as an

adult I came across his picture of Neanderthal nan, our inmediate

predecessors, as being those gross brutal creatures who were possibly

the basis of the nythological bad man...the ogre. I thought to nyself

that this is iust absurd. t{hat we're doing is externalizing our or{n

inside" (Kernode, "The Meaning of it AIt" 10). Golding's rejection of

the idea of ethical evolutíon and hunan progress in history is, in fact,

a refutation of historical consciousness which denies the validity of

archetypal history. Far from being a record of huuran progress, history,

seen from Goldingts cosnic perspective, is a decline. He observes that

his story of nan's evoLution reveals the nyth of the "Fall of nan and

the loss of Eden" (Dick 38). Golding inplies that the historicaL and

rationalistic faith which presunes the physical and noraL progress of
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nan tends to ignore the archetypal prenise that the FalI was a part of

nants experience from the beginning.

Although Golding has suggested a biblical parallel for his story

of evoLution in The Inheritors, he does not refer to the Falt as it

appears in Genesis. He reverses WeIIs's notion of ethical progress in

his version of pre-history and views the Neanderthals "aB a, primitive

but good race that existed before the FalI, wiped out by Homo Sapiens

sinply because it wasntt evil, enough to survive. Its animal innocence

was no match for our capacity for surviving at all costs". (Biles, Talk

106). Golding's fabLe locates a point in pre-history when the

prelapsarian Neanderthals encountered an already fallen Homo Sapiens,

when the primitive and archaic consciousness confronted a modern

nentality, when an archaic view of the cosnos and of n&nts place in it
gave h'ay to a modern, secufar and hístorical view of nants relationship

to the universe. In his representation of the primitive Neanderthafs as

ideal human types, his speculation turns on the feeling of the archaic

man and his superior humanity.

Golding's projection into an earlier stage of nan's evolutionary

and cultural history involves an atavistic tendency, an inagined return

to prototypic prinitive cultures: the prelapsarian Neanderthals and the

fallen Cro-Magnons. Having witnessed the historical orientation of

nodern man and the resulting J-oss of religious faith and the rational-ism

and violence of contemporary history, Goldingts inagination turns away

fron the one-sidedness of the present and reverts to the past for

authentic evidence of nants sacred history, evoking the salvific and

nalefic archaic inages that are obscured or lie behind the artifacts of
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our culture. Just as in Lord of the Flies, Golding,s boys witness an

authentic imuption of the extra-historical force represent,ed by the

synbol of Beelzebub, sinilarly, in The Inheritors Golding's Neanderthals

and Hono Sapiens reveal a genuine non-rationaJ- response to the gods in

the unconscious, to the numinous Feminine in her positive phase, and to

the beginnings of prinordial darkness.

What Eliade has to say regarding the difference between archaic

and Judaeo-Christian nan also applies to Golding's contrast between

Neandert,hal and Cro-Magnon. Golding demonstrates the difference between

archaic and modern nan by alJ.owing us an inside view of the prinitive

innocence of the Neanderthals (the people) for whon reality is that

which is imbued with the divine and that which reproduces a prinordial

cosmogonic act revealed by the goddess oa, the Great Mother. Their

mythological perception of experience and events is alogical, cyclica1

and synbolical, and their community preserves order and goodness through

an uninterrupted comnunication with their deity who has both

bJ.iss-giving and wrathful aspects. The Hono sapiens (the new people),

on the other hand, have no sense of the sacred history of the beginnings

and, consequently, for then objects and acts, natural and human, reveal

nothing that transcends then; their ¡+orld does not reflect a sacred

reality' rather it appears nerely as a crude physical datun. They are

gifted with intelligence and reason which enable then to understand

events and time in a rinear, sequential and logical pattern. At this

moment in evolutionary history when they survive by annihiJ-ating the

people, however, t,hey are becoming aware of the manifestation of the

nunen in its negative phase, which is experienced as t,he prinordial
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darkness of the beginning of tine. Evoked by the inages of

incomprehensible and dreadful darkness, this experience of nysteriun

trenendun brings about the new people's inescapable faII into sinfulness

and destructiveness. Both groups suffer t,he consequences of this fall

into chaos and nadness that results from the irrupting numinal forces in

the collective unconscious. In this encounter, the Neanderthals energe

as innocent people though, tragicaJ.ly, they are without the neans to

survive their confrontation with the devil-haunted peopJ-e, "the

inheritors" of the earth.

Golding renders the archaic attitude toward experience from the

point of view of the Neanderthals. In this vision, the doninant cosmic

force is experienced as the generating, nourishing, protecting and

warming Feninine in her positive aspect. The NeanderthaÌ's reLationship

to the environment and to one another reflects "an indissolubLe bond

between mother and child. This participation mystique between nother

and child is the original relationship of container and contained

(Neunanrr, Great Mother 29). As Isis and later the Madonna signify, the

Good Mother is the source and preserver of lífe, since for the prinitive

man the a.ppeers.nce of life is the sign of cosnic mystery. The

NeanderthaJ- goddess Oa presides over and enconp¿Lsses every aspect of his

life. The people's Oa-ness consists in their feeling of security and

harnony within thenselves and in their reverence for all life. An old

and snall root in the likeness of a great-bellied wonan is constantly

hugged and carried by Liku as a symboJ- of an intinate contact with the

goddess. As Oa's hunan representatíves, the wonen of the tribe, the old
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wonan and Fa, &re responsible for the preservation of life and are

invested with the goddess's power and dread.

The people frequently renenber and project into t,he sacred centre,

the beginnings of cosmos. Mal narrates t,he cosmogonic Byth (Golding

departs fron the Christian or biblical version of. Genesis) to his tribe:

"There was t,he great Oa. She brought forth the eart,h fron her belJ-y.

She gave suck. The earth brought forth wo¡Ean and the wonan brought forth

the first nan out of her belly" (SS¡. As Eliade informs us, such an

account of creation is an expreasion of the self-sufficiency and

fecundity of Mother Eart,h (The Sacred and the Profane 145). To

understand the feeling of the Neanderthals associated with this myth, we

nust turn to Eliade again who notes that for archaic man, the earth

"presents itself as universal nother and nurse. The rhythns manifest

order, harnony, pernanence, fecundity. The cosmos as a whole is an

organisn at once real-, living, and sacred..." (117). Golding's people

recall the Edenic habitat of the earth: "There was the picture of the

time when there had been nany people, the story that they all- liked so

much of the tine when it w&s sunner all year round and the flowers and

fruit hung on t,he same branch" (SS¡. The permanence and fecundity of Oa

is seen repeated in the cycle of seasons with the arrival of warm

spring. The people follow the natural rhythn of the seasons by

travelling fron their winter cave by the sea to the nountains in

expectation of sunmer. Though they have arrived there rather too early

in the season and have to renain hungry for days, ùheir expectation of

Oa's providence is a source of happiness and security: "Quite suddenly

he [Lok] was swept by a tide of happiness and exuLtation. Everything
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had ¡vaited for then. Oa had waited for then. Even now she was pushing

up the spikes of the bulbs, fattening the grubs, reeking the gmells out

of the earth, bulging the fat buds out of every crevice and bough. He

danced on the terrace by the river, his arns spread wide" (gz). Lok

pulls a withered berry off the bush and shakes it, urging roudly, "wake

uÞr grubs! Are you awake?" (Z+¡.

Through Lok's point of view, Golding skillfully presents the

perceptual- states or feerings of prinitive consciousness by using

animistic inages. Animism is mind's projection of itself, the

attribution of its sentient life and interrigence to all- things.

Michael Bell observes that aninism is the nindts inabirity to

distinguish between "the inner world of feeling and the external order

of exÍstence" (8). More inportantly, the peoprets aninistic perception

reveals a genuinely religious inagination which is noved by awe in the

presence of and reverence toward, the sacred realities of earth and

nature. For Lok, the water sleeps (I2), the weed-tairs throb like the

rhythnic beats of the heart (25), the rocks are "the bones of the Ìand"

(22), and the island "like the whole leg of a seated. giant" (ao¡. The

natural e.Lements ¿re alive and refLective of spirit: the old wonan

brings wood for the flames to "bite on" as the fire needs "Eore to eat"

(SS¡; the sun "ldrinks] up the nigt" (47) to enhance the peop]e's

visibility as they search for food; the menacing water near the fall is

"eager to snatch them" (4i); and the slippery rock "sought to be rid of

hin" (80). At other times, nature is synpathetic and tends to

reciprocate their attitude to her: the "sun hides" (16) when t,he people

drag the heavy burden of the log; as they go across the fearsone w&ter,
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the sun reapperlrs, reflecting their joy and relief "so that the whole

world seened to share their pleasure" (te¡. This reciprocity between

man and nature is also suggested by the use of aninal netaphors to

describe the people, "still as deer at gaze" (1b). Since for the

Neanderthal all nature partakes of the same spirit, there is a real

consonance between the rhythms of the seasons and his affective states:

"There was stuffed inside the bones of his [Lok's] head the white flock

of the autumn creepers, their seeds were in his nose, making hin yawn

and sneeze" (134).

Another use of the animistic pattern in t,he syntax seems to

suggest that anong the Neanderthals instinct and senses are doninant

over will and abstract thought. Consequently, the animistic technique

excludes reference to the person as the agent of action (Adriaens 20),

inplying that the senses or ühe parts of the body act by themselves. So

the narrator inforns us that "Lokts feet were clever" (11) as he nakes

his way over the rocky slopes. A sinilar personification of parts of

the body describes Lokts awakening to danger: "Lok's ears epoke to Lok"

(104). At tines Lok appears &s a passive observer of his own behavior:

"Lok found that his hands kept reaching out and touching her" (1g7).

His feet have a wilr of their own: they "[walk] away from each other"

(125) when he clinbs the rocks. The purpose of this technique which

personifies parts of a body acting by thenseLves reinforces the notion

that the Neanderthal is characterized by an ínstinctive inpersonality

rather than by will and serf-consciousness. Golding's nethod of

syntactic manipulation of Lok's point of view and the aninistíc

technique nay suggest to a nodern critic, as it does to Mark Adri&ens,
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the prinitivets lack of control, awkwardness or incoherence (26), but

such devices &re a part of the writerts strategy to show that an

alogical and inpersonal point of view is the fundamental characteristic

of the prelapsarian innocence of t,he Neanderthals. They have no sense

of an "r" as we understand it today, no understanding of a unique,

individual or personal concept of ident,ity.

The people connunicate through pictures and not with words. The

"picturesr" Gregor and Kinkead-[r¡eekes note, "are visualizations not

conceptuarizations," terepathic snapshots not of an idea but of an

ent,ire event (73). such non-rationar, intuitive and terepathic

conmunication does not need words: "Then, as so often happened with the

people, there were feelings between them. Fa and Nil- shared a picture

of Ha thinking" (14). Even a snell is acconpanied by a picture, 'ra sort

of living but qualified presence" (74), Lok sees a picture "not by

reasoned deduction but because in every place the scent told hin--do

this!" (76). Lok's intuitive t,ranslation of a sensory experience leads

to the knower, in knowing, beconing that which is known: "As the snerl

of cat would evoke in him a cat-st,ealth of avoidance and a cat snarl; as

the sight of Mar tottering up the slope had nade the peopre parody hin,

so now the scent [of one of the new peopre] turned Lok into the thing

that had gone before him...Lok-other crouched.."threw hinself into the

shadow of a rock, snarling and waiting" (zl¡, soon Lok-other becomes

Lok again and united with his people r¡hen the other is gone.

Essentially the pictures show that the Neanderthal's capacity for

abstract, rational thought is not yet developed. This inability to

conceptualize also impJ-ies the lack of a historical character to their
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thinking: they do not see events fol]ow in sucession or in a sequence

linked by causality: "The fat won&n w&s screaming...The old man was

running...Chestnut-head was coming fron where Lok was" (210). Events or

their pictures of then co-exist simultaneously in space: Lok "wished he

could ask MaI what it was that joined a picture to a picture so that the

last of n&ny came out of the first" (96¡.

BelI describes two forns of prinitivisn: unconscÍous primitivisn,

in which there is an "inward recreation of ancient modes of feeLinÉ,"

and conscious prinitivisn, in which an artist nakes a deliberate use of

mythic or primitive motifs (32). In his description of the

NeanderthaLts relationship to the world and to the nenbers of the tribe,

Golding recreates the mythic sensibility from within. He affirms

comnunityr not individuality, group psyche, not personality. His

approach confirms Neunannts view about the primitive matriarchal

culture: "In the early situation of hunan culture, the group psyche was

doninant. A relation of participation mystique prevailed between the

individuaL and his group, and between the group and its environnent,

particularly the world of plants and animals" (269). Rather than

experiencing separateness or individuality, the people have a sense of

oneness, a feeling of comnunal- harnony and of accord with the

environment. The narrator shows how in one noment by the fireside

individuality is subsumed and a sense of union experienced by the

nenbers of the group: "One of the deep silences fell on then, that

seemed so much nore natural than speech, a tineless silence in which

there were at first many minds in the overhang; and then perhaps no nind

at al-I" (S+¡. Faced with a difference of opinion when Fa and Ha express
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their disbelief, Lok yearns for the "mindl-ess peace of their &ccord"

(38) and forgets his fit of tenper.

During their nonents of unionr the people share their pictures

through intuitive rather than verbal conmunication. When they jointly

experience in sirence the feeling of Malts nisery and inpending death,

it is MaL's words, "'I shall die"' (39) which makes then separate again.

However, their oneness is reflected by continous participation in the

collective and is expressed through enpathetic and synpathetic

cornmunication with one another. The people groan in sympathy when Ha

struggles in the cold water: "he grimaced and the people grinaced with

hin" (17). Lok extends his enpathy even to the new people: "He could

see how they shared the weight lof the ]ogl, felt in his own limbs the

drag and the desperate effort" (144). Theír shared connunication is

physical and sensory, without the need to use words: "F& and Nil

shared a picture of Ha thinking" (i+¡. Significantly, they share

impulses to act together and extend their sy¡rpathy through physical

contact, which recapitulates Oats or the Great Motherts function of

protecting, sheltering end giving warmth. When Mal is brought out of

coLd water the "people gathered round in a tight little group. They

crouched and rubbed their bodies against hin, they wound their arns with

a lattice of protection and comfort...The group of people crouched round

Mal and shared his shivers" (21), Later Mar is held in a cradle of warn

flesh as the others huddle around him to cure hin of his sickness (SS¡.

The people's Oa-ness is in their oneness, and Golding evokes through the

inage of the tight knot of the Neanderthal bodies around Mal the synbol

of corporateness which signifies that the individual is nade one with
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his fellow-beings in conmunion with the deity. Their mutually shared

feelings al-so induce then into group behavior; for instance, as Mal

totters and fails to balance hinself, the people express their

affectionate ties with him by an "unconscious parody" of his unsteady

feet (23).

Through our inmersion in the point of view of Lok and t,he

Neanderthals' Golding ensures that we gain an understanding of bow the

Neanderthal's response to the nuninous is the basis for his harnonious

and ethical behaviour. When the people witness the awesome power of the

Earth Mother dweì.1íng in the caverns of the glacier, they spontaneously

react with reverence either by chanting her n&ne or by naintaining

silence: "The ice-wonan hung above and beyond then. Though the deadly

water still trickled fron her belly, she would not move. Then the

people were silent and passed swiftly tirl she was hidden by the rock"

(28). The people are thin with hunger, but they do not kill aninals to

satisfy it because to them killing is profane, an act against the gift

of life bestowed by Oa. On one occasion, when their search for food has

yierded littLe, Lok and Fa find a doe killed by a cat and feel that it

would be bad to eat the doe because "Oa brought the doe out of her

belly," Lok addresses the doe' 'r'This is bad. But a cat killed you so

there is no b.Lane"'(s+¡. Again he speaks to the darkness in the gurly

which suggests to him the possible wrath of the deity: "'They [the

peoplel do not like the taste of neat but they nust eat"'(56). Their

constant communication with the l-iving deity of sacred dread and bliss

is the foundation of their innocence. They exhibit their blissfut

participation in Oa's gifts: the people t,hink that if the sick Mal
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Hould eet of the soft brain "the strength and fleetness of the doe would

grow in him. l{ith the wonder of this gift present in their øinds they

felt no need for speech" (61). They seek to live in harnony with earth

by an instinctive and physical contact with it: for example, in the

overhang, "Ha squatted against the rock and shuffled his back till it
fitted" (31 ).

The NeanderthaL's encounter with the new people at this stage in

the evolutionary developnent of hunan history reflects a growth toward

consciousness alray fron the initiat experience of the Great Mother in

her positive phase. Neumann has noted that the "developnent of

consciousness from the alnost totaL containnent in the unconscious in

primitive nan to the western form of consciousneas, has been gi.inpsed as

the central factor in human history as a whoÌe" (so¡. The people's

history or psychological developnent begins with the matriarchal stage

in which "the unconscious directs the psychic process of the individual

and the group" (91). Thus within the family group, the peoplets

unconscious, instinctive participation in the generative, protecting

and bliss-giving Earth Mother and her hunan representatives fosters a

sense of harmony and security. Their contact with the new people,

however, in whon intelJ-igence is highly developed, results in their
growth toward consciousness. More significantly, this encounter with

the new people leads then to experience the numen in its aspect as the

"wholry other" (nvsterium) with daenonic dread (tremendum). Gotding

inplies that growth in consciousness is inevitably involved in a psychic

novement back toward the prirnordial darkness of the beginning of time, a

condition which nakes possible the irruption of the archetypal forces in
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the unconscious. Golding's story denonstrates this primordial psychic

situation through Lok's developing awareness of the other, the Homo

Sapiens, who al-so are involved in a struggle with the regressive por,¿ers

of darkness. Lok's experience of darkness, however, does not resuLt in

evil behavior.

Golding's depiction of the psychíc situation of our encestors and

their predecessors is sinirar to Neumann's view of early hunankind:

"The whore life of mankind and assured.ry of primitive mankind. . . is

involved in the struggLe against the suction of the unconscious and its
regressive lure; and this ís the terribJ.e aspect of the Feninine" (175).

Golding evokes this struggle wit,h the chthonic powers of darkness. He

al-so seems to suggest through the early nan's involvenent with the

daemonic powers of prinordial darkness that this struggl-e is cyclicaL

and periodically recurrent in the life of nankind. The renoval of the

log by the Cro-Megnons synbolizes a loss of connection with the Great

Mother in her positive phase. The dying Mal, who suffers from a fall
into cold water where the log is removed, has a vision, a picture of the

inminent chaos and destruct,ion suggested by the memory of an earlier

occurrence of the Great Fire that destroyed their Edenic habitat: "tI
have a picture. The fire is flying away into the forest, a¡rd eating up

the trees"' (45). I{hen Mal insists that the fire is burning now, he is

consoled by being reninded t,hat the fire to which he is referring is a

picture fron J-ong ago. Later, however, the ord wonan affirms Malts

cyclic view when faced with the blankness in the overhang soon aft,er the

loss of Mar and Ha: "'Now is like when the fire frew away and ate up

all the treest" (93), Lok too has disturbing, ominous int,ir¡ations ¡+hen
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he sees the strange, unfaniliar heavy smoke and wonders at its source.

Later he renembers Malts words and his irrational fear, and associates

the fire with the destruction unleashed by the new peopre: "'Now is

like when the fire frew away and ate up the trees"' (1gB). The new

people represent the unreasoning force of chaos and destruction. In

Eliade's sense, they reactualize the powers of chaos, reniniscent of the

primordial darkness (Sp 48).

Lokts growth in consciousness begins with a sense of separation

fron his people. He first experiences this ross of vital r-ife-

sustaining connection when he returns to the overhang after a futile
search for Ha by following the scent of one of the people:

All at once Lok was frightened because she lthe old wonan] had

not seen hin...He was cut off and no ronger one of the people;

as though his comnunion with the other had changed him he was

different fron them and they could not see hin. He had no words

to fornulate these thoughts but he felt his difference and

invisibirity as a cold wind that blew on his skin. The other

had tugged at the strings that bound hin to Fa and MaI and Liku

and the rest of the people. The strings Frere not the ornanents

of life but its substance" If they broke, a man would die.

(78)

Neumann has terned this condition of loneliness and painful deprivation

the principiun individuationis which is "the contrary of the cont,ainment

that is the basic principle of oarticipation nystioue" (62). Further,

to become conscÍous neans "saying tnot to the uroborus, to the Great

Mother, to the unconscious...to discrininate, to mark off, to isolate
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oneself from the surrounding context--these are the basic acts of

consciousness" (Neumann, OriAins 721\, Thus in Lok, growth in

consciousness involves a painful separation fron the Great Mother in her

positive phase but, more inportantly, growth means an ability to

recognÍze the forces of darkness within and without and their regressive

lure into sin and dissolution.

Lok's inability to think for hinself is evident from the

beginning. Both the old won¿rn and Fa realize that "'Lok has many words

and no pictures"' (70). For instance, he shakes off his disturbing

uncertainty when Mal expresses doubts about finding food and prefers to

renain "the confortable and happy Lok whose betters told him what to do

and Ìooked after hin. He renenbered the old woman, so crose to oa,

knowing so indescribably nuch the doorkeeper to whon all secrets were

open. He felt awed and happy and witless again" (61). His pictures and

interpretation of events are often incorrect. Thus, he is wrong in

inagining that Ha nust have fallen into the water and he nisinterprets

the dangerous "twig" shot in his direction by the other: he "had a

confused idea that soneone was trying to give hin a present" (111). It

is Fa who associates something evil with the arrow and forces him to

discard it rather than let him carry it as a gift (118). Later Fa

suggests that they "'throw stones at the yellow ones"'(119) in response

to the arrow' but Lok fairs to make the connection. He shows littre

capacity for wiLl and action: when he is sent to search for Ha, he

keeps forgetting that he has to find hin (73); rater he is unable to

nanoeuvre the log in water without Fa constantJ.y "screaning at hin in

rage" (t22),
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It is Fa who understands Lok's inabirity to see pictures: "Do

what I say. Do not say: 'Fa do this.t I have nany pictures" (rtz).

Her role in Lokts developnent is obvious. After their first visit to

the island, Fa advises Lok: "'f{e sha}L not go again on the island,"
(132). She suggests the impossibility of recovering Liku and the new

one whon the new people have abducted. And as she wishes to protect Lok

and herself fron the new people's evil by noving far away from t,hen, she

suggests to him that she can be a vehicle for oa's creative act: "tr
shall have children that do not die in the cave by the sea. There will
be a fire"'(133). Lok, however, finds her proposal difficult to accept

because he wants to rescue Liku, his daughter, fron Nil, and aLso

because the new people have an "indefinable attraction" (13s) for hin.

During their second visit to the isrand, Lok has an unbearabre

revelation of the new people's depravity: "A kind of half-knowredge,

terrible in its very formlessness, filtered into Lok...The knowredge

was sonething like that sense of extrene peril that outside-Lok had

shared with her earlier; but this was for inside-Lok and he had no room

for it. It pushed into hin...she was possessed by it and did not know

what it was" (173). Lok is literally fragmented by his fear of the new

people's activities while the outgide-Lok experiences a growing and

fearfur knowledge of their true nature: "Nolr, nore crearry than ever

before there were two Loks, outside and inside. The inner-Lok could

look on for ever. But, the outer that breathed and heard and was awake

always, was insistent and tightening on hin like another skin. It
forced the knowledge of its fear, its sense of perir rong before his

brain could understand the picture" (141). The inner-Lok keeps
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resisting the need to interpret the unpleasant reality thaL the

outside-Lok perceives through the senses,

the innocent and, at tines, witress Lok's reveration of the ner+

people's evil nature and their fear of darkness is gradual. Apart fron

having to understand the spirituar darkness of the new people, he is

faced with the inconprehensibl-e darkness within. For exanple, when he

and Fa visit Oa's sanctuary to pray for MaIts health, his feeling before

the ice-wonan is not refl-ective of the finer, devout awe felt during

preyer, but rather of an oppressive, daunting terror that renders him

Lifeless and draÍned of strength. His experience is sinilar to that of

Sinonts in Lord of the F1ies whose fall into the nouth of blackness

makes him unconscious and momentarily paralyzed: "His belty felt as

though he had eaten grass and would be sick. He courd see nothing but

green lights that moved with ¡nerci-l,ess persistence through a void of

blackness. The sound of the sanctuary had entered his head and was

living there like the sound of the sea in a shell...His body was a dead

thing and he could not nake it work" (aa¡. This is Golding's rendition

of the tremendumr the primordial fear and wrath enanating fron the

darkness of the unconscious. significantJ.y, Lokts experience of

darkness ís the premonitory vision of the inpending disaster.

Lokts next confrontation with spectral dread occurs in a øonent

of extrene peril when he hangs upside down, rooking at his own image in

deep water and the d¿rkness beneath it which reveals his nother's dead

body:

The weed-tail was shortening. The green tip was withdrawing up

ríver. There was & darkness that was consuming the other end.
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The darkness became a thing of conplex shape, of sruggish and

dreanlike novenent. Like the specks of dirt, it turned over but

ainlessJ-y. It was touching near the root of the weed-tail,

bending the tair, turning over, rorling up the tair towards hin.

The arns moved a little and the eyes shone as dully as the

stones...The head turned towards him with dreanlike slowness,

rose in the water, cane towards his face. (108-09)

Lok is faced with the threat of devouring darkness iømediat,ely before

he discovers hís nother's dead body floating in deep water. It appears

that a new phase of darkness has entered the r+orld, bringing with it the

horrifying nurder of the oLd wonan, oa's riving representative, and the

destruction of the sacred centre synbolized by the hearth and the fíre
in the overhang. Lok would not be able to achieve participation in the

posit'ive unconscious state represented by the Earth Mother and Lokts own

nother. Both Lok and Fa yearn for the centre in physical union but are

unable to do so: "The rocks round them were like any other rocks; the

firelight had died out of them. The two pressed themselves against each

other, they strained towards it" (131).

In addition to experiencing the dreadful darkness¡ Lok gains in

ar.rareness, as Grines points out, fron a "series of agonizing

separations" (101). His development of consciousness culninates in his

ability to reason by analogy, to use "likeness as a tool" (194) and to

conprehend the true nature of the new people. significantly, it is his

separation fron Fa who Lok inagines is dead, and the subsequent mourning

and desolation which produce an "upheaval in the brain" (191), naking

hin feeL "proud and sad and like Mal,,.Atl at once it seemed to hin t,hat
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his head was new, as though a sheaf of pictures lay there to be sorted

when he would...They showed the solitary strinÉs that bound him to Liku

and the neÌ.¿ one; they showed the new people towards whon both outside-

and inside-Lok yearned with a terrified love, as creatures who would

kill hin if they courd" (191). Lok can now understand how pictures

connect with one another; he is proud because he has natured like Mal,

his fat,her, and he is saddened by the knowledge of the new peopì.e's

evil. rn a "convulsion of understanding," he discovers "like," grasps

the nature of "the hunters who went out with bent sticks in skill and

na.Iice," &nd finds then "thinkabte and not a randon and unreLated

irruption":

The [new] people are ]ike a famished wolf in the holLow of

a tree.

They are Iike the river and the fall, they are a people of

the fall; nothing stands against then.

He thought of their patience, of the broad Taumi, creating

a stag out of the coloured earth.

They are like Oa. (194)

Lok' however, nisses one inportant analogy that describes best the

disaster his people have suffered, and it is Fa who provides it: "tThey

are like a fire in the forest"'(197). Instantly, Lok sees the vieion

of the forest fire that he had seen burning in his childhood and

understands the truth of Mal's vision of the inpending chaos which

nobody believed in, and now he repeats Marts words: 'f'Now is rike when

the fire flew away and ate up the trees. t" Lok's new-found

understanding of the new peopJ.e is not conplete without the knowledge of
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their por{er and fright. Despite the nenace of the new people, Lok

renains fascinated with t,heir power; "TerribLe they might be as the

fire or the river but they draw like honey or neat" (isa¡. He tries the

decaying honey-drÍnk that the new people Ìeave behind, and feeLs "the

power of the new people in hin. He was one of then, there was nothing he

could not do" (202). In a dizzy and drunken state, he iqitates the o1d

nan's connands to the new people to nove the logs by striking a rog to

move it, hits Fa with a stick as Tanakil did to Liku. These imitations

of the new people's behavior suggest to hin how he has changed hinself.

However' both Lok and Fa ironicalJ-y discover the new peoplets irrational
fear: "'They are frightened of the air where there is nothing"'(206).

Lok is surprised to watch the new peopJ-e moving up the mountain with

hysterical speed and strength "as though cats with t,heir teeth were

after then" (209).

While Lok's growth in consciousness makes him aware of the fright
of the new people and the resulting evir and aweful energy of their
activities, his final encounter with then which resuLts in Fa,s death

and in his failure to rescue the new one, suggests to him that some

cosnic catastrophe has dooned his people and their faith and reverence

for Oa. Natural and hunan events reverberate atavistically in his mind

to evoke in him a sense of the inescapable disaster. As the sun sets on

the Neanderthal world and the darkness thickens, its red right, it
appears, has set the world on fire: "There was red now over the

nountains and the ice wonen were on fire. " A tree cåught in the

landslide carries "enough earth...to nake a hearth for all the people in

the world" (2!2). Darkness and chaos have entered their world; earth
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could be a warning and secure hearth for all the people, but it is not

so any nore. Inmediately before Fa's death, Lok and Fa enter the

terrace and find that the "river was running crimson. " The overhang is

"brightly lit by the red light. The stag was dancing again, dancing on

the slope of the earth that led up to the overhang...rr (213-14). The

stag is the totemic Beast denanding blood sacrifice and propitiation; it

resenbles the beast in Lord of the Flies. Fa dies, swept by a tree down

the slope into the river. And the new people have departed, leaving

"long scars in the earth" (2I7). These events overwheln Lok: "The red

creature stood on the edge of the terrace, and did nothing" (216). Lok

now becomes a "red creature" who is hairy, "smallish, and bowed" (219).

There is a sudden shift in point of view: the reader has so far viewed

the situation primarily from Lok's innocent perspective, but at this

point in the narrative he sees it through a detached, objective

narrator. As Golding seys, he is made to see the situation from the

outside (Kermode, "The Meaning of it All" 10).

The shift in narratÍve perspective depicts Lok as a sub-hunan

creature who wanders in mourning and silence, seeking some evidence of

Liku's renains at the new people's abandoned canpsite. After his

discovery of Liku's "smaLl, white bone" (218) buried in the earth and of

an old root that still preserves the "exaggerated contours of a fenale

body" (2i9), Lok returns to the overhang where Mal is buried and puts an

end to his life by assuning a fetal position: "It pulled its legs up,

knees against the chest...ft nade no noise, but seened to be growing

into the earth, drawing the soft flesh of its body into a contact so

cLose that the novenent, of pulse and breathing were inhibited" (227).
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The poínt of view that deprives Lok of his ordinary humanity inplieitly

confers on hin a tragic and eLevated status at the sane tine that it

suggests the dawn of a new age that signals e great distance between the

perspectives of archaic and nodern nan. The loss of the Neanderthal

perspective is our loss; Lok, the archaic nanr has learnt the modern

nants neans of survival, but chooses not to prolong his life; moreover,

his decision to end his life is a return to the positive feninine

represented by the goddess Oa and the earth; in death as in life he

seeks wholeness. For him the neaning of existence is expressed as

conmunion with the deity and not in his personal survival by any neans.

Survival without the existence of his conmunity and its solidarity has

no attraction for hin. Inplicitly, his et,hicaL stance is to dissociate

hinself fron the evil-ninded new people; his superior humanity lies in a

cal-m acceptance of the inevitability of the changed situation. As he

diesr the rising sun is welcomed by the snowy crolrn of the nountains alld

the "ice-Ì.ionen" his people worship begin to nel-t and fall. A new season

and a new age begin as the old goddess and her devotees tragicalJ-y fall.

l{hereas the Neanderthals yearn for participation in the

life-giving nurnen represented by their goddess oa, the Great Mother in

her positive phase, the Hono Sapiens experience nunen in its inferior,
ghostly and spectral nanifestation as daenonic dread enanating fron the

unconscious. î{hereas the Neanderthals express their reverence through

devout self-surrender to oa in her benevoLent as well as wrathful

aspects, the Hono Sapiens, oppressed and tornented by the

inconprehensibÌe darkness of inner experience, project t,heir dread
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outward at the innocent Neanderthals, regarding then with fierce hatred

as devils. The new people's cannibalism and destructiveness reflect

their capitulation to the powers of darkness; their perversion and

nadness result from their deniaL of the devouring pull of the

unconscious. White the people, especially Lok and Fa, achieve

consciousness and understanding of the true nature of the new people,

the l-atter's intelligence and rationality enable thern to deny their own

responsibiLity for evil. Golding has noted the paral-lelism between

inteLligence and eviL (Biles, Talk 109). Indeed, the new people's

manipulative intelligence denies the threatening chaos within that

inpel"s then toward destruction and makes then use their Þreapons against

an externaJ- eneny. Since the new people feel threatened by starvation

and inpendíng death, since they attempt to escape the terror by

regarding the people as threatening devils, their preoccupation with

insecurity and survivaÌ provides a rational defence for their hatred and

malice toward the people. Both Cro-Magnon's inability to understand the

innocent Neanderthal and their destructiveness are signs of psychic and

spiritual failure.

Lok first discovers the new people's attitude to the earth when he

finds "the gashes under water ¡+here the log had moved. The edges were

still- sharp and pieces of broken earth lay in the gashes...There was

earth churned up there where the other end of the log had lain" (fS¡.

Since the people regard the earth as sacred cosnosr eDV destruction of

land is equivalent to a return to chaos. Throughout the narrative, the

new people continue to destroy the land, cutting up trees for use in

fire or for building c¿rnoes, and kill the people indiscrininately.
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Toward the end of the narrative, when the peopre face the threat of

extinction, Golding suggests the anaLogy between the new people's

destruction of the land and their killing of the people: "The trail had

changed l-ike everything else that the people [Homo Sapiens] had touched.

The earth was gouged and scattered..." (198). Lok associates the new

people's destruction of Iand and his tribe ¡+ith the ruin caused by a

forest fire.

The people's fire in the overhanS unites their tribe in silent

connunion with their nourishing and preserving deity Oa, but the new

people's fire is a disturbing symbol of return to chaos. As we have

seen, MaI dreams of a fire in the past "eating up the trees" (45); he

renembers an earlier hol-ocaust and warns of an inninent catastrophe.

Lok's first inpression of the new people's fire suggests to him

something utterly strangfe and irrational: "Neither woul-d the old wo¡nan

make snoke l-ike that...no one but a fool or some creature too

unacquainted with the nature of fire would use it unwisely" (57). For

Lok and Fa the new peoplets fire nakes the darkness of the island

impenetrable: "The light nade the rest of the island inpenetrably dark

and clouded their night sight..." (tzl¡. Lok further observes that the

new peopJ.e kindle a "flood of firelight to wrestLe with the swarm of

darkness" (f6S¡ and sit "crowded round the fire, keeping their backs to

it, and facing outward at the darkness of the forest. " In as nuch as

their fire is a defence against the terrible darkness within, clearly,

the new people's fire reflects their ferocity and rage. They are

haunted by the uncanny dread of darkness within and without, and their

fire is the fire of heit itseLf, the fire of destruction.
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Significantly' Lok feels himself "secure ín the darkness" (185) of the

forest, but the new people's behavior and its kinship to fire is

evocative of t,he archetypal force of destruction: "Ag he noticed her he

heard the new people also for they were noisy as a pack of wol-ves in

cry. They were shouting, laughing, singing, babbling in their bird

speech, and the flanes of their fire were leaping nadly with then...

There was nothing learm and confortable about this fire--it was like the

falÌ, Like a caL...Fron the piJ.e with its foundation of flane, light

beat round the clearing, not warn light but fierce, white-red, and

blinding" (170-71). Lok nakes the connection between the new people and

the fire: "The people were like the fire..." (17i). The new peoplets

fire and cLanor evoke a horrible devouring rage directed outward at the

people and the darkness of the forest.

The irrational and devouring energies of the ne¡+ people are

glinpsed in their behavior and appear&nce. When Lok pursues the scent

of the other, he is reminded of "a picture of a cave bear that he had

once seen rear itself out of the rock and heard roar like the sea" (79).

He conmunicates his sense of the menace fron the new people by sharing a

picture with Fa of a "c&ve with a great bear standing at the nouth of

it" (179). Lok also associates the cat with the new people's violence:

after Liku's abduction he hears a screan "like the noise the horse nakes

when the cat sinks its curved teeth into the neck and hangs there

sucking blood" ( fOS ¡. The inages of a devouring nouth or teeth belong

to the synbol canon of the negative Feninine. Marlan r{ears a "huge

cat-tooth hung fron either ear" (L44); Vivani has "teeth that rene¡nbered

wolf" (174); the people are noisy like ¿ "pack of wolves in cry" (170);
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Taumi and Vivani are involved in games that "lhunt] down pleasure as the

woLves wiLl follow and hunt down horses" (7771, The hunter and the

hunted hardly eppear different: the new people act "as if cats wit,h

their evil teeth were after them." The new people's fear and

destructiveness inply that t,hey too are victins of the irrational forces

of the unconscious. The devouring fear of darkness t,hat makes then

blood-thirsty killers and hunters also pursues then with the ferocity of

"cats with their evil- teeth" (209).

The new peoplets Vivani recalls the terrible figure of the Gorgon

Medusa (Neunann, Great Mother 22): her hair "Ifalls] in black snakes

that hung over her shoulders and breasts" (i54). She appears as the

inhunan, enchanting, seducing and orgiastic form of the archetypal

Feninine. She wears a "cave-bear skin that had cost two lives to get

and was the price her first nan paid for her." Her sexual power

inspires lust and ensnares the old nagician Marlan: "What a fool Marlan

was, at his age, to have run off with her for her great heart and wit,

her J-aughter and her white incredible white body! And nhat fooLs we were

to come with him, forced by his nagic, or at any rate forced by sone

conpulsion there are no words for!" (226). In fact, she is the driving

force behind their nigration" Further, Vivani and Tuami engage in

love-making that is a kind of viol-ent devouring of each other, &

consumnation that verges on nutual destruction: "Their fierce and

wolflike battle was ended. They had fought it seened against each

other, consuned each other rather than lain together so that there was

blood on the wonants face and the man's shoulder" (tZe). Vivani's

power over the people is evident when she lures then away fron their
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dissensions into a state of self-destructive drunkenness by offering

then a drink fron the "wobbling anima.l_" (166).

Marlan directs the energies of the new people toward violence and

rituar sacrifice. As a negicien, he represents the destructive

Masculine in association r*it,h the devouring Feniníne (iz8), and wields

power over his t,ribe through his denonic cult of the stag. The new

peoplets fear of darkness and the people nakes then surrender thenselves

to sel-f-torture and viol"ence. For exanple, weakened by hunger and

frightened by the darkness within, Pine-Tree whose "face was nore Like

bone" cuts off his finger to propitiate the "foxy red of the stag"

(L47). SinÍlarly, Liku is offered in ritual sacrifice to the stag and

eaten to avert the terror within. Marlan uses a snake-like whip

physicalry to coerce his tribe into submission just as he employs his

ingenious stag cult or the totemic stag as a means to exorcise their

terror and to notivate them into kil,Iing the peopre. Marlan's power

begins to decÌine, however, because the terror is pervasive and

doninant. He fails in his attenpt to coerce his exhausted men into

noving logs required for the fire at night: "He was pointing fiercely

at the way into the forest...The old nan was shakinÉi his fists at the

sky where the air was darkest blue, was beating his head with his fists;

but the peopre moved in their dream of walking to the fire and the

caves" (164). The tribe has begun to ignore his warning about the

approaching terror of darkness. Finally, his nen repudiate the stag:

"chestnut-head spat at the stag's head...The old man lifted up his hands

and began that sane high nenacing speech but the people jeered and

laughed" ( 168).
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As Marran's totenic curt of the stag declines, his own strength

leaves him during his final attempt at coercion of the tribe when he

directs then to move rogs up the nountain: "Tuani coul_d see in the

growing light how strength had gone out of him lMarran]...There was

utter exhaustion in the slanted falr of the head" (226). Marlan's

appearance shows hin as an incarnate devil: "The sun was bJ.azing on the

red sail and Marran was red. His arms and regs were contracted, his

hair stood out and his teeth were wol-f's teeth and his eyes like btind

stones" (229). Marlan's appearance is identical with the figure drawn

by TuamÍ in the overhang: "Its arns and legs were contracted...and it
was red...There was hair standing out on aII sides of the head as the

hair of the old man had stood out when he was enraged or frightened.

The face was a daub of clay but the pebbles were there, staring b1ind1y.

The ol"d nan had taken the teeth fron his neck and struck them in ttre

face and finished them off with the two great cat's teeth fron his ea.rs"

(215).

Lok notices the similarity between this figure and the old nan.

lMarlan], but ruami, who nade this fígure to represent, one of the forest

devils [Neandertha]sl, fails to see its identity with the old nagician,

Marran. Tuami nakes another figure in the clearing after the tribe
cannibarizes Liku: "This figure was red... Iits¡ eyes were white pebbles.

The hair stood out round the head as though the figure r.¡ere in the act

of sone frantíc cruelty..." (1gg). clearly, the figure is a projection

of the new people, an objectified inage of the evil and ¡¿ickedness

within and incarnate in the ord Marl,an. As I have previously pointed

out, Golding has noted that Irlellsts picture of Neanderthal nan
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(Kermode, "The Meaning of it All" 10) and to disregard the inner devils.
one feature comnon to these two figures and Marlanrs appearance is ,,eyes

Iike blind stones," and it is repeated in Lok's confrontation with the

oLd nan and in Lok's dreadful experience of the dead old Í{onan and Fa.

Lok faces Marlants eyes that were "staring wide open, staring at
nothing, turning with the head tike the eyes of the old woøan in water"
(183-84). Lok's nother's eyes "shone durry as the stones" (roa¡ when he

discovers her body in the water. After she witnesses Tuami's violent
love which leaves "bLack blood running fron the -l-obe of her [Vivanirs]
ear," Fats eyes are like the "eyes of stone" (1zb). These images exist
by associat,ion in Lok's mind and evoke the paralyzíng dread of evil that
represses the positive nunen represented by the Good Mother.

The new people's physical condition reflects their experience of
discord and dissolution. Lok's first impressíon of the new peopJ.e

suggests to him that they are nighty reapers over rocks, but he is
surprised to find that the "new people were dying. The flesh was sunken

to their bones as Þlal's flesh had sunken. Their rnovenents...were

drean-sLow. They walked upright and they should be dead arready" (1¿s-

44)' They appear bony ¿nd thin, and their novenent and actions are not

only drean-slow but at tines characterized by "hysterical speed": for
instancel they drag logs up the faLl to escape from the darkness of the

island and the forest (z0g); they kick the fire out of fearful
apprehension of intruders fro¡r the dark forest, (12g). Their drunkenness

confirms t,lieir experience of dissolution. In fact, fear and guilt drive

them into either hysterical action or drunkenness; both forms of
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possession ultinately Ìeave then powerless and confused. UnIike the

NeanderthaJ.s, who surrender their individuarity for the sake of the

conmunity as a whoì-e, the Homo sapiens expreas their individuarity:

their different hair-styles signify their idiosyncratic uniqueness.

The new people are united only by a perverse imagination that is
haunted by an ext,ernal threat and fear of extinction which, in fact, is
a denial of the cannibalistic inpulses within. Golding inplies that

their fight for survival against the ínnocent Neanderthals is evil.
Basicalry, theirs is an experience of disunity and chaos. Their

submission to Marlan's stag-cult denonstrates their coupulsive need to

exorcise their fear through violence and torture directed both inward

and outward. Such attenpts to expel denons within and without through

propitiation and sacrifice are uLtiurately inefficacious. The extrene

inst,ance of their possession by t,he powers of darkness is Tanakir,s

transformation into a "tchangeling who does not see or speakr" (zzg).

Her loss and grief that result fron the traumatic events surrounding

Liku's death rob her of consciousness: "Tanakil was not drained of life
like Marlan but rather had...a new life, not her own....[her eyes]

continued to strain inward towards the light" (226-27). There is no

possibility of reversal- in her case.

The shift in point of view in the final chapter distances us from

the Neanderthals and places us in the nind of Tuami, an artist. figure

among the Hono Sapiens, the inheritors of the earth. Tuani's reflection
provides us with a retrospective view of the new peoplets experience,

and arso gives us sone evidence of positive change in their rives.

Their flight up the fall and their physical dist,ance from the haunted
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mountains and the island signal the beginnings of awareness that

pronises their release fron the negative forces of darkness, confusion

and possession. Tuani recognizes the devitalizing effects of their
experience of weird darkness and also the possibility of redemptive

change: "He had hoped for the light as for a return to sanity and the

nanhood that seemed to have left then; but here was dawn--past d.awn--and

they were what they had been in the gap, haunted, bedevirled, full- of

strange irrationar grief like hi¡rseì-f, or enptied, colrapsed, and

helplessty asleep. It seened as though the portage of the boats...from

that forest to the top of the fall had taken them on to a new level, not

onJ"y of larrd but of experience and enotion" (ZZ4-25), Tuani's

reflection has turned inward at the sane tine that it detaches him from

others; he regrets the conpulsiveness that drew hin into the power of

Marlan's magic and begins dispassionately to see how vivani's

posessiveness, frivolity and sexual power have turned nen into self-
destructive fool,s, His detachment fron others is evidenced even before:

as the nen are drawn into conpulsive drunkenness, he "stood by the

struggle watching as though the people r¡¡ere sonething he had drawn in

the air with his stick" (166). Now as he looks within himself, he

understands his spiritual condition better: "r an rike a pool, he

thought, sone t,ide has filled ne, the sand is swÍrring, the waters &re

obscured and strange things are creeping out of the cracks and crannies

in ny nind" (227l.. l{hen his gaze turns within, the ugly, swirli'ng sand

of confusion rises to the surface of consciousness; that is, the inage

of the "swirling sands" suggests that the evil wirl no longer be

projected onto others. Tuani's awareness of his inner confusion does
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not imply a conpJ,ete return to sanity and manhood, but it does mean the

beginnings of nature refLection which constitutes an initial step toward

redemptive change. He still feels intense hatred toward Marlan and

sharpens the knife, intending to kill hin r+hen they nove a little

farther fron the devil's country. By the end of the chapter, however,

he appears to have overcone his nurderous hatred.

The change in Tuani seens sudden because the novel has traced

mostly the developnent of consciousness in Lok but there is evidence to

suggest that the process of change in Tuami has enhanced his aw&reness

of his people's condition; but the chanÊled Tuani does not ensure that

the terribi.e psychic and spiritual condition they have experienced r¡ould

not be repeated again:

in this upland country, safe fron the pursuit by the tribe but

shut off fron men by the devil-haunted nountains, what

sacrifices woul-d they be forced to perforn to a world of

confusion? they were &s different, from the group of bold

hunters and nagicians who had sailed up the river towards the

fall as a soaked feather is from a dry one. Restlessly he

turned the ivory in his hands. f,ihat was the use of sharpening

it against a nan? Who would sharpen a point against the

darkness of the world? (231)

It is only this kind of mature reflection or wisdom that can enable the

new people to guard against the return of darkness, or the negative

horror of regressive forces of the unconscious. Perhaps, as Golding

suggests' this kind of shananistic skill and superhunan power to quell
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the irrupt,ing fears of the dark gods r+ithin will cone fron the "new one"

(Baker, "An Interview" 140).

That the presence of the new one pronises a salvific direction for

the inheritors of the earth is apparent from the response he provokes.

The new one, considered as a devil- by t,he new people, evokes in then

anbivalent fèelings of love and fear, pleasure and torment. As he

scrambles up and down Vivani's body, his animal vitality and ninbleness

are infectíous for the exhausted and powerless new people: t'They nade

adoring and subnissive sounds, reached out their hands, and at the same

tine they shuddered in repulsion at the too-nimble feet and the red,

curly hair." Their anbivalence--"a well of feeling opened in love and

fear" (231)--is soon overcone, however, by a whole-hearted surrender to

love. As the sound of a sudden eruption from the mountaing reawakens

their fears and confusion, the new one climbs up Vivani's body and hides

in the hood of fur behind her head: "He feLl in and was confined. " The

sound of the earth trenor dies away and the new people turn with "relief

and laughter on the devil" (232) and are united by the feelings of love

and oneness with the new one: "Then the devil" appeared, &rse-upward,

his little runp pushing against the nape of her neck. Even the sonbre

Marlan twisted his weary face into a grin. Vakiti couLd not straighten

course for his wild laughing and Tuani let the ivory drop fron his

hands... [and] the sands had sunk back to the botton of the pool. The

runp and the head fitted each other and nade a shape you could feel with

your hands" (233),

SignificantLy, Vivani no longer appears as a Gorgon head of

snakes; she is nonentarily transformed into an inage of the positive
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Feminineo sheJ-tering the new one. The enotion evoked by this image is

shared by alL other menbers of the tribe. Gotding indicates t,he

sal-vific direction of the new peopJ.e in their inclinatíon toward the

Good Mother's qual-ities of preserving and sustaining life. Tuami has

been sharpening the knife--an image of the destructive energfies of the

new people--and has renained "without a picture in his head" for the

shapeless haft of the knife" (232), but his desperate search for an

inage is rewarded when he finds that the "runp and the head fitted each

other," evoking a new reality of union and love between Vivani and the

nelr one. Tuami gives up sharpening the blade and instead concentrates

on carving on the handle the inage of Vivani and the ner.r one, his rump

against her head. Despite the possibirity of this redemptive cha.nge

enong the new people, however, they cannot be certain that they have put

a great distance between themselves and the darkness. As the new people

sail away from the darkness of the forest and the devil-haunted island,

Tuami is monentarily conforted by the fact that there is pJ.enty of water

between then and the landscape of terror, but he is soon shocked to fi¡rd

out that the darkness persists within and nay return: "there was such a

flashing fron the water that he could not see if the line of darkness

had an ending" (233).

Golding's narrative of the encounter between the Neenderthals and

Homo Sapiens confirns the mythic direction of his thinking: rather than

accepting a historical- view of the progressive evolution of nan, Golding

has indicated through his narrative a non-historical and cosnic

perspective. The tragic story of the destruct,ion of the Neanderthals

and the survival of the Hono Sapiens is seen within the context of an
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archaic víew that enlightens us es nuch about the origins of nan'e

consciousness as it does about the power over nan of the recurring

darkness. Whenever nan is assaulted by the prinordial darkness of the

beginning of time, his fall into sinfulness, chaos, and irrational

dest,ruction is the inevitable result. Golding indicates the possibility

of a salvific direction for hunanity but it requires an understanding of

inner spece, the archetypal psyche and the dark gods within"



Chapter Three

Pincher Martin

GoJ-ding's concern in Pincher Martin (1956) is with the inablity of

contenporary man to achieve salvation or, to use Ottots tern, to

experience fascinans¡ the fascínation, attraction or allurenent of the

numinous, "a bliss which enbraces all those blessings that are indicated

or suggested by any 'doctrine of sa-Lvation"' (33'34), No single

doctrine, however, exhausts this non-r¿tional experience. Archaic or

primitive Dan was able to experience this elenent of transport througtr a

living heritage of synbols of connection, but modern nan, who lives in a

tine of culturaL fail-ure, is at a Ìoss to experience psychic wholeness.

The nythic artist, confronted with the felt loss of a life-giving

.symboric heritage, finds within himself the "prinordial- inage" best

suited to represent the one-sidedness of contenporary history. Pincher

Martin ís the story of a dead nan's synbolic struggle for survival in

the sea and while it uses sone novel-istic techniques, it can best be

placed withín the category of mythic narrative because its real method

and purpose is to show the linitations of a historical orientation, in

contrast with a cosníc orientation, toward reality, and to reveal the

recurring conflict between the spirit of rationalisn and traditional

non-rational belief and between the perspectives of nodern and archaic

nan.

Pincher Martin's "heroic" &nd agonized efforts to reconstitute a

single, separate and unique identÍty from the fragnent,s in his afterlife

are symptomatic of modern nants loss of connection with the cosnos. In

his abandonnent $lartin lanents, "if i couid oniy be a part of sonething"

89
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but refuses the "selfless act of dying into heaven," which requires at

the very least a positive self-surrender to the nunen. As Kermode has

pointed out, the tale of Martints survival acquires nythic proportions

in its denonst,ration that Martin is an arch-sinner, a fallen man

(Kernode, "The Meaning of it AI1" 9-10). The story points toward the

failure of redenption in a purgatorial nonent.

Golding has stated his religious thene in Pincher Martin as

follows: "to achieve salvation, the person¿r nust be destroyed. But

suppose the nan is nothing but, greed? His original spirit, God-given the

Scintillans Dei, is hopelessly obscured by his thirst for separate

individual life. What can he do but refuse to be destroyed" (qtd. in

CampbelJ- 35). Martints faÌl-en condition originated in his thirst for a

"separate, individual life," for a personal view of identity. As

Golding eLsewhere says: "God is the thing we turn away fron into life,

and therefore we hate and fear hin and nake a darkness there...Pincher

was running alJay all the tine, always running, fron the monent he had a

persona and could say t I '" ( "NoveJ.s" 34 ).

Golding's view of Martin's falf into unique personality can be best

understood by Eliade's investigation into the Fall. He observes: "The

chief difference betweeen the nan of the archaic and traditional

societies and the man of nodern societies with their strong inprint of

Judaeo-Christianity lies in the fact, that the forner feeÌs himself

indissolubly connected with the cosmos and the cosmic rhythns, whereas

the latt,er insists that he is connected only with History" (MER 13).

Archaic nan regarded nants sense of history as itJ-usion and synptomatic

of his fallen condition. It, follows that this falL fron the cosnic to
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the historical perspective brought about a shift fron a cyclic to a

Linear and sequential- view of time and identity, fron the notion of

recurrence to a conception of unique, never-to-be-repeated or

iffeversible events, fron an archetypal view of identity to a unique and

personal one. Golding's discussion of Martin's fall into individuality

corresponds with Eliadets view of the FaIl. Furtherr in Goldingts view

the fall into historical consciousnes has becone a racial inheritance Bo

that we are Lamentably born into an ethos r+hich conceives of historical

consciousnes a.s reality. At the same tine the Falt is part of nan's

experience fron the beginning, and hence recurs, in Goldingts view, in

every human being in the moment an ego-centric point of view begins to

energe. Golding suggests the fallibility of rationalist and historical

thinking by providing a shift in perspective in pincher Martin.

The pJ-ot, taken at the superficial level, is simple, even

deceptively so. It enproys the old notion fron popular nythotogy about

the drowning nan who recal-ls the whol_e pattern of his life as he

struggles for survivaÌ in the sea. Martin is flung into the water when

an eneny torpedo strikes his destroyer; he seens to clinb up a rock and

to survive for six or seven days waiting for rescue. No rescue cones,

and he is swept off the rock by a reging storm. The problem in

interpretation begins with the final chapter and the shift in

perspective that it brings to bear on the narrative or'fable'which has

gone before. I{e learn in this chapter that Martin has been dead and

rotting for a number of days after having been washed ashore on an

island. Mr. canpbell, who cones to recover the body, wonders if there

is any survivaÌ after death or beyond the flesh" Davidson, the literal-
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ninded rationalist, responds to canpbell's question by saying in the

last sentence of the work that Martin died instantly since he did not

have tine even to renove his heavy seaboots. Davidson is right about

the seaboots but not about Martin's personal survival and suffering, the

significant point of the entire preceding narrative.

Davidson's rationalist interpretation is GoIding,s way of

challenging or jolting us into new awareness of our own conception of

reality. If we accept Davidsonts view, then we too are oriented toward

the enpirical and the material, ignoring at our own expense Gording's

cosnic orientation and thus the significance of Martin's prolonged

ordeal" on the rock. As rationalists we would, Baker points out, "fail

to see that the soul insists upon uaking its own reality, both here and

hereafter" (willian Gol-dine 34). Golding has, in fact, evoked a non-

historical view of reality.

Golding has another way of counterpointing rationalist and

religious attitudes towar'd reality; he shows us that his practice as an

artist is different fron the conventional- pretense that fiction is fact,

The apparent inconsistency bet,ween the ending which reveals that Martin

died innediately and the preceding narrative that deals in detail with

his survivaL for six to seven days (it seens seven) is resolved if one

recalls t,hat Martin died within ninutes of his fall into the water and

that his death is indicated by the second unuttered syllable ter' of the

last word he spoke, "Moth--." Nonetheless Martin continues to live; he

kicks off his seaboots and inflates hís lifebelt and swins to an island

to begin his ordeal. Here we nust enphasize that Golding facilitates

our acceptance of the story of Martin's adventures by vividly rendered
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details of the physical and sensory reality of Martin's rocky

environnent, an environnent created by Martin. In so doing, as Hynes

has indicated, Golding uses the "nan-against-the-se&" convention of

popular adventure fiction (192), which rivets our attention to Martin's

precarious survival against the onslaught of the elenents. l{hat

transforms this purely physical and "heroic" adventure ínto an adventure

in the old and original sense of the word is Golding's use of the

symbolic nethod and his concern with the elemental story of nan's final

confrontation with the cosmos. The factual narrative gives way to nyth,

and the illusion is aboLished by the ultinate reality.

Pincher Martin is thus a story of primordial adventure and struggle

against the numinal powers; it is a story that evokes the beginnings of

cosmic history, of which n&n's recurring falL is one paradigm; it is a

mythic narrative disguising itself as an adventure novel in order to

generate certain ironies in Golding's use of the past to evaluate the

present, and particularly Martin's "present" which consist,s of the rock

narrative. Martints agon, taking place as it does in a purgatorial

"present" in which he struggl-es against the erenents--the sea, the wind

and the sky--is a recapitulation of an archetypal action of which the

recurring nythological prototypes are Pronetheus, Ajax and Atlas.

Golding evokes this primordial story through Martin's own allusions to

these roles as he risks hinself against the Zeus of his own universe and

refuses God's conpassion.

Dick has stated t,hat, in Pincher Martin Golding "goes beyond the

techinques of the survival novel into the realm of what night called

'anti-myth. "' In his view, "Anti-nyth is essentialJ-y a parody of nyth
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in which the writer identifies his character with certain heroes of the

past, allowing him to possess some of their qualities, but in a negative

way" (56). These "heroes" are prinarily Pronetheus, Ajax, and Atlas.

Dick furt,her observes "A conposite of the physical endurance of Atlas,

the brutishness of Ajax, the defiance of Pronetheus, Martin lacks their

corresponding heroic qualities. Layers of mythic dinension have been

put one on another to nake up Christopher Martin on Rockall. He is a

manufactured heror not a born one. But, since he was not created for

heroisn, his only clain to stature is to enact it" (58). This, however,

is a misreading of Goldingts mythic method.

While it nay be true to say that Martints quaLities appear to be

anti-heroic, it is equally denonstrable that the qualities of Ajax,

Atlas and Prometheus are falsely heroic. Failure to realize, for

instancer the perennial anbivafence of Pronetheus and ot,her nythic

figures has been the bane of all those critical studies which emphasize

their heroism. The fact that in nuch of the Theogony, Prometheus, far

from being heroic, is a trickster, a fool, the pLaything of Zeus, an

object of scorn and repudiation, is crucial. Miltonts view of the

"Pronethean" Satan, for exanple, is an explicit Hesiodic condennation of

Aeschylus's ronanticized rebel in Pronetheus Bound (Gallagher 146-48).

Satan is a trickster no less than the Hesiodic Prometheus; but he clains

to be the innocent and cour&geously defiant antagonist of an evil God.

Satan prefers to be in hell: "Better to reign in hell, than serve in

Heaven." Sinilarly, Martin insists: "I can create ny own heaven" (196).

Prometheus, Ajax, Atlas and Satan experience a fitting retribution and

punishment for their rebellion. That Martin is their contenporary
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antitype confirns Golding's view of hin as satanic in Milton's sense of

the word. It would, therefore, be accurate to say that in Golding's

view the "heroic" is sympt,omatic of the fallen condition as it insists

on self-valuation and personality rather than on a feeling of dependence

or self-surrender to the numen.

Goldingts observation thet "God is the thing we turn away from into

life" and that Martin was always running away fron God into his

ineffectuaL identity is ill-uminated by Ott,o's discussion of the non-

rational experience of the nuninous. Otto analyses three distinct, but

related, nonents suggested by the ideogra¡r trenendum: awefulness,

najesty and urgency. For the sake of our consideration of Pincher

Martin we need to focus on only the first two affective states:

awefulness and najesty. The antecdent stage for the feeling of

awefulness is "daemonic dread," and daenons and gods arise out of this

feeling. At the highest level, the daenonic dread reaches the level- of

worship of "gods," a worship which has the quality of exaltedness and

devout awe; but there renains in the state of devout awe the inprint of

daenonic dread. The other el-ement, najesty, is expressed by the

absolute overpoï{eringness of the nuninous object in relation to which

there is the "feeJ-ing of one's own submergence, of being but tdusL and

ashes' and nothingness. And this forns the nunínous r&$¡ material for

religious hunility" (20).

Otto's tern for the subjective reflection of the nuninous object in

its overpoweringness is "creature-consciousness" which inplies a feeling

of our status as creatures, our littleness and inpotence before the

onnipotence. It is this elenent of creature-consciousness which is
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expressed by the words' tt'I am naught, Thou arL aLl'" (Z1). The felt

sense of nullity which nakes for the consciousness of annihilation of

personaJ.ity in the confrontation wíth the suprenacy of the nunen is a

cruciar eLenent in our understanding of Martints plight, his psychic

sickness. In his discussion of christian mysticisn, otto further

elaborates this elenent of nuninous feeling: "For one of the chiefest

and nost general features of mysticisn is just the self-depreciation (so

plainly parallel to t,he case of Abraham), the estination of self, of the

personal tlt as sonething not perfectly or essentially real, or even as

nere nulJ-ity, a self-depreciation which comes to denand its own

fulfilment in practice in rejecting the delusion of selfhood and so

makes for the annihilation of the sel-f" (21). Martin's experience in

the cellar presented in one of the flashbacks exenplifies these conbined

elements of awefulness and overpoweringness. When Martin enters the

cellar, he is paralyzed by the terror enanating from the "squeezing,

tormenting darkness, snoke-thick"; he has a sense of sonething

tunc&nnyt, teeriet and tweird' "coning out of the corner" and he is held

helpless or defenceless on the stone fLoor, trying to run eway or clinb

up the stairs. Later the dream of the cellar continually torments hin

in his "burning hot" bed. Martin associates tÌ¡e darkness of "the other

world where everything but good could happen" (138) r¿ith the world of

ghosts, robbers and vampires, and his only partial escape lies in

"thinking" and in attempts to shut hinself away from these irruptions of

terror.

Martin's "thinking," his assertion of will and intelJ.ect is, in

fact' a negation or denial of the non-rational terror which completely
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overwhelms hin and crushes his identity. Instead of acknowledging the

suprenacy of the numen which may initiate hin into a sense of self-

depreciation and personal- nothingness and which may mysteriously

transform his horror into a healing connection with the archetypal inage

of God in man, the God-given Christopher in hin (in Golding's words, the

Scintillans Dei), he graduates fron this horror into a life of sin, a

prideful exaltation of self; he disnisses his terror as nere infantile

fear and dissociates himsel-f fron the kid in the cellar: "I 6rew up, I

firmed ny life" (139). In this manner, Golding suggests the theological

and psychological interdependence of "Christopher" and "Pincher," and of

Pincher and Nathanieì-, for in Jung's words, "if we see the traditional

figure of Christ as a parallel to the psychic manifestation of the self,

then the Antichrist would correspond to the shadow of the self, namely,

the dark half of the human totality, which ought not to be judged too

optimistically" (Psvche and Synbol 39). This description fÍts neatl-y

the man who hates hinself for loving NathanieJ-, the incarnate inage of

Christ in nan or the Scintillans Dei. The role of Martints ego in

asserting and strengthening his autonomy and self-sufficiency against

the self is ultimately inefficacious, for he renains a desperate,

tornented and unhappy man and, as the irrational, oppressíve tremendum

continues to obtrude into his consciousness, he ís driven by a consuning

hatred and pride, directed both inwardly and outwardly and in particular

toward unfallen and unselfconscious prey, Nathaniel and Mary LovelI.

Nathaniel, a religious man and sonething of a nystic, who lectures on

the "technique of dying into heaven," correctly diagnoses Martin's

sickness (in the irrationa.I, psychic sense) and its source in the
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inabJ-ity to commit a selfless act of "dying into heaven" by a positive

self-surrender to the nunen. Nathaniel's function in the novel is

symbolic in that he evokes the Christ image in nan ¿s the object and

source of yearning and Dionysiac rapture; the words of Christ to

Nathaniel in the Bible inspire his comnitnent toward Martin's salvation:

"Hereafter, ye shall see heaven open, and the angels of God ascending

and descending upon the Son of nan" (qtd. ín Hynes 196). Martin rejects

Nathaniel's appeals to hin to prepare for heaven and practices instead

the negation of the archetypal union of ego with the self (Edinger 10).

Thus, Martin nust remain shut off fron heaven or God, and he nust

experience the wrath of the living God as suggested by Otto's term

tremendum.

The narrative action in Píncher Martin is internalized, beginning

and ending in death. Since Martin's ego refuses to accept extinction,

the action unfolds as a struggle between the "centre" that invents a

survival story and the dreadful forces of the unconscious and of the

physical reality. Golding has called Martin's afterlife a "Purgatory"

or "HeLI," and it seens that he does not inply a clear distinction

between the two; nor does this nonent have Christian theological

attributes:

Christopher Hadley Martin had no belief in anything but the

inportance of his own life; no love, no God. Because he was

created in the inage of God he had a freedon of choice which he

used to centre the world on hinself. He did not believe in

purgatory and therefore when he died it was not presented to him

in overtly theological terns. The greed for life which had been
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the nainspring of his nature, forced hin to refuse the selfless

¿ct of dying. He continued to exist in a world composed of his

own murderous nature. His drowned body lies rolling in the

Atlantic but the ravenous ego invents a rock for hin to endure

on. It is the menory of an aching tooth. Ostensibly and

rationall"y he is a survivor fron a torpedoed destroyer, but deep

down he knows the truth. He is not fighting for bodily survival

but for his continuing identity in the face of what will smash

it--the black lightning, the compassion of God. For

Christopher, the Christ bearer, has become Pincher Martin, who

is little but greed. Just to be Pincher is purgatory; to be

Pincher for eternity is hell-. ("Pincher Martin" 8)

This purgatorial- monent which is al-so a hell recapitulates in the

nonent of dying the paradigmatic journeys to hell or Hades (Eliade, MRS

16) revealed ab oriqne by a god and reiterated in the drama of salvation

by the descent and resurrection of Dionysus and Christ. In this sense,

Martints post morten experience is not unique; it is a recurring and

cyclic one. The prototypic descents into the dread night of terror

represent a nystery, a return to the primal non-rational experience of

the nysteriun trenendum, and is represented in its conceptual form in

Christianity as dannation and in classical thought as self-discovery.

Martin cannot experience the elenent of the fascination in the nuni.nous,

however, because even after death he refuses to surrender his identity

and creates instead an arnoured shell of tine and place as a defence

against the "bLack lighting, the positive unquestionable nothingness,"

which is Golding's image of the nvsterium tremendun. What purports to
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be an archetypal event pronising abolition of profane tine and history

and purgation of sin is in Martin's case another fall into profane

history because he creates a unique "presentrtt& t'now" as separate fron

the past and from "the instant of terror."

The central concern of the novel is the surfacing of awareness of

Martints death and the energence of the "pattern" of "the black

lightning" which his ego fights to survive. The "pattern" is

apocalyptic' felt in the intimations of Martin's sinfulness and of the

non-rational wrath of God, which in Christian theology is represented by

tlie Day of Judgement, but it is characterized by recurrence. Martin

struggles to naintain the illusion of his inagined r+orld so that it wilt

be secure enough to preserve his identity in the face of that which wilL

annihiLate it.. After his first death, Martin must experience a second

death, as the wrath of the nuninous. This awareness keeps breaking

through the substratun of his consciousness making his invented rock of

survival an island of suffering, an island surrounded, threatened,

swamped by the destructive terror of the nuninous elenents: the sea

nerciLessly dissolves his ill-usion by shaking his innovable rock; the

sky has an unbearably oppressive weight under which his identity lies

crushed; the storn, thunder, and lightning radiate an inexplicabl.e

horror. Until his end, Martin broods with self-&ssurance on his

shattered identity: "Christopher and Martin and Hadley were separate

fragments and the centre was smouldering with a dull resentnent that

they should have broken away...The centre for a tine ¡ras sufficient.

The centre knew self existed, though Christopher and Hadley and Martin

were fragnents far off" (16i).
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lvlartints centre continually bolsters and preserves his ego and is

at tines ident,ified with it. After his death, it takes an extraordinary

strength of wiIl and rationality to preserve his identity. After he

drowns, he is at the nercy of the sea which sends hin up and down, a

process over which he has no controÌ. Martin renenbers how as a child

he could nanipulate the Cartesian diver, a tiny glass figure which couLd

be forced down or up by varying the pressure on the nembrane at the top

of a glass bottle. Martin's diver was an interesting littLe world

"which was quite separate but which one couLd control" (8). MarLin

thinks like Descartes (Biles and Kropf 28), in that he needs to agsure

himself of the existence of his self. Just as the Ìittle diver floats

at the surface of the water, delicately balanced between the opposing

forces of water and air, Martin wishes to float at the surface of his

consciousness where he can begin to solidify his identity and keep it

under controÌ despite the hostile threat of the elements.

For Martin, thought is valuable because it preserves his

personality. When he can speak his first meaningful sentence--"f should

be about as heavy as this on Jupiter" (27)--he begins to feel- that he is

naster of himself. Martin's appeals to hinself--"Îhink, you bloody

fool, thinkr"' (30)--and his assertions--"tI am intelligence"' (32) or,

"'I an who I was"' (131) or, "tI an! I an! f aE!"' (145)--indicate the

Cartesian vie¡+ that thought is the essential proof and measure of

individual existence and that patterns, by superinposing forns of

thought on nature, are nan-nade. So Mart,in invents an island from the

lurking nenory of an aching tooth, gives purpose and neaning to that

island through positive action. Doing things, such as naming the
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island, building a shelter, trapping the water for drinking, planting an

S.O.S. signal, etc., creates for hin an illusion of purposiveness and

significance. This entire effort of doing and of inposing intetlect

upon his situation is, however, futile: there was "something that must

not be renernbered; but how could you control if you deliberately forgot?

It was a pattern that was energing" (1721. That pattern is the sequence

of circunstances pointing to his final díssolution.

Despite Martints assertion of a unique personality, the fact is

that Martin experiences dying as a dissociation of nind and body: "The

man lay suspended behind the whole connotion, detached from his jerking

body" (8). It is his centre which survives drowning, and the centre is

"a fact like a bar of steel, a thing--that which was so nakedJ-y the

centre of everything that it could not even exanine itself. In the

darkness of the skull, it exÍsted, a darker dark, self-existent and

indestructible" (+S¡. This invulnerable, unyielding centre is the seat

of intelligence and rationality which for Golding are equivalents of sin

(giles and Kropf 28) and consequentJ.y inply rejection of the non-

rational experience. It is through this centre, which seeks to restore

his personality, however, that the non-rational irruptions fron the

personal and collective unconscious occur. Martints centre then is his

psyche too; the "outward face" of this psyche is his ego and corresponds

with Jung's definition of persona (Hatt and Nordby 46). Goldin€¡, in

referring to Martin's persona, inplies the ego; that is, it is Martin's

ego which reinforces personality through will and intelLigence;

moreover, Martints ego is inseparable from his evil essence a.s

represented by the mask of "Greed" that he ¡+ore during his role in a
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norality play and as synbolized by the mouth and claws to which he is

reduced at the end. Martin's identification r+ith the Deadly Sin is

obvious.

Martin needs external- proofs of the existence of his self. Thus he

looks into his passport-size photograph and the letters of his name on

the identification card which, to his disnay, have become blurred; he

laments that he is without a mirror: "How can I have conplete identity

without a nirror?...I could look and see lin the nirror] who I !,r&s.rr He

seeks a sinil-ar assurance of his identity through other neans: "I could

find assurance of ury solidity in the bodies of other people by warmth

and caresses and triumphant flesh...But now I an this thing in here, a

great nany aches of bruised f1esh..." (132). Martints oind is a

"delicate machíne tool to produce the results" he wants; he is

enpiricaJ.Ly oriented and views the world in nechanical terurs, as if the

world were a machine governed by natural laws, but he condenns it

nevertheless: "tYou are all a machine, I know you, wetness, hardness,

moveme¡lt. You have no nercy but you have no intelligence. I can outwit

you"' (115). For him the sea flows "eternalLy and pointlessly" (ft6¡.

His insistence on a factual, nechanical universe within which sits the

rock of his illusion, imnovable and secure, is his way of creating "a

Little world there which was quite separate but which one coul-d control"

and of denying and shutting hinself away fron the intrusion of the

numinal real.ity.

Martin attenpts to make the island rationally coherent and

civilized' r?'I am busy surviving. I am netting down this rock with

nanes and taning it...What is given a name is given a sea.L, a chain. If
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this rock tríes to adapt ne to its ways, I ¡sil-l adapt it to mine. I

wiì-l inpose ny routine on it, ny geography...Confort, Safety, Rescue.

Therefore to-norrow I declare to be a thinking day"' (86-87). His

centre, howevero floats in the middte of the "bone globe of the world,"

his skull, his purgetoria.I universe where he endures the pains thab cone

in waves fron the infinitely extended parts of his body and cêuse

"seismic convulsions of whole continents" (49). When in pain, his

centre desires to float in the middle of the dark world, enabling him to

achieve an "inactive being" a,nd go to sleep, still and painless:

He becane snall and the globe Iarger untiL the burning

extensions were interplanetary. But this universe was subject

to convulsions that began in deep space and ca¡ne likê a wave.

Then he was larger again fill-ing every corner...and the needle

jabbed t,hrough the corner of his right eye straight into the

darkness of his head. Dimly he would see one white hand r,rhile

the pain stabbed. Then slowly he would sink back into the

centre of the globe, shrink and float in the niddle of a dark

world. This became a rhythm that had obtained from all ages and

would endure so. (49-50)

This describes the tornented condition of his waterlogged body which

naddeningly expands and contracts and is subject to arbitrary motions of

nature beyond his control. Martints centre endures this endless

tornenting rhythn which resembles the "minute rise and fall of the sea"

in Lord of the Flies; however, he will not yield.

Martin evades the knowledge that he is dead. Each step that his

intelligence takes toward the creation of a solid, innovable island or
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rock, however, Ieads him to confront the horrors of his death. He

creates his isLand fron the persistent nag of a toothache and begins t,o

perceive the rock as a coherent object out there: "A single point of

rock, peak of a sunken worJ-d, projecting through the inconceivable

vastness of the whole ocean--and how many miles fron dry land?" when he

realizes that this island is an illusion, "a generalized terror set him

clawing at the rock" (30). Later his nouth keeps up its "quacks" on the

neaning and significance of his wor1d, but the "centre...w&s moving and

flinching fron isolated outcrops of knowledge" (173). During one

ureaningfuL action when he empìoys his intel-ligence to make an S.O.S

signal from seaweed he sees that his island appears as a tooth: "it

erupted as a tooth bursts out of the fleshy jaw" (77). The island/tooth

becones vagueJ.y faniliar: "He looked solennly at the line of rocks and

found himself thinking of then as teeth...They r{ere emerging from the

jaw--but that was not the truth. They were sinking; or rather they were

being vrorn &way in inf inite motion...A lifetine of the world had blunted

them, was reducing then as they ground what food rocks eat" (78).

Later, when he thinks of eating, he is re¡rinded of the rock as a box or

a coffin. When he names the three rocks the Teeth, he checks himself,

"No! Not the Teeth!" and is terrified to think that "'to be on a row of

teeth in the niddle of the sea"' is to be dead (91). Clearly Martin

denies his death by leaving it unsaid: "'strange that bristles go on

growing even when the rest of you--t" (125).

Martin's attenpts to preserve his ego are threatened by the

irresistible pul-I of the unconscious. The threat of insanity and the

terrible at,traction of darkness in the cellar pull hin in the direction
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of the unconscious. To Martin, his sanity depends on the knowledge that

the rock is fixed, solid and innovable, despite vast distances of

surging water around it. He reassures hínse]f by thinking that the rock

is connected to the floor of the ocean and then to the coast and the

cities of man, but when he looks at the tide which appears to move the

rock, he begins to feel that he wilJ- go mad (163). Reninding himself

that it is an optical illusion, he avoids looking at, the sea and focuses

his sight in the space between his feet. Similarly, when he realizes

that a red lobster should not be swimning in the sea, his centre is

forced down, out of control: "For an instant he felt hinsetf faLling;

and then there cane a gap of darkness in which there was no one." As he

surfaces into consciousness, the act is described in terms of the

Cartesian diver: "something was coming up to the surface. It was

uncertain of its identity because it had forgotten its name. It was

disorganized in pieces" (167). During Martin's fit the rock has cracked

open, revealing "a Bap of not-being, a weÌl opening out of the wor1d,"

and after the fit he tells hinself, "Then I ¡ras dead. That was death"

(168).

Martin has a feeling of "deep sickness down the tunnel" as he

surfaces from the "gap of dark" (167); he recatls that the feeling of

sickness here is somehow linked with a "recurrent drean, a neurosist'

(i73) he suffered fron earlier. Martin's neurosis originates fron the

cellar toward which the "gap of dark" points. Earlier Martin confronted

darkness when a crack opened up in the rock, Ieading hin to feel that

this rock is sonehow as famiLiar as the cellar of childhood whose nemory

has often made his nights niserable. He has tried to suppress this
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experience but his intelligence or wiIl cannot control its irruption in

the forn of a recurring drean of something coming out of',Bqueezíng,

tornenting darkness, snoke thick" into which he descends "three stories

defenceless, down the dark stairs...down the terrible steps to where the

coffin ends were crushed in walls of the cellar--and I,d be hel_d

helpless on the stone floor, trying to run back, run away, climb up"

(138)" In the "night worrd, the other worrd" there were gods sitting
behind the "terrible knees and feet of black stone" (r44). Martin's

descent during the night is recalled again in its dreadfur rearity:

Out of bed on the carpet with no shoes. creep through t,he dark

roon not because you want to but because youtve got t,o. past

the door. The randing, huge, the grandfather clock. No safely

behind ne. Round the corner now to the stair. Down, pad,

Down, pad. The halL, but grown. Darkness sitting in every

corner...everything different, a pattern energing, forced to go

down to meet the thing I turned nny back orì¡.".Past the kitchen

door. Drawn back the bort of t,he vaurb. I{err of darkness.

Down pad¡ down. coffin ends crushed in the walr. under the

churchyard back through the death door to neet the naster.

Down, padr down. (1.78, enphasis mine)

whire this episode is a recorlection of an event fron his earry

childhood, it is not sinpry a content of his personaL unconscious.

Martin is violentJ-y seized by this recollection the monent it surfaces

into consciousness, and time has not lessened its intensity for hin. It
ís an image of "daenonic dread," of the feeling of something uncanny and

t'eerie" or "weird," and it also evokes the overpowering might of "the
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master.rr Golding achieves the imnedíacy and intensity of the nental

inpression through rhetorical pattern, diction and the use of

repetítion. He depends nostly upon phrases rather than cLauses to

represent the breathress apprehension of young Martin: "No safety

behind ne...Past the kitchen door...coffin ends crushed in the waLr."

The horror is conveyed through the indefiniteness of the inpression

created by using vague nouns and modifiers: "The hall, but Arown.

Darkness sitting in every corner...Different banisters everythinA

different...well- of darkness" (178, enphasis nine). There are a few

vivid detaiLs--the noise of the clock, the sound of bare feet descending

the stairs, etc.--but mostly, the reader is left to hinself to provide

details fron his own unconscious. Golding has provided us with the

mentaL inpression itself before reflection has perneated it and before

the cognitive content of the feel-ing itself has become clear or

explicit. Martin naned this "eerie" presence by calling it "the n&ster"

or later the "gods. " This experience of eerie shuddering resulted in

panic terror and, as Otto tells us, it had nothing to do wíth the

circunstances of tine and place. Martin was forced, unable to prevent

his novenent, to go down the celLar of his own psychic house to

experience this non-rationaL fear, In fact, alI through the novel,

repetitions with variations of the phrase "Down pad. Down pad"

contribute to our sense of Martin's journey to the source of the feeting

ab origine. Here "the master" retains as nunina or aboriginal terror

sonething of the "ghost" or t'daenon" in the impression that is made on

Martin's feeling.
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The trip back out of the cellar is no Less terrible than the

descent. "The master" from whom the child tries to escape in panic is

"an unknown looming.'r f,thile Golding's description of flight from terror

is reminiscent of an inage quite coünon in nightmare life--the young

chiLd fixed to a place when he tries to run away--the experience is

different fron any natural fear. Martin's urgency to escape and his

impotence in the face of darkness are characteristic of the experience

of awefulness and overpoweringness of the nunen. When this terror

begins to stir in the feelings it requires & response which Otto

describes as creature-consciousness, but Martin displayed no such

feeling of subnergence or personal- nothingness. His terror did not

transform into the finer thrill of awe, nor did it even abate or change

into worship or devotion that nany have felt before "the naster": "And

then fettered in the darkness by the feet, trying to lift one and

finding a glue' finding a weakness where there should be strength now

needed because by nature there was nothing to do but scream and try to

escape. Darkness in the corner doubly dark, thing looming, feet tied,

near an unknown looning, an opening darkness, the heart and being of all

inaginable terror. Pattern repeated fron the beginning of tine,

approach of the unknown thing, a dark centre that turned its back on the

thing that created it and struggì-ed to escape" (179).

Golding implies that Þlartints "dark centre" has renounced

dependence on the non-rational and that this "ginful" act is the source

of Martin's antagonism toward and hatred of the nunen. Martin by nature

cannot accept the power of the nu[en sel over against his own:

"Intelligence. IrliLt like a last ditch. WilI like a nonolith.
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Survival-. Education' a key to all patterns, itself able to impose then,

to create...The dark, invulnerable center that ¡ras certain of its own

sufficiency" (163). Bufkin has pointed out that Martin's "vice...
greed...stens, as does all sin, fror¡ the original sin of pride,

superbia. The sin, Gerald vann has explained, is ta fall upwardst since

'it is the dependent attenpting to be autonomous, the relative

attenpting to be absolute, rran attenpting to be God! "' ("Pincher Martin"

15). This describes quite wetl Golding's own view of Martin's faLl;

however, for hin the farl is a recurring event, "a pattern repeated fron

the beginning," that is, fron the beginning of cosmic history. In

Martin's ca,se, the pattern began with his experience in the cellar.

GoJ-ding's concern is not with the rationalisn of the myth of the fall

and, therefore, Þfartints fall does not inply a transgression of sone

noral Ìaw but is a timeless experience, and, in Eliade's sense, &n

eternalì-y recurring one. Golding seerns to suggest the inevitability and

the irremediable nature of the faLl into sin resulting from an attitude

of contenpt, hatred and pride such as Martin disptayed in his

confrontation with the "gods with their terrible knees.. "

To understand fully the meaning of the cell-ar, we nust turn to

MartÍn's personal unconscious which is accessible to us through

flashbacks from his past. In order to provide us with his psychoJ.ogical

landscape Golding weaves together Martin's seLf-created "present" with

the insertion of flashbacks like the horror of the cellar. In doing so,

Goldingts purpose is not to present a realistic portrayal of a character

from the contenporary miJ-ieu by giving him a circumstantial past, as

Johnston argues (49). Golding's focus is not on Martin's individuality
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but on his typicality. He nanages point of view in such e way that the

reader is able to reconstruct what the protagonist continues to ignore

about himself. For instance, through Martin's ídentification with the

mask of Greed, the role he played in a morality play, Golding emphasizes

Martints habitus, which can be understood in the light of what A. C.

Charity says about the state of the danned in Dante's Inferno:

The situation of the soul is...recognizable as a translation

into objective terms of the habitus, the leading propensity of

the soul in its earthly life; there, the habitus was hídden;

here it is revealed. There, the judgenents and decisions of

earthJ-y existence becane through their repetitions, the

formative habits of their hunan subject, through which tre

conmitted himself to his personal kind of existence--his habitus

becoming the invÍsible axis of his selfhood around which all of

his actions and sayings, revoì-ved. Here in the soults

eschatological situation, on the other hand, the axial habitus

has becone visible and its speech and actions can now more

easily reveal their rel-ation to it. The soul's context provides

a clue that was not accessible in life, and in its light

we...nay be able to see...a degree of self-revelation which

approaches self-definition. (qtd. in Gallagher, "Real and

ALlegoric" 325-26)

Martin's habitus was, however, revealed to the producer of the play who

introduced Martin to the row of nasks of the Seven Deadly Sins and asked

him which one he would like to wear for the play, but who then went on

to conment without waiting for a reply: "'Chris--Greed. Greed--Chris,
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know each other"' (ffg), This identifícation of Martin with Greed is

reflected in severat flashbacks or "pictures." Pete describes in detail

the nature of the nask: "This painted bastard here takes everything he

can ray his hands on. Not food, chris, that's far too sinple. He takes

the best part, the best seat, the most noney, the best notice, the best

won&n. He was born with his nouth and his flies open and both hands out

to grab. He's a cosnic case of the bugger who gets his penny and

someone else's bun" (120). The description is intended as a catalog of

MartÍn's habits. Martin himself associates aII of these expressions of

greed with the act of eating: "Of course eating with the nouth was the

only gross expression of what was a universal process. You coul-d eat

with your cock or with your fists, or with your voice. You could eat

wíth hobnail-ed boots or buying and selling or narrying and begetting or

cuckoJ.ding--" (88). Martin's whole life has been an endl-ess series of

evenLs wherein he exenplified his greed in one or another of its forns.

Martin's sins are Dantean; they are sins of appetite and his punishment

fits his crines. For instance, his identification with the persorrified

evil, greed, suggests his loss of choice, his enslavenent to t,his

particular appetite. Charlotte Spivack observes about the damned in

Dantets hell that they "are so enslaved that t,hey becone in effect nere

personifications of their particular evil propensity, just as a drug

addict is no Ìonger an individual...but a living (at least existential)

enbodiment of drug addiction" (404). Martin has exhibited unbridled

appetites and unscrupulousness in his pursuit of his victins; he

renenbers hínse1f nuttering to the producer's wife: "tAnd I should love

to eat you too. You're not a person, my sweet, youtre an instrunent of
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pì-easure. "' Martin enjoys huniliating Alfred by boldly reveaJ.ing

Alfred's wife, sybir, rying in his bedroom after his sexual- conquest.

In Martints view, "A sword is a pharrus" (95), an instrunent or weapon

of pleasure as well as conquest.

Martin's conquering and devouring greed is expressed by the inage

of the chinese box. The director of the play relates this etory: "when

the chinese want to prepare a very rare dish they bury a fish in a tin

box" (135). Soon the box contains only naggots, who eat one another.

FinalJ-y the whole popuJ.ation is reduced to two, and then to "one huge,

successfuJ- naggot." Then the box is dug up and the maggot is eaten.

The point of the story is that to eat is to be eaten, and that Martin's

turn wirl inevitably cone when he too hears "a spade knocking on the

side of a tin box...just like thunder" (136). This story al-so evokes

Martin's inner convinction that he was dooned by ineffable circumstances

or coincidences that imply nysterious predestination.

Martin's reLationship with Helen, the director's wife, is described

in terms of the Chinese box. I,ie learn from another "picture" t,hat

Martin was drafted into the navy against his wí11. He failed to

persuade Helenr his former nistress, to intercede on his behal-f with the

director and declare his service with the theatre conpany as essentiaÌ

so that he would not be drafted. In response to his appeal, Helen

accused him of philandering and turned on him, "[b]Iack maggot eyes in a

white face. " A panic stricken Martin feels in those eyes "Distance,

Calculation, Death" (154) and realizes that it is he who is "eaten"

(155).
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Martin's relationship with his friend Nat exhibits the sane law of

the Chinese box. His last act aboard the ship was an order to the

destroyer to turn suddenly: he hoped that a sudden turn would throw Nat

off-balance into the sea. Prior to that order, Martin uttered a

farewell to Nat: "Good-bye, Nat, I loved you and it is not in my nature

to love much. But what can the last maggot but one do? Lose hÍs

identity?" (184). Moreover, when he realizes that it is he, rather than

his friend Nat who has become the victin, he repeats the inage: "tAnd

it was the right bloody order!' Eaten" (186). For despite Martin's

plans and nanipulations to kil-I Nat, it is the unexpected that happens--

the destroyer is struck by an enemy torpedo. Martin hears a "destroying

concussion that had no part in the pl-ay," that is, the torpedo has no

part in his evil designs (186). In this connection, Baker suggests:

"the explosion seems to a¡¡nounce the intrusion of sone moralistic agent

or cosmic force which objects to the evil Ìittle play projected in

Pincher's nind. Unfortunately, it is likely to suggest the existence of

a Jehovah-like deity who, at this point, reaches the línits of his

patience with Christopher Martints nost audacious transgression of

divíne law" (t+illiam GotdÍne 46). Gotding does not suggest a namowry

noralistic and personalJ-y intervening deity, however; his intention is

to evoke the overpoweringness of the deity in relation to which one

feels personal nothingness or inpotence or creature-consciousness. Once

again Otto is helpfuÌ. He says that in its Christian form the creature-

consciousness is expressed by the notion of predestination: "The numen,

overpoweringly experienced, becones all-in-all. The creature with his
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being and doing, his'wilring'and'running'his schenes and resolves

becomes nothing" (Ae¡.

Martin keeps wondering how it is that his right order became a

wrong order. Moreover, when Nat surprised him by announcing that he is

going to join the Navy' Martin inagined that the ineffable strength of

circunstances w&s in his favor and believed that it would be easy for

him to plan Natts murder on the ship; he enjoyed telling himself

silently: "Not where he eats but where he is eaten" (157). Toward the

end' Martin in his confrontation with "God" comes close to admitt,ing

this predestination: "You gave me the power to choose and all- ny rife
you led ne careful-Iy to this suffering because my choice wes ny

own...AIL my life' whatever I had done I should have found myself in the

end on that same bridge, at that sane tine, giving that same order--the

right order, the wrong order" (197). Martin cen experience no true

creature-consciousnessr however, for he feels contempt toward God for

having checknated hin in his silent gane and levels blane: "If i ate

them, who gave ne a nouth?" And at the end when the lightning flashes

and "the sound of the spade against the t,in box" (1gg), his rock, is

heard, Martin cannot conprehend the act of conpassion which the

Iightning represents and can only interpret that act as the final" step

in an eat-or-be-eaten world.

Martin's self-created "present," his iflusion of endurance and

survivaL, and his rationality are threatened, in this purgatorial

nonentr by the contents of the personal and collectíve unconscious

present in the non-rational- processes of "píctures," dre&ns, sleep or

the terrors of night and day. Martin is a helpless observer of the
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"pictures" even though he feels that these are destructive of his

personality. Herein lies the significance of this nuninal realm that

Martin inhabits: his carefully "hoarded and enjoyed personality, our

only treasure' and at, the same time our only defence sust die into the

ultimate truth of things, the black Iightning...the positive,

unquestionable nothingness" (st¡. The profane acts that Martin did,

lived, "hoarded and enjoyed" through írrational appetities cone to sting

and cause him pain. He is afraid to sJ-eep because it neans "relaxation

of the conscious guard, the sort,er, so that the unsorted stuff cones

flying out as fron a dustbin...or sleep was a consenting to die, to go

into complete unconsciousness, the personality defeated..." (91).

Martin cannot cLose his eyes for fear of sleep; he is forced to see the

truth: his herl is "fulr of voices and things that could not but be

seen" (0S¡. Martin sees nuch but does not understand all of what he

sees.

Since Martin is able to function only in situations where the lar+

of the tin box prevairs, he is baffled by his relationships with Mary

Lovell and Nathaniel who posed a chal-lenge to his egocentric

perspective. Mary Lovell, whose nane sugÉlests that she is both sensual

and virginal, defied Martin with her unconquered nystery; her eyes and

her Ínpregnable virtue "n&de her a nadness, not so nuch in the loins as

in t,he pride, the need to assert and break." To Martin, the individual

Mary is a goddess Diana fron the ord tines whose sensual or "nusky

attractiveness" and virtue exercised a power that drove him to nadness:

her nystery was "the death sentence of Actaeon" (148). Martints attempt

to rape her was an act of violation that ¿rose fron his self-torture and
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defeat, a desperation that reninds hin of "the nights of chitdhood, the

hot, eternaf bed" (103) and of the "unknown l-ooming" in the cellar that

nade hin nad with hate to assault the power that seized hin. For

Martin, who believes in the "thread of his own rife," the thread fron

Maryts tweed skirt was "magicked into power by association." Her nyt,hic

status is confirrned by the fact that she holds sone nysterious power

over hin of which she is unconscious; Martints pride, his unrr'illingness

to surrender to love and his desire to break her led to an obsessive

lust: "Those nights of imagined copulation, ¡vhen one thought not of

love nor sensation nor comfort nor triumph, but of torture rather, the

very rhythn of the body reinforced by hissed ejaculationg" (i4g). His

conpl-usive need to inflict torture on her body sprang fron his hatred,

and he received en appropriate response when he noticed in her eyes her

contenpt and repudiation of him (147\. Martin, we must reaLize, is also

nisreading the myth of Actaeon and Diana in order to justify his

actions, for unLike Actaeon, who was completely innocent of wrongdoing,

Martin is culpable and is punished by his own nature. Ever since he net

her, he was obsessed with "jealousy of her very being" (104). Mary

"interrupted the pattern coning at randon, obeying no l-aw of life,"

making him sick with the corrosive acid of lust gnawing in his digestive

tract (103). Martin's sickness in t,he guts blocks his bowels: "f
haven't had a crap for a week" (120); however, Martin cannot understand

why, when his only feeling for her is hate, she ghourd occupy the centre

of his darkness (149). In Jungian terns, she is Martin's anina which he

rejected. She challenged his whole egocentric view of Iife.
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so too did Nat, who is rike another saint figure, sinon in Lord of

the Flies, and whon Martin "unwil-lingly loved for the face that was

always rearranged fron within, for the serious attention, for love given

wit,hout thought. " Martin fails to understand why he hated Nat "as

though he were the only eneny. " The fact that he was angered by the

invincible innocence of Mary and was notivated by malice toward anot,her

unselfconscious Christ-like Nat, who had shown no provocation toward

him, suggests that Martin's hatred was irrational and archetypal. To

enploy Jung's notion of the shadow half of the christ inage, the Anti-

christ manifests itself in Martin through his "enotions, acid, and inky

and cruel" (103¡, forcing his ego to sprit off fron the figure of

christ, the archetvpe of the self (psvche and svnbol 85-60). He denied

this image of the seLf, his scintirlans Dei and, therefore, found

hinself unable to experience the numen in its bliss-giving aspect.

Nathaniel exhibited his insight into Martin's plight when he told

him about his lack of happiness and urged him to attend his lecture on

heaven. Because Martin showed no interest in his lecture Nat renarked:

"Take us as we are now and heaven woul-d be sheer negation. I{ithout forn

and void. You see? A sort of brack lightning, destroying everything

that we calL rife--." Further Natts words, "the sort of heaven we

invented for ourselves after death, if we aren't ready for the real- one"

(183), indicate that periodic regfeneration in phenonenal existence

rather than eschatologicar redenption is the reality. The kind of

heaven that is presuned to exist in sone future afterlife or in the

Hereafter is not real but false. Nat urged Martin to be ready for

heaven in his rife by subnitting his ego t,o the archetypal unities
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synbolized by the Christ inage, and by surrendering his individuaJ-ity to
the inpersonal- power of his pre-personar and transpersonal psyche

represented by the anima figure. Martin could not experience the thrill
of new being or the ioy of existence during life because he was unable

to follow hÍs friend's sincere advice. His only other option is to view

eternity as hostile, "a sort of black rightning" destroying everything

he calls life or J.iving. Martin's body and soul- are debased by torture
and suffering that result fron the sins of greed, pride and envy etc.
It is in Martin's self-destructive sinfulness that we &re aLlowed to see

the wrath represented by the nysteriun trenendum.

Martin denied his desire to "die" in love for Mary. GoJ_ding,s view

is sinilar to Lawrencets notion t,hat individuality and 1ove are nutually
exclusive. To surrender hinserf in love involves annihiration of
identity, but for Martin, love was & carnal expression of his egotistic
serf; love, therefore, becane a torture given and undergone by himserf

in a battle of the sexes in which he had to be the supreme maggot,

violating and devouring others, making hinself the victor and others the

vanquished. He depended for assurance of his soridity on "trimphant
fresh" but in reaJ.ity found such sor-idity unreal; he brindry asserted

his nanly identity in reration to other men: he saw Nat as an iLL-
adapted "womanish" man (50) and felt the Captain of the ship blush like
a "virgin of sixteen" when he tord him his blatant lie (9b).

The rack of "soLidity" t,hat Martin feers can be understood when

contrasted with his inpression that, others exhibit,ed sone interior
barance which made their faces change from wit,hin. Natrs snile was

spontaneous, genuine and cheerfully radiating from sone solid core
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within; the captain's face w&s &rranged fron within when he expressed

"contempt and disberief" at Martin's rie that he ordered the ship to
turn at a sharp angle to evade the floating wreckage while, in fact,
Martin was practicing his plan to throw Nat overboard. Martin,s face,

an actorts face, was arranged fron outside, it put on an act whire t,he

engorging creature sat hidden underneath. He tacked a vitaL sacred

centre in riving contact wit,h the archetype of the serf; in contrast

with his inefficacious assertion of identity through eating, using,

manipulating and cheating, the others had faces that revealed something

solid, enduring and tineless. Incapable as he was of connection,

sharing and love, he was baffled by Nat's "sheer niceness that nade the

breath come short with maddened 1iking and rage" (SS). It is Nat who

synbolizes the Christopher in Martin.

Martin courd have no access to the "righted centre of [his]
darkness" (158) which was occupied by Mary and Nat together. He could

not endure their blissful union and nust either have been destroyed or

destroyed them. He was shocked to hear that Nat and Mary had decided to

marry; in fact¡ Dow he is painful-ry aware that, he has become merely a

tool- in accidentalJ-y bringing then together in marriage. For Nat,

ho¡vever, it was a union that was written in the stars and, therefore,

could not have been thwarted. Further, Nat's innocent statenent that
they, Nat and Martin, were "connected in the elenentsr" is evocative of
the rivalry of the archetype of serf and the shadow represented by

Christ and Antichrist. Martin had to revenge hinself on Nat for having

in hís "fool innocence" "fathoned" Maryts nystery (100-01).

Nevertheless it is Martin who becones the fool in this archetypal
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rerationship wÍth Nat, a relationship that, in Nat's words,,nust reach

back to the roots of ti¡ne, be a trair through history" (1b6). This

statement confirns that Golding's view is mythic in the Eliadean sense:

it is the recurrence of the primordial image in the unconscious that,
gives a non-historical validity to the relationship between Martin and

Natu and between Martin and God.

Golding suggests through other symbolÍc inages the recurrence of
the falr. As r have arready noted, prometheus, djax and Atlas are other
instances of the recurring fall and dannation of those who defied the

onnipotence. Martin evokes these archetypal inages without knowing

their real significance. These inages are presented in the last
chapters of the novel where Martin's sanity begins to give way, facing
the prospect of the thunderbolts of Zeus/sky. As the storn begins to
rage and the lightning frashes, Martin is threatened by insanity which,

in fact, is a shelter from the dreadfur knowredge of the "black

lightning." He &ssures himserf that there is an "'I, sitting in here,

staving off the tine that nust cone" (181¡, but he wonders whether he is
sane or insane and feels that he nust be insane if he sees a red lobster
and the gulls as flying lizards. The inage of the red lobster reminds

hin that hís time to be "eaten" has cone and the frying rizards signify
some ininical vulture like things which night reduce hin to "a t,hing,

humbled and abused and still, &nong the fighting beaks, an instrument of
pleasure" (96).

Moreover, when Martin's reason begins to farter, he sees in his
inpending second death some justice being delivered to a crininal; this
timer his annihilation is an execution, a nerited punishøent:
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"Kindlings fron coffins, coar dust, black as brack lightning. Block

with the axe by it, not worn for firewood but by executions" (1zg).

Here he borsters his self-assertion by archetypar defia,nce; he shouts:

"I an Atras. I an prometheus" (164), and r¿ter affirns, "Ajax!

Pronetheus!" (192). In both instances, Golding provides the background

nusic of Tchaikovsky, wagner and Horst ironically to underscore the

events. In his first self-identification with Atlas and pronetheus,

Martin is adninistering himserf an enena. Golding suggests that
Martin's "heroic" or titanic will-, which declares a triunph against sone

antagonist in having successfuJ.ly voided his boweJ.s, is an expression of
energy t'hat is cosmically inconsequential. Martin's enena, which is
usually the last act perforned on a dead body, is a purgation of the

sinful- life he líved. Martin utters defiance again when he sees hinself
fighting another heroic battle against the skyr s/zeus's pressure:

"Thorts rightning challenges me! Frash after flash, rippting spurts of
white fire, boLts fJ-ung at pronetheus...t,he aim of the sky at the nan on

the rock" (188-89). His act paralJ-els their defiance and dannation:

rike Atras, he upholds his rock and bears the weight of sky until it
falls on hin; he resembles Ajax as a rapist and in his punishment for
the act of rebelrion against the gods; and, like pronet,heus, he is a

cheat, a god-defier and a god-hater. The reason Gotding provides

ronantic background nusic is that it is onJ.y during the ronantic period

in literature and the arts that an unfortunate change in values took

place which enphasized pronetheus and others as heroic. To a writer
with a nythic orientation, however, t,heir fate is not heroic and, in
this view, Golding, Milton and Hesiod alL concur.
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Martin's archetypal defiance gives way to a theatrical and

pretended nadness which reveals t,hat he has been haunted all along by

the "t,hing" in the cerrar. He addresses the dwarf, a pile of stones

representing the figure of a man for his rescue, as Helen, the

producer's wife, and appeals to her to herp hin escape the terror of the

"bl"ack lightning"' f{hen the pile of stones is scattered by the raging

st'orn' Martin tries to hunt Helen who is at the same Line maddeningly

associated with the figure in t,he cellar: "she is Loose on the rock.

Now she is out of the cel-l-ar and in dayLight. Hunt her down!" (1gz).

with his knife dra¡.¡n, he farrs upon the scattered stones, shouting:

"tThattll teach you to chase me. That'll teach you to chase ne out of
the cel-lar through ears and beds and pubs, you at the back and me

running, running after ny identity disc arl the days of my rife! "'
(tg¡). since identity is a function of the ego, the threat fron the

ceLl-ar is the extinction of his ego in the unconscious: Martin's l-oss

of consciousness, nadness, or even death are aIl equivaLents of the

process of being "eaten" or devoured by the "unknown rooningr'r ilìe

"thing" in the darkness with its merciLess wrath. Martin,s mouth goes on

raving in incoherent speech (since with Martin, speech is a proof of

identity), but his centre knows with a cert,ainty that "the quacking of
the nouth was no nore herp than hiccups. The noise lof the storm] was

the grating and thunp of a spade against an enornous tin box that had

been buried" (189).

The cellar-god of Martin's childhood is associated with his l-ast

hallucination; his awe confirns the sane presence of Terror: "He knew

it before he saw it because there was an awe in the trench, framed by
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the silent spray that flew over. " Martin denies it by calling it a mere

projection of his mind, because to adnit its objective presence or to
affirm its reality is to give up the illusion of his survival. He has

an appalled real-ization as he looks at the face of the apparition,

however: "I courd never have invented that" (1g4). Martin insists on

seein$ the humanized features in the apparition; perhaps he visualizes

his own rear (dead) self in the inage of what is a nuninous object:

The eye nearest the took-out was bloodshot at the outer corner.

Behind it or beside it a red strip of sunset ran d.own out of

sight behind the rock. The spray still f-Lew over, you could

look at the sunset or the eye but you could not look at

both...He saw the nose was shiny and leathery brown and fuLl of
pores. The left cheek would need a shave soon for he could see

the individual bristres. But he cou-Ld not look at the whol-e

face together. It was a face that...had this quality of

refusing overal-l inspection. One feature at a time. (1gb)

The features of the eye and cheek, etc., certainly beJ_ong to

Martints dead face, but the whole face, which conprises the sunset, the

spray and Martints features, sÍgnificantly, "refuses overall inspection"

and is unrecognizable, indistinct and ínaccessible to Martin,s vision.

Martin's god-inage has the other humanized features of a sailor in a

Iifebelt and seaboots but again the seaboots "nade the rock behind them

seen rike cardboard, Iike a painted flat" (1ss¡. Martin's theatre of

illusion, his solid rock, is about to give way and be crushed under the

heavy seaboots. The solid black seaboots of the figure bear a close

resenbLance to the gods of the cellar with "their terribÌe knees and
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feet of black stone'r (144). Thus, while the face of God is inaccessibl-e

to Martin's vision, the apparitionrs er-enentar features, outr_ined

vaguely in the spray' suggest the livinÉ Lord of the elements and the

cosmos' the Lord of rife and death, of wrath and conpassion.

The l"ast act of Martin is to deny the existence of God; in fact, he

claims god's autonomous creation: "on the sixth day he created God.

Therefore, I pernit you to use nothing but my own vocaburary. In his
own inage created he Him,' (196). Baker has succinctly described

Martin's creation: "in the afterlife his egotistical souL usurps the

role of creator...The desperate man cì-inging to his ego parodies the

acts of creation recorded in the Genesis, he plays God" (will-ian Goldine

37)' Martin's creation ironicalLy returns to chaos on the seventh day;

he is given rest fron his titanic labors. In the dialogue that follows,
Martin tells God: "I have created you and I can create ny own heaven,'

(196), and these words stress his parallel with Satan, another fallen
angel, who in Paradise Lost insists that the nind can create "a Heaven

of Hel-l-.'' Faced with the prospect of damnation, he refuses to consider
what he believes in and, instead., declares his satanic dismissal of the
divine real-ity.

Further, in the dial.ogue between God and Martin, we also notice
another truth that Martin does not accept. Martin believes that it was

by luck that he survived, but God suggests that his experience on the

rock, as also the totaL pattern of his life, is sheer "inevitability.r,
Golding is suggesting here the elenent of predestination, which is a

conceptual version of the non-rational experience of Godrs

overpoweringness and supremacy and of the need for creature-
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consciousness. In Ottots view, predestination is rooted in numinous

consciousness and is intensified creature-feeling: "In the face of the

eternal power man is reduced to naught, toAether with his free choice

and action. And the eternal poT{er waxes inneasurabJ-e just because it
fulfills its decrees despite the freedom of hunan wiÌl" (gg). God's

words to Martin that his survivaL is "inevitability" confirn the

incomprehensible non-rationar nystery of genuine predestination.

Arthough Martin has often stressed his free will his experience

recapitulaLes the inevitabl"e and recurring experience suffered by the

archetypal figures in nyth, His understanding is limited, however,

since he does not know that his experience is a recurring one:

I prefer it lhis own heaven]. you gave ne the power to choose

. and all my life you led me carefully to this suffering because

my choice was my own. oh yesl I understand the pattern. AII

ny rife, whatever I had done I should have found nyself in the

end on that same bridge, at that sane tine, giving that same

order--the right order, the wrong order. yet, I suppose I

climbed away from the cellar over the bodies of used and

defeated people, broke then to nake steps on the road away from

you, why should you torture ne? If I ate then, who gave ne a

nouth? ( 19? )

Despite his inner conviction about predestination by a God who Led

hin carefully to this suffering he is resentful and contenptuously

blames Hin: "If I ate then, who gave ne a nouth?" As Biles and Kropf

have pointed out (41), there is a verbar echo of Milton's Adan in

Martin's attempt to shun responsibility: "Did r request rhee, Maker,
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fron my clay, / To mould ne nan?" Adan, however, receives an answer that

Martin cannot accept: "wouÌdst thou admit for his contenpt of Lhee /
That proud excuse?" Martin will not aecept the truth that he

consistenLly abused his free will in choosing the "road away from" God

by declining to be Christopher and in exhibiting profane and evil

designs on others. Golding has indicated how Martin ignored his

Scint,illans Dei, the image of Christ or God in man, the image in which

he was created at the hands of God. That is why Martin is addressed as

Christopher by God. Martin's fall is irrenediable and hís survival on

the rock is the fulfilment in his self-created present of the recurring

pattern of the archetype of the farl of which satan, pronetheus, Ajax,

and Atlas are prototypes. It is this knowledge that Martin nisses but

that we, as readers, are alLowed to intuit by Golding's mythic method.

Golding has described Martin's failure of self-surrender in t.he

numen as an absence of "bel-ief in anything but the importance of his own

Iife; no love, no God" ("Pincher Martin" 8). He interprets the "b.Lack

lightning" which extinguishes Martints ego as "the conpassion of God."

So when the sea-booted figure offers Martin rel-ease fron his

imprisonnent on the rock--"'H&ve you had enough, Christopher?"' (194)--

he is unable to accept this gesture. He has identified so fulLy with

thê nask of Greed that to surrender his identity ís to give up

everything he has stood for in his life. In Golding's words, he has no

option but to refuse the "selfLess act of dying" because his ego or the

centre is all that renains to him. Martin prefers his "pain and alL"

(197) to the terror of the "black lightning." The "conp&ssion" of God

acts without mercy: "The lightning came forward. Some of the lines
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pointed to the centre' waiting for the monent when they could pierce it.

Others lay against the cl-aws, playing over them, prying for a weakness,

wearing them away in a conpassion that was timeless and without mercy"

(201). Martin's invented world becomes extinct: Ì{e are shown a Martin

who regresses to a "[p]oor nad sailor on a rock" (19?), spouting

snatches of Kinq Lear and riding the B/aves as if they were horses, but

he cannot evade the lightning. Martin's whole performance as a nadnan

breaks down. His illusory rock coJ"lapses as if it were a stage-set in a

theatre and although his ego or centre eppears to survive for a while it

too succumbs to the persistent onsl-augtrts of the lightning. Marti¡l is

reduced to a claw gripping the rock which is Like "papery st,uff" and his

ce¡ltre is being pierced open to reLease it of its torture, pain and

sickness.

It is not possible to say whether the extinction of Martin's ego

narks an end or a beginning. The dilenma that faces Mr. Canpbell in the

coda is similar, "'I{ould you say there was any surviving? Or is that

all?t" canpbel-l asks (208). Davidson, who comes to retrieve the body,

rejects any possibility of survival beyond physical death. I{e, as

readers, fail to find any clue that night suggest that there is a life

beyond death. Nor has Gording provided any clear answers, even though

so¡ne ergue that Martin is dooned to hell eternalì.y (Tiger, WiIIiam

Goldine 130)' and use Golding's statenent as evidence to support their

view: "Just to be Pincher is purgatory; to be Pincher for eternity is

hell." This statenent does not, however, cJ-earry distinguish between

the two: Martin is in purgatory insofar as he is a type of Greed; he is

in hell insofar as he is a figure in an eternalJ-y recurring nyth. His
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denial of non-rationaL experience in his existence and his resistance to

the "compassion" of God in his afterlife result in his damnation which,

in Christian myth, is represented by the Day of Judgenent but which is a

non-rational experience of the nysterium trenendun or the wrath of the

nunen. Martin ís unable to experience the bliss-giving elenent of the

numen because he refuses to surrender his ego. For Martin, therefore,

the extinguishing of his ego nay mean a step forward; though he does not

understand it, he has net God's "compassion." The "black J-ightning"

does not imply eternal hell; it does not nean & regression into not-

being or bLack void. Golding has left unanswered the question of

Martin's survival after the terror of the "black lightning."

Martin's assertion of an independent identity during his life and

afterlife experience, his profane turning away fron "the thing" that

created hin, recapitulates the "pattern repeated fron the beginning of

time" (179). As I have discussed earl-ier, Martin's fall reactualizes

the mythic event or paradigm of the Fall coincident with the creation of

the world or cosmos. The fall is a part of nants experience fron the

beginning, that is, creation was itself followed by the fall (Eliade,

The Sacred and the Profane 84 ) . Whereas archaic man regained ent,rance

into the sacred centre' the mythicaÌ noment of creation and the paradise

of archetypesr by ritual repetition of the paradignatic models revealed

in illo tenpore, nodern nan, like Pincher Martin, cannot experience

salvific connection with the cosnos insofar as he refuses to surrender

hinself to the archetypal unities of the prepersonal and transpersonaL

psyche. Martin's fall evokes the primordial Fall revealed in the moment

of creation; he remains without the neans or the desire to seek
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redemption as represented by the symbol of Chrj.st or by the fascinating

eLement of the numinous. His dannation necessarily foll_ows from the

fall; it is al-so a recurring and nythic event revealed at the beginning

and is reiterated in the apocalyptic nyth of the Day of Judgenent. It

is Martin's lot to experience only the daunting element of the numinous.

He broke away from the cosnos and its creative imnanent-transcendent

forces by creating a separatettnowrttattpresentt'world of time and

place, but he is returned to that from which he was separated. His

final dissolution is an act of compassion by the "posit,ive nothingness."



Chapter Four

Free Fall

Free Fall (1959) reveaJ.s Golding's continued preoccupation with the

nythic nature of his art. In Pincher Martin, he sought to denonstrate

the presence of the numinal reality that interpenetrates Pincher's

phenomenal existence and the purgatorial monent. Pincher denies the

nuninal world by refusing to connit the "selfless act of dying into

heaven"; he descends into the unmitigated blackness of hel-l and

dannatíon, a "heaven of sheer negation," because he is unable to

surrender his identity or individuality to the impersonal power of the

numen. Gol-ding's shananistic art al-l-ows the reader an insight into

Pincher's experience of nvsteriun trenendun at the same time that it

shields him fron the aweful power of the nunen. Whereas Pincher Martin

only hints at the possibil-ity of man's salvific connection with the

transcendent in Nathanial's appeaJ.s to Pincher to transform himself

through a healing and positive self-surrender to the archetypal image of

God in man, Free Fall aLlows the reader to experience Samnyts vision of

religious ecstasy which, to use Otto's tern, represents the fascination,

the allurenent and the transport of bLiss in the numen. NevertheJ.ess,

the experience of beauty, mystery and niracle of the narratorts vision

in. Free Fall does not exenpt hin fron telling the dark reality of

judgement and terror experienced as guilt and self-abasement: "I a.m a

burning amateur, torn by the imational and incoherent, violently

searching and self-condenned" (5).

When Free Fall was first published, it received a cool and

dissatisfied critical response. Because Golding discarded the remote
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and isol-ated settíngs of his earlier works, and instead placed his story

"within circumstances that are recognizable to nost people of my

generation" (gil-es, Talk 79), critics wrongly interpreted the inclusion

of contemporary circumstances to mean that Golding's aim was to write a

social novel and a psychologicalì"y realistic fiction. In fact,it is

the novelist,ic orientation of some critics that is responsible for their

dÍsappointment with Free FaIl. Thus, for instance, Steven }larcus

criticizes GoJ-ding for his failure to present Samuel Mountjoy as a

"complex, corrtinuously developing person" (278). Such observations only

point to a nisunderstanding of Goldingts art. As Gregor and Kinkead-

lreekes have noted in their defence of Golding's art, the use of

contemporary setting is ained at enriching Golding's conception of myth:

"He seeks to invest contemporery, naturalistic scene Isic] with the

cosnic implications that his previous isolated and renote settings were

designed to evoke" ("The Strange Case" 62). Golding's intention is not

primarily t.o present man in relation to society, but rather to explore

n&n's relationship to the cosmos, and it is this cosmic perspective that

is vaLidated in Sammyts personaÌ consciousness and in history.

Critics who discuss Free Fal-l as a nythic narrative show that

Sammy's story reflect,s the nyth of the Fall of Man (Kernode, "NoveÌs"

1i8; Gregor and Kinkead-Weekes, "The Strange Case" 63). Gregor and

Kinkead-Weekes have contributed helpful insights in their discussion of

"mythical overtones" from Dantets Divine Conedy, Miltonts Paradise Lost,

and the tenptation of Christ (169-99), but their study of these literary

and nythological allusions does not deal with the question why Free FaI1

should be considered nythic in orientation. In fact, having referred to
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the nyth of the Fall, they conclude that Golding,s method of

juxtaposition of references to nythology and Iiterary artifacts with

Sammyts contenporary world enables us to "real-ize the Aap between the

nyth of the fall and the whol-e truth of hunan experienc€..." (Gregor and

Kinkead-Weekes, "The Strange Case" 68). On the contrary, as Inger

Aarseth points out, GoLding's aim is to show the re-enactment of the

archetypal truth of the FaIl and Redenption in Sammyts experience (323).

Golding's nethod of allusion is indirect and evocative and not intended

to function a.s an aesthetic and literary device to achieve "kinds of

patterning in the presentation of character and plot" (szl). As wilt be

seen' Golding's inpJ-icit and expticit references to Milton's and Dante's

works and to the Bible serve to estabrish that he, rike his feLlow

archetypalists, is concerned with the universaL and recurring experience

of man's fal"l,en condition and its solution through redenptive connecLion

with the cosmos. For Golding, the reality of Sammy's personal

consciousness confirms the validity of the nyth; myth, therefore, is not

sonething that happened in the past but is something that is continualì.y

re-happening in man's life and in history, and a nythic artist's

connitment is to recapture the living character of rryth in the present.

Sanmyts "nonstrous world of present consciousness" (7b) and the

contemporary reality of Europe about the tine of the second world war

are symptonatic of the Fall of nan in individual and coll-ective

experience.

Golding has explained that he intended to incorporate into his work

"the patternlessness of nants existence in the west at the monent" (qtd.

in Tiger, william Golding 142), In doing so he was answering to those
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critics who were unhåppy r+ith his art and characterized it as rigorously

controlled, didactic and fabulist. Golding's concern with

"patternlessness," however, does not impJ"y a radical shift in form

toward conventional, novelistic writing which is historical in

orientation and aims at representation of the facts of contemporary

history. For hin, the patternlessness of nodern history is synptouatic

of mants failure to experience a living connection with the cosmic

symbols of our inheritance. The significance of the title, "Free FaIL",

a metaphor which implies a state where "your gravity has Éone," directs

the reader's attent.ion to the felt loss of connection with the sacred

centre' the source of archetypal unities in the unconscious. "Where for

hundred of thousand of years, nen have known where things are," Golding

continues, "now they dontt know where things are any longer" (Biles,

Talk 81). By the "patternlessness" of modern living Golding means the

raggedness and chaos and meaninglessness of modern existence when the

synbols of cosnic connection are no longer functioning for man.

Golding's view that traces the origin of chaos and despair of

contemporary history to nodern n&n's.Loss of connection with ttre cosmos

follows Lawrence, who suggests that whereas in the ancient world, man

Iived "breast to breast...with the cosmos," in the nodern world, man

"feII into awareness of himself, and hence into apartness" (Aoocalypse

130r 131). Consequently, for Lawrence, modern nants self-consciousness

has resulted in a sense of isolation and loneliness and a "sense of

neaningless Iiving and of powerlessnessrt (162). Similarly, in Free

FaILr because for nodern nan the universe does not constitute a living

and articulated unity, because for him sacred history has becone distant
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and remote, because he refuses to surrender his personal consciousness

to that which is eternal and constant in the psyche, his sense of truth

has become, as Hal-de says, an "infinite regression, a shifting island in

the middre of chaos" (151). Having denied the absorute real-ity as

revealed in sacred myth and the archetypes of the collective

unconscious, modern nan suffers the fall into history, into the

relativity of reality, and descends into a state of literal free fall

where the psychic or spiritual loss of gravity is tentamount to

experiencing Satants faI1 and Adants expulsion fron Paradise. Lawrence

notes that this spiritual and psychic loss contributes to "our present

deadened state of nind" (Ka1nins 54); the cosnos is dead because men

have become unresponsive to the symboJ-s of connection, because they

val-ue history and a conception of tine as l-inear: "our idea of time as

a continuity in an eternal straight Iine has crippled our consciousness

cruelIy" (97). GoJ-ding agrees with Lawrence that nan's sinfulness and

suffering resurt fron an a.wareness of himself as a fragnentary being, as

an individual: "This is the FaIl, the fall into knowledge, or seJ.f-

awareness, the fall- into tragedy and into 'sin"' (181).

Sanny's search for the nonent when he lost his freedom and the

power to choose is itself an attenpt to estabLish a connection with

something outside of hinself--to find the sacred centre. Sanmy

renembers the tine when he experienced free wiIl and innocence: "Free

wiII cannot be debated but only experienced, Iike a col-our or the taste

of potatoes. I renember one such experience...f was sitting on the

stone surround of the pooL and fountain in the centre of t,he park.

There was bright sunlight, banks of red and blue fLowers. There was no
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guilt but only the plash and splatter of the fountain at the

centre...The gravelled paths radiated from me....I could take whichever

of these paths" ( 5 ).

His projection into the garden and the centre, where free wil-l and power

to choose are as real- as "the taste of potatoes," evokes the prinordial

Garden where everything including creation began. Samny's desire is to

prace hinself at the centre of the world and by the same token at, the

very source of absolute reality. Since the loss of his freedom has made

him a "haunted man" (13), suffering the guilt of sin, his projection

into the archetypal Garden implies, as Eliade notes, "the desire to live

in a pure and holy cosnos, as it was in the beginning, when it cane from

the creator's hands" (The sacred and the Profane 65). sammy's narrat,ive

is archetypal in pJ-ot and actio¡l because the incidents ín his life

re-enact the nyth of the FaIl- and Redenption.

At the sane time, Golding does not al-low Sanny to nake a direct

reference to a particular creation nyth as rendered in the Bibte or in

other sacred texts. Sammyts story brings up echoes from other nythic

narratives. For instance, the title of Golding's noveJ. echoes the

Father's pronouncenent in Paradise Lost that divine foreknowledge (i.e.

theologica] deterninisn) had nothing to do with Adan's fall: "tI nade

hin just and right,/ sufficient to have stood, though free to fall"'

(3:98-99). Adam had native innocence and perfection, a strength

sufficient to have ¡vit,hstood the blandishnents of Eve, but he chose not

to withst,and her and therefore fell. Miltonts view, as indícated in the

Father's speech, refl-ects the mythic conception that during the tine of

nan's beginnings in iLlo tenpore God had reveal-ed to nan the principles
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and paradigms of aII conduct (Eliade, The Sacred and the Profane 102),

consequent]-y, Adam was free to stand and acted in full knowledge; he

abused his free will but was not deceived. Still, Adam was created with

certain passions, the control- of r+hich Raphaer in paradise Lost

deternines to teach hin. Adan's failure to tenper those passions justly

and rightly led to his fall. GoJ-ding's view of Sanny's fall is

consistent with Mil.tonts view of Adam's fall, and with the nythic view

of the revel-ation in the beginning: to forsake the kno¡lledge revealed

in the past is to invite God's wrath. Only an inward teaching fron the

spirit can aÌLow one to escape the disastrous consequences of the Fall.

Nevertheless Golding evokes the theologicaJ_ notion of

predestination. The Fall is a recurring and inevitable experience, the

truth of which is unanalyzable and transcends logic. Predestination

does not mean predetermination of an individual- by nature; rather than

the rationaf notion of predestination advanced by sanmy, Golding hints

at a genuine religious intuition of predestination as described by Otto:
t'In the face of the eternal power nan is reduced to naught, toAether

with his free choice and action" (89). In other words, preclestination

is a non-rational experience which convinces Sanmy of the supremacy of

the nunen, the t.ruth that despite his free will, he J.ived and suffered

the process revealed in the nyth of the FaJ-J-, and the necessity that

inpeLs him to experience that process in the myth once he has failed to

contror his passions. To assert one's freedom of choice and to ignore

the knowredge of this necessity is to live a dangerous illusion. Nor

does hÍs inner conviction of predestination absolve sanny of his

responsibility for his actions.
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Sanmy begins his story with an admíssion of nan's double heritage

which he has experienced as dannation and redenption in his life: "I

have seen people crowned with a double crown, holding in either hand the

crook and the flail, the power and the glory. I have understood how the

scar becones a star. I have fel-t the flake of fire fall, miraculous and

pentacostal-" (5). He is stilt, however, haunted by the non-rational-

experience of nysteriun tremendum signified by the darkness which is

behind his compulsion to tell his story, a conpulsion "irrational- and

deep" (26): "It is the unnameable, unfathonable and invisible darkness

that sits at the centre of him, always awake, always different from what

you believe it to be, always thinking and feel-ing what you can never

know it thinks and feels...It is the loneliness of that dark thing that

sees as at the aton furnace by reflection..." (8). Golding prepares us

for Sammy's rea-l notivation, which is to nap the landscape of the psyche

where darkness suggests the Jungian journey into the chaos of the

unconscious, where Samnyts ego confronts the dread of the por{ers within.

Ostensibly the motivation behind Samny's venture into his past is tc¡

discover the point in his life ¡.¡hen he Lost his freedon, but, as

writers, both Samny and Golding lead us to the other question: when and

where does the fear of darkness itself begin? Sanny's investigation into

the nature of darkness itself is Golding's way of preparing us for

Sammy's descent into the heII and purgatory of the unconscious, replete

with tornent and terror, dannation and purgation. To attenpt to explain

the inconprehensible darkness and nystery, Sanny finds that all

"rationalist hatIs]" (6) are useless. Only those theories which

recognize the primacy of the irrational nodes of awareness and belief
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enatll-e us to understand the nature and source of sanmy's sufferÍng.

At the very start of the novel, samny reminds us that he is going

to distort chronology and organize events in accordance with their

affective signif icance :

For time is not to be laid out endJ-essly like a row of bricks.

That straight line fron the first hiccup to the last gasp is a

dead thing. Tine is two nodes. The one is an effortLess

perception native to us as water to the nackerel. The other is

a nemory, a sense of shuffle fold and coil, of that day nearer

than that because nore inportant, of that event nirroring this,

or those three set apart, exceptional and out of the straight

line altogether. I put tlie day in the park first in my storyr

not because I ¡+as young, a baby a.Lmost; but because freedom has

becone nore and more precious to me as I taste the potatoes l-ess

and less often. (6)

The first three chapters of his story are intended to present sanmy's

childhood as a period of Adamic innocence before the Fall. For the

child Samny, Rotten Row, a slum, is a paradise: "But we lived right in

tlte heart of the Garden of Engl-and and the hop gardens gì.owed round us"

(21). It is an Eden, a "worrd inside a world," a microcosn "roaring and

warn, simple and conplex, individual and strangely happy and a worfd

unto itseLf" (Sf¡. Living within this world, Sanmy experienced security

and a sense of conmunity.

Within this world, Sanny's nother Ís a tenporal manifestation of

the Great Mother (see Delbaere-Garant, "Fron the cellar" 508; Gregor and

Kinkead-weekes, Golding 171; Grimes 165). Ma transcends the human in
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her sheer physicaJ. stature; at the end of the tunnel of sanny's menory,

there is her non-historical presence with a "sense of her hugeness and

reality, her matter-of-fact blocking of the view. Beyond her there is

nothing, nothing. She is the warn darkness between me and the cold

tight. She is the end of the tunnel, she." In her relationship with

other nen, her motivation is inpersonal; Sanmy cannot know who his

father is because there is nothing personel or possessive in Mats casual

sexual encounters: her casual intercourse is an act of creation as "his

works are to a real- artist...thenselves and nothing nore" (tS¡. As a

sacred manifestation of fertility, she is beyond good and evil and she

exhibits an "inpervious indifference" (14) to norals. she is not sinply

a biologicaJ. parent to Sammy, but "an age, a world, a dinension." As arì

Earth-Mother figure--"f can remenber her only in clay, the connon earth,

the ground" (16)--she is Samny's centre of gravity. Sanny remembers the

blissful- inmersion of the child in the wonb-Ìike security of Ma's "w&rm

darkness," a condition before his ego begins to assert its independence.

In this situation, he feels that "lrfyself , I cannot see" (17).

Nevertheless Ma appears indifferent and beyond understanding: she has

"sone quality that rendered her independent of understanding. She was

content with contact" (10). Ma's archetypal disposition resembles that

of the old wonan in The Inheritors. Rotten Row is doninated by her

feninine presence and Sanny expresses gratitude to her for "blocking out

the backward darkness" (33) that later on begins to invade the "cold

light" of his consciousness.

To Sannyts innocent eyes, Rotten Row was a timeless world. Even

other inhabitants of this sLun exhibit an innocent belief in
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in-mortality: they do not see death as an end, and their funeral rituals

show that the dead "received homage as if they were Pharoah" (27), the

Egyptian kings who will awaken and return to life again. Sanny begins

to lose the sense of tinelessness of this microcosn as his ego-

consciousness develops: "Rotten Row fell into a geographical context

and was no longer the whole r+orld" (32). Moreover, by the tine Sanmy is

in the ward, suffering fron a nastoid infection, his Ma appears to have

Iost the supra-personaf nuninosity and becomes e person: "Þla appeared

as a person...she sat as she always sat in majestic índifference; but

the gas r{as escaping from the balloon" (69).

Sanny's condition in chapter 2 still enphasizes his innocence and

pre-fallen state. An inportant event renders the experience of

paradisal innocence when Sanmy and his wise and knowledgeable friend,

Johnny Spragg' visit the Paradise Hill, a location where the General's

"nagic house" is situated. The house and the garden inpress upon them

"strange peece and security": "To ne, then, we remain these two points

of perception, wandering in paradise. I can orrJ-y guess our innocence,

not experience it....we broke nothing, alnost we touched nothing. He

were eyes" (45). The General's garden is not just a twentieth-century

garden but pronises a return to mants nythic sources in paradise; though

a t'forbidden and dangerous" place because the children expect it to be

guarded by a lion and a policeman, it reveal-s a "dignity lof a dark

figurel even nore terrifying than the thought of lions" (++¡. Sanny

observes that the aeropJ-anes flying above "lyere an enchantment to Johnny

and the figures that clinbed out of then, gods" (38). Sanny shares

Johnny's enthusiasn and fascination ¡+ith fl-ying in "free heights of
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light and air" (37). The delicate bal-ance of physical forces in flying

becomes an inage of the balance or order of celestiaJ. energies existing

wÍthin nan--a state opposite to that of free fall. The crash of a plane

at the airport foreshadows Sanny's tragic fall- fron that innocent state.

As Sanmy recapitulates his time of innocent a.wareness and conments

upon it, he notes that this child-observer in the garden, on the

airfield, and in Rotten Row was "another person": "If he had nurdered,

I should feel no guilt, not even responsibility. But then what am I

ì-ooking for? I am looking for the beginning of responsiblity, the

beginning of darkness, the point where I began" (46-47). What Sammy is

suggesting is that, at some point in his life, he has lost access to the

unconscious innocence of childhood. He does, however, continually

experience a connection or yearning for nants original paradisal state;

as a visual artist, he can imagíne the light of "heaven netaphorically

dazzred into colours" (77) that lay over him. The beginnings of the

FalI are, however, already apparent in Sammyts devel-oping self-

consciousness and in his invoLvenent with the powers of threatening

darkness. Sammy becomes aware of hinself as a separate entity: his

egocentric tendencies nanifest themseLves in his external circunstances

and generate in him feelings of isolation, defiance and outrage. Within

his own psychic landscape, Sanmy is waylaid by the dreadful and

oppressive darkness. His cruelty toward others, his dishonest actions,

his disrespect and challenge to authority arise fron "an obscure and

ungovernable rage against sonething indefinabl-e" (SS¡. His excesses

during childhood which he characterizes as acts of "irresponsible

innocence" (25) are, in fact, indicative of his fall fron the
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unconscious innocence of his paradisal beginnings in Rotten Row.

As Sammy steps inüo boyhood, his life, he says, is altered by his

contact with Philip. To absolve hinself of his responsibility, Sammy

the narrator characterizes the excesses of his character during his

tutelage under PhiIip as ¡nere acts of "irresponsible innocence. " He

excuses Sanmy the child because the latter was innocent of his wrong

doings; he forgives Samny the boy because he was under the influence of

Philip. If we Look at Sanny's burgeoning "spiritual sight" (25) during

this period and his initial psychic experience of darkness and

irrationaL fear, however, r+e will recognize that his actions in Rotten

Row are determined by the susceptibilities of his inner nature and the

denial of the terror within. Alone at nightr the child Samny hears the

alarn clock "beat íts head in frenzy. " Its dreadful ticking gives him

the inpression that time is "driving irresistibly toward the point of

madness and explosion." His heart begins to "drun in synpathy, lwith]

sheer nadness and hysteria" (26) before the cl-ock eppears to him to have

stopped. This experience of nenace and madness in the darkness of his

room cones soon after his first act of stealing two pence from the old

Iodger in his house. Sanny knows that those two pennies have "Iain on

the dead eyes of Ihis] spiritual sight" but his rational- perspective

allows him to think that he is cLeared of what he calls his "technical

crine" (25). Sanny's dishonesty lies in ignoring the inward teaching of

the spirit or psyche within.

Under the influence of Philip, the Lucifer in Rotten Row whose nind

is like a "danp box of natches" (47) and who "Iiked to inflict pain"

(48), Sanmy becomes intent on mischief and cruelty, He beats up other
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boys at school, wayÌays them, cheating then out of fagcards, especially

his favorite kings of Egypt. A kindly and conscientious teacher spares

the punishnent for the crueì.ty and dishonesty of his actions, urges him

to draw the pictures of the kings, and gives hin sone cards es e gift.

The guilt stays heavy on Samnyts nind, however; perhaps, as Samny

thinks, a suitable punishnent night have purged his guilt as it did

later when the verger struck him. After this incident he fights with a

"nore furious desire to compel and hurt," and is besieged by "feeì.ings

of defiance and isolation; a nan against society" (53). These feelings

are an inevitable consequence of Samny's gro$¡ing egocentricity.

Another incident reveal-s the atheistic phase of Sammy's

deveì.opnent. He allows himself to be n&noeuvred by Philip who uses his

sense of "loneliness and resentment and braggadocio" (58) as a lever to

provoke him into defiling the altar. Since Sanny in his newly found

separateness and self-sufficiency cannot believe in a subnission to the

truth or power that lies beyond hunanity, he is unable to understand the

practical reverence paid to the altar by Father Anselm. PhíIip does not

accept what Father Anseln says is the truth: "You cannot see it, dear

children, but the Power that nade the universe and hol-ds you up, lives

there" (SZ¡. Father Anselm's words fail to convince then of the

existence of the extra-human reality. So to test the truth of Father

Anseln's words Sanmy enters a church r+ith the intention of defiling the

high altar by urinating on it. Unable to perform in this nanner, he

spits instead and is caught by the verger who boxes his ear for doing

so. Significantly, during his attenpts to defile the altar, he

experiences "shuddering of awe" (59) as he approaches the church but
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ignores his nuninous fear when Philip urges him t.o go on. When the

verger's blow opens a small hole in the right side of his head, he

experiences the wheeling novenent of the cosnos: "The floor and the

ceiling could not decide between then on up and down...The sky, with

stars of infinite velocity and renote noise that patterned their travel-

had invaded ny island" (62\, The blow provides hin a glimpse into the

universe that lies beyond his ego-consciousness, an infinity that

invades his "own private, inviolable centre." The physical wound in the

head opens up Sanmyts vision into heaven and helÌ: the other world of

harmony åppears as the "nilky way...the green tight of the singing

stars" and with the onset of pain, the hell- of his unconscious surrounds

him with "gulfs of fire and oceans of blackness" (68), separating him

momentarily from both worlds.

f{hen asked by the parson why he attenpted to defile the altar,

Sanmy adnits that he "w&s an outcast and needed sonething to hurt and

break just to show them" (65). Samny's feelings of isol-ation and his

perverse acts of outrage are synptonatic of his egocentricity and his

lack of adult maturity. Inwardly, he seeks to acquire naturity and the

ability to control his actions; that is why he is attracted to the kings

of Egypt, for their "&ustere and proud faces were what I felt people

should be" (50). In the ward, he recognizes the verger's blow as a

"strong and crystalline adult" act that tenporariJ.y heals the sickness

of self. When the verger asks hin for forgiveness, Samny finds that he

is unable to extend forgiveness because "the aduLt world had hit ne good

and proper for a deed that i knew consciousJ-y was daring and wrong"

(75). His wound heals, Ieaving him no scars of guilt over his actions
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es a child. Unable to find forgiveness and release fron guilt over ¡qhat

he did to Beatrice later on, Sanmy wonders why his cruel, and selfish

actions in Rotten Row had been forgiven him. Forgiveness too is an

adult' índeed, an archetypaì. act of naturity, strength ¿nd selfl-essness:

"It is the sign and seal of adult stature, Iike that man r¡ho reached out

both arns and gathered the spears into his own body" (74'), Maturity

requires an act of self-sacrifice, an escape fron egocentricity. Sanmy

cannot find forgiveness for his cruel exploitation of Beatrice, however,

because she is an innocent: "An injury to the innocent cannot be

forgiven because the innocent cannot forgive what they do not understand

as an injury" (75). His guíIt Ieads hin to look elsewhere for the

beginnings of the "nonstrous world of present consciousness" (ZS¡. In

the ward, he is still able to experience the feeling of timelessness as

he "can switch [his] nind from the worl.d of Rotten Row to the world of

the ward as from planet to planet" (70). For Sanmy, the child in Rottelr

Ro¡r and the ward is not irretrievably fallen.

Sanmyts inquiry into the causes of his faII leads him to ask the

question: "How did I come to be frightened of the dark?" (i54). His

transition fron RotLen Row to the rectory is narked by the accession of

nuninous fear within hin. "Once upon a time I was frightened of the

da'rk and later on I was" (165), he recalls in his prison cell. In

Botten Row, Samny feels contained in the "warm darkness" t.hat his Ma's

presence indicates. His initial- experience of terror is already

evidenced, however, by the nonstrous ticking of the alarn cLock one

nidnight in Rotten Row. Sanmy is wrong in suggestíng that in the

rectory he experienced the threat of psychic darkness for the first tine
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(156). The experience of utter dread and helpLessness recurs even as

Sammy is threatened again by both the house and the Rector. The house

is "full of unexpected levels and cupboards with one storey of vast

rooms and two others of shadows and ho-l-es and cornersrr (164), places

where the unknown is ready to pounce on hin. The house is "cold with

more than lovelessness" (165). The rector too is a part of the general

threat posed by the house: "He r^7¿LS so tall that he seemed to ne to

ascend into the shadows that surround and roofed everything" (64).

Samnyts fear is reaLized as & "terror of the dark, the terror

generalized and nindless that had to be endured night after.night"

( 161 ). Where once in Rotten Row Sanmy felt comfortable and secure by

the side of Mats bed, he is now faced with a nenacing presence and

undefended in bed: the church tower, seen through his bedroom window,

"l-ooked like an awful head. " Like Pincher Martin in the cellar where he

feels the presence of the weird thing out to grab him, Sanmy finds

hinself "utterly the sport of whatever dark thing waits for you" (157),

Separated fron Ma, the Good Mother figure, he defends against this

terror by assuming a fetal position under the covers, a posture that

fail-s to afford hin the security of the ¡+omb. Later, faced with the

nenace of the "brass-bound idol" (155), the water heater, he wishes to

immerse himself in water. Bathing, however, provides no blissful return

to the Good Mother. Living in a loveless and cold house, he consoles

hinself by J.ooking at the religious pictures of the Good Mother, even

the "bad ones" which he says are "better than the few that had any

aesthetic merit. My favourite Madonna was terribly saccharine, coming

right out of the picture at me with power and love, buckets of it. Her
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corours were lovely, like the piled nerchandise in woorworth's, so that

she eclipsed that other lady floating inpossibLy with her child in

Raphael's air" (tGS¡. Sanmy seeks to be enfolded by the hunan rather

than the divine nother.

The presence of the rector threatens Sanny with t,he rector's latent

homosexual-ity' though it adds nothing directly to Sanmyts terrors of the

dark. The rector seeks to expLoit Samny sexualÌy by pointing to the

"unnaned foes" outside, thus conpounding his fears. sanny recalls how

he intuitively apprehended the nature of the rector's advances and

reflects on the rectorts neurotic condition: "On sone involved level he

pretended to be mad in order to evade the responsibility for his own

frightening desires and conpulsions and therefore in a sense he was not

mad at all--yet is a nan who pretends to be mad conpletely sane?" (160).

sanny abuses Beatrice sexually by posing nadness, thus exploitinÉ her

fears of nadness. At various crises on their lives, both sanrny and

Father watts-watt pretend to others that they are going nad. In fact,

both are involved in the "awfuÌ battle" (164) within thenselves. Father

Watts-Watt is consuned with "ingrown and festering desires that poisoned

hin" (163) and make hin incapabl-e of expressing warmth and love tor+ard

others, especially the child Sammy; his charitable adoption of Sammy

brings no sweetness into his life, and his lies of persecution by others

are evasions of his inner nature. sanmy's inward terrors hint at his

sickness, the festering enotions within, and his inability to control

then and accept responsibility for then. The wrath of darkness is the

non-rational experience of sinfulness and guilt; Iater Sanny is assailed

by a sense of his own profaneness, ugliness and unworthiness. Rotten
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Bow, therefore, becomes the slun l-ived within, no ronger a paradise of

Samnyts unconscious innocence. Golding suggests that the innocence of

childhood nay ultinately be flawed because it has not net the inevitable

trials of darkness. Sanmyts innocence is flawed not because of originaJ-

sin, but because it has not been tested by the weird power of evil.
Golding subscribes to the view held by Milton in Areopagitica: "I
cannot praise a fugitive and cloistered virtue, unexercised and

unbreathed, that never sallies out and sees her adversary...Assuredly,

we bring not innocence into the world, we bring inpurity nuch raLher,

that which purifies us is trial, and triaÌ is by what is contrary"

(728).

The next step in Sammy's developnent traces the influence of his

teachers at school who are his "spiritual parents, but not in the

flesh. " Their influence forns "an arch, not of triunph, but of defeat"

(194) because he turns away from the worrd of the spirit and cones to

beLieve in atheistic rationaLisn and socialisn. Rowena PringIe, the

fanatically reJ-igious spinster and teacher of Scripture, nakes hin the

object of her derision and cruelty. sanmy wonders whether he is her

blameless victim or if she is to blane for her cruel treatment of hin.

At first, he believes that he is on Miss Pringle's sÍde: he is

attracted to the sacred. inages and nakes drawings of the ladder of gold

reaching into heaven and the naps of the Holy Land. Because Miss

Pringle spoils his drawings with her red ink and hates him for holding

the Bible in contenpt, however, he rejects her view. she exhibits her

passion for the ï{orld of Spirit by bringing alive the biblical niracles

through her narration in the class. Once she tel-Ls an Old Testament
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story of the theophany in the burning bush on Mount Horeb, a nagicai--

nuninous event emphasizing the unconsumed burning bush and the absolute

unapproechabiÌíty of God whon even Moses could not see cIearly. When

Samny mentions the "backparts" (20i) of the Lord, she mercilessly

huniliates him in front of t,he class, even const,rues the sketch of a

landscape in his private notebook as an obscene picture of the hunan

body. Sanny does not like Miss Pringle's "cheap and silly" reference to

niracl"es, such as to the waters of the Red Sea driven back; nor does he

Iike her avoidance of Mosests experience of nvsterium trenendum when

Yahweh waylaid hin by night: "What was that rock in which he was

hidden, where the Lord passed by and covered Moses meanwhile with one

hand?" (i98). Moreover, he reflects on what Miss Pringle might have

said about the burning bush: either she might have given a

rational,istic expJ.anation of a reaL bush in the desert that "burns for a

long time and sonetines cat,ches fire in the srJn¡rtor she night have

suggested that Moses saw with the "eyes of the spirit," so that to

"dwell on this bush. . . is to find it expanding, filling aJ-Ì space and

being' taking fire with col-ours like the rainbow" (199). Sanmy reflects

that he can eccept Mosests aweful and visionary experience but not Miss

Pringle's belief in the supernatural character of t,he event.
. 

Whatever the perceived flaws in Miss Pringle's teaching, she fails

to convince Sanmy "not by r+hat she said but what she was" (2I7). Miss

Pringlets passion for the liorld of the Spirit transl-ates into ¿n

obsessive hatred of uncleanliness and human flesh, She is a frustrated,

unloved spinster who revenges herself on Sammy, the slum boy, for having

become the recipient of the rector's love and conpassion, and for other
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reasons: "I understood how I must have taxed her, first with my

presence, then with ny innocence and finally with ny talent. But how

could she crucify a small boy...and then teII the story of that other

crucifixion with every evidence in her voice of sorror+ for human cruelty

and wickedness? I can understand how she hated but not how she kept on

such apparent terns of intinacy with heaven" (210). sanny finds that

the Ì.lorld of the Spirit evoked by Miss PringLe is remote and

otherworldly: "For al-l- Miss PringJ-e's vivid descriptions the world

existed over there, not here" (212). Rerigious faith in this sense

fails to evoke the recurring and dynamic relationship between the

nuninal and the phenonenai-, between the individual and the cosmos, the

World of t,he Spirit and the World of the Flesh. Like the rector's

piety, Miss Pringle's faith in spirit is not transformative.

Sammyts torture in her cl,ass inclines hin to embrace Nick's dreary

rationalisn and scientific perspective because Nickts world is warm and

friendly: "There r"Ias no place for spirit in his cosmos and consequentJ.y

the cosmos played a huge practical joke on him. It gave Nick a love of

people' a selflessness, a kindness and justice that nade hin a honeland

for all peop]-e" (213). contrasted with Nick's natural goodness and

generosity, Miss Pringle's inherent wickedness and hatred can hardly be

kept under controL: 'rshe hated him because he found it easy to be

good.... [she] was eaten up with secret desires and passions. No natter

how she built up the dan on this and that, the unruly and bilious flood

of her nature burst forth. May she not have tortured herself in despair

and self-loathing every tine she tortured ne" (2r4). In spite of Nick's

bel-ief in a naterial cosnos, his descriptíons of natural forces such as
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gravity, the winds and the weather evoke inages of a "stellar dance"

(212) or a "gorgeous dance" (2i5) for Sammy's inaginative perception.

The natural elenents in the cosnos nanifest an order that captivates the

mind with wonder and harnony; but Nick does not turn his eyes from the

exact astrononical facts to a vision of beauty and order in the sky, the

universe. Samnyts rejection of the nuninal world represented by Moses

and Jehovah does not inpJ-y a "rational choice" for, as he says, choosing

between Miss PringJ-e and Nick was an enotional- and irrational decision

of a child between "good and wicked fairies." Looking back on Ít, he

regrets his choice: "To give up the burning bush...was to give up a

portíon of myself, a dark and inward and fruitful portion" (Ztl¡. He

remembers the niraculous world when he colJ-apses in terror and despair

in the German prison celI. Nevertheless Sanmyts choice, powerfully

influenced by outside forces, cannot be the source of his fall and the

burden of guilt. He admits that "the future was not wholly in her hands

or his, for now there was wine spilt in our blood to energe in pinples

and fantasies of the wakeful bed and in sniggers, in sexual sniggers"

(218). As Sammy's sexuaL nature is awakened, his carnaJ. passions and

fantasies becone a perfect expression of his egotistical attitude.

Having denied that there is sonething beyond the temporal, he exalts his

own self: "There was no spirit, no absolute....Why should not Sammyts

good be what Sanny decides?" (225). He extends Nickts rationalism and

atheisn by asserting the principle of separateness and relativistic

norality: "I saw that if man is the highest [aninal], is his own

creator, then good and evil- is decided by najority vote. Conduct is not

good or bad, but discovered and got away with," He becones a god unto
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hinsel-f, asserting his self-sufficiency expressed as pursuiL of pure

passion: "SeLf right in, knowing aLl the dirt, inventing dirt, &

leading nuck-raker in the warn sniggery world, hone" (218).

Sanmy's pursuit of pure passion and separateness engenders a

non-rational experience of guiJ-t and sinfulness. This feeling of

profaneness "does not spring fron the consciousness of some conmitted

transgression, but rather is an inmediate datum given with the feeling

of the numen" (Otto 50). Thus, it is not necessarily a crininal act

which causes guilt, but guilt that causes crine. Sanmyts own words

illustrate this feeling quite wel-I: "Guilty am I; therefore, wicked I

will be...Guift cones before the crime and can cause it. My claims to

evil were Byronic" (232). He sees his guiì-t as a punishnent and his

rebellious answer to it is to commit a crime. His crine is the

defiLe¡rent or violation of Beatrice's body and spirit, her purity and

virtue; his Byronic &nswer is the ultimate ronantic exaltation of self

when he is faced with a sense of his own self-disvaluat,ion, a judgenent

passed upon his self of its uncleanliness: he begins to see hinself

with self-loathing as a "very ugly creature" (218), an inhabitant of his

spiritual sLun.

The guilty live in two worlds, torn between their yearning for the

bliss and perfection of the beginníng and their experience of the FalI.

Man's sense of beginnings represents the recovery of that original

perfection of hunan nature which was inpaired by the FaIl; it means the

realization of the God-inage in Dan accessible to us in nyths and

synbols: Adan in Paradise, the Incarnation of Christ, Lhe archetype of

the feminine in nan. When Sanny looks at Beatrice for the first time in
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class, he sees "there in her face and around the openness of her brow, a

netaphorical Iight that nonetheless seened to Ihim] to be an objective

phenomenon, a real- thing" (222). The light is the light of heaven seen

at the nonent of creation; Beatricets beauty too is as "young as the

beginning of the world" (223). In Jungian terns, Beatrice represents

the anina, the feminíne soul-image in nan offering eventuaL beatitude.

GoJ-dingts al-lusion to Dantets Beatrice is indirect and inplicit.

Dantets Beatrice, seen for the first time in a street in Florence,

becomes the force behind his vita Nuova and a vehicre of love that

cul-minates in his vision of the Incarnation of Christ in PurÉatorio.

In a discussion of Charles fiilliams's interpretation of Dante's vision

of Beatrice in Purqatorio, whereirr Beatrice is a part of the procession

of Angels, Virtues and Prophets led by the Gryphon (Christ), R.J.

Reilly succintly sumnarizes Williams's neaning of Incarnation: "Irr a

word, what the l-over in the actua.L staLe of being in Love percc'ives is

the timeless fact of the Incarnation; he perceives the fact that the

Loved one is 'ingodded,' as the Athanasian Creed says" (tlZ). if

Beatrice's saLutation in Vita Nuova had awakened Dante to a vision of

beatitude and goodness, the Beatrician vísion ín Purgatorio reveals the

archetypal act of Incarnation which suggests that hunan nature is taken

up into Godhead. It is not that God becones man by assuning the body of

Christ, but that nan is "ingodded" and becomes a son of God in body as

well as in spirit. Love unites the Lover and the loved one in an

eternalLy recurring conjunction of the word and the fLesh; Incarnation

recapitulates Adam's preJ-apsarian visíon of bliss and goodness. samny

experiences this moment of Incarnation when be neets Beatrice; like
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Dantets Beatrice, sammyts Beatrice is one of those rare girrs whose

"untouched, bland faces are angels of the annunciation." His first

vision of Beatrice's "unearthly expression" (222) inspires hin to draw

her face with joy and spontaneity; but as he fails to draw her later, he

feels a conpulsion to realize this vision again in painting. His vision

recaLls him to his true vocation as a mythic artist, the maker of

archetypaJ- inages. As his teacher points out, however, Sanny is

dishonest and rejects commitment to art.

Sanmy's vision of Beatrice fails to transform him. Beatrice's

al-lure and mystery hold such sway over Sanmy's egotistic fee-Iings thal.

he can only torture himseLf in denying her power; like Pincher Martin,

he observes: "r was jeaÌous of her very existence. Most terribly arrd

exactly I felt that to kill her woul-d onl-y increase her power. She

r+oul-d go through a gate before me" (224-25). His cannibalistic and

murderous impulses are in direct contradiction to his psychic need to

recover paradise. His attraction to Beatrice suggests to him that he is

faced with an archetypal situation: "We... Iare] presented with a

sibuation before which and in which we execute our dance." What the

situation requires hin to do is to surrender his ego-centered point of

view as a first necessary step toward realizing the paradisal vision of

love and joy. For to fall in love is to experience redenpLion, an event

that coincides with the Incarnation of love and the recovery of nants

original inage in Paradise. Beatrice is his passport to the World of

the Spirit,; his quest resenbles Dante's journey to the nountain in

Purgatory which is a return journey to nan's original starting place in

Paradise, Sammy's surname, Mountjoy, indicates this inherent psychic
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and spirítual impulse toward original perfection and bl-iss. Beatrice's

"untouched and unappro&chable" (222) status, her power and virtue,

instead of arousing reverence, nake her intolerable to Sammy.

Samny's ithyphall-ic sexuality becomes a means of asserting his

individuality, a weapon with which to assault her purity and beauty:

"But my model was flesh and blood. She was Beatrice lfor" (222),

Sannyts Beatrice becomes an "Ifor"; he is conpelled to capture her

nystery through sexual posession of her "white, unseen body" (234)

which, in fact, is a response of frustation, a revenge of the injured

Sammy who suffers acutely from the feelinÉ that she ignores him. He

finds hirnself in a "pÍt of hell" (224) because Beatrice sees no light in

his face. Overwhelmed by a sense of his own depravity, he slakes a

Satanic resol"ution: "Musk, shameful and heady, be thou my good. Musk

on Beatrice who...is contained and cool-." He ignores the líght round her

brow as sheer illusion and begins to nove into the sniggery "world of

the lads" (232). In one cruciaf noment during a hot afternoon, his

progress into this world is checked tenporarily as if by an angel at the

gate of Paradise who holds a sword between him and the forest of spices

which is reniniscent of animal sensuality. The angel indicates a ritual

purgetion in water and he walks through wat,er, as did Dante in Purgatory

to wash the grine of heII fron his face, to experience his purity, and

departs with a feeling that he is "cooled, contained as an untouched

girt." This act of healing tenporarily restores his freedon, the "taste

of potatoes" (236) in his nouth. White Dante's progress fron that point

in Purgatory is toward heaven in which Beatrice reveals to hin the

beatific vision, Sanny's pursuit of his Beatrice from this point onward
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consLitutes a reverse journey into hel-I. In sammy's viewr his decision

to sacrifice everything to attain Beatrice is an exercise of free

choice, but, in reality, he is obsessed with violating her body and

betraying her generous nature and love.

By the tine Sanmy crosses the red traffic tight to neet Beatrice,

he knows that he has lost his freedon. His situation is similar t,o the

state of the damned in Dante's helÌ. Spivak connents on the sinners in

Dante's hell: "FundanentalLy to be damned is to lose the power of

choice. The damned cannot chose not to commit their danning sin" (424),

Sanmy finds himself trapped by "feeJ-ings that were bursting their

seed-cases" (81), fee]ings that paralyze his will and possess hirn with

an inexplicable Ìoathing directed both inward and outward. For

instance, when he notices a group of girls coning out of the training

coJ-lege where Beatrice studies, he finds hinself "in the gutter...

willing them to die, be raped, bonbed or otherwise obliterated" (82).

Unable to control his furious enotions of hatred and jealousy over

Beatricets innocence and serenity, he plans her seduction; and when

Beatrice surrenders herself to his sexual- passion after he pleads with

her out of desperation and pretended nadness, he is tortured by his

conviction that she displays herself as a victin on the rack.

As an artist, Sammy experiences unconscious yearning for the

sVzVSVr a spirituaL union with the projected anina figure in Beatrice,

but he confuses it with physical union or seduction and thus seeks

possession and sexual- conguest. Baffled by the nystery of her serenity

and beauty, he tells her, "'I want to be you"'(84), but he subjects her

to his wicked catechisn: "What is it like to be wary and serene,
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protected and peaceful? How does a nan seen to you? Is he cl-othed,

always jacketed and trousered, is he castrated like plaster casts in the

art roon?" (104). Indeed, Samny feels wounded and impotent: when

Beatrice Lppears passive and unable to enjoy sex for the sake of

pleasure, he experiences riteral inpotence for a whil-e and is hurt by

her lack of co-operation (117). He cannot forgive her for her passivity

and begins to torture her by forcing fron her a response of approvar, &

tribute to his masculinity. since Beatrice does not appear to him to

share the pleasure of sex, he nust revenge hinsel-f on her by inflicting

his sexuality and achieve some enjoynent fron his innocent victim:

"Ollce a hunan has lost freedon there is no end to the coils of cruelty.

I must I must I must. They said the danned in hell were forced to

torture the innocent live peopJ-e with disease...We are forced here and

now to torture each other. I{e can watch ourselves becoming autonata"

(115). Failing to realize her sel-f-surrender in love which is

precipitated by her generosity and concern for his welfare when he

pleads with her, he destroys the lover in hinself and seeks to

annihiLate her ]ove for hin. His carnality is an expression of his

individuality; in Golding's view, índividuarity and love are mutually

excl-usive. Beatricets sexual surrender is a self-sacrifice, an esc&pe

fron her egocentricity designed to renew and strengthen hin. His

att,enpt at "fusion and identity" (105) fails hin because he is unable to

yield himself to love and because he abuses Beatríce sexuaJ-Iy to prove

his masculinity to hi¡rself. He is surprised to find, however, that his

sexual vioLations of Beatricets innocence and love "nade her...nore

devoted, nore dog-like, nore secure. They are nenories of my
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degradation' not hers" (123). When he had hoped for a sexual favor from

Beatrice he had believed that every "dog has his day" (236), now he

fails to see that love is precisety dog-like in the other sense of

faithfulness and instinctual surrender to the love of one's mast,er.

Sammy denies her power, love and vírtue and finds that he can never

approach her nana by possessing her sexually.

At times, Sammy experiences the connection with the centre--the

archetypal psyche--when he is overwhelmed with a "passionate certainty"

during the creative act. He characterizes this monent of access to tÌre

unconscious in Jungian terms: "Yet sonetines I would feel myseJ.f

connected to the well inside me and then I broke loose. There would

cone into ny whoJ-e body a feeling of passíonate certainty. Not that--

but this! Then I would stand the world of appearance on its head, would

reach in and down, would destroy savagely and re-create--not for

painting or precisely for Art with a capital A, but for this very

concrete creation itself" (102, emphasis nine). This describes

Golding's view of the mythic artist who, unlike the artist who believes

in Art for Art's Sake, is not prinarily interested in art for aesthetic

rea.sons' being preoccupied instead with the making of universal images

and symboJ.s. Saurmy describes such an artist as an artist of discovery

and not conmunication.

At the sane time, Sanny the nan, frustrated and unsuccessful as an

artist, intends to use Beatrice's body for the sake of his art: "I

shall not paint your face at all. I just want your body." His painting

of Beatrice is intended as a fusion of the aesthetic and the sensuaL

pleasure: "Hhen the drawing was finished I made love to her again. Or
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rather, I repeated what, my pencil had done, finished what my pencil had

begun" (i20). Beatrice agrees to be his nude nodel when he is able to

convince her by suggesting to her that she had found the naked body of

the Rokeby Venus as beautiful. As Golding ironically indicates and as

Sanmy himself realizes, however, while sone of Samnyts paintings of

Beatrice bring hin noney and success, there is one that transcends his

ulterior designs. Just as his sexual- violation of her body fails to

disturb her serenity and bl,iss, his artistic exploitation of her body

fairs to capture the terror of his degradation of her. In that

painting, sammy, the mythic artist, captures her inhunan beauty and

splendor which is reniniscent of the artifacts of Venus: "There hangs

the finished perfection of her sweet, cleft f1esh. The light fron the

window strikes gold from her hair and scatters iL over her breasts, her

belly and her thighs. It was after the last and particularly degrading

step of her exploitation; and in ny self-contenpt I added the electric

light*shades of Guernica to catch the terror, but there was no terror to

catch...There was dog faith and big eyes and subnission" (rz4). samny's

Beatrice evokes the archetypaL image of venus, unviolated and intact,

blissful and yielding to human devotion and l-ove. Her supra-personal

nunen castrates the dishonest who seek to subject her to their

egbtistical sensuality. Despite his phalì-ic assertiveness, samny's

painful obsession with her body and his self-contempt over her

exploitation are indicative of his castration.

suffering fron guírt and self-roathing over his sexual abuse of

Beatrice, he insensibly drifts away from her, ignores her appea-ls for

sustenance in love. Beatrice's light ceases to inpress hin because he
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desires to preserve his hedonistic individuality: "For, after all, in

this bounded universe, I said, where nothing is certain but Ðy oï4n

existence, what has to be cared for is the quiet and pJ-easure of this

sultan" (128). He denies responsibil-ity for his wilful exploitation of

Beatrice's rove and trust by convincing himserf that he cannot be

"bLamed for the mechanical and helpless reaction of [his] nature" (131).

His relationship with Taffy succeeds only because each respects the

individuaLity and privacy of the other: "One would not be jealous, one

would understand enjoynent taken with a third person. Nothing was

pernanent, nothing was nore than relative. Sex was a private business.

Sex was a clinical- matter" (12g). Modern sexuality is, in this sense,

symptomatic of the Fall, an extension of a belief in unique and separate

existence which ignores any value transcending the individual. The

effects of the Fall are already apparent in Sanmy's condition: not onj-y

does he not experience the personal hell of guil-t and self-condennation,

but also his recourse to Nick's rationalism and sociaLism synptomizes

the Fall, He joins the socialists because he has a sense of the

meaninglessness and chaotic nature of the world without: "The world

around us was sliding on and down through the arch into a storny welter

where norals and families and private obligations had no place. There

was a Norse sense of no future in the air. " Faced with the prospect of

the worrd war, he finds sone consolation in the berief that the

sociarists knew that "they were going sonewhere" (gb). The Fall is

synptonized by the chaos wit.hin Samny as well_ as in history: "I
welconed the destruction that war entails, the deaths and terror. Let

the world fal-Ì. There was anarchy in the nind ¡+here I lÍved and anarchy
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in the worl-d at Large, two states so sinirar that one might have

produced the other" (132). Both samny and the contemporary world

experience the chaos that results frorn nants ]oss of connection with the

archetypal realities enbodied in the unconscious and the artifacts of

our culture.

During the worrd war, samny's heLl becones physicaJ.ly real enough;

he is imprisoned and tortured by Dr. Halde, a Gestapo psychologist, who

seeks information regarding the secret escape plan of Sammyts brother

officers in the prison. When Samny denies any knowledge of the planned

escape and asks for mercy, Dr. Halde justifies his torture as an event

that illustrates the repetition in history of the cyclical law of

universa-I causality: "It is the karma of our two nations that w,e shouLd

torture each other" (148). History, as the war exenplifies, becomes

terrifying and pessimistic for its participants, a condition in which a

personal and collective "wrong choice" or & "wrong use of freedon had

lost them their freedom" (i50). Sanmy cannot experience true freedoul

without surrendering his ego to the absolute reality of the archetypaJ-

psyche; Dr. Halde conmunicates this truth to samny in bl-unt words:

"There is no health in you, Mr. Mountjoy. you do not ber-ieve in

anything to suffer for it or be glad. There is no point at which

something has knocked on your door and taken possession of you. you

possess yourself...And between the poles of belief, f nean the belief in

nateriar things and the bel-ief in a world nade and supported by a

supreme beingr you oscirlate jerkiry frorn day to day" (144). As the

wavering and confused sanny learns later on, true freedom denands a

"passionate certainty," a comnitnent to the extra-human realities of the
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universe. Sanmy's isol-ation in the cell, his loss of freedom becomes a

"necessary prelininary to a new mode of knowing" (133) r+hich alLows him

to experience the harmonious workings of the cosnos, the vision of a

non-hunan order operating in ¡nen and women known to him. In an

ínterview r+ith Dr. Halde, sanmy is tempted by an offer of freedon and.

the reward of the "resources of Europe" (146) at his disposaJ_ if he

betrays his fellow prisoners by revealing their plan of escape. Critics
have indicated that Golding nakes an ironic use of the scene of the

Temptation of Christ in the Bible: they point out the ironic difference

between sanmy and christ because of the formerts uncertainty and

incapacity to say "yes" or "no" (Gregor and Kinkead-l{eekes 183; Aarseth

329). If samny affirns that he knows about the prisoners, revolt

against the Nazi oppression in the prison, he betrays the natural trust
and bonds of loyalty to his countrynen and fellow officers. Hís easy

escape from physical ensLavenent would bring tittle relief to his nental

suffering. sammy keeps faith with the others by refusing to give any

information about their activities. This excruciating test of his

honesty and faith becomes an ordeal- of his initiation into true

dimensions of existence. Gording's nethod reads us to the nythic

process of initiatory dying and rebirth by immersing us in sammy,s

psychic and spiritual states. Initiation is equivaLent to a spirituaL

maturing which restores the vision of the true nature of reality.
Eliade notes as fol-lows: "In initiatory contexts death signifies
passing beyond the profane' unsanctified condition, the condition of the
tnatural n&n,' who is without rerigious experience, who is btind to
spirit. The mystery of initiation graduaLly reveal,s to the novice the
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true dimensions of existence" (The sacred and the profane 191).

Sammy, however, is no novice to the lttorld of the Spirit. Moreover,

since Golding leads us directly into sanmy's psychic landscape during

his inprisonnent, we may understand sammyts initiation to mean, in

Jungian terms, his surrender to the unconscious. In Jungts theories,

the myths of the dying gods who promise salvation and rebirth through

their deaths are the projections of ego's subnission to the psyche so ¿rs

to ensure the rebirth of the SeIf. As Jung has observed,

"Psychology...cu-lninates... in a developmentaf process which is peculiar

to the psyche and consists in integrating the unconscious contents into

consciousness" (on the Nature of the psvche 183-34). During this
process' ego-personality is dislodged from its centraL position ancl

becomes whole with the psyche. sanmy's descent into the hell of the

unconscious has been foreshadowed by the terror of the darkness within

and his inability to control the violent and chaotic tendencies of his

egotistic personality in the past and now this horrible descent into the

darkness of the psychic celrar forces him to the sel-fress act of

surrendering his ego-personality in order to experience the fusion of

ego and psyche.

since sanny is an artist who sees things in rine and color, his

confinenent by Dr. Halde in the darkened cJ.oset is, for him, the worst

punishment inaginabJ.e. The absence of light in the snaLl cell forces

hin to explore the walls of his prison through touch and inagination.

The oppressive threat of darkness becones mysterium tremendum, a non-

rational dread that leaves hin defencel-ess. Overpowered bi, the nuninous

devouring darkness within, sanny's consciousness invents shapes and
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terrors of things out to destroy hin. As a gesture of self defence, he

assumes the fetal position with "knees up against thisl chin and cr.ossed

arms before [his] face" (i68), but the concrete floor of the cer1 slopes

down "gently at first then turning nore st,eeply till it becones a

footless skitter into the ant-Lion's funner.. .ant-rion. ..with harrow-

high jaws of steel" (170). As he begíns his descent into the chaos of
the underworld, he reassures himserf of his identity: "I? I? Too many

I's, but what el-se was there in this thick, impenetrable cosmos?,,

(169-70). As Dr. Halde knew he would, sanny nust reach out and

investigate the centre of the dark cell. His compulsion to know what

Lurks there recalls Pincher Martin's forced descent into the psychic

ceLlar at night. In both instances, the character is in the grip of the

numinal powers present in the darkness. Dr. Hai.de knew that sanmy

"woul-d be forced, screaming but forced, forced by hinself, hinself
forcing hinself, compelJ.ed herpressly deprived of wilÌ [sic], sterile,
wounded, diseased, sick of his nature, pierced, would have to stretch
out his hand" (173-74) and examine that centre.

Samny sees hinself "turning into a jelty by the threat of darkness"

(i70); and since his ithyphaltic exp].oitation of Beatrice is a¡r

assertion of his egocentricity, his fear for the protection of hís

"privates" (166) when faced with the threat reveals his obsession with

his hedonistic personality. Sanmy begins to understand that it is this
loathsone individuality that inhabits his centre. Contrasted with hin,
the other officers would have the inner strength to protect something

above and beyond thenselves, sone vai_ue to live or die for: "For they

would have something to protect, sone sinple knowledge, sone certainty
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canto die for. They could say no because they could say yes. But what

I say who have no knowledge, no certainty, no wiil-?" (r7z). sammy's

expJ,oration into the centre of the cell where there is nerely a wet

lying on the floor is, in fact, a horrible recognition of his own

loathsome and diseased nature.

raÊ

Sammy's real príson ís the hell of the unconscious: "The darkness

was full of shapes. They moved and were self-suppJ-ying. They cane,

cane and swam before the face of prinordial chaos" (tTA). In the

blackness of this hell, his self-tornentíng imagination invenLs

terrifying and repulsive shapes: a "body curLed...líke a frozen foetus"

(r75), a "dead sJ-ug" (iB1), a snake (177), and a corrosive Iiquid--oil,
acid or lye (181). These horrible inages from sammy,s maddened

inagination indicate his personal nature; his descent into the infernal

regions of darkness makes him react with loathing toward the centre,

sammy concludes that the thing inhabiting the centre is a severed

phalJ.us, a "fragment of human flesh collapsed in íts own blood" (1g2),

His horror of castration, which indicates his hedonistic sexuaì.iLy, al-so

suggests the disnenbering and brutal blow to his egocentrÍc nature.

Moreover, when he receives the threat of death as he envisions a "body

hanging crushed" fron the ceiJ-ing, we a,re reninded of the symbor of the

Hairged Man fron the fourteenth card of the Tarot. As I pointed out in
my discussion earlier, the Hanged Man is associated with t,he change from

spiritual death to spiritual wisdon. It points to the resurrection open

to all nen (l{aite 119), especially to those who have the courage and

strength to negate the world of egocentric illusion and affirn the world

of reality. Hís descent into hell- and the wortd of the dead also opens
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possibirity of his spiritual rebirth. His sLrength in not betraying

felJ.ow-prisoners and friends ensures his sal_vation.

sanmy loses consciousness as he is overcone by t.he devouring

darkness within: "A darkness ate everything avtay" (1Bz). His absolute

horror pushes him beyond the linits of his endurance, and it narks the

surrender of his seff-sufficient identity: "But the very act of crying

out changed the thing that cried...so that the thing that cried out,

struggling in the fetor, the sea of nightmare...looked with starting

[sic] not physica] eyes on every pLace, against every wall, in every

corner of ttre interior world" ( fg¿ ) . He seeks a place where help may be

found, and that place is somewhere deep within. As his spiritual sight

awakens, he realizes that there is no help in the physical world, that

his personal past offers no sustenance and that the future is a "flight
of steps from terror to terror. " He envisions his inward journey as a

passage through a purgatorial furnace: "The thing that cried...was shot

forward screaming as into a furnace, as over unimaginable steps that

were...too searing for the refuge of nadness, were destructive of the

centre. The thing that screaned left all living behind...And burst that

door" (185). During this crucible experience, a part of sammy dies in

that celL, a part of his loathsone and unendurable identity. Though the

coinnandant comes Later to open the cell-door physicalLy, sanmy has

already opened the door that had blocked his spirituar vision.

His release from the celÌ narks sammy's entry into the world of

vision. He energes as & "man resurrected" and enpowered with the

prelapsarian vision. In Gol-ding's nythic view, the incarnation and

resurrection of Christ are archetypal and recurring events reniniscent
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of the Adamic state. The changed sanmy performs Adam's act of naming:

"The paper wrappings of use and ranguage dropped from lhirn]. " In the

light of his newly forned vision he strips things of their coverings of

"use and language" and sees then in theír essence. Dust becones for him

"a universe of brilliant and fantastic crystals" and trees "crowd.ed

shapes extending up into the air and down ínto the earth" and "aflane at

the surface and daunting by right of their own natures" (186). From

this new perspect,ive, samny perceives how the unity and harmony in the

phenomenar world reflects the nuninal worrd beyond: "Everything is

related to everything else and all relationship is either discord or

harnony. The power of gravity, dinension and space, the movement of the

earth and sun and unseen stars, these made what might be called music

and I heard it" (186-87). His perception of the three dimensional world

is enhanced by his insighL into the fourth dimension, a place forgotten

but existing apart from nants concerns: "The cry was directed to a

place I did not know existed...and once found the place was always

there, sonetines open and sometines shut, the business of the universe

proceeding there in its own mode, different, indescribable" (18?).

Sammy's description of the fourth dinension is evocative of the

incarnation of love in his heart: "r returned to ny fourth dinension

and found that love flows along it until the heart, the physical heart,

this pump or alleged punp makes love as easy as a bee nakes honey. " He

is overwhelned by the power of goodness; his enhanced awareness results

from "a flake of fire, niraculous and pentacostal." The fire recalls

Moses's visitation by God. Having gained a vision into the nature of

the cosmos, he also discovers that his artistic creativity has been
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restored; if the vision reveals that the fellow-officers, in tlieir

resistance to the Nazis, &re the living manifestations of the Kings of

Egypt, their power and innocence, then Sanmyts artistic powers are

impelled to pay a tribute to their glory, to the "kingship of the hunan

f&ce": "It seened naturar to me that this added perception in ny dead

eyes shouLd flow over into work, into portraiture. That is why those

secret, smuggl-ed sketches of the haggard, unshaven Kings of Egypt in

their glory are the glory of my right hand" (188). The "added

perception in [his] dead eyes" enables him to conmand his art in the

service of the mythic vision of the beginnings: his sketches of the

transfigured canp evoke a prace that "has just been created" (1Bg). As

Otto Rank has pointed out, the driving power of the prinitive artist--in

contrast with the subjectivity and egocentric tendencies of the nodern

artist--is not individual but sociaÌ" (213). Sanmy's art is

primitivistic since it is for the sake of the connunity and committed Lo

the recreation of the prinordial hunan yearning for a place of spiritual

freedon and rebirth into goodness and love. He sees in the lieutenant's

struggle against the Nazi oppression an image of such freedom and

wholeness: "He was a being of great glory on whon a whol-e body had been

lavished, a lieutenant, his wonderful brain floating in its own sea, the

fuel- of the world working down transnuted through his belly" (182).

Sanmy recognizes that to be a part of this new world of reality wa,s

"not just an anbition, but was & necessity. Therefore the thing in

here, the dead thing that looked out nust adapt its nature to conform"

(189). To fulfill this necessity is to reaLize his true freedon, a

Iiberation from personal concerns, fron the toathsone "interior
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identity." He discovers that others, particularly Johnny spragg and

Beatrice, had been in tune with the vibrant cosmos. Whereas Johnny had

"natural- generosity," Sammy had lost it sonewhere. He thinks of

Beatrice's beauty and simplicity: "That negative personality,. that

clear absence of beingr that vacuun which I had finally deduced from her

silences, r now saw to have been ful-Ì" (191). He now feels the pressure

of necessity to establish vital connection with other indivíduals as

wel-L as Beatrice. He learns that order in the world depends on pilì.ars,

on sonething as eternal or lasting as the prinal matter: "This

substance was a kind of vital" morality, not the rel-ationship of man to

remote posterity nor even to a social- systen, but the relationship of

individual man to individual man...This live norality was...if not the

gold, at Least the silver of the new world" (18g). Having given up his

historical orientation, Sammy tries to implenent this vital morality by

seeking out Beatrice, Nick Shales and Rowena Pringle, but he finds thal-,

unfortunateJ,y, in each case, "the lines at that particular exchange are

dead" (9). Beatrice is insane, Nick is "dying of a tired heart" {Zb0¡,

and Miss Pringle Lives in a worÌd of self-deception. He ends up sharing

nothing with them, but his attempt to find and forgive is a step in the

direction of that vital morality, or the responsibil_ity of one

individuar toward another. He realizes that his denial of others

anounts to a denia.l" of the law of the universe, a denial that accounts

for his descent into hell.

One insight that Sanmy brings from his harrowing experience in the

prison cel-I is his perception that he is a predestinate sinner: "In all

that lanentable story of seduction I could not remember one noment when
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being what I was I could do other than I did" (191). In fact, he

nisused his freedon, found hinself unabre to control the chaotic

passions and inpulses of his personal- nature and, therefore, becane a

compuì.sive sinner. His growth into maturity depends on his assustption

of responsibility for his hideous acts even though the conpulsive nature

of his sinful acts reveals the non-rational wrath of the nunen directed

toward his sinful heart. It is this non-rational feel-ing of sin and

predestination that characterizes a sinnerts reLationship to the

mYsterium trenendun. The full horror of the sin is reveaÌed to him when

he sees what Beatrice has been reduced to: a brainÌess body, a symbol

of his rejection of the spirituaJ- dinension of his well-deep psyche.

sanmy visits Beatrice in the nenta.l- asylun, "the house of the pay-off"

(zsl¡, only to discover the horror of his transgressions. Like Dante,

he faints at his discovery and admits later: "Yes. It's alL ny fault"
(2¿0).t He suffers the guiì"t over his nanipulation of Beatrice,s

innocence; nor can he be free from guilt because Beatrice in her preserrt

state cannot forgive him.

sammy prepares two speeches, one each for Nick shares and Rowena

Pringì.e' but is not able to deliver then. His words for Nick enphasize

his rejection of the god of light and reason, "the ord nale naker, tote¡r

of the conquering Hebrews...the subjectors and quiet enslavers of half

the worJ-d"; but he also appreciates Nick because he w&s an innocent at

heart, w&s not "caught in the terribre net where we guiLty ones are

forced to torture each other" (250). Miss Pringle is "neither the

innocent nor the wicked. " Like Sanny, she is guilty and fal_len. He

approaches her to offer forgiveness for her cruel treatment of him at
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school so that "the awful line of descent nust be broken" (251). Since

she lives in a worLd of illusion and self-deception, however, believing

that she is responsible for his success, he cannot connunicate the truth

to her; she cannot receive forgiveness because she does not believe that

she is wicked or guil-ty. The nost devastating effect of Sanmy's fall

ís' ultinately, his inabiJ-ity to connunicate. WhiIe Sammy accounts for

his fall as sonething for which he nust own responsibility, his efforts

to nake amends for his transgressions do not succeed. Thus he returns

to his story with a sense of his own poJ.J-ution and sinfulness; like the

Ancient Mariner, he nust retel-l his experience of the judgenent and

damnation neted out to him: "For this mode which we must cal-l the

spirit breathes through the universe and does not touch it; touches onl-y

the dark things, held prisoner, inconmunicado, touches, judges,

sentences and passes on" (253). sammyts story becones Goldingts nìeans

to immerse his readers in the psychic landscape of those who are

spirituall-y troubled and in search of redemption while at the sane tine

shielding his readers from the aweful consequences of Samnyts encounter

with the nunen.
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NOTES

lAarseth quotes Dorothy Sayers's on the scene of Dante's

confrontation with Beatrice in The Divine Conedy. Sayers's conment is

appJ-icable to Sanmyts situation: "It may seem strange thet Dantets

overwhelning conviction of sin...should be placed at this point, afLer

his (synboJ-ical) purgation by the ascent of the Mountain." Aarseth

concurs with Sayersts explanation that it is only in a state of

innocence that the full hídeousness of sin may be discovered (331).



Chapter Five

The Spire

In Free Fall, Sanmy's childhood is abused by two "spirituaL

parents' but not in the flesh": the Rector adopts him out of Christian

charity butr in reality, he is obsessed with honosexual passion toward

his innocent victim; Miss Pringle, the teacher of scripture in samny's

school-' exhibits an ecstatic passion for the world of the Spirit and the

míraculous events in the Bible, but she is, in fact, a frustrated

spinster who mercilessly humiliates her pupil sinply because she feels

betrayed by the Rector for naking Sanny the object of his love and

conpassion. Suffering from her jealousy and irrational hatred, Sanny

fails to understand why Miss Pringle's faith in the crucifixion of

Christ does not prevent her from torturing a child. Both Miss Pringle's

and the Rectorts devoutly held faith is not enough to overcorne their

secret passions and frustrations and the consequent victimizing of their

innocent wards. Miss Pringle's attraction to the sacred images of the

Holy Land and the ladder of goJ.d transl-ates into an obsessive-compulsive

hatred of human flesh and uncLeanLíness. Golding has indicated through

Sanny's nuninous experience that an intellectually held belief that

exal-ts the spirit and denigrates the flesh is the peculiar achievement

of Judaeo-Christian faith. Such a rationaL faith is renote and

otherworldly in orientation and fails to evoke the recuming and dynanic

relationship between the numinal and the phenomenal worlds. In his next

novel, The Spire (1964), Golding explores the dinensions of faith with a

L74
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view to exposing the pitfalls of rationalism and revitalizing the mythic

vision of man's relationship with the gods.

As a witness to the spiritual bankruptcy of Judaeo-Christianity

which fails to evoke the authority of its inherited symbols in the realm

of feeling, Golding commits his art to the task of revitarizing nan's

connunication with the gods in the psyche. In The Spire, Golding's

narrative denonstrates the error of Judaeo-Christianity in overrefining

the relationship between man and God. f{hen Jocelin says, "There is no

innocent work. God knows where God nay be" (222), he points to his

failure to know the personal God and to the incomprehensible character

of the deity. Indeed, man is unable to understand the numen through

rational concepts such as personality, spirit, reason, omnipresence,

etc. As Baird has pointed out, the "I-Thou" relationship between nan

and his God ("I" stands for the e-l-aboration of personality and

overvaluation of tlie self, the "Thou" represents e personalÍzed and

desynboJ-ized God) has reached a point where the "Thou" symbol has "l-ost

the authority to absorb and to render inconsequential- the individual's

consciousness of himself" (24), A rationalist cul,ture such as ours

worships individuality and consciousness and tends to reject the sources

of primitive affect in the prinordiaL unconscious. The vitality and

power of GoldÍng's art depends on a convincing evocation of the nystery

of that unchanging source in the hunan psyche by rediscovering therein

the inages and the synbols that are a part of our cultural heritage. By

pointing out the inefficacy of pure rationalism, Golding takes us on €r

journey into the prinitive and pagan sources of faith; his artistic

method revives the non-rational intinations of the gods within.
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In Jungian terms, Golding's nythic orientation ney be characterized

as the "rediscovery of gods as psychic factors." AIso, Leslie Fiedlerts

discussíon of archetypes helps us to understand Golding's religious

perspective. For Fiedler, the term archetype describes "any of the

inmenoriaì- patterns of response to the hunan situation in its nost

pernanent aspects: death, Iove, the biological faniLy, the relationship

with the Unknown, etc., whether those patterns be considered to reside

in the Jungian Collective Unconscious or the Platonic world of Ideas."

He further defines a writer's signature &s "the sum total of

individuating factors in a work, the sign of the Persona or Personality,

through which an Archetype is rendered, and which tends to become a

subject as well as a neans." Fiedler notes that "literature, properJ-y

speaking' can be said to come into existence at the noment a signature

is imposed upon the Archetype. The purely archetypal, without signature

elenents is the Myth" (462). Gol-ding's unique signature replaces the

Christian, rationaÌ, self-conscious and patriarchal relationship with

the divine with a non-rational response to the Archetypal Feminine.

And yet, for Golding, the manifestation of the goddess is not to be

regarded es any less than living reality. Rather than enphasize the "I-

Thou" relationship of Protestant dogma, Golding seeks to recover the

archetypal patterns in the unconscious. these patterns are often

obscured by the traditional symbols. The "I-Thou" relationship, which

in The Spire is reflect,ed by Jocelin's relationship with God the Father,

becomes syrnptomatic of the FaIl, of an egocentric or a seLf-conscious

concept of identity, and is repLaced by his growing a.wareness of the

Archetypal Feminine. Mary Dal-y has noted that t,he enphasis of
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Christianity upon "personal religious rel-ationship to God tends to be

accompanied by an attitude of individualisrn" (31) and leads to much

eviI. Goldingts narrative reveals the tragic and dreadful consequences

of the absoJ-utist, anti-vítal and anti-natural consciousness as depicted

in Jocelin's worship of the patriarchal personal God. As Neunann tells

us ín his study of the feminine psychic deveropnent, "the goddess w&s

entirely banished fron heaven. . . in the patriarchal nonotheistic

religions" (Anor and Psvche 729). Like other mythic writers, such as

WiLliam Faulknerl and John Steinbeck, Gol-ding appea,rs to have recognized

the need to represent a counter-movenent to the patriarchal degradation

of the feninine. Once again we can turn to Neunann's analysis of the

Archetypal- Feninine when he concludes that "the patriarchal

consciousness is threatening the existence of Western mankind, for the

one-sidedness of mascuLine developnent has led to a hypertrophy of

consciousness at the expense of the whole nan" (The Great Mot,her 55).

Though neither Goody Pangall nor Rachel Mason are quite goddesses, they

represent the feminine force of Iife which is antagonistic to Jocelin's

maJ-e yearning for purity and eternity. Neunann further enlightens us on

the nalaise of the nasculine spiritual orient,ation which regards the

Feninine as

negative and evil, precisely in its character of creator,

sustainer and increaser of life. Now life--and the Feminine is

its archetype---is said to fascinate, and hold fast, to lure and

enchant. The natural drives and instincts overpower the hunan

and the male principle of Light and consciousness by means of

the web of life...the "ensnaring" illusion of life in this
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Ì{orld. And consequently this nale principle of consciousness,

which desires pernanence and not change, eternity and not

transformation, law and not creative spontaneity,

"discrininates" against the Great Goddess and turns her into a

denon. (233)

This perfectJ-y describes Jocelin's struggle with the archetype.

The criticst failure to understand Golding's mythic vision has led

to an oversinplified view of The Spire as a clash between Faíth

(Jocelin) and Reason (Roger) with the final victory of the forner

(Crompton 31). Other studies ignore Goldingts enpJ.oyment of archetypal

concepts and inages and instead focus on either the thene of the cosLs

of Jocelin's faith or on the novel's expression of duaLism of mind and

body (Gregor and Kinkead-Weekes 207; Johnston 67-82), Hynes, for

instance, discusses the novel in terms of this duaj.ity represented by

the conbined synboÌ of "nan-as-phallic and nan-as-crucified" (209).

Grines has discussed at sone length the presence of the archetype of the

Terrible Mother; she says, "In The Spire, for exanple, the devouring and

ensnaring properties of the Terrible Mother are diffracted rather than

being focussed within one character: Rachel Mason has the capacity to

render & nan inpotent, and Goody Pangall can drive nen nad, but neither

fígure partakes of the negative archetypal disposition consistent,ly or

with sufficiently sustained intensity to be considered an archetypal

presence throughout the work" (181).

Though Grines's study is a step in the right direction, it seems

that in The Spire we must consider the factors responsible for Jocelin's

projection which transforns Goody and Rache1 into a r+itch and a "furious
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Ìeomb' respectivel-y. These factors have to do with the life-denying

aspects of his Christianíty and his guilt and horror over his sexual- and

psychol-ogical expJ-oitation of Goody, RacheJ- and Rachel's husband, Roger

Mason, for the sake of his divine purpose. Further, it is Goody,s

dynanic, transfornative aspect, her sexual- deveropnent, her love and

pregnancy that constitute her allure and nystery (cf. Neumann, The Great

Mother 3i-34) and chaJ-lenge the security and certitude of Jocelin's God-

given role of builcling the spire.

As in The Inheritors and Pincher Martin, Golding uses third person

narration in The Spire but works essentiaLty within the nind of a single

character, and yet this limited omniscient narration succeeds admirably

in presenting Golding's cosmic perspective. Goldin6 uses this nethod to

nanipulate the reader's perception so that Jocel-in's timitations of

vision are at tines the readerts rinitations as welL. cIearly, this

method places a great burden on the reader, but there are passages of

onniscient interludes and narrative crues in the form of nythic

allusions and archetypal symbols which provide the reader with access to

the fl-aws in Jocelin's faith and insight into Goldingts cosnic

perspective. Jocelints construction of the spire is, in fact, an act of

hubris (gufkin, "The spire" 138), especiarry because he sees in it his

realization of the will of God. The narrative demonstrates the failure

of the masculine intellectts yearnings for eternity and pernanence and

the necessity of its dependence on the Archetypal Feninine and other

mythic energies.

In what he believes to be a holy vision, Jocelin first sees the

spire as an "inage of living, praying nan" (192). The spire is an
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upsurge of enotion or wilL: he records that "a fountain burst
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an

from

ne...an inplacable unstoppable, glorious fountain of the spirit, a wird

burning of ne for Thee" (193). Cherishing the ne¡nory of this vision as

nana' he devotes himself in "certainty and abnegation" (192) to the task

of building the spire for the cathedrar. His vision is a source of joy

and strength and leads hin to believe that he is chosen by God to do

Godts work. For him the vision is a proof that the "spiritual is to the

material, three times real-" (193); it is aLso a source of confidence in

his authorÍty and will to override all obstacles that stand in the way

of the spire. convinced that his vision has inpell-ed hin to a new

birth, he resolves to folÌow the exemplary faith of Abrahan and the

saints in the stained gJ.ass window. His blind sel-f-confidence seens to

be shaken, however, even as he looks joyously at t,he shafts of sunlight.

which he likens to Abelts piJ-lar: "If it r+ere not for that Abel's

piJ.lar, he thought, I would...believe that ny stone ship lay aground on

her side; and he smiLed a little to think how the mind touches all

things with law, Vet deceives itself as easily as a chiLd" (tO¡. As

Gregor and Kinkead-weekes point out, "The progress of the novel wirl

consist in the...overturning of certainties" (l{illiam Gordine 207).

Jocelints strong, blind self-confidence is gradually shaken by

revelations fron within and without and by the failure of his

consciously held illusion that the spire is Abet's pillar. Even as the

construction of the spire begins, Jocelin's sense of holy joy and

certitude of purpose is confronted with practical and moral objections

ç,rhích throw doubt on his project. As a pit is dug at the crossways to

as

up
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begin construction of the spire, Jocelin appears triunphant in his

belief that, like a surgeon operating on the "stonach drugged with

poppy" (12), he will revitalize the Cathedral in which the "thin sounds

of mattins r"¡as the slow breathing of the drugged body. " Nevertheless

there are disturbing murnurs from within and unanticipated obstacles

from without which become sources of his increasing irritation. The pit

begins to look like a "grave for sone notable" (13), lending support to

his inpression that the two worknen eppear as "the priests of sone

outlandish rite" in a "pagan tenpJ"e" (10). The threat from the pagan

workmen is echoed in Pangall's conplaint that he is being persecuted by

the builders who night kill him someday. The danger to Pangall_'s life

is real because a nan has been killed in a brawl, but Jocelin ignores

his conplaint against the builders because he needs then for his

proiect. Later, he overhears the two deacons conment on his ignorance

and pride in the saintì-y inage of himself. A letter arrives fron his

aunt, who had been the nistress of the former king, asking hin why he

has not responded to her request for al-location of a place for burial

next to the High Altar and challenging his spurious sanctity: "Are all

the bones in your church so sanctified?" (28), Jocelin, who had replied

pronptly to her earl-ier letter which connitted her noney for his spire,

is irritated by this letter; for him, her perfuned letter stinks of her

sins and he decides to do without wonen, thus avoiding answering her

request. Jocel-in is disturbed by the tavern jokes and gossip about his

hypocrisy. The townspeople mock at the idea that his aunt's noney,

earned fron her sexual- relationship with the forner king, wilÌ buy her a

grave at her choicest place near High Altar. Further, on the first day,
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Goody PangaÌ], his "daughter-in-God" (11), does not cone to receive her

daily blessing aì.though he has been postponing his prayer for her

arrival.

Troubled by inner doubts and practical and noral irritants, he

retreats into prayer and feels that the warnth of a fire at his back is

the sign of his guardian angel encouraging him in his nission: "'I do

thy work; and thou hast sent thy messenger to confort ne. As it was of

ol-d in the desert"' (22), Notice that the initial pain in his back,

felt as soon as he began praying and interpreted by hin as a sign of a

complex and difficult prayer allowing hin to conmune with his God, is,

in fact, a signal of his spinal disease. The physical disease is an

index to the disease of his intellect that exalts spirit over flesh, the

supernatural ol'er the natural, and thus ignores the human costs of his

absolute purpose. However, the prayer temporarily elates him with the

feeling of intinacy, trust, and joy in the angel's presence. It is

during Jocelints monents of joy that Golding provides us with an insight

into his illusions.

Gilbert, the dumb sculptor, has captured the facial expression of

his master Jocelin on four heads of stone. These inages reveal- the

fatal flaw in Jocelin's vision: "Jocelin looked at the gaunt lifted

cheekbones, the open nouth, the nostrils strained wide as if they were

giving lift to the beak, like a pair of wings, the wide, blind eyes,"

The inage suggests a rapacious eagle in flight and a blind intensity of

dreadful geze, but Jocelin interprets the inage as indicative of the

monent of vision when the eyes see nothing. The visionary recalls the

paralÌel between Gilbert's inage of hín and the biblical image of the
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angels in flight: "Rushing on with the angels...nouth open, not for

uttering rainwater, but hosannas and hallelujahs" (24), Jocelin's

allusions &re & neans of self-glorification.

f{hatever threatens the purÍty of his vision and the sanctity of the

Church nust be overcone by Jocelin's will. Thus he admonishes the

hodnan for singing filthy songs and asks Father Anseln, r+ho had voted

against his spire, to order the workers not to defile the church with

their profane words. Moreover, when Father Anseln suggests that it

niglit be wise to let the workers sing since they tend to burst into

violence at the slightest provocation and that they nay be defilíng the

church with their presence but do not destroy it as Jocelin has done,

Jocelin relieves his friend and confessor of his duties. Angered by

Anselnts lack of enthusiasn and support for his plans, Jocelin thinks

that he nust "erase hin" fron his thoughts (+S¡. Later, when the master

builder discovers that there is only nud but no foundation at the bottom

of the pit to support the spire, Jocelin urges hin to believe in a

miracle, for, he argues, the building has stood without foundations so

far: "tyet your craft can find nothing certain ny son. You say they

built a raft. Why not believe t,he building floats on it? It is sinpJ.er

to believe in a miracle.t" (38) Jocelin thinks he will "'thrust lRoger]

upward by my wil1. Itts Godts wiII in this business."' (40). Since

Jocelin sees himself as the instrument of God's will others nust be

instruments in his hands; because others are not eupowered with his

vision¡ they must be conpelled against their wiII and judgenent to

reaLize his vision. He is irritable when he neets any resistance to his

faith.
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Rachel, another irritant in his way, nust be ignored when she says:

"A spire goes down as far as it goes up. " Because she has an

irrepressible tongue, he wourd rather see her restrained by the

"penitential silence of the service" (43) than allow her to interfere

with ments business by voicing her opinions. Jocelints encounters with

noral problens and practical objections from others to the erection of

the spire dininish his joy, leading hin to feel that his angel, far from

strengthening or controlling him, is sending a warning about somethi¡g

unknown. Thus during the first long day of the construction of the

spire, Jocelin feels the scales of joy and irritation tilt one r.¡ay or

the other. At the end of the first day he is sapped of joy and energy.

liith the beginning of the faJ-J. season, low cLouds and soaked air,

rains and winds force the construction of the spire to a halt and

undermine JoceLin's vision of a glorious house of God. The season

passes slowly, leaving Jocelin nerely to endure its passage, naking it

difficult for him to recaIl his sense of purpose: "In this dark and

weL, it took even Jocelin all his wil1, to renember that something

important was being done" ( 54 ). The rain does not cease despite

Jocelin's prayers. The church itself seens to sink fron "glorificatio¡l
to homilectics [sic]...I{hen the rain lashed down, then the thousand

gargoyJ-es...utlered water as if this were yet another penalty of

damnation" (51). The ancient cycJ.e of nature brings death and

starvation, plunges the congregetions in hopelessness and fear: t'A dark

night had not descended on the cathedral, but a midday without sun and

therefore bJ,asphenousì-y without hopel' (54). As the hysteria grows with

the enveloping darkness and the fear of the sinking cathedral, the
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church worship and services offer no relief and peace to the

conmunicants: "Day and night acts of worship went on in the stink and

the half dark, where the voices rose, in fear of age and death, in fear

of weight and dimension, in fear of darkness ancl a universe without

hope" (SS¡. The church services fail to inspire hope and expectation,

and Jocelin's model of the spire exhibited at the crossways offers no

confort to the people in the towll.

The cycle of nature and its effects on the life of the conmuníty

revear the problems of JoceLin's faith in particular and of the

religíous orientation of the church in general. During the hopeJ-ess

period of the rains, Jocelitr's caLhedral poses an additionaL threat to

the lives of the churchgoers. Moreover, the church ritual fails to

evoke the response it was designed to do. The liturgical cycle, because

of the historical- character of christianity which insists that the

events in nyth or rituaÌ are not repeatabre, has become mereLy

commemorative. The birth of Christ, for instance, does not regenerate

the enotions of joy and hope among the people stricken with despair and

fear:

That way christmas passed. Let the heavens rejoice, and let the

earth be glad before the face of the Lord; because he cometh.

And it was supposed that he came; but the cl-ouds still hung over

the battlenents. (55)

When the water reaches them the pits stink with the unpleasant smell of

death, a disturbing reminder to Jocelin of the priests'distaste of

earthly l-ife: "The living who nade a profession of the contempt of

life' found the reminder too innediate and conducted the services with
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faces of inproper dísgust" (53). By postponing fulfiÌlnent in the

future, by holding out the eschatological promise of the coming of the

kingdom' Christianity has becone renote and otherworLdly. Further, the

Christian absolutisn of the spirit had neant the ideal of renunciation

and consequently the denial of the flesh; such idealism is responsible

for the religious sterility of Jocelin's age. During the period of

Lent, Jocelin recognizes that his fasts have exhausted hin and wonders

why he should mortify flesh necessary to hís work (77), a recognítion

which is onl-y partial at the tine.

l{hen the floods recede and as the rains have stopped for a week,

Jocelin begins to experience the return of life and excitement, naking

it possible for him to love others with e&se. In response to ttre signs

of the spring, the workers too are fuLl of energy and cheerfulness

though the ritual of Baster, signifying the resurrection of the body of

Christ,, goes unobserved: "So it was Easter, particularly in the lady

ChapeL where the event announced itself by changes in the aftar

frontal...There was the driving out of the congregations, and the grave

waited for an angel to say He is risen. But in the crossways, where the

light had nothing but grissale to contend against, Easter proclained

itself in another manner, with noise and sun" (71), It is the thought

of dry, clear days that renews Jocelints comnitment to his dream, but

the construction of t,he spire results in the suspension of the church

services where people gather to seek hope and renewal" The costs of his

unnatural purpose are obvious to him; the people curse him for reducing

the Cathedral- to a life-threatening place. They find no justification

for his abstract synbol of Godts glory. They are frustrated by their
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inability to experience the enotional- and practicaÌ reverence which nay

be evoked by the mystery of ritual. Jocelin is unconcerned and

isolated, and often prays to his guardian angel, seeking encouragenent.

With the cycle of nature come other events that reveal the anti-

natural and anti-vital fanaticism of Jocelin's consciousr¡ess. In his

nind' these events threaten to corrupt the purity of his vision and

faith. As he sees it, there is something in the nature of wonan which

makes him indignant with the engendering "filth" of wonankind. As long

as Goody Pangall, his daughter-in-God, his asexual idear of womanhood,

dropped her head everyday to receive his blessings, he felt secure and

vindicated in his purpose. Ever since the first day of construction,

however, and now with the coming of the spring he knows she has avoided

him; Ìre discovers that she is attracted to the master-buil-der; Jocelin

is deeply hurt by this obscenity which he associates with the renewing

life of nature: "And it seems to him that the renewing life of the

world was a filthy thing, a rising tide of muck so that he gasped for

air" (58).

For him' even Rachel's speech is fiJ.thy and sacrilegious. When he

listens to Rachel speaking of her desire for Roger's child, he is

disgusted by this act of "gross inpropriety, such violated privacy, it

was &s if the furious womb had acquired a tonguer'(59). He hates the

babbling, cackling Rachel whose concern for her husbandts life and

safety nakes her object to the unnatural height of the spire. Whenever

she appears on the scene, it costs him "some more wirt to shut her out

of his mind" (77). He cries out in the protest, "Filth! Filth!," when

he sees Goody lured by Bogerts nasculine charm, but he soon consoles
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himself by the thought Lhat an adulterous relationship between Goody and

Roger will enable hin to keep Roger on a tight leash as his slave for

the sake of the completion of his spire.

Goody's sexuality or inpurity begins to invade his dreams and his

doctrinal or allegorical intellect rationalizes her temptation as

Satants work; "Only Satan hinself...clad in nothing but bì-azing hair

stood over his nave and worked at the building, tormenting hin so that

he writhed on the narsh...He woke in the darkness, full of loathing. so

he took a discipline and lashed himself hard" (65). Jocelin's angels

seem to have deserted him. In this dream, which JoceLin believes is

God's way of humb]-ing hin, he is tormented b5'Goody, naked but for her

blazing hair, in the shape of satan working at the building. The dream

suggests his loathing of sexuality and his guil-t over using Goody's

sexual involvement with the master builder to carry through with the

construction of the spire. His logicaj- nind insists on his anti-vital

faith and he imagines hinself as Christ, the crucified son of God,

tornent.ed by Satan through Goody and Rachel.

Jocelin's desire for purity inplies his antipathy to the archetype

of the Earth Mother, his hatred of the naterial or of the flesh.

Consequently, evil for him is a function of the engendering flesh; his

rational' theological absolutism views evil- as a war between God and

Satan rather than accept the indissoluble unity of good and bad, life

and death, virtue and sin in the very processes of life. He is shocked

by Goody's adultery and is unwilling to accept that her nythic identity

is to grow and change, transforming her into a lover and a nourishing

end containing mother of life. The life force is her reaÌ dynamic and
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Iler sexual growth a true mystery; it is in her nature to experience

netamorphosis--sex, pregnancy and birth. His denial of her

transformative character invests her wit,h a profound nuninosity, naking

her both ghastly and terrible; his horror-stricken fascination with her

"red hair" transforms her heaì-thy womanhood into witchery, buL, in fact,

it foreshadows the awakening of the instinctual, unconscious elenent ín

hin. Implicit in the description of the nodel of the spire is his

awakening phallic consciousness, the resurrection of the body rather

than of the spirit: "The model was ]ike a nan lying on his back. The

nave was his legs placed together, the transepts on either side were his

arms outspread. The choir was his body, and the Lady chapeJ-, where now

the services would be held, was his head. And now also, springing,

projecting, bursting, erupting from the heart of the building, there was

its crown and majesty, the new spire" (8). As Lawrence notes, this

phallic regeneration connotes the revitalized connection between man and

r1¡oman and means "the arising of a new blood contact, a new touch, ancl a

new marriage...For the phallos is only the great oJ_d symboJ- of godly

vitality in nan, and of imnediate contact" ("Appropos" 3b). Jocelin's

brasphemy, to use Lawrencets words, "against the phallic reality is this

'lifting it to a higher plane"' (47-42).

The greatest crisis for Jocelin cones on the day when Roger Mason,

the master builder, digs beneath the crossways only to find the shifting

nud which makes further construction of the spire a very dangerous and

life-threatening act. The event initiates Jocel-in's involvement with

the powers of darkness and chaos, associated with the negative feninine.

The water has seeped into the pít, revealing the "darkness under the
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earth, turning, seething, coming to the boiI" (79). Jocelin wonders

whether the "roof of hell" has been pried open: "Perhaps the damned

stirring, or the noseless men turning over and thrusting up; or the

l-iving, pagan earth, unbound at ]ast and waking, Dia Mater" (SO¡. The

depths of the earth beneath the crossways signal Jocelin's psychic

clescent into the underworld, the darkness of the cell-ar, the helt of the

unconscious. While Jocel-in asserts his wil-1 and faith by conpelling

Roger Mason and his workers to continue building the spirer the lurking

threat from the gravitational pull of the wet earth opposes Jocelin's

inflexible will to realize hís vision of the high spire, thus forcing

hirn to think of the physical, spiritual and psychoJ-ogical costs. The

factors impelJ-ing him toward chaos and confusion have to do with his

guilt and responsibility for these costs, with the discovery of the evil

within and the conviction of his own dannation. The building of the

spire proceeds i-ike the growth of a plant "with strange flowers and

fruit, compler, twining, engulfing, destroying, strangling" (194), and

causíng his own and otherst destruction.

Since the pit reveals that there is no secure foundation of rock or

gravel on which to buíld, Roger Mason argues that the construction of

the spire should be halted. The creeping earth and sound of the singing

pillars produce a violent and uncontrolled reaction among the workers

who fil-l the pit with Jocel-ints stone heads. Jocelin believes that this

critical threat of the falling pillars is a divine call to denonstrate

the miraculous power of his will to uphold the pillars: "His will began

to burn fiercely and he thrust it into the four pillars" (8i). He feels

he can support the weight of the spire on his back and refuses to listen
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to Rogerts pJ-eas for abandoning further construction, for, in Roger,rs

view, the four piL]-ars would be unabre to support the weight of a very

taì.l spire. consequently, when he asks Roger to exhibit his faith by

trusting God, and decides not to free hin and his nen, a riot breaks out

resulting in PangaLl's death and burial with a sl_iver of mistletoe

between his ribs. He fails to see the disastrous consequences of

asserting the supernatural over the natural. During the riot, Jocelin

sees a nan projecting the model of t,he spire obscenely from between his

Iegs, an act Lhat nocks Pangaì.J-ts impotence; he also observes panga1l

break under the attack fron the workers, but continues to believe thab

PangaJ.I has run away. Jocelin himself is saved fron the attack by the

dumb sculptor.

After PangalÌ's death, the spire begins to take shape but Jocelin,s

consciousness illustrates the tension between the certainties of faith
and the confusion, disorder and anxieties that plague him. The pil-Lars

supporting the added weight produce a "high ringing of unbearable,

unbelievable tension" (so¡. As the stones grate against the stones, the

singing pilrars c&use an unbearable strain inside his head. The

insistent singirrg of the piJ-Iars which suggests that the spire might

collapse' seens to act as a pen&nce for Jocelin (ig4). yet he glories

in the height of the spire and urges Roger to view the singing stones as

the sign of a supernatural "mystery" (116). once again he ignores

Roger's pleas that a spÍre as high as Jocelin wants to build is a sheer

inpossibirity. Far from being an Abel's pillar, the spire is l_ike the

Tower of Babel. Jocelin's argunent is a typicar account of Judaeo-

Christian faith. Referring to Abrahan's determination to sacrifice his
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son as an act of faith, he says that God characteristicaJ-Iy denands from

the chosen one something fundamentaì.J-y absurd or unreasonable: ,,,Even

in the old days he never asked nen to do what î.¡as reasonabl,e.," The old

Testanent inplies a personal God who is totaLly distinct and ordains

without any rational justification whatsoever. For Jocerin, the

building of the inpossible spire is consistent with his view of the

nature of God. Al-so, his view is nagicar, inprying that for man

everything is possible and achievable even by violating the natural
Iaws.

His "burning" wilJ- is a testament to such a faith. In urging Roger

to continue building the spire, Jocelin believes that he lives on an

equation with God: "It was my voice that spoke the words, he thought.

No. Not my voice. voice of the devouring will_" (Lzl). It is this
equation which engenders his hatred of the world, a place where, he

berieves, satan is worshipped by men and rlronen; accordingily he trusts in
himself as a faithful Noah doing God's redeeming work: "The earth is a

huddre of noseless men grinning upward, there are gallows everyw¡ere,

the blood of childbirth never ceases to flow, nor sweat in the furrow,

the brothels are down there and drunk men lie in the gutter. There is
no good thing in aII this circle but the great house, the ark, the

refuge' a ship to contain all these people and now fitted with a n&st"

(106-107). Jocelin's faith is, in fact, serf-glorification and it
induces in hin the berief that eviL lies onry outside hin. As his
increasing confusion denonstrates, the spire, far fron being a redeeming

work of God, is an insane act of a deruded wil-. Later, when he is
dying he adnit.s the flaw in his thinking: "I thought I was doing a
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great work, and all I was doing was bringing ruin and breeding hate"

(20e).

Despite Jocelints insistence on seeing the spire as a glorious

diagram of prayer, the events associated with its erection make hin

intuitiveJ.y real.íze that his spire is a kind of an eviJ- plant, thwarting

God's will. Ì{hen he first intuits pangall's fate from the twig of

mistletoe with a "rotting berry that clung obscenely" to his shoes, his

mind is clouded with worries and associations, and he thinks of a ship

built of timber "so unseasoned, a twig in her hold put out one green

leaf." Pangall is evidentry nurdered ar¡d buried beneath the pit by

worknen who expect his sacrifice to ensure that the spire will not

coJ-lapse on them. Jocelin's awareness of their horríd act and of his

oÞrn responsibility for it tells him sonething about the evil aspect of

the spire: "He had an instant vision of the spire, warping and

branching and sprouting; and the terror of t,hat had him on his feet"

(95). One after another, the complications that follow Pangall's death

have to do with the intimations of Jocel,in's sinfulness and the torments

of guiJ.t, Beginning with the discovery of the mistletoe twig, Jocelin

suffers the dark terror of his sins associated with the buitding of the

spire: "It was to be my work...but then the conprications began. A

single green shoot at first, then clinging tendrils, then branches, then

at Iast a riotous confusion" (168). The nistletoe was associated with

fertility rites and, as &n evergreen plant, the life of the oak tree.

It synbolizes regeneration and eternal life (Cirlot 212). Jocelin,s sin

has been to suppress the powers of regenerative vitality represented by

the Archetypal Feninine. He flouts the sacranent of marriage by
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bringing Goody and Pangall in a narital bond and the mistletoe buried

with the nurdered Pangall haunts him with the knowLedge of his sin. He

tries to suppress the knowledge of his sins by rational-izing PangalI's

death and Goodyts condition as the necessary cost for his grand purpose,

but in reality he suffers a kind of dannation, reniniscent of the

gargoyles who take part in "sone infinite comp]-exity of punishnent," and

are in hell r+ithout rest and peace (97). Jocelin experiences his

punishnent as l-iterally a physical and nental_ condition: ribs

tightening around his breath (105); a dízzy state of sickness and

falJ-ing through the air (119); an inability to concentrate and

experience peace; a feel-ing of being haunted by the tangle of Goody's

red hair.

Of great significance in the novel are the destructive consequences

of Jocelin's puristic conception of Goody, his daughter-in-God. Born of

a puritanical- nother who thinks sex is a sacriJ.ege, he begins by

refusing the sexual principle. So long as Goody is a child, she is a

"warmth round the heart, an unworldly delight" (726), but even as she

grows into wonanhood, he still thinks of her as an angelic child and of

himself as her spiritual father and guardian of her virginit.y and

innocence. Such a relationship is the basis of his security, his safeì.y

enc.Losed universe which is threatened when he recognizes her sexual

charms. For physical purity is contrary to nature, to tÌre earth

archetype, and to the archetypal- feminine. In the physical worJ-d,

virginity ¡ne&ns steriJ-ity and death; and in the world of the psyche, an

absolute consciousness implies the nind's severance fron the life-giving

power of the maternal unconscious. In reality, Jocelin loved her with
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all his being, but because as a celibate priest he was unable to marry

her himself' he arranged her narriage to the impotent PangalÌ in order

to preserve her virginity and to keep her near him. It is after

Pangall's death that he begins to see the injustice of his past actions.

The arranged narriage is unholy precisely because it denies Goody the

fulfillment of her own feminine nature. One dreadful consequence of

that narriage is that Pangall becones the obvious target of his workers'

iokes and their superstitíous and hysterical attack because, in their

eyes' he is ittpotent and a keeper of an unnaturaÌ relationship with his

wi fe.

Goody is subjected to another abuse when Jocel-in uses her sexual-

appeal to detain the master buiLder who wants to halt construction of

the spire and move on to another project. He not only arr&nges to have

Rogerts own contract revoked, but also suggests to him his knowledge of

the sexua-l "net," thereby preventing Roger from defying him. Thus he

exercises a sexual- manipulation of Goody and through her a control- over

her 1over, Roger Mason, for his own ends. Jocelints folly, however, is

that he is not onj-y a manipurator of the "net" but also its victim. He

becones aware of his own sexuality which transforns Goody from a

peaceful sniling daughter-in-God into a fascinating and terribLe Fronan

who haunts him with a "tangle of red hair" (91). RepeatedJ.y Jocerin's

spiritual withdrawl through prayer is disturbed by this image. Goody's

hair suggests the inpersonal power and mystery of her sex, a power that

is al"igned with that of the earth and nature. Jocelin cal_Is the

haunting image of Goody with her unruly hair as the "unruly member" or

"devil" in his thoughts (138). when he tries to keep hinsel-f busy in
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work, his nind thinks of the swal"low's nest in the spire where he

inagines that Roger' Rachel, Goody and ironically PangalÌ are invoLved

in chaotic sexuality: "the four of them perforned in some unholy

marriage" (1271; and when Goody, who has been carrying Roger's child,

aborts and dies after a shock fron the accusing priest JoceJ-in, his own

guilt and his sense of wrongdoing become an unbearab-l-e burden. The

memory of her "irretrievable" blood and "tornented body" during the

abortion sears into the eyes of his nind, naking him restless with the

urgent need of a confessor. Later l-hat day, the words fron an Easter

hymn, "This have I done for ny true love" (137) echo in his mind,

causing him to shudder with pain over his cruelty and abuse of iris

"dear" Goody's crucified flesh,

Goody achieves a terrible numinosity after her death, haunting him

with her faceless presence in the cathedral. Her death is traumatic for

Roger Mason who turns to heavy drinking to escape her loss. Jocelin can

hardly shut out Roger's curses fron his mind because they renind him of

the web of sexuaL exploitation he had woven for hin. Now the web has

become an inescapable net, universal and pervasive; he recal-ls how "her

feet had nade a golden maze in the close and the church and the narket'l

(143). Wherever she treads, the golden pattern of her feet takes shape

as the intersecting línes of a net that no nan c&n escape. In order to

esc&pe his fear of the golden maze of her feet at the ground level, he

expects to clinb the tower but there too, the thought of the "nad wooden

floor" suggests a net spread out underneath his feet (144). Jocelin

realizes that his fear is nuninous and non-rationaL; it is a wrath of

sone kind, a "poisoned fear" sinil-ar to Rogerts old fear of heights.
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EventualJ-y, he acknowledges that her haunling presence perneates the

structure of the spire: "she's woven into it everywhere. she died and

then she cane alive in my mind...And I nust have known about hin before,

you see, down in the vaults, the ceì.larage of ny nind" (166).

The terror staLks him fron the darkness of the cellar--a favorite

inage of Gording--of his own nind; it emerges fron the goJ.den maze of

her feet on the grounds of the spire; it ì-urks at the crosshrays where an

t'obscene berry" rubs against his shoes. When he witnesses the fire of

the pagan workmen who have abandoned the spire to worship at Stonehenge,

he thinks of David's unsuitabitity for building tenples because he had

blood on his hands, and is struck by the terror of his own evil. As he

treads the crossways he feels that the "replaced paving stones were hot

to his feet with aII the fires of hell" (fSZ¡. In his mind, pain, guilt

and terror are evoked by the recurring inages of the golden maze and the

mistLetoe. Jocelin confesses to Roger that before Goody died he had

tried but failed to tell her how deeply she was in his net (274), Of

equal significance is Jocelin's adnission that he was in "some net or

the other" (210¡. If he had used Goody's love for hin and for Roger to

manipulate her for his ends, Goody becones both a fascinating and

terrible wonan revealing the reality of his damnation and his entrapnent

by the Archetypal Feninine.

As the spire reaches completion, Jocelin needs to perform one last

act of faith--fixing the holy NaiL received from the Pope--in the belief

that Goody will cease to haunt hin (171). Golding describes the

nonomaniacal intensity of Jocelin's battle with the devil-s as he clinbs

the spire to drive the Nail at the top. But the devil-s turn out to be
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chil-dern playing and singing in the grass. Anong them he notices Goody,

innocent and beautiful. Jocelin intuits the real basis of his -Love and

attraction toward Goody when she approaches hin in his dream: "In this

uncountry there was blue sky and light, consent and no sin. She cane

toward hin naked in her red hair. She was smil-ing and hunming from an

empty mouth...he knew she was there, and noving towards him totalJ.y as

he was noving towards her. There was a wave of ineffable good

sneetness , Ì\'ave af ter wave, and an atonenent" ( 178 ¡ . Goody t s red hai r

ceases to torture hin as he experiences with passionate exaltation the

consummation of love in the uncountry of his drean. Toward the encl of

the novel", he teì.Is Roger that the allure of Goody's goJ-den feet and her

faceless presence, hunning from an empty mouthr rn€ty be a "true naiÌ

after alL" ( 210 ) .

Inmediately before Jocelin's death, the final image of Goody

confirns the positive nysterious infl-uence of her suprapersonal nunen;

as he lies dying, Jocelin looks to the sky and sees "a tangle of irair,

blazing anong the stars; and the great cl-ub of his spire lifted towards

it" (227). The inage suggests the constellation of the stars in the

heavens called Berenicets hair: "Berenice dedicated her hair, Irer

tcrowning gloryt to sexual love, and erected it to the stars" (Gregor

and Kinkead-Weekes 2I9), The tip of the spire in this inage is

surrounded by the constellation, inplying that the spire is dedicated to

the feninine force of Iife. One of the neanings of the inage is

Golding's sexual- joke, exposing Jocelín's folly: the phallus is held

erect by the sexuaL attraction for the fenale. On a psychological

Ievel-, the image suggests the transpersonal power of the feminine;
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Jocelints yearning for her l-ove is irrevocabl-e and eternal as the stars.

The image of the spire surrounded by Goody's hair is a synbol of this

connection between nasculine and feminine, numinal and phenonenal-,

heaven and earth.

A shocking encounter that reveals the folly and destructive

consequences of Jocelin's divine nission takes place with his aunt. She

reveaLs that his "divine" appointment was made when she lay in bed with

the king. As the nistress of the king, she had asked for a favor--to

appoint her nephew Jocelin as the Dean of the cathedral--in order to

spite her pious and disapproving sister. When Jocelin insists on the

sanctity of the Cathedral, arguing that her dead body woui-d defile the

Church, she brings up another shocking observation about Jocelints act:

"You haven't defiled it yourself? Those men? The church empty? That

stone hammer hanging up there and waiting to strike?" (183). Soon

afterwards, the dunb man discovers that the piltars supporting the spir.e

are made of rubble, not hard stone. In anticipation that the spire

night fall in the gales of autumn, Jocelin collapses in prayer, his body

like a broken snake, his spine full of "sick fire" and pain, and offers

himself to be built in to secure the foundations (1BB). His back

completely gÍves way to the physical, disease and the psychological

strain in supporting the weight of the spire; and he wonders whether he

gave his back in sacrifice for God or Goody (189). when he learns that

the spire totters, threatening the peopJ-e below, he is on the verge of

rejecting his dognatic faith. The spire is quite unlike his originaì-

vision: "ft's an ungaínly, crunbJ.ing thing" (193). Nor can he sustain

his earlier conviction that his vision was divinely inspired: "There is
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no innocent work. God kno¡+s where God may be" (222¡, He now accepts

the "bogus sanctity" (209) of his holy ambition.

The personal God of Jocelints prayers, intinacy and trust becomes

an unknowable God. He is left with the sorrowful recognition that nan

is ignorant of his own nature, that he has violated sone cosmic ]aw by

destroying the lives of those he loved: "I traded a stone hanner for

four people" (222). He recalls the goodness of the workers' conmitnent

to the inpossible, life-threatening spire and the virtue of those he

abused: "I woul-d take God as lying between peopJ-e and to be found

there." Even Rachel who appeared to hin earlier as a Þ¡ona.n with a

castrating tongue is seen as a good rlroma.n who voiced her wifeJ"y concern

for her husband's heaLth and life: "She is a devouring mouth, a good

wonan" (220). His body is broken and stinks like a corpse; it evokes

the terror of danrtation, the nuninous wrath of the incomprehensíble God;

his Christianity has been the Christianity of death and suffering, not

of hope, love and resurrection. As Jocelin's insight grows, he begins

to see his responsibility for the suffering of those around him and he

accepts the truth that he was chosen as nuch as everybody else for the

task of construction. His urgent need is to seek forgiveness for his

sins from a pagen, Roger Masonr and he confesses that the "cel,Ìar" of

his nind had known about PangaJ-I's inpotence, yet arranged his marriage

with Goody. He describes hinseLf to Roger as a "building with a vast

cellarage where the rats live; and there is some kind of blight on my

hands. I injure everyone I touch, particularly those f love" (210-11).

Jocelin's rats are his gnawing sins, his life-denying sanctity, and his

anti-vital rationaL consciousness. The "ceIlar" of his unconscious is
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also a repository'of natural instincts and feelings that his absolutist

faith wou-l-d deny.

During his confession, Jocelin recal-Is his originaL otherworldJ.y

vision of the spire which "resurrected [hin] fron daily life": "in ny

newfound hunility, and newfound knowledge, a fountain burst up from ne,

uÞr out, through, up with flane and tighl,...an inplacable, unstoppable,

gJ-orious fountain of the spirit, a wild burning of ne for Thee" (igg).

In Jocerin's imagination, the fountain, the "rush of the heart, rising,

narrowing, piercing" (191), was shaped into the inage of the spire. The

image of the fountain of flame and light suggests the Holy spirit--so

does the earlier image from the Apocalypse which describes the Spirit

hovering Iike an eagle over the earth--and synbolizes divine inspiration

and salvation. The conpleted spire has becone a remote and abstract

diagram of his personal prayer and saLvation, and it fails to renew the

community. The leaning spire is an emblem of his folly, not of God's

foJ-ly or gl-ory, as he had claimed earlier.

Jocelin's oríginal vision has naterialized into a suffocatingl

plenitude of his personal creation: "Growth of a plant with strange

flowers and fruit,, conplex, twi.ning, engulfing, destroying, strangling"

(194). It saps hin of his life and energy and deprives others of

theirs. As the plant inage suggests, the spire evokes the appJ.e tree of

Genesis, the tree of the fall and of the knowLedge of good and evil. In

his last nonents, Jocelin sees man strípped of all pretense. Looking at

Father Adam's priest,J.y robes, he sees hin t'covered in parchnent fron

head to foot...with a mad structure of bones" to hotd him together: "he

saw all people naked, creatures of light brown parchment, which bound in
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their pipes or struts" 1222¡, The image suggests the ridicul-ous folly

of falJ-en men, their frailty covered by pretense, sacred or profane.

Jocelin has dropped his insistence on the magical evidence of the

supernatural in the way his spire triunphs, defying the laws of nature.

Reiected by the congregation for causing disaster and for bringing

shame on his priestl-y office, and consuned by disease that has wasted

his body' Jocelin seeks some confirnation that his heavenward yearning

has been salvific. The dying man has a vision of the blossoning appJ-e

tree:

There was a cloud of angels flashing in the sunlight, they were

pink and gotd and white; and they were uttering this sweet scent

for joy of the light and the air. They brought wittr them a

scatter of clear ]eaves, and anong the Ìeaves a long, bl-ack

springing thing. His head swam with the angels, and suddenly he

understood there was more to the appletree than one branch. It

was there beyond the wall, bursting up with cloud and scatter,

laying hold of the earth and the air, a fountain, a narvel-, an

appletree...he saw al.l- the bl-ue of the sky condensed to a winged

sapphire, that flashed once. (204-205)

In contrast with the lree of the Fall in Genesis, this inage of the

blossoming apple tree is the Tree of Life, evoking the cosmic connection

between heaven and earth, supernatural and natural, nasculine and

feminine' spiritual and material. Rooted in earth and reaching out to

heavenr the apple tree signifies the old archetypal symboÌ of axis

mundi, the sacred center, the meeting point of heaven and earth. Man's

att,enpts to buil-d temples or sanctuaries are a means of participation or
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reactualization of God's act of creation. That man aspires to buil-d

according to the celestial nodel of the city or the tenple is a

recurring experience and it is evoked by references to other revel-ations

of the archetype of the sanctuary in t,he Bible and several sacred texts

(¡]iade, The Myth of the Eternal- Return 7-tZ). Jocelin's ecstatic

visíon does not recapitulate the archetypal longing to recover paradise,

nor does it reflect the nythic inpulse to exist at the sacred center

through participation in the acts of creation. Like David, he has

"blood on his hands" (156).

Having experienced the painful and tragic knowledge of the fall

associated with the building of the spire (a Tower of Babel or the

Tree), Jocelin seeks personal immortality. in biblical myth, Adam and

Eve were driven out of Eden after the FaIl so that they could not seek

after the Tree of Life in an attempt to becone innortal and like gods.

During the final monents of Jocel-in's life, the inage of the apple tree

merges with that of the kingfisher and the waterfall and, although these

images suggest his exhilaration, his hubris is stil_I expressed by his

spiritual longíng to partake of the Tree of Life: "It was the window,

bright and open. Sonething divided it. Round the division was the blue

of the sky. The division was still- and silent, but rushing upward to

some point at the sky's end, and with a silent cry. It was slin as a

girl, translucent. It had grown fron sone seed of rose coloured

substance that glittered Iike a waterfall. The substance was one thing,

which broke all the way to ínfinity in cascades of exultation that

nothing coul-d tramnel-" (223). "It" is a kingfisher that flew from the

apple tree and is seen here rushing upward with a silent cry. The spire
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too in this vision is no Ìonger a stone hammer waiting to strike, but is

shaped like a slim and beautiful girl; or alternately, it is a fountain,

an "upward waterfall" that connects heaven and earth in a joyous

expression of its vitality and untrannelled strength. Then the inage of

the kingfisher's flight cones back to Jocelin's mind; it flies through

the "panic shot darkness like a bluebird over water." The bird's flight

over darkness encompasses the enotions of joy and terror in the same

instant; so does Jocelints experience confirm the terror and ecstasy ilt

his final" noments, the fascinating and wrathful elenents of the numen:

"I{hat is terror and joy, how should they be ¡nixed" (223\. He ends his

life beLieving that the spire is l-ike the apple tree with its roots

burrowíng deep into the earth, its crown spreading throughout the

heavens.

The roots of Jocelin's spire, however, point to the cellarage of

his nind, or the darkness under the pit. Far from being a synbol of the

plenitude of God's creation (an axis nundi symbol or the Tree of Life)

and enconpassing the regenerative porÀrers of the earth and heaven, it

remains a synbol of Jocelin's corruption. His spirituatity distorted

his body and sou] and was maintained by sacrificing his love for Goody

and Pangall and her l-ove for Roger Mason. As a priest in search of

higlier, Apollonian consciousness he denied the Dionysian depths within.

His arranged narriage between Goody and Pangall nade a nockery of the

sacred symbol of hierogany. Hunan narriage is a recapitulation of the

ho1y, the hieroganous narriagler the elenental union of heaven and earth,

nasculine and feminine, which lies at the beginning of creation (cf.

Hínz, "Hierogamy"; Teunissen) and evokes the synbol of axis mundi.
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Jocelints ecstatic vision is of no avail since he seeks a personal

inmortality and disregards the horror of his actions.

Jocel-in suffers the wrath in terms of his wasted, petrified body, a

"leaden body" (219) that gradually collapses, evoking the image of the

broken body of Christ in the Pieta,z while his nind is haunted by

visions of the devouring feminine: "But a face came between him and the

sunlight, ì-eaning down, shaken, redrinned as to the eyes, the black hair

fallen in snakes,..the mouth flashing open and shut" (2i9-20).

The completed spire stands despite the absence of strong

foundations; it is an evidence of the miracle that Jocelín desired to

see. It suggests the primitive impulse to localize and preserve the

numen in the solid preserrce of stones by magic (Otto 66). The temple at

Stonehenge or the Cathedrals were designed to give the inpression of the

magical by erecting gigantic blocks of stones in inpossible places,

suggesting impossible effort. To the extent that the spire is

delicatel-y balanced over a spongy bog, though leaning and tottering, it

evokes the magicaL, the mysterious in our nind. It transcends the

linits of the builders' understanding and the Dean's faj-th. More

significant, however, than Jocelints enphasis oll the nagical inpression

of the spire's defiance of the lar+s of gravity or Golding's

acknowledgenent of the mystery suggested by the spire of Salisbury

(Baker, "An Interview" 150), is the profound inpression of the nuninous

that the author sought to conmunicate. The nythic writer deepens our

sense of the mysterious by revealing through Jocelin's response to the

archetypaL symbols and the inpersonal power of the feninine, the terror

and the joy of nan's encounter with the gods in the psyche.
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NOTES

lSee David Williams for an account of Faulkner's iconography of the

feminine and its life-promoting powers as opposed to the ínages of tlie

life-destructive nale principle and the patríarcha.l consciousness.

2See Teunissen and Hinz, "The Attack on the Pieta," for a

discussion of the role of the Pieta in Lawrence's Lady Chatterley's

Lover. They suggest that like Christ in the Pieta, Clifford ChatterJ-ey

upholds the spiritual in opposition to the physical and natural and is

appropriately and symbolicaì.1-y paralyzed from the waist down (+a¡.



Chapter Six

The Pyramid

In The Spire, I{illiam Golding reveals the errors of Jocel-in's

Apollonianism which nakes hin identify hinself with the tragic, tortured

and suffering Christ of the Crucifixion. In his final noments, however,

Jocelin has a glimpse into the real source of his inspiration to build

the spire; Goody becones the nuninous figure of fascination and horror

because of his denial of his burgeoning, Dionysian love for her. This

reveLation from the unconscious repeats the tineless, yet recurring fact

of the Incarnation of Christ, an event that reactualizes the birth of

love, but his attempts to resist this knowJ"edge and the consequent

erploitation of Goody PangalJ- result ir¡ his tragedy and death. Thus the

tensions in Jocelin's psyche represent the opposing forces of christus

Diottysus and Christus Apollo. In Pincher Martin and Free FaIl, Pincher

and Sammy are drawn to the monent of the Incarnation of love by the

aLLure of Mary and Beatrice but they too are trapped into compuì.sive

acts of cruelty and egocentric exploitation of the innocent feminine

figures. Golding has shown how the masculine ego seeks a perverse

exercise of power when its individuality is threatened by the mana of

the feninine.

In The Pyranid (1966), Golding explores the spiritual psychic

malaise of the Stilbourne society which fails to attune itseLf with the

externaL principJ"e or Godhead represented by the tineless fact of the

Incarnation. Stilbourne, a snal-l town in the English countryside,

becomes the contemporary pyranid, a tonb within which the life-giving

207
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poÌ{er of love and creativity is supressed by the naterialistic and

social consciousness on the one hand and idealistic attitudes on the

other. The title and the epigraph act as Golding's clues to the reality

of Stilbourne. The title suggests that Stilbourne is a tonb where the

possibilities of Iife and spontaneity are unreaLized. Stilbourne is

under the influence of the "annihilating power of the Érave."1

Psychically speaking, the destructive infl-uence of the fe¡ninine in its

negative phase means that the indivídual is trapped in the world of the

urlconscious. In Otto's terms, the Stilbourlle mal-aise represents the

numinous wrath experíenced by society. The dominance of the various

forms of corruption or t,he "disease" in Stilbourne--namely, madTress,

incest, cruelty, physical crippling, failure in love and art, ef.c.--

indicates that the inhabitants of Stilbourne are cut off fron the

sources of life and vitality. Golding implies that the people of

Stilbourne are in need of spiritual susten&nce and renewal- which can be

achieved, first, by a rejection of their historical and sociaL

consciousness and, second, by their self-surrender to the saJ_vific,

inpersonal power of love.

Goldingts epigraph, taken fron the Instructions of Ptah-Hotep,

evokes the idea of spirituaì., psychic redenption: "If thou be anong

people make for thyself ì.ove, the beginning and end of the heart."

Insofar as the people of Stilbourne a.re involved in frustrating

relationships with one another, insofar as t,hey reject the vital power

of love in pursuit, of naterial values or social climbing, they are under

the influence of the ghastly, death-dealing impulses of their

unconscious. The characterst inability to experience Love and Lo
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connunic¿tte with other human beings, their enotional- cannibalism and

pursuit of naterial values, are an index to their entrapment within the

world of thanatos. In suggesting the cosmic dinension that lÍes behind

stilbourne's contemporary social reality, Golding's method is indirect:

for instance, the titl,e, the epigraph, the inscriptions on Evie,s gol_d

cross and Bouncets grave are Goldingts clues into Stilbourne's fail-ure

to experience redemption fron the death-dealing reality.

The Pyramid is a story of a young man's growing up in a snall

EngJ-ish town. The name of the town, stiJ-bourne, suggests a pJ-ace where

human relationships are still-born, incapable of deveLoping

harnoniousl-y. Oliver's story is divided into three inter-connected

episodes, linked by his growing awareness of the "disease" of

Stilbourne; each episode presents his relationship with one of the three

wonen who are the objects of his l-ove and devotion. These episodes end

with Oliver's discovery of his and others' faiLures in love or art o¡.

bot.h. The episodes also result in Oliver's sharp recognition of his and

others' sterile devotion to human beings and art.

In the first section GoJ-ding introduces us to the social pyramid,

the hierarchical class structure and its rigid though invisibl-e lines of

separation among t,he inhabitants of StiLbourne. The deadening infl-uence

of these social divisions is felt in the characters'failure to respond

to other human beings with love, warnth and tenderness. stilbourne's

disease is a kind of social paralysis; its rigid social codes and

narrowninded norality prevent healthy conmunication between individuals.

Golding views this contemporary history and social consciousness as

symptonatic of the fall. Hunan relations are narked by feelings of
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shane, hostility, abuse and unnanly servility. Even as a young boy,

0liver l-earns about the demeaning effects of sociaÌ differences among

people. He regrets that Robert Ewan, the son of a town doctor who

enploys his father, naintains a haughty aloofness from him by hoisting a

Duke of Wellington profile: "It was the sort of look that kept the

Empire together, or quelled it at least" (13). He, however, greets

those inferior to him in station with the same l-ook of indifference; he

nods at Sergeant Babbacombe with a jerk of his head "which might be

taken either as recognition or avoidance of a f]-y" (45). Involved in a

fight with Robert, he hits him with "bÌack mafice, cruel joy arrd sheer

intention" (29). Gotding wishes us to know that oÌiver's response is

not consciously intended; rather it springs fron instinctual,

unconscious hatred. Later when Oliver hears the news that Robert might

be crippl-ed because of a bike accident, he feels "a little of

Stil-bournets excitenent and appetite at the news of someone elsets

misfortune" (49).

Other characters are confined inside the pyramid either by their

blind acceptance of the social conventions which inflict shane and

humiliation on then or by their inner compuJ-sions to act with brutality.

Oliver is often exposed to the fallen world of Stilbourne brutality. He

observes that Captain wilmot, a war wreck, has a face that reflects a

sort of "animaÌ seva"gery as if the force that lifted hin had been sheer

hate" (ZS¡. Evie becones the victin of Wilnot's sadism and

vindictiveness, for, having lost his youth in the war, he is consuned by

jealousy and is tortured by Evie's youthful-ness and sexuaf aura. When

Evie's gold cross is lost, her father beats her savagely, giving her a
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swollen eye. Sergeant Babbaconbe's hatred of his daughter's sexuality

is evident fron the restraints put on her. For example, she is not

alrowed to wal-k arone to and fron the place of her work. During his

pursuit of Evie, Oliver discovers that in stilbourne it is social

propriety that overcones sexual- attraction or l-ove between two hunan

beings (32).

Given stiLbourne's repressions and social divisions, oriverts

attitude toward sexuality and love leads hin either to idealize women or

to think of them as mere objects of his lust. Imogen, wtro enjoys a

higher social status and is engaged to be narried to Nornan Claynor.e,

the owner of the town newspsper, is seen as a "sacred beauty" (B); she

is the object of oliver's "high fantasy and worship" (21). By contrast,

Evie, who comes from the l_ower c1ass, is merely "secuIar" (g), an

"accesible thing" (71), who nust be "had" by oliver. Evie is the "local
phenomenon" (7) of whom every male was aware. She becomes the focus of

obscene renarks from the idling young men who hang out in chandl-er's

close. Golding employs vulgar place nanes to suggest that human

sexuality and love are no longer viewed as sacred events. Bumstead,

Hotten, Leg ot Mutt,on Pond, Cockers, pillicock, are place names

evocative of spiritual vacuity and vuJ-gar manipuJ-ative relationships

among the peopJ-e of Stilbourne.

Having failed to express and consumnate his hopeless passion for

the distant Inogen, Oliver's desperate lust for Evie makes him go round

and round fron one place to another; during his warks, he feels like a

"fly in treacle" (30). He plans Evie's seduction with the "deep

calculation" which is a hallnark of his imperiatist country (i6). In
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conpetition with his superior rivaL, Robert, who takes Evie to the woods

for a "spot of sJ-ap and tickle" (g), he searches for a place of

"dalliance and concealnent" where he night wreak his "wicked will" (43)

upon Evie. Oliver's urgency and helpless lust recail- pincher's and

Sanny's feverish and exploitative sexuality vis-å-vis Mary and Beatrice

respectively. Oliver nakes an inch by inch search for Evie's lost gold

cross so that he can return it to her and denand her sexual surrender in

exchange. His vulgar mistranslation of the inscription on the gold

cross, "Anor vincit onnia," as "Love beats everything" (24) is some

measure of his ithyphall-ic sexuality.

However, Oliver's initiation into sex with Evie in the woods allows

him to feel a joyous sense of connection, a kind of resurrection into

life: "It was a good peace that spread. Those were good reaves up

there, with a good bright sky beyond then. There was a good earth

beneath my back, soft as a bed, and all its unexanined depths was e good

darkness" (56). white this sexual- encounter appears to suggest a

possibility of redemption from Lhe shut-in, claustrophobic world of

Stilbourne, Oliver's attitude to Evie is responsible for his feelings of

triunph and sexual- doninance. He would have liked to declare to Inogen

that he "had had this sulky, feninine, gorgeous, creature"; but Eviets

response to his sexual triunph when he laughs and reaches out

possessively for her breasts is significant,: "Don't think I beJ.ong to

you young oliver" (58). Golding wants us to understand that oliver,s

feelings of sexual triunph and possession of Evie are illusory and

unreal; in fact, this sexual event leaves him with a feeling of his

"perilous onanisn" (56) 
' in that it fails to achieve vital comnunication
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self-surrender in love.
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0l-iver is not wilJ-ing to experience

Since Oliver wishes to remain uncommitted but desires her surrender

nevertheless, he invites Eviets hatred and disgust of his aggressive,

manipulative male sexuality. Their next sexual encounter becomes an

inevitable battle of the sexes, revealinÉl Evie's hatred of the

beastliness of the Stilbourne nen: OIiver experiences a rejection of

her love, a feeling of being overwhelned by her bodily rhythm, her

devouring sexuality: "f F¡as a small boat in a deep sea; and the sea

itself was noaning, private thing, furl of contempt and disgust, a thing

in which a partner was necessary but not wel-come. I coul-d no longer

direct; and ny boat llas overwhelned by the waves, suddenly controLì-ed by

her, driven towards the rock, wtrere I was anong the breakers,

shipwrecked..." (62). Evie declares that she hates Stilbourne; she

complains that al-l anybody cares about is her body, not her; this does

nothing to bring then together in love and warmth. Oliver admits his

lack of kindness toward her: "she wants t,enderness, so did I; but not

from her. She was no part of high fantasy and worship and hopeJ.ess

jealousy. she was the accessible thing" (71). He J-aughs with relief

and freedon when he learns that Evie is not pregnant, and even the

discovery that Evie has been brutally beaten by captain f{ilnot, the

"heavily secreting gargoyle" (72), does not disturb his peace. He can

only laugh out of incompetence, not knowing how to respond to Evie's

brutal treatnent by Wilnot: "AI1 at once I had a trenendous feeling! of

thereness and hereness of separate worlds, they [his parents] and Inogen

cÌean in that col-oured picture; her, this object, on an earth that smelt
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of decay with picked bones and naLuraf cruel-ty...Iife's lavatory" (?3).

The prospect of loving and marrying Evie would mean that his parents'

"social worLd, so delicately poised and carefully naintained" would

crash into the gutter (0S¡. Oliver is shackled by the social divisions

of StiÌbourne where it is "impossible to rise but easy to falI," meaning

that his relationship wíth Evie would bring shame and loss of

respectability for his fanil-y.

In rejecting Evie, Oliver denies his own nature and he fails to

realize that Evie really cares for him. His dislike of her parenLs is

so strong, however, that he blames her for using him as a "lightning

conductor" (46) to direct her parentst attention from Robert. Moreover,

when Evie wants him to "have" her on the bare escarpnent, in fuLl view

of the town and his father's binoculars, he fails to understand her

purpose. By doing so, she has sought to prove to his father that aII

men are l-oveÌess beasts. After this sexual encounter on the bare downs

he goes home only to learn that his father had índeed watched him with

his binoculars. Hearing his fatherts words, which express the "voice of

generations of Chapel," that sex is Ì{rong and that Evie night inflict

him with disease, he has a feeling of drowning in a "heap of dung" (81).

Two years later he neets Evie when she visits Stilbourne and

suggests once again to hin the inertness and sterility of the place by

asking him if he had ever met "soneone alive" (e0¡. When he tries to

enberress her by insulting her with the renark, "bottons up," however,

she rightJ.y accuses him of raping her. Olíver's disgrace in the bar is

justly deserved. In his rage he views her as "corpselike in compJ.exion,

her eyes and mouth black as liquorice" (Bg). At the same time Golding
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åsks us to pierce the darkness of Oliver's vision. Clearly Oliver feels

wild attractÍon for Evie and wants to take her home but his conmon sense

overcones him; and when Evie nistakenly blanes him for telling about "Me

tn' Dad" he can only wonder about the meaning of her curious slip of the

tongue, thinking whether it refers to incest or brutality or both. Evie

revolts against the crippl-ing shame of Stilbourne, making Oliver think

about his attitude toward her: "I stood in shane and confusion, seeing

for the first time despite my anger a different picture of Evie in her

lifelong struggle to be clean and sweet. It was as if this object of

frustration and desire had suddenly acquired the attribut,es of a person

rather than a thíng; as if I might--as if we might--have nade something,

nusic, perhaps, to take the place of the necessary, inevitable battle"

(90). Oliver's inpuì,se to follow Evie is so strong that he cries out to

her, desiring to follow her even into the "dark jaws of Chandler's

Close" (90), but as a light switches on in his father's house and the

shadow of his mother passes across the curtain Oliver submits to the

rational world of the "crystal pyramid" and accepts the security and

comfort of his conmon sense.

As a feminine figure associated with the life force, Evie displa.ys

a tendency that eould have liberated her fron the deathly, life-denying

forces of Stilbourne and her own psyche; however she too vitiates her

Iife-giving potency by rejecting love; she nerely gives herself away,

yielding to nale exploitation of her sexuality in her nany

relationships, including those with Dr. Jones and her enployer in

London. Nor is she able to transforn her hatred of Stilbourne's nen

into a redenptive act of l-ove. Thus there is sone truth in Oliver's
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perception that she too is trapped in the sterile world of Stilbourne;

'L,he images describing her "dead white face" (71) ancÌ her corpselilie

conplexion indical,e her failure to free herself fro¡n the demoníc

archetype of the negative feminine" The complex clissonance of O-Liver's

refationship with Evie evokes the idea of bheir entrapment in t,he world

of thanatos manifested in the social and ps-vchological reality of

S b,i lbourne 
"

The middle section is mainly devoted to t,he farcical activii;ies of

t,he'Stilbourne Operative Society, the biennial resurrecbíon of which is

a cry for safvation, implicit in the acronym "Save Our Souls." Golcling

has explained that his novel- has a musical strucl-ure; it is b¿sed on a

sonata forn, i.¡ith the middle section working as a scherzo, or a

lighthearted johe (Baker, "Ar Intervier+" 1b3). This part develops

Oliver's growing awareness of spiritual emptiness that lies behind the

social life and values of Stilbourne: "The SOS rose frorn a vein tha{,

wandered through society beneath the surface. I{e iiad no ritual excepL

inayoral processions...tr{e were our own tragedy and did not know we needed

catharsis...Wibh diabolical inevit.abitity, the very clesire to act and be

passionate, to shor+ off and impress, brought Lo full flower the

jealousies and hatrecls, meannesses and indignations Í{e were forced to

conceal in ordinary life" (94).

In Stilbourne, art becomes an escape from the felt emptiness of iis

sociaÌ reratio¡rs. "Art is a meeting poinb" (94), and has replaced

ancient rituals which were designed to regenerate a communit.y. Jane

Ei,Ien Harrison has suggested that "Art is in facb but a later and more

sublimated form of ritual" (Ancient Art 225) and that arl., like riLuaÌ,
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demands participation in and reenactment of the nythic impulse toward

regeneration. In Stilbourne, unfortunately, the theatre has become an

arena where egos collide rather than a neeting point where nenbers of a

community experience participation in and surrender to t,he inpersonal.

power of art and ritual" Genuine therapeutic relief from the tragedy of

Stilbourne can come only if actors and audience experience the real-ity

of the inpersonal power of love rendered in the play The King of Hearts.

In the hands of the Stilbourne actors and viewers, the play becomes an

"outrageous exercise in bucol-ic ineptitude" (122). They ignore Evelyn

De Tracy's words that "the play's the thing" (105).

Rather than enact and experience the monent of fal_l_ing in love,

Norman cJ,aymore and his wife, Imogen Grantley, assert their personaì-,

social superiority; during tlre rehearsal, Norman (the prince), for

instance, asks 0liver (the gypsy nusician) to bend "very fow" before

bowing away from hin on the stage (100). In fact, the rehearsal is

marred by dispute and antagonism; of special interest is the argument

over what titl-e should be used to address Oliver, "General" or "My Man,"

which ends in a grudging acceptance of the conpromise position of

"Captain. " SociaL differences account for who is chosen and who is

rejected for the roLes in the play: Evie, who has a good voice for

singing, ís not accepted for the play while Nornan and Inogen sing in

the duet because they have a higher social status. The play, which has

a serious nessage for the inhabitants of Stilbourne, degenerates into a

pueri l-e , f arcical event.

Both Oliver and Eve1yn De Tracy, the director of the play, are

al"iare of the limitations and failures of their artistic enterprise ¡rhich
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original-e in both social and psychic real-ities" Evely¡, who himself

uses f]attery t,o handle the vanities of claymore ancl Imogen during

rehearsals, notices oliver's "disease" and attempts to heal him of his

demea.ning passion for Imogen, Observing Oliver's unman.l-y servility and

his talent for music, ìre says, "You won't look like a properly seryile,

obsequious deferential gipsy musícian, now will you?" (102). Later he

comments on oliver's "manÌy feet turned e.ç,er so srightly in. The

look'".of hangdog adoration" (i20) for Imogen. Evelyn is noL av¡are oi

his own absurdity, 1-he unconscious irony that points to his physical

distortion: his legs vibrate sidevrays at the knees, moving freery ancl

quickly r¿henever he handles a minor crisis in t,he rehearsal by honeyed

words acldressed to Norman and cJ.aymore. Indeed, he too has become, irr

his own lvords, "excruciated" (I22) in l-he cause of what canno'b even be

called art. He admits his own failure as ån inconpebent director, for

he has rqorked for guineas rather than art," Golding's point is that

Evelyn has denied his potential as an artist through his inability io

conmit- hiruself to the hnowledge and truth of art; he used arf; merely to

earn a living. Bvelynos faílure is evident in his transvestite

tendencies, as is hinted liy his picture of himself dressed in a

ballerina costume. The "r,¡oman in myself ," as he describes his portrait

of hinself, is a self-destructive tendency in him; the feminine in him

recalls him to the darkness of the unconscious, a state he achieves by

his reckless drunkenness whenever he has a few guineas in his pocket.

He is powerless to regenerate the community, though oliver,s mother

pJ-aces great trust in his ntisdom and perceptiveness"
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i{hen Oliver breaks dolqn before Evelyn with a sense of emptinesso

wanting to know the "truth of things" (129), Evelyn, unable.uo help

hinself or the community, does reveaÌ his pol+er to liberate Oliver by

his insight. oliver expresses his entrapnent within the pyramicl:

"'Bverythingts--wrong. Everything. Therets is no truth and. there is no

honesty. lfy God! Life can'L--I nean just out there, vou have only to

look up ai- the sky--bul- stilbourne accepts it, as a roof. As a--and i-he

r{ay,,"¡e hide our bodies and the things we don't say, the things we

daren't mention, the peopJ-e ¡'e don't meet--and that stuff they caJ.J-

music--itts a lie! Don't bhe¡¡ understand? Itts a lie, a liel

It's" " -obscenef "' (722).

Evelyn De Tracy reveal-s to oliver that he has to overcome hís

idealization and adorat,ion of Imogen who is a "stupidu insensitive, vain

wonan" (121). In fact, the couple, Norman and Imogen, are insolent and

vain; and, to tell trmogen of oriver's love for her would be foolish, for

it woulcl merely feed her vanity. Tracy asks him to listen to the great

duet sung by this couple. oliver's disill-usionment is necessary and

ì.iberating; he hears the dissonant, tuneless singing of t,he two: "It
-was not just that she could not sing" It iças that she was indifferent

to the facb that she could not sing; and yet had gone on, consenting to

this public exhibition. She was out of tune. " Their voices are like the

voices of a "gnat now allied to the drone" (128). As Golding sees it,
'bhe needs to face the 1-rutho to pierce through ignorance, vanity and

dishonesty of the self and others, are the only real- means of freei¡g

the self from the sinister social-, physical and psychologicaÌ crippl_ing

represented by Stilbourne,
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The third section of the book is about Oliver and his music

teacher, "Bounce" Dawlish, It develops oJ.iverts insight into the

spiritual and materialistic attitudes which are the arbiters of the

deathliness and terrible reality of Stilbourne. Bounce emerges as the

central figure in this section, her'tragedy illustrating that she has

vitiated her feminine Iife-giving potency by beconing a slave to the

spirituaì. inheritance of her father and by encoureging the materialistic

interests of her lover and her friend, Henry williams. In doing so, she

denies the positive aspect of the numinious feminine, that is, she is

unable to experience her mythic identity as a generating, nourishing,

warming, protecting being. Consequently her life experience

demonstrates that she participates in the destructive phase of the

archetype of tlie Great Mother2 by isolating herself fron the creatíve

sources of Life and love, by den.ving the natural- ín favour of the

spirituaÌ and the materialistic.

As a manifestation of the negative feminine, she is associated with

tìle underworld of darkness and il-lusion--the world of thanatos. Her

house is a pyramid, where the sun never shines, where darkness always

crouches in the corners and loons behind the hissing gaslight. The "ice

of that darkness" (742), combined with Bounce's lack of interest and

attention toward her pupir's violin practice, fosters his initial

distaste of nusic and nakes her nusic lessons a tedious burden on hin.

Boulrcets favorite aphorism, which she has often heard from her father,

is "Heaven is music" (146) but she has hardly ever heard the nusic of

the spheres in her life. In facL, the phrase has becone a mere
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platitude; she has no talent or real desire to learn music and,

therefore, it becomes sheer drudgery to be endured..

Bounce has become a victim of her father's surrogate ambition to

succeed as a musicían. Having failed, he subjects his daughter to a

sterile devotion to music. To the inpressionabre oLiver, Mr. Dawlish

appears, and rightly so, as a nan whose eyes are "preoccupied with some

absolute before which people were shreds and tatters" (tre¡. As well,

because he has no warmth and spontaneity of feeling toward others, he

remains isolated' Often he is seen naking eccentric gestures as if he

r{ere communing or battling with spectres of his own nind. For Bounce,

J-earning music under her fatherts guidance is a painful, not a joyfuJ,

experience. He mistreats her brutaJ.l-.v by hitting her on the knuckles

with a rul-er whenever she nakes a minor error in writing fugues. Her

father's severity and lack of warmth dry up the spark of creativity she

might have exhibited had she enjoyed nusic. Her father fails to inspire

enthusiasrn in her when he encourages her to belíeve that in the cold

nornings her practise of music will warm her up if she continues to pì.ay

it long enough. Golding inpJ.ies that Bounce is a product of a sterile
obedience to her father's will and spiritual faith in nusic in much the

same way as oLiver is the unhappy example of his subnission to his

father's naterialistic expectations that he shoul-d study Chemistry and

becone a doctor to raise the status of his fanily. Both are victins of

the archetypal nasculine.

Bounce's dedication to music makes her life a desert of drudgery,

slavery and frustration. Oliverts acceptance of his parentst devotion

io Bounce is a "strait waistcoat" (149) that saps his creativity and
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desire for music. His parents inculcate in hin a sense of devotion to

Bounce: "rt was a rock in our lives, so reaÌ, so hard, so matter-of-

fact" (i43). Because Bounce is a musician in the Church, his parents'

devotion to her is a vehicle of their conpensating piety. The truth,

however, is that Bounce's knowl-edge of musíc is very 1imited and her

attitude to it exhibits her narrownindedness. when she hears that

oliver listens to music from the radio she condenns that music as

"cheap, nasty, vulgar and blasphemous" (i56), in nuch the same way that

oliver denounces Evie for listening to the sexual, jazzy music of the

savoy orpheans. It is ironical that captain wilmot, the rover of

classical nusic, is cruel to Evie because he cannot bear her sexual

aura. He might even have hated her for her fondness for the Love songs

of the Savoy Orpheans. For Bounce, music exists for the soì,e purpose of

glorification of God in the Church, a purely Apollonian attitude that is
too liniting. oliver, in fact, finds that his knowledge of music is

enhanced by listening to the naster conposers and players on the radio.

Thus he discovers that Boulìcets performances of St. PauL, Hymns Ancient

and Modern are "inaccurate and not very liveJ-y." His parentst proud

references to his devotion to Bounce prevent him fron telting her the

truth, however; in Bouncets presence he suffers from the tension between

his "ingratiating exterior and the unvoiced thoughts" (ibB). Bounce's

existence as a musician is a lie. He discovers her falsehood and

ignorance when she plays a score by chopin which he had heard prayed by

Cortot on the radio the night before.

It is ironic that just as Oliver finds out that he has a natural

talent for pÌaying the piano and Ís delighted by the prospect of
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becoming a nusician, he is discouraged by Bounce and his parents.

Bounce advises him: "Dontt be a musician, Kunmer, my son. Go into the

gs.rage business if you want to make noney. As for me, I shall have to

slave at music till I drop down dead" (163). Bounce's bitterness over

her own slavery to nusic is evident from these words. Oliver

experiences excitement and energy when he desires to pursue music and

discovers that he has talent for it: "So now there began a tine for me

of peace and delight, in which the sky over Stilbourne lifted to

infinite distance." (165). Nevertheless he quietJ-y accepts his parents'

rational and materiaListic view that Chenistry and Physics are the reaL

thing and tllat it is shameful and indecent to be a musician: "The ord

shame, inculcated year after year, at the idea of becoming a

professional musician kept ne silent" (166). Oliver is unwill_ing to

risk or sacrifice anything for his commitnent to art. The music that is

hell for Bounce could be his heaven, but, he is incapable of naking a

decision for fear of upsetting his parents and of J-osing his chance at

social advancement. So Oliver gives up both Evie and music; he chooses

conformity and obsequious agreement with his fatherts and Bourrce's

expectations of him.

That Bounce becones vulnerabl-e to the archetype of the devouring

feninine is evident fron her physical- and nental deterioration. The

factors responsible for this decline have to do with her deep

unhappiness over the fact that nusic has not been her heaven and with

her sense of betrayal by her Lover and friend, Henry WiLliams. Her

relationship with Williams is an attenpt to liberate herself fron the

confinenent of her father's spiritual pJ-atitudes which have warperl her
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femininity. Early in the third section, OIiver observes that Bounce's

appearance shows her to be "indeterminate rather than fenai-e" (139) írr

sex. Her growing dissatisfaction and isolation have made her face look

more severer sull"en and foreboding. Her body and face becone distorted;

the powerful lines of sphincter muscles round her nouth contract into

deep corrugations whenever she is angry or hurt, until her mouth looks

like an implosion (752). This expresses her possession by the

destructive force of the archetype of the feminine. When she faLls in

love with Henry, a car mechanic, however, her face softens and

brightens; she recapitulates, if not her youth, at feast the look of a

girl with a pink flush on her cheeks (154). Nevertheless, her

rel"ationship with Henry after he moves into her house ¡+ith his wife and

child begins a tragic phase in her Life, leading to her experience of

compJ.ex dissonance and insanity.

The relationship of Bounce and Henr¡' exempLifies their muLual

emotional cannibalism irrespective of the fact that each attempts to be

kind and generous to the other. It is Bounce who suffers from her

reÌationsliip with Henry. He merely exploits her for Ìrer noney, as

Oliver had used Evie for her body. Whereas in Free Fall Samny feels the

wrath of his unconscious over his exploitation of Beatrice and her

nental disintegration' in this work neither Henry nor OIiver suffer any

misery over their abuse of the two women. Henryts dishonesty echoes in

Oliver his own sense of "dishonesty and guilt" over Evie but he

confesses his failure and guilt ma,ny years later when he returns to

Stilbourne ancl visits Bounce's grave. However, if Henry exhibits no

genuine love for Bounce, and pays only due respect for her kindness,
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Bounce too fosters a rel-ationship with Henry that can lead only to her

sense of dissonance and final rejection of hunanity and love. This

relationship unfortunately gives her a sense of power over Henry and his

famiLy rather than leading to her surrender of self in love. For,

through her kindness and generous financial support of Henry's

etrterprise, she earns the right to be "rough and proprietary" (157) r+ith

both Henry and his wife. SignificantJ.y, she refers to then as "m¡r

family," suggesting a relationship of power and subservience masked as

l-ove and kindness. When the conflict between her need to conduct her

nusic lessons in peace and Henryts need to continue work in his noisy

w<;rkshop becomes too much of a strain on her, she explodes in anger at

him' Henry moves out of her house, abandoning her to sob her heart out

in private. Henry ignores her earnest pleading, "A1l I want is for you

to need me, need me" (158). Her words renind us of Evie's similar

complaint which Ol-iver ignored earÌier in the noveÌ. In Stilbourne, the

characters' inability to experience a love that would dissolve the

boundaries of their egos in mutual surrender of their greed or

egocentricity results in nisery and emotional paralysis.

Henry's betrayal of Bounce nakes her into a pitiable, tragic figure

who walks into the woods often calling upon Henry to give her a ride

hone. At times she suffers fron attacks of nadness and total loss of

self control-. Once Oliver watches her walking naked on the pavenent and

the sight of her "m&ssive boson, thick stonach and rorring ungainly

haunches" (175) sears into his eyes. This act of self abandonment comes

immediately after 0liver had heard her practice music in the church.

Bounce escapes the "inpeccable dulÌness" (7f4) of her music and
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isolation and waLks naked in a gesture of revolt against her

imprisonment in the steriJ-e, noraL landscape of Stilbourne. This action

also signal-s her desperate need to recover her fenininity; Bounce begins

to live with her cats whon she regards as her children: "I used to

pretend I was a boy so that I coul-d pretend I was a vet. But of course

with ny nusic I didn't have time for pets. Then afterwards, with that

horrible boy lHenry's] in the house,. I couldn't possibily have then."

Oliver recognizes how "time was foreshortening for her" (178) but fail-s

to see the archetypal significance of her psychic condition.

As Neumann has indicated, the Great Mother has been represented in

primitive arl- as the progenitrix of all living things. The feninine

principle of the Great Mother is especialLy represented in her

identification with the aninaL world (The Great Mother 268-80). Thus,

the feminine creatrix was pictured as surrounded by aninafs to indicate

her generative power. It is onì.y at a later stage in the developnent of

hunan culture that her numinous maternity was represented in the figure

of mother of man.3 Bouncets psychological situation is a close

approximation of the primitive. She sees herself as the mother of

animals but her desperate psychological return to the original feninine

nature is of no avail; she renains deprived of hunan love and deeply

unfulfiLled as a won&n. As the older Oliver visits her, he finds her

still trapped in the deathliness of the pyranid: "My daughter nuzzled

into my l-rouser Ieg away from the square wom&n with the slabl"ike cheeks.

I put my hand through her hair, feeling the fragility of her head and

neck; and a great surge of love cane over me, protection, conpassion,

and the fierce deternination that she should never know such lost
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solemnity but be a fulfiJ-Ied woman, a wife and nother" (179). Bounce

has becones inhuman even in her need to recapture her lost feninine

nature; she rejects humanity and compassion: "Dtyou know Kummer? If I

could save a child or a budgie fron a burning house, I'd save the

budgie" (179). She demands a sterile devotion from her lover and

friend, Henry, by often calling hin to cone to her aid in the woods by

bringing her hone in his car. She recognizes that Henryts subservience

to her is a kind of penance (178) for having exploited her love in

pursuit of his greed or money. She often reminds Oliver of the fact,

that Henry stilJ" polishes her car personally, that he pays Ìrís

reasonable dues for her generosity. Henryts sterile worshi¡r of Bounce

is evident from the large marble monument he builds in nenor.v of her;

the grave bears an ironically inappropriate inscription reminiscent of

her and her father's faith: "Heaven is Music."

When 0liver visits Bounce's house he discovers signs that she has

rejected her devotion to the ideal of her father by snashing Beethoven's

bust into pJ-aster fragnents and by burning her fatherts metronome. It

seems that the destruction of these objects symbolizes her atternpt to

esc&pe the pyranid of her condition; but like the dying bird trapped in

her music roon, fluttering vainly to escape his prison, Bounce is

impossibl-y trapped within the invisible walls of her pyramid. Like the

bird' she struggled fiercely but ended in failure. Observing her greve,

Ol-iver renenbers her nassive, ungainl-y nakedness and is struck with a

realization that he had al-ways loathed this pathetic, destructive r.iornan:

I caught nyself up, appalled at ny wanton laughter in that

place; and...felt in every nerve that ny shudders came out of
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the grouud itself. For it was here...that pathetic, horrible,

unused body, with the stained frÍlIs and Chinese face. This was

a kind of psychic ear-test before which nothing survived but

revulsion and horror, childishness and atavisn, as if unnameable

things were rising round me and blackening the sun. I heard ny

voice--as if it could nake its own bid for honesty--crying

aIoud.

"I never Iiked you I Never ! " ( 180 )

Oliver's confrontation with the truth of his feelings reLeases hin from

his spiritual enslavement to Bounce, a devotion that sapped his

creativity and ruined the promise of his vítal eng&genent with art and

music.

Bounce herself is the victim of her horrible, ghastJ-y and

destructive tendencies; she too is like her nicknaned pupil,Oliver, a

llr¡ ll r"Kummer," who arrives too late at the threshold of knowledge about

herself. Her death triggers the quickening, the spark of vitality in

Oliver's life, but in his case also it is too late to pursue his

creative conmitnent to art: "I stretched out a leg and tapped with my

live toe...and suddenly I felt that I night only Lend my on-n sound, n,v

own flesh, ny own power of choosing the future, to those invisible feet.

I woul"d pay anything...anythinq: but knew in the same instant that,

like Henry, I would never pay more than a reasonabLe price" (183).

Oliver looks into Henry's eyes and sees his own face. So in the end he

resembles Henry I{ilLians who survives in the pyranid by a singJ.e-ninded

pursuit of his personal materialistic advancenent: "His attitude was

typical of the deep thing lying in him, the reason for it a1l, tarnac,
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glass, concrete, the thrust not liked or enjoyed but recognized a.s

inevitable, the God without nercy" (133). Henry does not question the

materialistic ideal-s of the society he Ìives in, since his eyes are

fixed on social cJ-imbing and the expansion of his business. Olj.ver

leaves town without contacting &nyone he had known. To renew the dead

relationships would nean to risk sharing with others, and Oliver is not

inclined to give up the security of his warn life. So he pursues his

insul-ar journey in his expensive car, "detached, defended by steel-,

rubber, leather, glass" (132). He returns to the rational, world of

routine and naterial comforts, cautious and unable to forge a decision

in the }ight of his new knowledge to pursue his commitment to art and to

regenerate his community by challenging its sterile values.

Golding has sugested here that i¡r the absence of any truly

spiritual values, man turns to the worship of the machine; an impersonal

inhuman principle becomes for nar¡ a Iife-denying substitute for God.

Henry's, Oliverts and even Bouncets love for cars indicates their

failure Lo refate to the Iife-giving, life-preserving and blissful- numen

of love. For, to recall Golding's meaning in the epigraph, the

individual's abil-ity to love is divine; through love God seens to direct

and regenerate the cosnos. Without Ìove and nusic, which demand an

individualts sacrifice of the sel-f, & conmunity cannot regenerate

itself; its members are doomed to a life of failure, steril-ity and

unhappiness. Golding wants us to accept that "Stil"bourne was like

everywhere el-se after aLl-" (i31), that the deathliness of our nodern

condition is not linited or unique to this small English town.
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Moreover, in this novel, both Ol-iver and Henry are spared the

terrors of the encounter with the unconscious. They are like Sanmy of

Free FaIl who chooses the rational- worl-d of Nick but, unlike Sammy, they

do not undergo a descent into the nuninous dinension and, consequently,

fail to recover a true relationship to the cosmos. Bounce is the

singular instance of that struggle with the unconscious, but she does

not energe triunphant against the devouring forces of her psyche and is

unable to find a wey to express her Love or to overcone her frustration.

It may be that the the absence of the terror of darkness in this work, a

terror which characters in the other novels of Gol-ding experience,

implies modern man's distance from the Life-giving symboì.s of his

inheritance. As Golding suggests, Henry and Bounce refuse the

archetypal act of Christ's Incarnation; through Henryts passionate

unction, "Now we are ambassadors in the Name of Christr" the author

ironically comments on their denial of the redenptive values of Christ's

message of love. Golding courbines his method of indirect commenb

through diction and allusion with his represe¡ltation of the potential

archetypal dimension of the characters to evoke for the reader the

spiritual wasteland of modern cultural- failure. Though gLoomy in its

picture of that world, Golding's noveL does not inply that the situation

is hopeless and unredeemabl-e. Perhaps 0Liverts insight, though partial,

and Evie's and Bounce's desperate SOS reflect their positive attempts

toward redenption.
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NOTES

lSee Neumann, The Great Mother (175), and Grines, who argues that

"the centre inage for the Great Mother lin its negative phase], the

pyramid itself, is only a metaphor" (201).

2Mary Loftin Grines discusses Bounce's capitulation to the negative

phase of the archetype of the Great Mother. My discussion of Bounce's

psychic conditio¡r extends Grines's argument by showing how,

specifically, her struggle with the archetype resul-ts in her

assimilation or transformation into the figure of the Great Mol,her as

the Lady of the Beasts.

3For a discussion of the figure of t.he Lady of the Beasts in

another modern work see Hinz and Teunissen, "SurfacinÊ" 229-30.



Chapter Seven

The Scornion God

The Scorpion God (1971) is nade up of three stories which are

linked by Golding's philosophy of history. In his interview with Baker,

he indícated his purpose in the fictionar treatment of history: "to

some extent, I tm sending up the idea of history, and have my tongfue in

my cheek nuch nore often than people suspect" (158). These stories

transport us into the renote past and alien settings: the first story,

"The scorpion God," ís set in ancient Egypt; the second, "cLonk c1onk,"

takes us to prehistoric Africa; and the third, "Envoy Extraordinary,"

moves forward to the Ronan Empire. Goldingts imaginative excursions in

tine are designed to introduce us to his views on history and evolution.

As in The Inheritors, where he was inpeJ-led to present a corrective to

H. G. Wells's notion of history as progress by an imaginative projection

into prehistory to denonstrate the rrythic idea of history as decline, so

irr Tlie Scorpion God he exposes the da,ngers and limitations of nodern

scientific humanism and its belief in rationalism and progress. More

significantly' each of these stories outl-ines sone aspect of Golding's

nythic philosophy of history.

"The Scorpion God"

Although "The Scorpion God" is based on Herodotusts descript,ion of

Egypt and on Golding's anthropoì.ogical readings rather than on received

archaeological opinion (Baker, "An Interview" 158), GoJ.ding's aim is to

contrast the Herodotean method with his own. Commenting on his

predecessorts method in an essay, "Egypt fron ny Inside," he notes: "It

232
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is a lever which control-s limitless power, but a power in which I am not

uruch interested. The method has begotten that lane giant we call

civilization, as Frankenstein created his nonster. It has forgotten

that there is a difference between a puzzle and a mystery. It is

pedestrian, terribre and comic" (MT 45). Herodotus's interest and

enquiry into ancient Egypt are guided by common sense and rationalisn

which reduce nystery to puzzle and livíng nyth to unbelievable story.

For instance, Herodotus speculates on the causes of the Nile's rise

during the summer and throws doubt on the existence or real_ity of

several mythical or semidivine figures in the stories he coLlects and

narrates. By contrast, Goldingts approach in the tale is to give us an

insight into the mystery reJ-igion of Egypt, to reorient us to the

archaic conception of reality, arrd to restore the sense of the numinous.

For, as he says, to be an Egyptian is "to be at once alive and dead, to

suggest mysteries with ¡ro s<¡l-ution, to nix the strange, the gruesome and

the beautifu]" (MT 54).

Egypt enters Golding's fictions through inages and metaphors. In

Free FalL, Sammy sees the divine majesty of the Egyptian Kings reflected

in the faces of his fellow prisoners; they appear to be wearing a double

crown, a crook in one hand and a flail in the other, representing their
pol¡er and gJ.ory. The meaning of his earlier obsession with the fag

cards depicting Egyptian Kings becomes cLear only after his descent into

the cellar of his unconscious; Sanmyts knowledge of the divinity

inhering in nan as evoked by the inage of the kings in t,he cigarette

cards commits him to the art of making archetypal images and revealing

their truth in the present. Golding hinself is an artist haunted and
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fascinated by Egyptian inages and symbo]-s. His interest in Egypt was

deepened by an encounter with the aweful stare of the numny: "I know

that it is necessary to neet that starer ev€ to eye. It is the face

prepared to penetrate the nysteries, to stand pure and unfrightened in

the harl where forty-two judges ask their question of the dead nan, and

the god weights his heart against a feather" (MT b3). The eyes that

gaze into infinity, the face prepared to neet the judgement of the gods,

the king who courageously faces death, all these images have invoked for

Golding the need to explore nan's rel-ationship with the gods.

specifica-lly, in "The Scorpion God" Golding shows us the conflict.

between prinitive Egyptian culture and modern nan, a conflict that

resulLs in the passing of an age that believed in mystery. The account

of the confl-ict is based on a critical historical moment when a ruLer of

the upper kingdom of the Nile nade Egypt into a great poi+er by

conquering the lower kingdoms. Herodotus refers to this king as "Min";

elsewhere he is called Menes and is pictured on a mace-head along with

the emblem of a scorpion which provides Golding with the titre. The

transition from an oLder and archaic culture to a modern and familiar

one becones the subject of Gording's brilriantly imagined story.

The story begins at a point in history when the people of a snall

kingdom on the upper Nile are faced with the prospecL of death by

starvation. The water l-evel of the Nile river is running low, rapidJ"y

approaching the "Notch of sorrow"; the black earth is dry and cracked

from a J.ong period of heat. The king, carrying the traditional crook

and flail, embrems of his power and care, is perforning a ritual by

running a race to prove his uragic potency and power to bring fertility
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to the rand. The king, called the Great House, nakes his run every

seven years and if he compJ-etes the race he wilL nake the river rise to

the "Notch of Excellent Eating." Failure to comprete the r&ce ne&ns

that the Great House must take poison and die, an act which some earl-ier

kings had performed. The two nost important functíons of the king are

to keep the sky up and to make the river ríse. As the btind nan

explains to the kings's inconpetent heir, the people live by these

mysteries.

For the Egyptians, their king is an incarnation of the god Horus.

They eagerì.y await the outcone of the race, for the Godts success would

trigger the signs of renewal; but the God trips and falls and is unable

to complete the race despite exhortations fron the Liar, an outsider to

this kingdom, who accompanies him. The Liar is haunted by the terror of

death since the king's/God's failure in the race neans that the Liar,

along with the kingts personal servants, would be obliged to acconpany

him to the realm of eternity, to the Motionless Now. The Liar is tlre

representative of the modern mentality in the story and he is not

wilÌ"ing to subnit himself to the ritual killing that would follow the

king's sacrífice. In Eliade's terms, the ritual sacrifice of the God is

a repetition of an archetypal sacrifice reveared by a god in ilro

tempore (MER 35). By ínitating a primordial act or by participating in

an exenplary drama revealed b¡' the gods, the king dies in the interest

of cosmic regeneration. In the hour of crisis and impending disaster,

the Egyptian God acts in the proper spirit of mythic identification by

submitting hinseJ.f to the role of cosmic savior of his people. The

Liar, an al-ien to the Egyptian cul-ture, finds hinself unabre to
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understand the king's caln acceptance of death and his decLaration that

when he wakes in the Motionless Now, he wil-l rnake the river rise, thus

ushering in a bio-cosnic renewal. The Egyptians had a cyclic view of

time; death for them was not an end but a beginning; the king dies only

to wake up into eternal life, a beginning that on earth would restore

fertility to his kingdom, an event that is coincident with the beginning

of creation. The Liar's main concern is with his personal survival. As

an individual, he must struggle against the fact that the God and his

favorítes wil] be sacrificed by the people for their weal-.

Before the God is put to death, he is expected to take part in

another ritual to denonstrate that his potency and powers of renewal are

intact. In the presence of a large gathering of courtiers and guests,

the God has to perform an act of sexual union with his daughter,

Princess Pretty Flower. This union is a reenactment of the prototypic

hierogamous uniolr between heaven and earth which is the beginning of

creation (Eliade, MER 23-27; Hinz, "Heirogamy" 900-L3). This divine

union is not for the sake of the. lovers, but for the sake of cosmic

regeneration; it assures terrestriaL fecundity. The world is

regenerated each tjme the hierogamy is enacted; for the Egyptians as for

the other archaic culturesr the sexual union is a sacred event, a ritual

that is perforned in public rather than in private; hierogany unites the

participants and viewers in the ritual reenactment of nythic longing to

recover the powers of fertiLity--in this case by raising the water level

of the NiIe. Golding inrplies a contrast between the archaic view of

sexual- union and Herodotus's view of it; he has suggested that he buil-t

into his story Herodotusts comment that the Egyptians do in pubì.ic what
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t-he others do in private (Baker, "An I¡rterview" 1bg). Goldingts purpose

is to show the comnunal, sacred and cosnic aspects of the union of Lhe

God and the Princess rather than to imply, as Herodotus does, the social

and personal nature of sexuality with its implicit burden of shame and

shock for the participants and viewers should it take place as a public

event. Golding's description of Princess Pretty FÌowerts preparation

before the nirror for this hoì-y act of sexuaf union suggests her

commitment to the cosnic role of sexuaì.ly arousing the savior. She sits
before the "nirror as at an al_tar" (22) and her gaze is as impersonal

and concentrated as the *surgeon's stare before the body, the artist's
before his work, or the philosopher's inward gaze at some netaphysical

region of thought" (23). She wears crinson and azure in combinatior:,

not to enhance her personal beauty for the public occasion, but to

ensure that the God is roused to his cosmic roLe of restoring fertitity.

This is what she neans when she tells her secret l-over: "I wiII be

good!" (24). The Liar faits to understand that there is anything "good"

in wliat he sees as an ilticit union of the God and his daughter;

noreover, she wants to be "good" in order to save her Lover, the Liar,

fron death. Nor can the Liar accept the Egyptian custon that does not

pernit narriage across the naturar borders of consanguinity. The

Princess dances a version of the dance of the seven veils but the God is

more interested in drinking or playing checkers with the Head Man or

listening to the Liar's lies. Her fail-ure signals that for the God and

the peopJ.e it is a "beginning. " Gording provides coníc reversals of

common phrases so that the "private parts" become "public parts" and the

kingts "end" becomes a "beginning." These reversafs point to the
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Egyptian enphasis upon the archetypal rather than the social, the

communaL rather than the individual and the personal in human ]ife.

The Great House drinks a cup of poison and }aughs with excitenent,

for he expects to wake up in eternity to fulfill his divine function.

As the king's body is prepared for burial, the river begins to rise,

reaching the high "Notch of Excellent Eatíng" and sending & wave of "joy

and love" (36) into the hearts of his people. The priests open the dead

kingts eyes to indicate that he has awakened to his "motionless Now, in

Iife and health and strength" (39). In the tomb of the king are buried

his household servants and his chosen representatives who willingly take

poisott to keep him conpany and serve hin during his innortal existence.

only the Liar, who was especiaì.ly chosen by the Great House to foll-ow

him in his journey, refuses to die or accept "life. " when the Head Man

asks the Liar why he denies eternal life and disobeys the kingts orders,

the Liar shocks everyone present at the funeral ceremony by loud]-y

shouting: "Because this one is Aood enough!" The Liar's words intrude

rike the "aweful thing, the dirty thing, the thing that broke up the

world" (+O¡.

Seen from the Egyptian perspective, the Liar is "uncl-ean',; his

words are profane and deserving of punishment. The Head Man condenns

the Liar to the pit for uttering profani+,ies. Gording succeeds in

creating a strong impression of the unity that the ritual burial- of the

king achieves between those present at the cerenony and their lord and

savior. As the burial is completed, the people's joy at renewar is

followed by a sense of deep sorrow at the king's departure. They are

aware that they have only their "private Nows to cope with" (41); they
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feel how "elusive their Now was, and no nore to tre caught than a shadow"

(39). For them, it is the sacred that constitutes rea]Íty; the act of

their Godts death, burial and passion becones reaÌ because by

participating in this ritual their Iives achieve neaning and value,

because they become actors irr a primordial and exenplary drama of

regeneration that restores to their worl-d the creative energies of the

beginnings.

If the God's death brings renewar and fertirity to the kingdom by

making the Nile rise to the full, there arises another alarning and

disastrous sítuation with the flooding caused by the Nile's waters. The

river continues to rise, threaterring the lives of the peopre, and the

kingdom remains without a god or a king. The prince is too young,

effeninate and unwilJ-ing to assume the roLe of the God: ",r can't do

it. Keeping the sky up--bouncing up and down on my sister--keeping my

eyes open--naking the river rise--t" (43). He escapes fron the palace,

refusing to practice the "godpose" by keeping his eyes open, and insteacl

prepares to free the Liar from the pit, hoping to flee with him from the

kingdom. The Liar, we Learn, has kept himself alive by drinking all
avail-able water in the pit, and denying it to the blind man who is dying

as a consequence of the Liar's selfish act. The Liarts concern is with

his survival-. The Princess, on the other hand, has withdrawn herself

fron the world; she lives in shane, believing that the God is angry with

her for her violation of the law of the rand in naking love to a

stranger' the Liar. Thus, the river's uncontrofled rise is at,tributed

by her to the God's anger. The Head Man thinks tliat the Nile is rising
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because God is engry with the Liar for refusing to die and rejoin his

master in the eternal real_m.

The Head Man wants to rectify the error caused by the Liar's

refusal to accept the God's wish. He sunmons the Liar from the pit,

intending to persuade him to take poison and gÍve up his lies, fairing
which the Liar nust be dispatched to the house of God by force.

cornered into an inpossible situation, the Liar makes a claim to

sonething that is seen by the Head Man as hubris: "supÞosing I were

Great House?" (oo¡. when the Head Man orders that the Liar be put to

deatl'r, the Liar becomes terrified and exhibits remarkable strength in a

bid to survive: "As if fear and hate had possessed him like a Gocl, he

did instant and impossibJ-e things" (61). He kills tlie two guards,

stings the Head Man fatalÌy "like a scorpion" with a spear ancl escapes

his captors. Soon he is beyond the reach of the guards and their arrows

as he jumps into the flooded river and is seen "miming sirentJ.y, but

stauuchl-essly, the nechanics, the necessity of survival-" (62). This

heroic and courageous act, though notivated by a "selfish" need to

survive and by his terror of death, wins over the Princess who is ready

to instalL hin as the new king. The Prince looks forward to the new age

and is delighted to have been relieved of the burden of accepting the

role of the kíng. The Princess has already been won over by her secret

love for the Liar; moreover, finding herself alone and heì-pless, she

turns to the Liar and welcomes the new god. The story ends here, but

Golding told Baker that the new king made Egypt into a great power

(Baker, "An Interview" 160). A mace-head disco.r'ered in an archaeJ-ogicaL

find pictures this king with the embl-em of a scorpion; he is shown as
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having subjugated the lower kingdoms of the Nile. His solution to the

overflooding of the Nile is to build channels to divert its waters. In

Gordingts story, we get some hints that these changes came about as a

result of the succession of the Liar to the kingdon of the upper Nile.

Ït is primarily in the confrontation between the Liar and the Head

Man that Golding suggests the inminent, change fron an archaic

perspective to a relativel-y nodern one. The Liar comes from the north

(he refers to the syrians) and he was probably sold to the Egypt.ians as

a sÌave. He entertains the king with tales of his l_and wtrich are

considered as ries by him and the others. He tells them that, in his

country, water freezes into hard rock, and that men marry strange women,

not their relatives by bl-ood. The Egyptians reject these facts as lies
since they have never seen snow; the menbers of the royal family are not

to marry beyond the borders of their blooct relations. Golding lencls tìre

Liar the forceful- and contemptuous voice of a modern who looks

unsympatheticalLy at prinitive man. The Liar conments that in his view

the Egyptians are necessarily rinited in their knowledge: ",A patch of

land no bigger than a farm--a handful of apes left high and dry by the

tide of men--too ignorant, too conplacent, too dumbwitted to believe the

world is more than ten niles of river--"' (5s¡. For a nodern, the

Egyptian belief that the world is no bigger than ten niles across--for

the weight of the sky wouJ-d be unbearable--is a narrowninded and

parochial vier+ that deserves a laugh.

The Liar considers himself to be the "'onry sensÍbl_e n&n",(sg) in
this kingdon. He provides the hint of a solution to the Nire,s

mysterious and uncontrolled rise: "tI could even stop the river
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rising--but I must have time, time!"'(bZ). This suggests that the Liar

will be abl-e to find a practical and scientific solution to the nystery

of the rising river. Golding implies that the Liar's demystification is
preciseJ.y what brings us into a new age or the nodern period. For the

prinitive man, Iife is everywhere tinged by the niraculous; the Egyptian

nyth is dependent upon the mystery of the Nile as the source of life and

death. For the nodern man, the nystery vanishes as he exerts controL

over the forces of nature for his benefit; rational and scientific
solutions have the new aura of nagic and man becones the pride of

creation. Golding, however, regrets the loss of an archaic view which

respects nystery and remains sceptical about the ascendency of the

modern view that values reason and nants pride in his knowledge: "'we

are not for all our knowl-edge in a nuch different position fron the

Egyptian one: our medicine is better, our art probably not so

good...And we have a blinding pride that was foreign to them" (MT b4-

55 ).

in Goldingts view, the cha.nge from an archaic to a modern culture

is hardly a source of comfort for the progressivist. In fact, the

triunph of rationalism and the energence of a dictatorial imperial state

in Egypt vaLidates the notion that history is a decrine. The Liar

indicates to the Princess what the new order will bring: power, war,

conquest and subjugation. He suggests to the Princess that she has the

"beginníngs of an arny" that could be put to a better use if she were to

accept hin as her lord: "tThe nan who hol-ds the high seat in this

country is the nan who has you, strange and beautifuJ. woman, for his

bed. He could burn up the banks of this river from one end to the
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other, until aLr nen living by it were bowing to your beauty" (60). The

Head Man declares that the Liar's schemes of military exploits are a

sign of his nadness but the Head Man must fall to the pitiless process

of history, its fatal sting of the scorpion. An Egyptian Kingdom that

had never seen "a crack in the sky" (9) breaks open to the brutal thrust

of history. The loss of an older, mythical perspective and the

beginnings of a rational, self-conscious and historical perspective that

challenges the nythic cycJ-icality and the power of mystery over human

thinking is accompanied by moral regression. The Egyptians must subrnit

to the rational crueLities of a secular dictatorship.

This does not imply, however, that at sone point irr tine tirese

people will not return to the recognition of the t,ruths e¡nbodied in myth

through its retelling in mythic narratives and the exploratioll of the

unconscious by the artists. Though GoJ-ding lanents the passing of an

archaic view of real-ity and the living force of myth enong the ancient

people, his purpose is not to idealize the Egyptíans. In some respects,

their situation is not very different fron that of the residents of

stí]-bourne in The Pvramid. The Egyptians are in bondage to their rigid

social and cultural- conventions that have cÌosed other possibilities of

renewal. When the God fails to prove his potency in the rÍtual" of

sexual union with his daughter and as the Prince is unable to mate with

his sister, Princess Pretty Flower has no option but to seek love with

the stranger. In fact, she has already fallen in love with the Liar, &n

outsider to the kingdour when he first arrives and sits on the God's feet

telling hÍm the tales of winter and snow, and of the strangers naking

love. The Princess becomes attracted to this stranger: "'how cold he
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was--a white fire; and he so poorly dressed, so helpless and so brave--

'rr (52), The Liar, a wanderer in many lands, recollects the Love and

warnth of strange women' r?toh the kindness of a strange wonan by a

strange hearth!"'(58). His stories fascinate the God who ¡+ants to

listen to them again and again even though he calls them "dirty" or

obscene.

The Egyptian Head Man, though a custodian of Egyptian laws and

religion, is a rationalist who practices the Socratic method, believing

that "'all knowledge is [his] province"'(51) and that man is

distinguished b¡'his capacity "'to look at facts--and draw fron them a

concLusiont" (50). He is not un-Like the Fox, a Greek man of reason in

c. s. Lewis's nythic narrative, TifÌ I{e Have Faces: "An Epistle to the

Greeks"; the Fox urges oruar to reject her sister Psyche's secret lover,

Cupid. The Head Man in GoLdingts story al-nost convinces Princess Pretty

Flower that her "dark desires" for the stranger are irrational fantasies

worth forgetting:

In all of us is a deep, unspoken, a norbid desire to make love

with a, a.--you understand what I nean. Not rel-ated to you by

blood. An outlander with his own fantasies...They are a

desperate attenpt to get rid of his own corrupt desires, to act

them out in inagination; because--by the l-aws of nature--they

cannot be externalized. Do you suppose, my dear, there are real

places where people marry across the natural borders of

consanguinity? Besides, where would they Iive, the puppets in

these fantastic lies? (55)
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His argument resembles the Freudian view that fantasies are propelled by

the unsatisfied, repressed wishes of a norbid hunan nature. He is

disturbed by the fact that the Liar's tales have "stirred up the

centraL, unspeakabJ-e plenum" (55). The Princess is asked by the Head

Man to condenn her lover as a wicked intruder. she is, however,

impelled by the power of her love which he understand as mere "Iust."
Unable to experience consunmation ¡vith her brother, who in the

Liar's words is a "niserabl-e shrimp" (59), she nakes love to the

stranger under the illusion that he is her brother and that her desire

is a lawful one. Golding gives us an exquisite inage of her fernirrirrit¡,

when she approaches her brother to kindle his desire: "pretLy Flower

leanedr undulating. Her snile became one of love and she touched her

cheek in an exquisite feminine gesture with the back of her hand" (1?).

Her commitment to her lover overcomes the lawfuL and social barriers of

her times. We may recall- that in The Pyramid the nain characLers renain

crippled by social sanctÍons and divisions. Moreover, Golding may even

be suggesting, as he does in The Inheritors, another work that deals

with the passage from the archaic to the modern and shows how Vivani's

l-ove for the new one nakes her express the Good Mother figure, that the

Princess's love for a poor srave, a stranger, confirns the power of the

archetypal feninine in its positive phase.

"Clonk Clonk"

In his essay on "Utopias and Antiutopias," Golding discusses the

limitations of utopian fantasy; according to him, c. s. Lewis's fantasy,

PereLandra, which presents "the future evofution of the species saved
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fron sin," has its basis in Lewists "noral anguish and private disgusts"

(MT 176). Inplying that utopias are a form of wísh-fuLfillnent, Golding

argues that although Lewis's fantasy has a theological dinension and as

such focusses on Godts unfalfen creatures, it is essentialì-y post-

Darwinianr evoJ-utionery and futuristic in perspective in much the same

I'iray as the works of sone science-fiction writers who rely on science as

the agent for achieving an ideal state of felicity at sone point in the

future. By contrast' Golding neither believes in simplistic theologicat

fantasy nor subscribes to scientific rationalisn and the idea of

progress. His "Cl-onk Clonk," a story of the prehistoric past, is seL in

a primitive paradise, and }ooks back to en age of innocence; his

imaginative tendency to recreate a proLotypic prinitive culture is

inforned by his primitivistic feeling for archaic nyth and syrnbols.

Whereas in The Inheritors he demonstrates his view of history as decline

by presenting the cl-ash between the innocent Neanderthals and the fall-er¡

Hono sapiens and laments the passing of innåcence, in "clonk cl.onk" he

returns once again to the portrayaJ- of the unfafÌen primitive

sensibiJ.ity but provides a happy ending.

Golding's imagination projects us into the earliest phase of human

cul-ture which is characterized by unselfconsciousness and dominated by

the myth of fenale fertility. Throughout this world, it is the lunar

mythology rather than the solar one which is doninant in hunan

consiousness (Neumann, The Great Mother 55-59) and is associated with

the experience of wonan in her positive phase as the nourishing,

generating, protecting Feninine. In this earJ.y situation, aì.1 cosmic

nystery had fallen to woman's share; the synchrony of her blood cycles
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with the cycles of the noon and of the childbirth was an evidence of her

magical and mysterious powers of creativity in ¡vhich man appearecl to

have no role to play. In "clonk cronk," palm is a figure of awe whose

power is associated with the waxing and waning of the sky woman (the

noon). Her mate, the charging Elephant, has no idea that sexual union

and pregnancy are linked. Wher¡ he questions PaIn as to what her baby

has to do with him, she answers "toh nothing, nothi¡g, of course! Tìle

Sky f{onan does it all by hersel-f! However, I haven't had a baby since my

Leopard Man was killed by the sun. strange, is it not?"' (110). Like

the ice-cave woman Oa who is the presiding deit¡, in the cosmos of the

Neanderthals in The Inheritors, the Sky Wonan of these primitive peop1-e

is the mysterious goddess, palm her living human representative.

The setting that Golding evokes is paradisaì-. The story begins at

a time when there was no disease (65), and when this little tribe of men

and women enjoyed the plenitude of creation and experiellced tþe harmony

of group consciousness which was narked by their sense of togetherness

and mutual cooperation. When Pal-m looks at the Bee women who are busy

with their chores, the author suggests a sense of life,s simple and

happy rhythms, a state before nan trecane aware of history and

consciousness of self: "Much food, girls working and laughing, many

chil-dren, two women suckling babies enong the rocks, another heavily

with chird and even now, beíng helped by her sisters to a sheLter, Hot

Springs, warn &ir--" (66). Bathing in the waters of the spring, palm

exhibits a feeling of grateful worship of the earth's bountifuÌ gifts:

"The earth has àhu.ngu" of mood; but arways the pans were full.,, This

fu-Lrness was a source of pleasure to parm, who felt it as a rich thing,
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a foison, a generosity of water: "she was grateful to the wat.er,

without personifying it" (70). Yet Palm senses the inpersonal threat of

the nountain, a voLcano that night erupt and menace their lives. Though

she reninds herself that a mountain is a mountain and nothing nore, she

feels the impersonal, inhunan terror of its stare: "sometimes, she

thought, the nountain looks at the sky as if we weren't here; and

sometÍmes the nountain stares down--as if we werentt here!" (21). Its
impersonal power is anti-hunan; its numinous otherness ignores man.

Since the awesone threat of the nountain is not inmediate, however,

the life of the tribe is furl of sÍnging and laughing, hunting ancì

sharing. In the epigraph, Golding evokes the t,ime which is attuned to

Song before speech

Verse before prose

Flute before blowpipe

Lyre before bow.

Unlike the hunters in Lord of the Flies, noreover, the hunters of this

tribe cannot kilI their own kind. They break into song, begin to strum

on their instrunents when they celebrate the bravery, strength and

agility of any nenber of the group. Their speech is "not useful speech.

It was no more than an expression of an emotionaL state, so that in that

sense, each Leopard Man was talking or singing to himself. Mime of the

bodyr song of the throat, it was a connunication at once total and

inprecise as the minds that lay behind it. It conveyed contempt of t¡e
chimps, pleasure in the thought of sleep and l_ove--l"ove as

unselfconscious as the sì-eep" (77-78),
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It is feelings not ideas, enotionar states and not conscious

thoughts, that are expressed by their poetic communication through

bodily gestures, songs and music. I{hen the el_ders and the young reLax

and make love they become a "nass of skin and togetherness,': "They

snuggled' old and young together into the natural- rest places between

the roots so that the trunk seened to grow a frill of brown skin and

sliding nuscles...The singing became a crooning, nurmuring sound as they

hugged and cuddled and made Love" (28). To be weaned away from this

bonding, to be unable to perform with strength and courage in the llunt

is to descend into an isolate self that is potentiaJ.ly destructive o¡

suicidal. when the hunters chant, "A-hunting we will gol A-hunting we

wilL go!" (96), they share "one face between them, a face proud, fearful

and glad" (85). Their connunal chanting reinforces group cohesion

rather than separateness.

The society of "clonk clonk," though ít refrects a natriarchal

phase of human culture, does not require the subordination of male to

female; on the contrary, it frees the nale fron domestic

responsibilities at home and expects him to achieve his full nanhood in

com¡nunion with other men as a r,rarrior and a hunter. Even so, the wonen

have a dominanL rol-e at home: they act secretly i¡r asserting their
power, perforn an important function in gathering food such as fish,
e8gsr roots, honey, ì-eaves and buds; they initiate sex, nake, serve and

drink alcohol and care for the young and the old Leopard Men. The men

seem to have no essential function at hone; their main contribut,ion is

to bring meat by hunting animals, though they do not seem to produce

enough neat. when they arrive with the reopard, paln conments: "'oh
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changeless sky womanl Not another J-eopard! (112). And yet, it is

essential- that a man be a mighty hunter.

Palm, she l{ho Names The wonen, is distinguished from the rest of

the women by her rofe of authority in the tribe. She nanes the wonen at

birth and decides whether a baby is fit to survive: a handicapped baby,

because he would be a burden on the tribe, is abandoned to the river.

She is an extraordinaríly perceptive Fro¡n&n, concerned with the survival

of the group as a whole; she radiates warmth through her smiles and

kisses and ensures the harmony of the tribe. When she notices the young

boys and girrs irnitating the warrior group, the Leopard Men, her

presence and smiles are enough to restrain the snall boys fron turning

play into a fight. The girls give up their sticks and stop marching

with the boys when they see her. She is aware of the danger to communal

togetherness posed by their aggression as they chant ",Rah! Rah! Rah!"'

(65).1 Later, she expresses her concern whether the Leopard Men have

starting fighting among themselves. Moreover, she enphasizes

responsibility even in men: r,It's pleasant to think of them enjoying

themselves. I only hope they haven't forgotten what they went out

for!"' {72¡, Toward t.he dying old nen, listless and heJ_pless in the

Lodge of the Leopard Men, she exhibits infinite sweetness and

compassion. Besides, she understands that their paradisal condition nay

not last: for instance, when she looks at the nearry enpty Lodge of the

Leopard Men, she sees the Lodge "without distortion of contenpt or humor

or caution. It was a pan like all the others but empty of water. The

pan had grown and grown as pans did, the water leaving layer after

layer...and then by some necessity of the earth--a cooling of the water,
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perhaps--the water had cut an escape" (92). Her reflections indicate to

her that there might be a "cooling," that they night be deprived of the

bountiful earth and its source of life, water.

The story opens with Palm's experience of growing unease. Though a

wonan of sweetness, grece and authority, she wishes to be a mother

before she grows old. She knows that her sniles contain her unease: "f
smil"e sweetlv. as a cat eats Érass for distemner' '! (69). she J.ongs for

a man to be her fover' is disappointed to find that the hunters are gone

too long and that their Lodge has an ancient Leopard Man able to do

nothing but lie in the sun; there is not even a "man chi.ld" around. she

attempts to overcone her feelings by attending to the inmediate jobs to

be done. In the meanwhiLe, the women are busy preparing nead for their

drunken ritual at night when the Sky ï{onan rises in the heavens. Paln

yearns at the mountain where the Sky Wonan ¡+ill rise, eagerly awaits to

see what shape the Sky Woman will be in, and expects the goddess to send

her a "dream" fulfiLl,ing her union with a lover during the nocturnal

ritual. As the song of the Leopard Men indicates, the Sky l{onan is a

mysterious daunting figure when she reveals her full shape:

"You are not upright and bitter,

You do not lie on your back and moan

Oh whitebummed, bigbellied skywonan,

Leave us alone!" (90¡

In Neumann's terms, she is the belly-vesseJ. figure, the Feminine in its

el-enentary phase that symbolizes the function of bearing and nourishing

all things in the universe (The Great Mother 95-103). Despite PaLn's
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desire to participate in the m-vsteries of the sky woman, however, her

role is not restricted to the elenentary function of the Feminine.

The story focuses on a deforned outcast who is born with a twisted

ankle (it "clonks") and proves ineffective as a hunter. He is laughed

at by other hunters, called a "chimp" or a "charging Etephant [who] Feli

on His Face In Front 0f An Antelope," driven away in shame and anger,

only to wander back to the Lodge of the wonen who are celebrating the

risen Sky Woman. Though the ¡noral ancl calm authority of the Elder of

Elders restrains the younger hunters from mocking the club-footed

charging Elephant, he is deeply wounded and lonely. His problem is to

establish his nanhood anong his peers; hungry and in despair, he avoids

eating the fish food given by wonen: "yet this was not proper food but

only stuff to be eaten in extremity. In itself, it was advertisement of

tfre fact that the eater had somehow failed to be a man. It added

humiLiation to what he felt already" (95). Desiring to be bonded with

the group of hunters, he imagines them singing or making love and wants

to be accepted into their circl-e. He fantasizes himself as the

nercil-ess, mightiest charging Elephant who woul-d strike terror and

destruction in their ranks. Hi.s feelings of huniliation run their

course as he whimpers and cries for sone tine; he longs for solace by

returning to his nother only to renember that his mother is dead.

Golding implies that this impulse to return to the mother for compassion

and dependence would not be an effective solution to his problen.

Though he receives conpassion when Palm tells hin, "'And I go cJ_onk

inside"' (1i0), his integration into the group depends on paln's
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acceptance of him as her worthy nate during the sexual- orgy under a full
moon.

Clonk Clonk blunders into the wonen's Lodge and finds hinself tied

into a "knot of soft flesh that would not be untied. " His initial
negative response to them is suggested by the archetypal inage of the

Devouring Feminine, the Vagina dentata (Neunann, The Great Mother j.6g),

the womb with teeth: "But there night be teeth, there would be teeth

waiting in that wet place and when half his body had jerked its will, he

tore himseJ.f away. " The image suggests that in the hands of these

Dionysiac wonett, he does not receive snothering compassionate mother

love; instead, their hands "so cJ-ever, so cruel, so cunning" are

merciless and skiLlfuL in breaking down his "hatred and dread" (102).

when he nates with Paln, his terror has vanished and he hears her

Laughter gurgl,e like a Iittle spring. Unlike Vivani in Tìre Inherítors,

she does not lead men to violent and destructive lust. In "clonk

Cl-onk," Pa.lm is associated with the image of the life-engendering water

of the spring: "Her laughter gurgled again, softly, Iike a little
spring. The water comes up with never a bubble, it wells, dances to

itself night and day and lets flow a stream of clearness and life for

the grasses and the flowers" (i05). As a Go<¡d Mother figure, she

synbo.ì.izes the nouríshment available t.o nan and nature.

Pal-m represents the transfornative character of the Feninine, an

erenent in the psyche that drives toward motion, growth and change

(Neumann, The Great Mother 28-3i). clonk cl-onk is still preoccupied

with t,he problem of his development as a hunter, a warrior and a

respected nember of the tribe, Paln encourages him to pursue his role
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in the tribe with courage, will and determination. Hearing him express

his thoughts about committing suicide, she inspires the higher

nasculinity of the maLe: "'A mighty hunter die? you might be killed,
indeed. It is your glory, is it not? But die! why--if nighty hunters

believed they all died, think how lonely they would be! No man courd

bear it!"'(107). speaking to him as she would to a child, she urges

him toward strength not weakness. She heals his wounded ego by teJ-lirrg

him that men will forget their jokes over his impaired ankle: "They'lr

have a new song or tune or saying. TheytrL have a new joke to tell over

and over again' or a bright stone to show, or a strange fl-ower, or a

splendid new wound to boast about" (108-09). she also asks him to

forget the "dream" of the previous night, for it was a gift from the sky

woman: "Last night--alL the confusio¡r. The sky woman sent it" (109).

By choosing Clonk Clonk as her mate Paln relieves him of his burden

of grief and shame over his rejection by his fellow hunters: "You see--

you may--that is--charging Elephantr yoü may be my Leopard Man. when

you return from the huntr yoü nay come to the hut" (110). Foran

outcast, to be accepted by She l{ho Names The women, who is looked upon

with awe by all the nen, neans a restoration of his status and power

within the circle of hunters. stilt, she is not a woman who demands

either worship or dependence; when she l-earns that the hunters are

returning from the hunt, she tells clonk clonk to escape secretly and

quickly so that they do not know about the activities of the full-noon

night and warns him not to stay with her all the time: "'And don't you

think Itm going to have a nan under my feet al-l the--t" (112). when she

declares in the presence of the hunters that Clonk Clonk is her Leopard
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Man, lie feels a great surge of joy and strength rising up "out of his

loins" (tts¡. He takes the spear from Dragonfly, hoists it ancl stamps

with his good foot, bursting into a song: "'I am Water paw! I am

wounded Leopard!"' (114). she has restored him to his potency; he

asserts that he has the aweful strength of the Leopard, though partial-Ly

impaired. As the hunters surround him with respect and make gestures of

acceptance, he is confirned into his role as a hunter in his own right.

Golding's story ends on a happy note. The ending informs the reader

that the nountain did not erupt for more than a hundred thousand years,

and that though the eruption had finally come and overwhelmed their spa,

these people had moved to other places. certaínly, these tribal peopì_e

exhibit great wisdom and strength to survive; in fact, they perform much

better with their little piece of paradisal land than dc¡ the boys with

their island in Lord of the Flies. The difference may be accounted for

by the loss or decay of the ancient synbols of authorir-y and cosnic

connection,

"Envo'r' Ertraordinary"

"Envoy Extraordinary" is designed to reveal the hubristic nature of

rational- nan and his claim that scientific discoveries c€rn usher in the

Gorden Age. Arguing against scientific rationalism and its utopian

hopes' Golding observes that the utopian fiction writers "with their
pretty pictures, their indifference to the face of hunan nature and

their assunption that... it is possible to ignore the HeracLitean flux of

things, are a feck-Less if good-humoured Lot" (MT izz). The modern

scientific view that technological changes wilI inprove the worl,d
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ignores the truths men live by and mistakenly assumes that science carl

alter hunan nature and consequentJ-y the hunan condition. Furthermore,

Goi.ding has noted that science is not equipped to nake the vaÌue

judgements which are essential to the achievement of order in society:

"our humanity rests in the capacity to make varue-judgenents,

unscientific assessments, the power to decide that this is right, that

wrong, this u8lv, that beautifuL, this just, that unjust. yet these are

precisely the questions which "science" is not qualified to answer with

its measurenent and analysis" (HG 190). Golding's story projects us

into the Roman past at a time when the wise Caesar, confronted with the

dangers posed by a Greekts inventions, delays the advent of the rational

man and the industrial revolution.

The story contrasts the egocentric consciousness of rational man

with the irrational- nature of man's passions. Satiric and comic ilr its
effects, the story both instructs and delights us by its vision of human

nature. It denonstrates that without the wisdon exhibited by the

Enperor and without the power of human love and nobilityr rnân can barely

escape the disastrous consequences of an egocentric and rational

consciousness. Though the story naintains a cheerful and comic mood in

its tel-ling, it does not fail to nake a serious point by ilLustrating

the fallen and limited perspective of the rationalist Phanocles, and of

those who abuse or aggrendize the inventions of his inteLlect, for
personaÌ gain; it hints at nan's inability to save himserf fron

destruction.

"Envoy Extraordinaryrr opens on a scene in the Roman Emperor's

palace where the aging Caesar urges his bastard but favorite grandson,
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Mamillius, to appreciate "how vast and wonderfur life is." Mamirlius is

stricken with boredon and world-weariness. Like the Great House's son

in "The Scorpion God," Mamillius has no desire to become a king one day;

he detests action and battles because they do not excite him; Manill-ius

says of his heir-designate: *'Posthunus is an insensitive bruiser. He

can have all the battles he wants. Besides, a battte cheapens life and

I find ]ife cheap enough already" (120). A eunuch's song fails to evoke

Mamil]ius's appetite for life; he is the Emperor's fool, amusing hin

witil his verses, and an aesthete bored and aimLess: "I have run througlr

the sources of happiness" (108). When the Emperor suggests that he lake

interest in a wonan, he says, "I hope I am more civilized than that"

(119). Caesar regrets that civilization has distanced Mamillius from

the sinpre joys of life: "You are so desperately up-to-date that you

dare not enjoy yourserf for fear of being thought old-fashioned. " The

fashionable aesthete is unmoved by the kirrgts exhortations a¡rd renains

Iistless, however: "There is nottring new under the sun. Everything has

been invented, everything has been written. Tine has had a stop" (120).

MamilIius prefers to languish in the Enperor's garden rather than visit

the harbor which for hin is fuII of tar, oil- and sweat. Caesar remarks

that Manill-ius dislikes humanity and urges hin instead to accept it.

It is in this setting of Caesar's pì.easure palace where the aging

king longs to renew his youth through his interest in gastronomy and

where the adolescent prince is unable to "endure the ]ength of living"
(118) that Golding introduces Phanocles, the rational inventor and his

sister Euphrosyne, a wonan of peerless beauty. The contrast between the

Emperorts and Mamilliusts response to the power of Euphrosynets beauty
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and Phanoclests rhapsody about the suprenacy of reason and his

inventions enphasizes with conic effects, first, rational man's

ignorance of human nature, and secondly, the irrational power of the

anima figure over human thinking. When Phanocles discourses on the

wonders of his inventio¡rs (the pressure-cooker, the steam ship and the

nissile) he learns that for the people who rejected his claÍms and for

the Enperor and his grandson it is not his inventions but his sister who

represents "the tenth wonder" (130) in this world. She accompanies her

brother, is veiled, her face half-hidden. Aware of her appeal for

Mamillius's youth, the Emperor connents hunorously to him: "There is

nothing new under the sun" (125). Both caesar and Mamirl-ius are

delighted to see her and evince little interest ín phanocl-es's

inventions. Mamillius begins to feel free of the regressive tendencies

to boredom, melancholy, and death; as he looks at Euphrosyne's face, he

finds hinself "jerked out of a deep sleep" (726) and feeLs that he is

trying to break loose from invisible strings" (127ìl. When phanocles

dispJ.ays his model of the steanship, Caesar remarks about the c¡'eative

power of the numen, a statement that applies to Mamillius: "pyrrhats

Pebbles, Jehovah's spontaneous creatiorr, or the Red clay of rhoth: but

it has always appeared to me that some god found nan on all fours, put a

knee in the small of his back and jerked him upright" (124),

Manillius, who has given up writing poetryr Dow thinks that

Euphrosyne (Joy) inspires him to conmit hinself to art. phanocres,

however, denies that there is an "unreasonable force of poetry" or rove

in man. He does not understand that there is sonething significant in

m&n's encounter with the feninine: "tOf what inportance is the bedding
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of individuaLs? when there is such an ocean at our feet of eternal

relationships to examine or confirn?"' By eternal relationships tre does

not nean n&nts reLationship to eternal images (the anina for instance)

in the unconscious but the nechanistic, unaltering laws of nature which

deternine relationships of one thing to another. He debases nants

refationship with the feninine as "nere bedding of individual-s."

Phanocl-es declares further that he can have his "way with the universe"

(128) since the "universe is a machine" operating by laws that he can

understand and unraveL for hunaníty. The Emperor finds hin hubristic

and comments: "Your sister is a living proof and epitome of magic,

(129). In this way Gotding points out that the rationalistic mind

strips the uníverse of nystery and exalts man's power to mani.puLate

natural laws.

During his audience with Caesar, Phanocles argues that with his

help he can change the universe. caesar, who is wise enough to knc¡w

that changes do not always mean improvement, asks a question that

reflects his scepticism about Phanoci-es: "'I{ilI you improve it?"'
(130). Later, Phanocles boasts before Posthumus that his aim is nothing

less than to alter the "'shape of the world.t" His argument that his

steaurship would bring freedom to nankind is Promethean' rDThere will be

no sl-aves but coaL and iron. The ends of the earth will be joined

together"'(154). Golding inplies in the sane way as Hesiod does in t,he

Theogonv that the Pronethean nyth functions etiologically to explain how

evir came to be the lot of man. consequentJ.y, there is sonething

Satanic in Phanocles's inventions of the steam warship and the nissile.

Moreover, GoJ.ding shows us not a Pronethean hero but a comic fool-.
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Phanocles does not understand the human world. Later, he is shocked to

learn that the sl-aves do not share his utopian hope of freedon. Asked

why he set fire to PhanocÌes's ship, the slave says: "tBut this nan

does not use us at aII. We saw his ship nove without oars or sails and

against the wind. What use wil} there be for rowers?"' (166). The

sl-ave wants to remain a sl-a-¡e rather than becone free and useless.

Phanocl-es does not understand the irrationaJ- ways of the world. He is

entertained by Caesar and his audience is prolonged, not because Caesar

is genuinely interested in his inventions, but for the sake of his

sister', Euphrosyne. The Emperor al-l"ows him to nake the pressure cooker,

the steam-driven warship, and the nissile, but interestingly enougÌì,

Phanocles is ordered to nake the pressure cooker first of all.

Phanoclesr lìot able to understand Caesar's desire to enjoy the taste of

meat cooked in steam, fails to see why an Emperor should not want to

have a titanic warship at his comnand to begin with.

Phanoc-l-es f inds Mamillius's l-ove for Euphrosyne quite

inconprehensible. Ma¡rillius rarely sees her; moreover', because she

renains silent he is unabl-e to communicate his feeLings Loward her.

Direct experience and not second-hand reading convj-nces him that "Iove

was reared in the wilderness and sucked the lion's dug." At tines, he

tries not to think of her and inagines instead with distaste the

"horrible mascuÌine lovers" (135). When he looks at the grinning,

"toothy Satyr" (136) on his walk to the harbor, he reminds liimself of

what love is all about, and yet he knows that her beauty inspires

sonething nore than pure passion. We ì-earn later that Euphrosynets

beauty is not unblemished; she has a hareJ.ip and, as a consequence of
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this defect, she remains silent with her face half covered. Mamíllius

becomes a young and comic fool whor in the Enperorts words, mistakes her

"tpathological shyness for a beconing nodesty. t" Caesar suggests

humorously the parallel between Manilliusts "romantic" i-ove for

Euphrosyne and Perseusts chivalric or heroic love for Andromeda. The

Emperor wishes to free Euphrosyne fro¡n her plight, for narriage will

give her "tsecurity and secrecy and a ne&sure of peacet" (172). We know

that like Perseus, who rescued Andromeda from her nisfortune, MamiIIius

will" marry Euphrosyne.

Euphrosyne is not only a woman of great beauty but also, as the

Emperor learns, "extremel-y clever and quick-witted" (772) to boot. As

an anima figure, she evokes in Mamillius an intense physical" desire

which is an augury for an urge to J-ife, for a deepening of experience

and widening of the boundaries of selfhood. His first encounter wiLh

her awakens hin fron a "deep sì-eep" of boredon, Iistnessness and world-

weariness. When he visits the harbor, he evinces a "genuine distaste

for hunanity and violent mess they nade of Lhemsel-ves" (13?), and his

purpose is to make a contribution to the nythology of heII. He no

longer wishes to remain an ineffectual artist in isolation, making

verses to amuse the Emperor.

Golding, who has himself charted several, journeys to helI, knows

that only a true engagement with the dark gods of the unconscious can

enable nan to depict in art hell,'s horrific images. As an incipient

artist, however, Manillius seeks fron direct experience of the

phenonenal, world the images that correspond to the archetypal truth of

hell-; the stinking harbor, its burning heat and the roaring sounds
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appeal to his imagination. When he observes Phanocles's nissile, he

thinks that it is a "suitable insect for hef.I" (i38). Later, as

Phanocles boasts, "f have shut tightning in the key and refease it when

I will," implying that he holds the key to Jupiter's power, Mamillius

apprehends the evil potential of man trying to use Jovets thunderbolt.

Sinilarly, Manillius asserts that Phanocles's steamship is an "evif"

ship (141); Phanocl-es, whose thinking is utilitarian, responds that it

is merely a useful ship. Further, the man of brass, TaLos, appears to

Manillius as a "sc&ndalous parody of the HoIy PhaÌlus" (139).

These images of Phanoclests inventions irnply the corruption of

mants creative energies wtrich results fron the rationalistic tendency to

desacralize the archetypal symboJ-s. In other words, Phanocles's

missile, the sLean warship and the gun-powder later on are inevitable

consequences of the rational intel-lect that denies mystery. These

inventions are iconographically similar to Prometheus's theft of fire

for the sake of man. Shaken by these experiences, Mamillius longs to

return to the peace of the Enperor's garden or to find joy in the

company of Euphrosyne. During Posthumusts rebelJ.ion, however, he

discovers that it is necessary to be a nan of action in order to prevent

the unscrupulous and ambitious Posthunus from seizing power from Caesar.

ManilLius shows quite an inprovenent in his attitudes and becomes a

brave warrior ¡.¡hereas earlier he is a weakLing who says: "Why have I

enenies? I wish I were dead" (144).

That Phanocl,es's inventions are a greaL nanace t,o the peace and

order of Caesar's kingdom becomes clear in the events that fol-low the

Enperorts inspection. The pressure cooker kilts three cooks, reninding
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Phanocles of caesar's warning to him: "'sense if possible of perilt"
(141). Reversals of Phanocles's expections confirn the inherent dangers

of his inventions. His steanship Anphitrite fail-s to move forward and

keeps turning around, spraying water, coal and smoke. Later, as the

ship noves about uncontroJ.led, it begins to burn, setting fire to

severa-I of Posthumus's ships. Though the flaming Anphitrite destroys

Posthumusts ships and sone of his men and thus becomes a blessing in

disguise, it also Leaves behind signs of "godlike and impersonal

destruction" ( 162 ) all- over the harbor. Phanocles's n j.ssil_e which is

displayed for caesar's inspection becones, in posthumusts hands, an

instrunent of destruction aimed at the Enperor and his paLace.

ReversaÌs l-ike these ruin Phanocl-ests hopes of saving mankind. what

save the kingdom fron falling into the hands of a totalitarian and

ruthless Posthumus are caesarts wisdom and diplomacy. A comic scene

demonstrates how caesar disables Posthumus's troops by proLonging his

.speeches and delaying his inspect,ion; the soldiers faint one by one as

they collapse under the weight of the heavy brass.

Further, Euphrosyne had never planned to abort the missile, but

noved by the deaths and dest,ruction caused by her brother's Anphitrite

and having apprehended the danger of Posthunus's mad lust for power, she

renoves the brass butterfry, the safety device for the missile. In

Golding's The Brass Butterfly, which is an adaptation of this story into

dramatic forn, she is a Christian who saves Caesar and the empire fron

destructÍon. Posthumus burns up when the rocket explodes, firing

backwards. caesar thinks quickly and uses the fact of posthunus's

accidentaL but well-deserved death at his own hands to stabilize his
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rule: "tThe All-Father has destroyed General Posthumus before the eyes

of you and your companions for the sin of open rebel-Iion against the

Emperor. t" When it backfires at him, Phanoclests missile becones

"Jovets Own Bo1t." It seems that God the Thunderer, the Roman Jupiter,

has restored his power and that Posthumus, the Satanic rebeL, has become

his own worst enemy in nuch the same Ì{ay as Milton's Satan who neets his

justly deserved fate during the war in heaven. After Posthumus's death,

Caesar asks Phanocles to pay his debts' rrtGo and save what you can.

You are heavily in debt with hunanity"' (170¡.

Ceasar recognizes the costs of Posthumus's death because he thinks

that perhaps he had the promise of becoming s. great ruler: "It lthe

missile] has cost the Empire a mercil"ess ruler who would have murdered

half a dozen people and given justice to a hundred thousand. The world

Iost a bargain." The restoration of order is not without its necessary

costs, but the Enperor has decided to restore Jovets nerciless wratÌ:

through his rule: "h'e will- restore Jovets own bolt" (176). When Caesar

learns further that Mamillius has displayed his leadership and courage

during Posthunusts insurrection, he expresses his faith and hope in

Mamill-ius: "'He ¡"iI1 be a terrible Emperor. Better than CaIiguIa but

less talented than Nero" (172). Order and peace are the two most

important requirenents of a good rule. And Caesar is not willing to

test every neh'invention mereJ.y for the sake of change or progress;

after observing the danger to order and peace in his kingdom that these

discoveries represent, he does not want to betray his subjects or

humanity at large.
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As peace returns to the Emperorts garden and Caesar entertains

Phanocles with a dinner of trout cooked in the pressure cooker, he

comnends Phatrocles for inventing this device. His words to Phanocles

reflect Golding's own view of the dangers of rationalísm and

egocentricity; in fact, caesar night be seen as a serf-portrait of

Gording: "I said you are hubristic. You are aLso selfish. you are

alone in your universe with naturaf law and people are an interruption,

an intrusion...0h, you natural philosophers! Are there nany of you, I

wonder? Your singl-e-ninded and devoted selfishness, your royal

preoccupation with the only thing that can interest you, could go near

to wiping Life off the earth as I wipe the bloom from this grape. "

History, he goes on, is a repetitive cataLogue of man's sel-fish acts or

crimes; man fails to see that there is sonething that transcends his

individuality, his unique, suffocating separateness. rrtsurely 
we

selfish nen comlrrise all history in our lives...Life is a personal

natter with a singl-e fixed point of reference... I{hen I ¡+as a baby, time

was an instant; but I pushed, snelled, tastedr s&r{, heard, bawled that

one suffocating point into whole paj-aces of history and vast fields of

spacet" (173). As nan seeks to preserve his unique identity, he ignores

the living cosmos that surrounds him. Caesar longs for the noment when

"ttime w&s an instant"'; he suggests that it is possible for nan to

recover the time before history began, before nere successiveness and

linearity of time distanced nan fron the time ab oriÉine. Instead of

looking toward the future or to the enticenents of progress, Caesar

looks back to the paradisal instant; the flavor of the steam-cooked

trout reninds him of the moment when he captured a trout: "Freshness.
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Levels of shining water and shadows and cataracts from the dark rock on

high" (I74).

When Caesar l-earns that Phanocles has more inventions ready for him

and that one of these is the printing press, he apprehends the chaos

that might result from the proliferation of nultitudes of voices and

views on any topic in his kingdom and decides to send Phanocles to China

as an ambassador. He urges Phanocles to focus on medicine or on the

making of an instrument to determine direction; Phanocles already has

designed a compass for that purpose. What Golding means is that we

shorrld control- the inventions that enhance man's power to destroy or

cause chaos. We ought to be committing our energies to those

discoveries that wil-l enable us to extend Ìife on this planet.

In the contemporary age of progress and humanistic faith in the

perfectibil-ity of man based on the triumph of reason, Goldingts "Envoy

Extraordinary" reminds us that the evidence from the past points to the

illusory naLure of utopian dreams, the irrational, dark side of human

nature, and the primitive nan's attenpts to transcend the human

condition.
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NOTES

lColding in Baker, "An Interview," observes that his inspiration to

write this story about the Leopard Men cane when he saw an Anerican

university football tean, accofirpanied by a band, which suggested to him

an inage of "gross maleness marching to their bus--rah, rah, give me a

'D"' (159),



Chapter Eight

Darkness Visiblq

Although William Golding has refused to connent on Darkness Visib-te

(1979) (Baker, "An Interview" 160), his central preoccupation in this

work is to evoke the beauty, nystery and terror of darkness, the nuninaL

dinension that interpenetrates contenporary man's l-ife and history. The

tit1e, which enbodies a visual- paradox, suggests this vision and is

taken from MÍlton's description of hell- imnediately after the FalI: "A

dungeon horribLe on aj-l- sides round... / tlo tight, but rather darkness

visibl-e" (Paradise Lost 1:61-63). Also, Golding prays to the nuse in

much the same way as Aeneas in the epigraph addresses his prayer to the

gods' who dwell in shades and silence, to grant him pernission to speak

about the sights of the underworld. Both the titLe and the epigraph

indicate that Golding's purpose Ís sinilar to that of Milton and VirgiJ.,

nane-ly, to reveal to his contemporaries the eternal truth regarding the

judgement of the dark gods. In his earlier novels, particularty Lord of

the FLies, Pincher Martin, Free FalI and The Spire, whether their

context is social or historical or a moment out of tine, he demonstrates

ho¡.¡ an individual or a Éiroup encounters the judgement fron bel-ow. These

works also explore the nature of fallen nan and the possibiJ-ity of

redemption. Tn Darkness Visibi-e, which has a rich texture of biblical

al-lusions fron Genesis to Apocalypse (Crompton g4-126), Golding's

narrative focuses specially on the myth of Revelation within a

historica-[ or contemporary context to denonstrate the nythic notion of

cycl-ical recurrence.

268
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BibLical or Christian tradition has it that the world was once

destroyed by the waters of the fl-ood and that "never again shal-I there

be a flood to l-ay waste the earth" (Genesis g:11). From the OId

Testament, Christianity Ínherited the idea of history as J-inear

progression, enbodying the wil-l of God, in contrast to the notion of

cyclic repetition in pagan nyths. The worrd was destroyed once and

never again will that event be repeated in history, for it is unique and

irreversible; however, as in the Revelation, Christian tradition asserts

that the world will be destroyed again by fire, but this event will

brÍng history to an end. The final and decisive apocal-ypse means a

conpJ.etion of history foj-rowed by the Last Judgenent. To quote Eriade

on the Christian i-inear view of history and time, "the world was created

once and wilr have onJ-y one end; the Incarnation took pJ.ace once in

historic time, and there wil-l be onJ-y one Judgenent" (Myths, Rites.

svmbols 79). GoJ-ding's mythic narratives show, however, Lhar not onry

do the cycles of faÌlen history forever repeat themselves but al-so those

of Apocalypse and Judgenent. Far fron subscribing to a linear and

eschatological perspective that promises final saLvation in the future

through the el-imination of the terror of history or by bringing it to an

end' Golding affirms instead the cycLical repetition of archetypes in

hi story.

So' for instance, the catastrophes, wars and inhuman wretchedness

provoked by contenporary history are only a repetition of a primordia.l-

archetype of periodic destruction and recreationi the powers of

prinordial" chaos return and are fol-l-owed by periodic regeneration or

redemption that restores the universe, if only temporarily, to a state
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of primordial stability, peace and order. The Ne¡.' Testanent myths of

Revelation in which John of Patnos prophesies the Fall of Rome and the

destruction of the Roman Empire has its prototype in the pre-Christian

myth of the apocalypse according to which a series of calanities (Þ¡ars'

universal- conflagration, etc. ) will announce the approach of the end of

the world; these historicaÌ disasters wil-l result in a paradoxical

regeneration of hunanity and cosnos. In sone instances, the myth posits

an apocalyptic confLict between the divine and demonic agencies and

concl-udes with an exenp.l-ary hero's triunph over the powers of darkness

and evil which means the restoration of humanity to a state of eternity

and beatitude. As ElÍade further notes, associated with the myth of a

universal ekpyrosis that will absorb the whoLe universe in fire is "the

birth of a new r.¡orld, an eterna.I world of justice and happiness." (MER

126¡, Among the Hebrews, this new world is inaugurated by the coming of

the Messiah after the prenonitory phase of destruction; and for the

Christians, the main event in the apocalyptic tradition is the second

coming of Christ, known by the writers of the New Testament as the

parousia. Golding's narrative too enploys these archetypal concepts to

show the presence of archetypes and nyths in history.

The very first chapter of Darkness Visíble describes a scene of

cataclysmic destruction, reniniscent of the destruction of the island by

fire in The Lord ATI¡e-J.LteC. During a German air raid' a great fire

engulfs an area east of the IsIe of Dogs in London. The scene focuses

on visual details of the fire which at first defy the human attempt to

analyze them or see in then a nythic dinension. Gol-ding's purpose in

rendering the firenan's intent absorption of the visual details of the
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"shameful, inhunan light" (Z) of the fire

hunan eyes in an exact sense of the term,

to bring revelation to

visual.l-y revea-led truth:

Now the pink aura of it had spread. Saffron and ochre turned to

blood col-our. The shivering of the r.¡hite heart of the fire had

quickened beyond the capacity of the eye to anaryse it into an

outrageous glare. High above the gJ-are and visibLe now for the

first, time between two pill-ars of lighted smoke was the steely

and untouched round of the fuLL noon...the J_over,s, hunter's,

poetts moon; and now...an ancient and severe goddess credited

with a new function and a new title...the bomber,s noon. She

was Artemis of the bonbers, nore piti-ì.ess than ever before.

(13)

T¡rentieth-century nan has experienced unimaginabLe suffering during the

two world wars. London in this scene is a "version of the infernal

city" (11); historical disasters prove the vaj"ídity of the nyth of

Apocalypse. Golding's London resembLes the desol-ate London scarred by

air raids in charles williams's AII_le-lIo_h'_g__Ey_q and yet these authors

suggest a new beginning that follows destruction and desol-ation. In

this scene, the inhunan, col-d contenpt and vengeance of the bombers

confirn the notion that historical cycles are subjected to the wrath of

the prinordial chaos ¡.'hich reappears in the manifestations of the Great

Mother in her negative, elenentary character. During this period of

great historica]. suffering. it is Artemis, the ancient war goddess, a

punisher and an avenger' who has awakened to her original destructive

function; her archetypal- inhunanity is suggested by the source and

derivation of her nane from the verb artemein, "to slaughter" (Neunann,

IS

as
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The Great Mother 276\, Golding's allusion alerts us to another cyclical

ascendence of the nalefic feminine archetype in history.

The fire evokes the vision of the eschaton, the end of the world;

dazzled by its intense l-ight, the bookselLer has the inpression that

"the very substance of the worl-d...was melting and burning.r'He cannot

think of a time "after the war" (11). The firenen are forced into

inaction by the fire's heat; tine seems to have cone to an end. The

sane noment yields a beginninqi, however, as the firemen find themselves

captivated by a ¡liracu.Lous spectacle. A chiLd waLks out of the fire

that is "meltinq lead and destroying iron" (13). By means of this scene

Golding implies that whenever natural causes or factors are insufficient

to expJ.ain an inpossible event such as the survival of this chitd in the

hoÌocast, the hunan imagination sees in it a convincine inprint of

nystery. In other words, hunan experience is numinous whenever the

terror and wonder of a happening is felt prirnarily in the heart of man.

To the great surprise of the firenen, the child wal-ks with a "ritual_

gait" ( 14 ), naking no attenpt to run away fron the fire. His arrival is

a birth. &n augury for the new beginning; it reawakens the hope of a new

life.

The childts survival is a niracle. One of the firenen, a

bookseller by profession, is shown "remembering the moment when the

child had appeared, seeming to his weak sight to be perhaps not entireLy

there--to be in a state of, as it were, indecision as to whether he was

a hunan shape or merely a bit of flickering brightness. Was it the

apocalypse? Nothing could be nore apocalyptic than a worLd so

ferociousJ-y consumed" (15). The child's descent fron the "burning bush"
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is reminiscent of the fire in the Ol-d Testanent where God speaks to

Moses; it is a miracu]-ous fire that burns but does not consune. The

fire in London, however, is at once the fire of wrath and miracl-e. The

booksel-ler's nenory of the childts arrival- refers to the annunciation' a.

nonent which in some paintings is represented by a shaft of fLane

descendinß from the skies upon the virgin. The chitd in Golding's work

is an avatar of Christ; like the miracle of flane in the paintings of

the Annunciation, he is a "bit of flickering brightness." Born as he is

from the "sheer agony of the burning city," he energes invested with

Christ's divine purpose to annul the doninion of sin and suffering. In

the wake of apocalyptic disasters cones the birth of a savior.

The unnaned child whose past is not known because he has "no

backçiround but the fire" (I7 ), is given nanes that presage the roles to

which he must awaken when he grows up. His first name, Matthew' implies

his task for it alludes to Matthew in the Bible and the visions of

apocal.yptic destruction; his second nane' Septirnus, evokes the mystery

and the meaning of the number seven in Revelation; and his last name'

which renains amorphous, has several versions: Windup' I{indy, Windrap'

I{andgrave, Wildwort, Windwood, l{indrow' Windgrove, Windrave and

!{indrove. Gol-dinÉ's ain is to suggest Matty's assocíation with the

wind, that is, the spiritl (spiritus) or the essentially naneless nunen

which works through hin in ways which are invisible and mysterious.

Matty hinsel-f renains an invisible and nysterious figure to those who

cone into contact with hin, Iiterally because they cannot bear to Look

at his grotesque, half burnt face, but more significantJ-y' because Matty

exists at the very heart of mystery or at the "centre of things" (99)
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which unravel for him his part in the nythic drana that is being

inevitably fuLfilled in history.

Matty's precursors in Golding's earl-ier novels are Sinon of Lord of

the Flies and Nathaniel of Pincher Martin. He reninds us of Sinon's

selfJ.essness, innocence, fearlessness and prophetic intuition,

characteristics which bring hin to the revelation of the Beast. Simon

dies as a sacrificed god when he attenpts to free the terror stricken

boys from the power of the Beast. Furthernore, in his rel-ations with

Pedigree, Matty exhibits his redemptive function in nuch the sane way as

the innocent Nathaniel who continues to remind Pincher of his

enslavement to sin and of the need of "dying into heaven."

Fron the very beginning of this novel, we J-earn about Matty's

foreordained purpose or destiny. As he is recovering fron the burns to

the left side of his face and head, it becones clear that the left side

of his brain has been damaged by the fire. He encounters great

difficulty in speaking words or developing Ìanguage skills which are a

function of the left side of the brain.2 The visitors to the hospital

discover that their attenpts to connunicate with Matty t,hrough speech

are not very successfu.L. As his nurse learns when she presses the

undanaged side of his head against her breast in "wordless comnunion,"

however, her physical contact with hin reveal-s sonething unusuaL about

Matty's reLation to langu¿rge: she "now knew the Matty-ness of Matty.

She found herself saying things to herself that would nean one thing to

others but something quite different inside her" (18). Matty is here to

bring back the forgotten language of the spirit, an Adamic prelapsarian

speech which we begin to hear when our nanes are said in the divine
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"Ursprache." Matty even dies saving a chil-d who "shal-.ì- bring the

spiritual language into the world" (239).

The first book of Darkness Visible focuses on Matty's character and

his enquiry about his nythic roLe. His involvement in traumatic events

at Foundlings, a public school- in Greenfield, prepares him -for an

anguished search for an answer to the nagging questions of his identity.

At Foundlings he begins as innocence incarnate; his high-nindedness is

influenced by his knowJ-edge of large portions of the Bible and by his

literal and passionate faith in its words. His face is ghastly in

&ppearance' naking him a repuJ.sive and unwanted child. His innocence

and ugliness nake hirn a natura.L target for practical jokes by his

schoolfellows; after one incident in which the boys in his class take

advantage of his innocence, he becomes even nore an invisible outcast.

His need for Pedigree's affection and his literal-minded faith in the

Bible have disastrous results; Henderson dies leaving Matty with great

anguish over his "sin. " Nonethe-Less this event comnits him not only to

the task of undoing his "sin" but also of freeing his friend Pedigree

fron his unique ailment.

Matty's innocence is reflected in his Iiteral--mindedness and in his

yearning for friendship and affection. when he joins Pedigree's cJ-ass,

he is una$¡are that he is regarded r.¡ith sheer distaste by his teacher.

Pedigree is on the decJ.ine, for he is beginning to experience honosexual

attraction toward the beautiful boys in his class. Pedigree's adoration

for the ideal beauty of the young boys conforms to his hatred for

ugliness. so he assigns the ugl-y Matty a seat in the rear of the cl-ass

out of his sight and asks hin to inforn on the other boys, which is
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exactlv what truthful Mattv does. pedieree remarks that Matty is a

literal creature and sarcastica-lly cal-ls him a "treasure. " Not knowÍne

that Pedisree's use of J.anguage is ironical. at tines even deceptive and

a neans to carnoufJ-age his real desires. Matty believes that he is
Pedieree's tre&sure and begins to dog hin for attention. pedieree

pref ers instead the "Ghast.r-y" Henderson. a boy of "bl-and and lyrical_

beauty" (27\ and has him cone to his room for private Lessons. Later.
when the Headmaster becones suspicious of pediqreers interest in
Henderson, Pedieree tells Henderson not to visit him and instead asks

Matty to see him for a lesson. As Henderson keeps coming back to see

PediEree, the latter mutters a complaint in Matty,s presence about

Henderson's stubborn pursuit of him. Matty thinks that Henderson must

be "evil-," deservine of a curse for his misdeeds, and when sone time

later he spots Henderson cJ-imbinq a fire escape, he throws his g-.unshoe

at him with the curse. "over Edom ha'e I cast out my shoe" (BZ), which

he remembers from the Bible (psal-ms 60:g: 10g:g).

Hendersonts death appears accidental since GoJ.ding informs us that
he falls off the fire escape when he is denied entrance by pediqree. on

another level, however, Henderson,s death is a fulfil-lnent of Matty's
curse' GoLdinA impl-ies that Henderson's death is as niracuLous an event

as Mattyts survival in the great fire: the event enhances the magical

quaLity of the novel-. Matty's literal throwing of a gumshoe as a

bibl-ical curse results in Henderson's deathi the correspondence between

Matty's inner and literaL belief and an external- happening (Henderson,s

death) sug4ests that Matty, though he is not aware of it, r¡BS be endowed

wíth supernatural- poFrers, that he is naqic.
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Despite Matty's noble attenpt to save Pedigree by giving him an

alibi' Pedigree is arrested and later imprisoned. Pedigree holds him

responsible for Henderson's death and his disgrace; his words of blane,

"you horrible, horrible boy! It is all your fault!" (37), continue to

echo painfully in Matty's mind. Genuinely in grief over Henderson's

death, Matty feels his sinfulness even more acutely. Though he is

inherently noble and innocent, his experience is now lapsarian. Christ-

Iike, he attempts to atone for his sin by stabbing the back of his hand

with a spike, an act that fairs to alleviate his suffering. pedigree's

rejection and harsh judgement of him are painful for Matty; later at the

Frankleyts Matty experiences unbearabì.e compulsion to express his love

for the fair Miss Aylen, but is distressed to acknowredge the sheer

impossibiÌ.ity of approachinq her. He wanders in the town in search of

sone "heLp and healing" for his anguished condition. He rooks at the

titles of the books inside Goodchild's Rare Books which offer no heJ-p,

for they are "fuLl of words, physical reduplication of that endless

ca.ckle of men"; Matty longs to go "dol¡n, down into si.l_ence" (4?), When

he looks at the glass ball in Goodchild's bookstore, he receives a

revelation from the nuninal worlcl: "rt Ithe glass ba]rl contained

nothing but the sun which shone in it, far eway. He approved of the sun

which said nothing but lay there, brighter and brighter and purer and

purer. It began to blaze...it dominated without effort, a torch shone

straight into the eyes" (47-48),

To understand Matty's ecstatic experience, which is later described

to him by Edwin BeIL as a vision of the "E-til.L dinension of otherness in

which thilrgs appeared or were shown to hin" (48), we nust turn to
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Eliade's definition of shananism: "the shaman special-izes in a trance

during which his soul is believed to leave his body and ascend to the

sky or descend to the underworld" (Shananism 5). Matty's initiatory

experience of the cosmic source of Iight and creation resenbles a

shanants experience of ascent into heaven. It also inplies, as we wil-J-

observe later from Matty's exploration of darkness, a ritual of descent

into the underworld. For the present, his vision of the blazing sun,

which is like a powerful searchLight, enabl-es Matty to see the "seamy

side where the connections &re" (48); it bestows wisdom and stability

upon his thinkinq, makine him see the justice of Pedigree's searing

accusation as well as the riqhtness of sacrificing his romantic interest

in Miss Aylen. Sitting in the Church, which he finds "empty of the

qualities that l-ay in the glass balL," he weeps, suffering a "whitehot

anguish" which "consumed a whole risin4 future that centered on the

artificials and the hair" of Miss Aylen. He realizes that with his

repulsive physical appearance, it woulcl be farcicaL and humiLiating to

approach a girJ-. ThÍs purgatorial ordeal" is a vital part of his

ínitiation' for it results in self-knowJ.edge and acceptance of his

destinv. He al,so understands the inpossibility for the time being of

healing Pedigree.

The visionary experience with the grass baLl is a sign of Matty's

el-ection. In nany cultures, the notion of eLection neans that some

individual-s, especially shamans, are distinguished from the group in

that their callin4 has a sacred function of healing their community b3r

enriching its spiritual values. Exanples of these shamans from the

Bib]e in particular are: Moses, Abraham, Ezekiel and Paul-. Eliade
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notes that "shamans are of the 'eLect,' and as such they have access to

a region of the sacred inaccessible to other nembers of the community"

(7), Shamans are also great traveJ-J-ers, for they often leave behind the

historical world of their conmunity or society to venture eway in order

to receive their spiritual knowì.edge. Matty leaves for Australia, a

continent called "down under," desiring to "go as far as humanJ-y

possible" (51-), and not knowing the exact purpose of his journey. Even

sor his ,journey becomes a psychic descent into the primitive worl-d of

the unconscious, while his return to his own country brings him closer

to the task of saving his conmunity from disaster.

Further, as Don Crompton rightly notes, "In his aclventures in

Australia' one of the main lessons Matty has to learn is the danger of

his own Iiteral-nindedness; things are not what the¡' seem" (106). In

Australia Matty begins to read ancl consult an ol,d Bible with wooden

covers, the Bible of the Law and the Prophets, and to lead his life

according to the Law by refraining from noral and ethical misdeeds.

After comparing the old Bible with the Bibie in the leather cover he

brings with him from England, he throws away the latter. Golding

informs us that Matty displays "absol-ute inattention" to the speech or

language of the English and Australian Churches where the priests often

comment on the difficulty of "moving from one language to another" and

provide explanations that fail to capture his attention; Matty's nind,

we are told, has a tendency to retain only that one percent of the

language of the chapel and daily intercourse which has the "shiny

hardness of stone" (53). Therefore, he is instantty attracted to the

old BibLe because of its J-anguage. As Hetty Clews has observed, "his
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literal-mindedness precludes hin from understanding either metaphor or

equivocation, yet he delights in what Frye has described as the

'hierogl-yphic' language of the Otd Testanent, preferring the Authorized

version to the nore 'metonymic' Revised Version" (322¡. That Matty's

mind initially responds more to sound than to sense, to inages than to

their neaning, is evident in his continual recÍtation of parts of the

old Bible.

Because Matty is an ascetic by temperament and painfully aware of

his sinful nature after Henderson's death and Pedigree's disgrace, he

J-ongs to atone for his sin by giving up marriage, sex and love. in his

situation' it is only appropriate that he shouLd follow the instructions

of the oÌd Bible whenever he fears for his virtue and chastity,

defending it against the tenptations of the flesh from Mrs. sweet's

widowed sister and the seven daughters of Hanrahan. He makes many small

&rrangements for simplifying his Iife; his behavior in Australia earns

him a character reference from Mr. Sweet, stating that he is "hard-

working, scrupulousJ.y honest and absolutely truthful" (57), qualities of

righteousness which nake him unattractive to nany employers.

Early in the novel, we are told that Matty is highninded even

though his "sexual-ity...l¡as in direct proportion to his

unattractiveness" (22\, His cosnic vision of the "blazing sun" in the

gJ-ass ball later on determines his career ås a shaman devoted to the

practice of asceticisn and self-discipline. Haunted by Pedigree's

curse, rvho appears to hin even in dreams asking for his help, and

tormented by the question, "I{ho am I," because he is unwanted, unusua-ì-

and alienated' Matty relies on his Bible for his prayers and for noral
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striving. He soon begins to real-ize, however, that "saying his portions

aloud was not the thing to do" (56). His growing awareness of "things

noving about under the surface" (5b) forces hin into the shamanistic

role of engaging the threatening powers of darkness and the unconscious:

If things moved about on the surface there was something to be

done. For example, there were explicit instructions as to the

conduct if a man shoul-d defire hinself. But how if the thing

that moves beneath the surface is not to be defined but stays

there, a nu_S_t without any instructions? Mus! drove him to

things he could not explain but only accept as a bit of easing

when to do nothing was intolerabLe. Such was the placing of the

stones in a pattern, the making of gestures over them.', {b5¡

Things under the surface stalk him with numinous terror. As he Looks at

a familiar constellation in the sky, he senses the wrath that threatens

to devour the world of creation: "It was orion the hunter, glittering,

but wíth his dagger bursting¡ fiery up. Matty's cry stirred the birds

awake like a fal-se dawn; and in the silence after they had settled again

he understood...the terror of things in the emptjness, the sun noving

the witchway, the noon on its head" (56).

These inexplicabLe happenings are a sign of Matty,s calling; his

initiation requires descent rather than ascent in order to render

visibLe the threatening enanations fron the unconscious. In Shamanisn:

Ihe-ieginnings of Art, Andreas Lonmel informs us that to shamanize

"means to render the 'spirits' subservient to oneseLf" (71, Shamans

often move eway from the historical worl-d and wander in a primordial

Iandscape in order to prepare for descent. Following his impression of
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the "fiery.jet of orion's dagger" (57) which points to the north, Matty

decides to travel northward in Australia, leaving behind the

civilization to wander, l-ike Abrahan and Christ, in the wilderness or

the desert. The question facing him is no longer one about his

individuar identity: he does not ask, "who am I?" (s6); rather he comes

across the question, "what am r?" without "conscious volition" (60).

Though the secorrd question concerns his essentiaL nature, he is further

impelLed to ask the real question regarding his vocation, "What am_I

f-q-f?" after his painful and life-threatening encounter with Abo. On his

way to Gladstone, Matty wanders into the desert without any sense of

danqer to his life; he l-oses his wa¡r and is extremely thirsty when he

meets Abo and asks for water. Abo, who is not an innocent aboriginal

but a wicked Harry Bummer, attacks Matty, injuring his groin when he

makes the sign of the cross and renders him tenporarily impotent. This

¡lainful "crucifarce or crucifiction Isic]" (68) forces Matty to consider

the question concerning his role. His descent into the underwor-ld is

interrupted by this encounter with sheer wickedness, but at least he

noves one step closer to an understandinq of his role.

During his stay in the hospital, Matty often consults his Bible in

search of irnages and archetypes that express his sense of the

threatening destruction. He believes that, like Ezekiel, he is an

appointed prophet whose task is to foretell- an inpending conflagration:

"I thought that only me and Ezekiel had been given the way of showing

things to those people who can see (as with matchboxes...etc.)" (235).

EvidentLy' Matty reads Ezekiel's prophecy of the seiqe and destruction

of Jerusalem in chapter 4 of the Book of Ezekiel (Cronpton 109), and
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begins to experiment ¡+ith his own warning signs of destruction expected

in Australia by building a tower of matchboxes and blowing at it tiLl it
colì"apses. suddenly a big fire breaks out, however, kilLing sone

bystanders who used to watch him at work out of curiosity. The incident

brings his stay in Australia to an end; the secretary asks Matty to

leave the country. Before he leaves, however, Matty makes one nore

attempt to journey through the wilderness in search of a pJ-ace "row

dor^¡n" (72) and with water, a place unvisited by man since the beginning

of time (73).

Matty's ritual of descent, Golding tells us, is "al-l solemnity and

method" (26). Mattyts elaborate preparation and submergence in water in

the utter darkness of the night sugqiest.s an initiatory ordeal of which

we find several prototypic examples in myth. El-iade tells us that

"initiates descend into the depths to confront marine monsters" (qp

135); even Christ's descent, into the waters of the Jord.an was to bind

the dragon Behemoth so that nan may have the power to "walk on scorpions

and snakes. " I{hen Matty eì.aborately prepares for his dive into the

waters' Golding comments that "everything was ínscrutable except inside

of the mants hea.d where his purpose was" (74\, I{e rearn later that

ostensibly Matty's purpose is to receive the prophetic signs of the

dangers threatenin{ the world; Matty is shown heaving up his ì-anp into

four directions of the compass, willing his "sacrifice of life and

linb...to trade everything for the sight" (73). rn essence, his action

is a kind of dying, a reactualization of the ritual of descent.

Moreover, since Matt-l emerges from the dark r+aters shuddering

deeply and convulsively, his descent impLies his dreadfuÌ encounter with
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the Beast of the Apocalypse which arises fron the sea (Revel_ation 13:1).

Nor is Matty able to recognize this archetypal irruption when he

subÐerges himsel-f in the water; later he calls it a "ghost" (86). That

this encounter strengthens Matty and represents in a certain sense his

victory over the monster is cfear from Goldingts conment: "For

certainly he noved easily anong wonen a.s s.mong men...and woul-d not have

avoided the Wanton with her cup of aboninations in fear for his peace of

nind or virtue" (76). In Eliade's terms, the Beast symbolizes the

return of the prinordial chaos; Behemoth and the dragon of the

Apocalypse are the recurring archetypal manifestations of their mal-efic

and destructive influence in the world. The originaì- chaos dragon in

ancient myth is called Tiamat in Gf]ga¡,reSh.

on his return to Engrand, Matty begins to keep a diary as evidence

that he is not mad. At nidnight he is now being visited by two spirits,

one in brue and the other in red, who prepare him for the archetypal

role of saving his comuìunity. Whenever these spirits appear, he

experiences numinous fear and follows their directions, but not without

resisting them if only momentarily. Because these spirits are

enanations fron the numinal- real-n, his unconscious, they direct him away

frorn his narrow-ninded righteousness, his sense of godliness and moral

striving, traits of his character imbibed by strictly adhering to the

Bible of the Law and the Prophets. His conscious, rational, ApoJ.J.onian

tendency is to insist on giving up "earthly living" (gz) by practising

severe self-discipline and seLf-deniaI, whiJ-e his unconscious, acting

through these spirit visions and dreams, directs hin to the path of

terribLe revelation.
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Matty's conviction that he is at the "centre of an important thing"

leads him to read the table of Revelation; his literal-minded

interpretation of what he reads is that a "FATEFUL DAy is coming by

rea.son of the calendar" (87). He eagerly waits the day of the Last

Judgenent, thinking that it falls on 6/6/66, because he sees the

significance of this day by associating it numerorogicatÌy with the

number of the Beast of the Book of the Revelation. The Beast risen fron

the sea, and the Beast who is the Roman Empire, was seen as the

oppressor of the Christian Church. in the mythic tradition, Tiamat is

the Beast or the dragon of chaos, the oldest symboj_ from the past; it

represents the recurring powers of chaos in their nal-efic aspect in both

Darkness Visiþle and lp_Sd_Aftlp_¡Ii_eE.

For Matty, this numerological coincidence, far fron being

meaningless, forebodes a maqical, hidden reality. Matty associates the

number with the end of time and a literal afterl-ife in heaven for those

who are incorruptible; he believes in the l-iteral death and resurrection

of the dead on the Day of Judgement. Waiting for this day, he makes

wave offering and heave offering, following the exact practices J.aid

down in the old Testament. He gives up food and speech and prays aì.Ì

the time, rememberíng phrases or lines from the Bible: since the entire

world will be transformed "in the twinkling of a[ eye" (Bg), he nust

give up the "carnal and earthly pleasures" which other men indulge in,

unaware of the awful Judgenent. He keeps an all night vigil--"Iest we

be taken sleepinq" (89)--to enable him to rise to heaven in a state of

wakeful-ness. Matty's preparations imply that his vision is literal and

limited; having given up his "pleasures" in the cause of misguided
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piety, he even judges others as "carnar nen" (g6) or ungodr-y (gs). The

Churches in England have "no dread anywhere and no light" (gg); when he

sees a heathen temple built next to the Seventh Day Adventists he is

deeply distressed and is on verge of loudly denouncing the town in words

that echo Jesus's curse on those who ignore the prophets (it is ironic

that he should die saving an Arab child). He decides to give the

townspeople in CornwaLl- one -l-ast chance to mend their unrighteous ways

by parading the awful number written in blood and pasted on his hat.

His warning is unheeded and the Judgement does not happen, J-eaving hin

with the "dreadful sorrow of not being in heaven" (Bg). He repeats the

question: "what an I for, I ask myself. If to give signs why does no

judgement fol-.low" ( 90 ) .

The spirits offer no consoLation to Matty after his failure to

predict the coning of the Last Judgement. He feels disheartened and

rejected by the spirits. some encouraging words from the spirits,
telling him that he is at the "centre of things" (91) and that aII will
be reveal,ed at the appointed time, help him against his fears that he

might do some "mischíef" (99) to himsetf. The spirits give him a

warning: "Great things are afoot" (g1¡; the precise significance of

this warning is not crear to him as ¡¡et. MeanwhiJ.e, he is asked to

throw away his Bible and follow instead the book they hold between them

r+hich shows that they worship "THE LORD OF THE EARTH AND THE suN," the

J.iving deity of all on earth, rather than the Lord of the heaven, of an

afterlife in Eternity. Matty's problen is his Judaeo-Christian view of

history which is l-inear and insists on the beginning and the end. That

is why the spirits advise him that the book they show him is a
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repository of eternal and recurring images: "Though every l-etLer of the

book is from everlasting to everlasting the great part of that you have

learnt by heart is what your condition needs and was ]aid down for you

from the beginning" (92-93). Matty is asked not to think in terms of

the beginning and the end but in terns of the "everlasting to

everlasting"; thus eternity is very different from a consunmation at the

end of hist,orical tine. The Last Judgement does not mean last in tine

but ultimate in significance; it is an eternaJ.ly recurring con.junction

of archetypes and history in individual and coll-ective Ìives. This view

corresponds with ELiade's mythic notion that these transhistoric and

mythic images were revealed in illo l_emps_se, before the beginning of

history. Matty too has learnt about the archetypal images that relate

to his condition, but the ultimate mystery about which nyth he is "in"

and what role he will play there is not yet fully revealed to him.

Obedient to his spirits, he is content to wait patiently.

Matty's spirits direct him to eat and drink and regain his strength

for the journey to Greenfield where he must find a job at wandicott

House school. He would have preferred to go by train, travelling

cheaply, but he is asked to buy a bike instead and use it for his

travel. His guiding spirits advise him that "Judgement is not the

sinple thing you think. " In response to his question about what the

school- children at Wandicott school have to do with his role, they tell

him that his redemptive work has to do with a child: "And when you bore

the aweful number through the streets a spirit...was cast down and

defeated and the child was born sound in wind and linb with an I.e. of a

hundred and twenty. " Matty does not understand the connection between
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this child and the Wandicott school where he has been asked to work.

I{hen he meets the stanhope twins, he wonders whether the word in the

book shown by the spirits is child or children; he cannot help himsel-f

wishing that his responsibility should have something to do with the

stanhope twins, for he is attracted to their angeJ-ic appeerance: "They

were so beautiful like angels and I was careful to turn my bad side

away" (101). His spirits adnonish him, however, for wishing to care for

the twins and viewing them as "good spirits" (lOZl,

The crossing of the paths between Matty and the stanhope twins

prepares us for the noveL's cLimactic events ten years later when Matty

becomes a "victim" of their evil pLot to abduct a child for ransom from

Wandicott school. The angelic looking twins become completely different

creatures. Book two of the noveL focuses on their deveJ.opment into

terrorists of awfuJ. vengeance and fury. Not born as iclentical twins,

they are not only quite unLike each other in appear&nce but also in

their personaJ.ities. Yet they are at times complementary to each other:

"The twins...were everything to each other and they hated it...they were

as different as day and night, night and day you are the one nieht and

duy" (i05). Though different they are at tines in a "rare state of

oneness" (110) as demonic adversaries, two halves of the archetype of

the negative feninine.3 They are both beautiful and have phenonenal

intelligence (129); they appear angelic to the outside r,¡orld but are

fiercely inhuman. The main difference between the two sisters is that

whereas Toni, who has "líntwhite hair" (i06) and a transparent, thin

body' Iives entirel-y outside herself, seemins to disappear somewhere

above her head, sophy, dark-haired and strongry buil-t, lives inside
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herself . Toni is practical , coldl-¡ indif f erent and intell-ectuall-y

inclined toward political causes such as freedom and revolutÍon. Sophy,

on the other hand, fol"lows the dictates of the inner self, the "sophy-

thing" within. Both come together as a pair representing the "twin

horns" of the Beast of the Revelation (13:11); both act as fierce rivals
conpeting with each other.

In Book two, Golding's focus is prinarily upon Sophy's growing

recognition of the aweful possibil-ities of darkness within. When Matty

neets the twins, they are about to celebrate their tenth birthday, a

crucial moment especially in sophy's development. sophy wishes to

disappear like Toni but inside herself and her vision from the black

place inside suggests to her that she has some power over others. As

she walks one day with her father, she feels an incestuous attraction

toward him but believes that "he had wooed her" (106). She thinks she

can nake others do what she wants from them but she fails to manipulate

her father. She is being drawn into a way of seeing from within that is

"Ìike reaching out and layíng hold with your eyes...It was a kÍnd of

absorbing, a kind of drinking" (i08). When she first kills a dabchick

with a stone, she understands that her act is "foreordained fron the

beginning" that it has a stunning sinplicity and that it exhibits a

nysterious significance beyond nere coincidence.

As she throws the stone at the dabchick, it seems to her that

everything in the worId, including the dabchick, who moves "inevitably

to share its fate" and dies, cooperates to achieve the desired result;

it appears to her that things have nerely obeyed a siLently spoken

order, "do as I tell yo.u" (109). Golding appears to confirm Sophy's
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sense of her weird power over the phenomenal world; her meetings with

Gerry, his feIlow-crininaLs and friend Fido result in their capituJ.ation

to her power and suggest mysterious coincidence and fatality unfolding

t'hrough her designs. She notes that certain things are inevitable and

inescapable, and is greatly satisfied to watch the dabchick receive the

pre-ordained blow that kilÌs it. Her sense of magic wears off, however,

when Toni renarks about the stupidity of the ducklings, but she renains

determined to explore further her vision of fated and inward darkness.

Sophyts first experience of the darkness of her unconscious occurs

at her Gran's house where at niqht she finds herseLf surrounded by "some

creature in each roon" (ILz), and soon she sees herself standing at the

nouth of a dark tunnel in the back of her head. The experience c&uses a

"kincl of shiver" (113) throughout her body, naking her wish that she

could escape into the daylight world and join the company of cheerful

people. Pincher Martin underwent a sinil-ar encounter with the demonic

dark figure in the cellar that besieged him on all sides. Later, both

sophy and Toni are attacked by a roaring "green holLow" (116) of a sea

wave on the beach; the fierce devouring sea wave is reniniscent of the

devouring leviathan lurking in the rising and falling sea waves in Lord

of the Flies. when t,he filmshot of the seawave is shown on the

television later that day, even Toni with all her innate remoteness and

indifference faints at the sight of it. In Sophy's case, these

írruptions of nuninous terror precipitate a spectraJ- figure at the end

of the dark tunneL which "Líved and watched without any feelings at al-l-

and brandished or manipulat,ed the sophy-creature like a doll" (rz4),

she surrenders to the irrational wishes and promptings of the self
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inside: "You coul-d choose to belong to people, the way Goodchitds and

Bells...did by being good, by being what they said was rieht. Or you

could choose what was real and what you knew ¡+as real-...your own sel-f

sitting inside with its own wi.shes and rules at the mouth of the tunne.L"

(123). She chooses to fulfill her longings and repudiates the notion of

belonging to anyone. Because she is already deeply resentful- and angry

with her father for rejecting her incestuous ad.vances and for J-iving

with an auntie named Winnie, and blames both for forcing her ancl Toni to

live in the stabLes, she renounces her fat.her: "They werenrt anyoners

littLe gir-Is" (1221. she tries stealing, which she sees as,'right or

wrong according to the way you thought" (1,24), but her attenpt does not,

succeed because the Krishna brothers offer free sweets to her.

stea]-ing' she finds out soon, is boring and unsatisfactory.

On her eleventh birthday, the announcement b.v her father of his
proposed marriage to winnie enreges soph¡' so much that she pì-ans to

torment them till they are driven to madness and sent to a mental

hospital. At this age, her idea of tormenting Daddy and Winnie is to do

something unbearabl.y loathsome and stunningly filthy; when she discovers

so¡ne old and rotting duck's eggs, she is convinced that the "whole wor_ld

was co-operating" to see lhat her wish is realized. I{hen she breaks the

eggs on the table next to her father's bedroom, she does not find it
quite satisfactory. Later at night, she is possessed by a "passionate

desire in the darkness to be weird...l{eird and powerful" (126). As she

further explores the meaning of weirdness and the dark tunnel in ilre

back of her head, she is overcome by "the deep, fierce, hurting need,

desire to hurt Winnie and Daddy" and imagines herself moving into their
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bedroom &s an invisible, haunting spirit that breaks "stinky-poo" eggs

during their sleep and gives winnie nightmares by simply aiming "the

dark part of her head" (127) at her. However, her weird fantasy recoils
on her' naking her sick and frightened. Again, it is not sophy,s weird

power that banishes winnie fron their house but roni's cl-ever and

practical art of exposing Winnie,s infidelity.
Through Wirrnie's transistor, Sophy learns about two ideas: entropy

and extra-sensory perception. She finds out that she had already known

these concepts; her "experiments in magic...the stinky-poo bit the

breaking of rules, the using of peopre, the well-deep wish...The other

end of the tunnef" are al-l prophetic signs of a universe running down.

Despite the failure of her weirdness to torment Winnie and get rid of
lrer, she feels that her "hunqer and thirst after weirdness" has beell

renewed. It is the "sophy-thing" again that "pushed her, shoved her,

craved" (132). If Matt.y's experience with the gl-ass balÌ leaves him

with a vision of "rightness and truth and sifence" (48), Sophy,s musÍngs

about the dark tunnel lure her into "the impossibilities of the darkness

and the bringing of them into beinq to disrupt the pJ.acid nornalities of
the dayJ-ight worÌd" (i34). She decides that she woul_d have nothing to
do with what the daylight worrd required of her. The coming of

darkness, the running down of the universe, suggest to sophy a weird,

universaL necessity which renders meaningless the hunan measures of
rightness and noraLity as implied by the words "ought" and "nust" Lnd

ttwanttt and ttneed. tt

When Toni, who moves to London and then to

by Interpol as a nissing person associated with

Afghanistan, is listed

a drug-smuggling ring,
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Sophy becomes envious and astonished by her sister's daring. Believing

that her sister rnust have lost her virgínity, sophy decídes on her own

sexual initiation and ricense. The sexual- act appears ,'trivial" and

"boring" to her, however; even when she se-ì. Is her body for deviant

sexual "exercises" she finds then only a bit sickening. Nor do these

sexuaL practices rouse the "sophy-creature to say...I hate!" (1Bg); only

the "rounded shape of her own turd working down the coiled gut" excites

her hatred. That sex is silly, she terls herseLf, is only,'right in

view of how the whole world is running down,, (13g). She is as yet

confused by her discovery that it is not sex that rouses her to weird

hatred and rage but the "stinky-poo bit" l-odged inside her own body.

Sophy's vision is excrenental and entropic. When her father l-earns about

her sexual- license he suggests to her that she should get narried and

abandon her ways. Her response, ttYoutre no advertisenent for marriage"

(140), implies that her sexual freedom is aLso an act of vengeance

against her father's indifference toward her.

Following Toni's example, Sophy Leaves Greenfield for London where

her job with a travel agency only increases her boredom and frustration.
often she hears a voice at the mouth of the tunneL, saying, "as if I

cared" (f+f¡, and expressing her cold contempt and indifference toward

either sex or rife in general. Again, it is during her bored sexual

surrender to Roland Garretts clunsy and somewhat ludicrous love-naking

that she explodes into rage and plunges a tiny knife into his shoulder.

It is the sight of his blood that triggers her orgasm: "The feeling

from the blade was expanding inside her was fulfiJ.ling her, filting the

whole room...unsuspected nerves and nuscl-es took charge and swept her
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forward in contraction after contraction towards sone pit of destroying

consummation into which she plunged" ( 146 ) . As this consunnation

celebrates destruction, it reninds her of the extended pleasure she

experienced in her childhood whiLe watching the dabchick die by her

stone: "The pebbte or the knife to the hand. To act simpl-y. or to

extend sinplicity into the absol-ute of the being weird" (t+z¡. when she

dumps Roland in favour of Gerry in the dirty bar, the two fit each other

Iike the "hand and the glove"; as a "consumm&te" pair, they are joinecl

in a relationship which suggests both their ro-le in the brulal

destruction and their climaxes of love-makinq. Their union achieves a

kind of "pair bonding" (138) which sophy feels is essential to orgasm;

they love together as "filthy" twins in Gerry's dirty flat,
participating often in sex which is "experimental, libidinous, Ìong,

sl,ow and g¡reedy" (181). Gerry also experiences psychic bondage to the

power of the non-historicaÌ archetype as incarnated in sophy; his

surrender to her power is evident from his ironic conplaints about a

dreadfuÌ dream: "It's this recurrent nightmare I have, doctor...nay I

cal.l you Sigmund?--about a disgusting wench..." (174),

sophy's potentially violent orgasm with Rol-and Garret gives her a

renewed sense of identity and purpose. Marriage with Rol_and and a job

at a trave]- agency appear to her quite boring and sil-ly; she decides to

gÍve up the "silLy pretence" (147) of having to live and work as others

do, for she must pursue her freedom in accordance with the dictates of

her own psyche. she noves in with Gerry, an ex-army officer turned.

criminal, who works small robberies with Bill, a forner sol-dier. when

she learns about Gerry's friend Fidoo a physical training instructor at
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Wandicott House schooL where he is in charge of the sons of the oj-L rich

Arabs sheiks, she comes up with her plan to kidnap an Arab child for

ransom. she tries to persuade Gerry and his friend Bitl to abandon

snall thefts and instead prepare for an act "so nonstrous no one would

bother to defend against it" (160). While Gerry appea"rs unwilling to

take part in her schene, which he views as too inpractical and risky,

she knows she can use her sexual power and stronger wiJ-l to overcone his

resi stance.

That Gerry's friend Fido works in Wandicott House school and that

she can empl-oy her sexual magic over Fido too are no mere coincidences

for Sophy; she explains to Gerry about ho¡r a literal-minded and stupid

clerk interprets the date 7,7,77 as a coincidence and instead suggests

to him that things are part of a deliberate and weird process: "A

coincidence comes out of the, the mess things are, the heap, the

darkness and you can't tell how...It was the system--but coincidences--

more than coincidences--" (i66). For her a coincidence is an outcome of

cosmic chaos and is manifested in the breakdown of all forns of human

and ethical bonds:

"Everything's running down. Unwinding. We're just--

tangles. Everything is just a tangle and it slides out of

itself bit by bit towards something that is sinpler and

sinpler--and we can help it. Be a part. "

"Youtve got religion. Or youtre up the wa1l."

"Being good is just another tangle. l{hy bother? Go on with

dísentangling that wilÌ happen in any case and take what you can
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on the wey. What it want,s, the dark, let the weight fal"l, take

the break off--" (1G6-67)

f{hile describing her notion of weird providence and ominous

happenings she surrenders to an unconscious state in which she begins to

hear voices and sounds that echo the "disentangling of space and tine":

"And she was there; without the transistor she was there and couLd hear

herself or so¡neone in the hiss and cackle and roar, the inchoate

unorchestra of the Lightless spaces." She faiLs to hear voices from the

outside worLd; Gerry calls but is frightened and aLarmed to find that

she is not able to answer hin. As she comes to consciousness, she

learns that she "F¡as soneone" (167) other than herself in that state.

Gerry too is convinced that sophy appears "damned weird" (i6B) and asks

her, "Think you are something out of hisLory, dontt you?" (i6g).

During this unconscious state, Sophy desires an outrage, an

inpersonal rage directed outward at a child, which is her way of

fuLfilling the powers of chaos. She incarnates the archetypat feninine

in the negative phase, bent on a.n act of devouring that is timefess and

recurring. AII- times past and future and all space appear to collapse

and unravel t,he inescapable re-happening of the primordial chaos. As

sophy notices the interior "nameless thing" that sits at the nouth of

the dark tunnel she knows that it had "sat there from everlasting to

everlasting' staring out. Now for ¿rn aeon at the mouth of its tunnel it

stared out" (188), unemotional and indifferent. sophy's descent into

her unconscious inplies her capitulation to the prinordia.L image of the

devouring Feninine.
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The archetypal image recurs in her psychic realn; it reappears fron

"everl,asting to everlasting," has no beginning and no end; its
phenomenal and historical manifestation is through Sophy's urge toward

terrorist action. when she visits the wandicott House school, she

watches with Blee t,he "edible l-ittre boys" (176), longing to see them as

victims of her archetypal hunger or blood-Iust. she recarts the

dreadful Kali figure from Indian nyth.

Since Sophy believes that the happenings in the inner, psychic

realms and in the outside world impLy an unc&nny cosmic por{er behind

them, she thinks that she too can exert an uncanny infl-uence ancl power

over others. When Gerry and BilI insist that her plot to kidnap a chitd

is unworkabLe and impossibJ.e, she spellbinds them by a kind of

necromancy; she moves the controls of Winnie's radio to a point from

where "came the voices of the darkness between the stars, between the

gal.axies, the tonel-ess voice of the great skein unravel-ling and lying

slack and she knew why the whore thing would be sinpre, a tiny part of

the last slackness." Appropriate to her demonic rol-e, she establishes

her unequivocal controf over these men and triumphs like a sorceress

despite their rational objections: "As if a hand was on them the two

men began to discuss the operations they so plainly did not believe in"

(173). I{innie's transistor is tuned by her to a frequency, a point

between all stations, whence nultiple voices or broadcasts create in the

ninds of these nen & sense of confusion and mystery, naking it easy for

them to accept her suggestion that the plot is sinple to execute and a

part of the cosmic process.
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The voices from Winnie's transistor evoke the primordial inage of

the great dragon of ReveLation uncoíJ.ing itsel-f through the cosmos, the

red dragon of evil potency under whose malignant and destructive

influence sophy falls. she sees its dreadful, rippling potency arching

in her body and pushing ahead like a wave toward darkness and

nothingness: "On and on, wave after wave, arching, spreading, running

down, down, down--" (167). Her sudden access to passionate desires--

often experienced as convulsions arching through her body during

orgiastic sex or an encounter with the powers of darkness in the

unconscious--either for sexual consumnation or violent and destructive

"outrage" is indicative of her surrender to the dragon.

Sophy attempts her fatherts seduction, drawing hin toward incest

and self-dissolution by offering her body suggestively and pretending to

show her concern for his serual needs. As she sees it, her dark passion

for her father is "rooted in the very stars" ( 184 ) ; she desires

vengeance on her father for his indifference and betrayaJ., his failure

to woo her, his absorption in chess, and his affairs with the aunties.

When her father rejects her with revulsion, she l-ooks forward to other

occasions for outrage; her failure Leaves her seething with hatred, a

feeling that is like a taste of "acid burning. " At this nonent, she

reveals her mythic identity as the whore of Apocalypse ridins the

scarLet beast (Revelation 17:3); since red is the color associated with

this prinordial figure in the Bible, she too has a red scar in her face

pressed by a wrinkle in the coverlet of her bed where she ray down

exhausted and suffused with the "blood of rage and hatred and shame"

after her unsuccessful attempt to seduce her father (188), OnIy Toni,s
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unexpected arrival sends tre¡nors of glee through her body as she expects

her sister to help her with overcoming the logistic problems of her

schene to abduct the child. As twins they are "going to be everything

to each other" (190).

The third section of the novel focuses on the redemptive rol_e

played by Matty in saving the child fron the horrific deed planned and

executed by Sophy and her ring of criminals. The discovery of the

terrorist pJ-ot cones as a.n act of Judgenent, exposing Sim and Edwin Bel-I

to public condemnation and disgrace. Sim, a bookseJ-Ier, and Edwin, a

scìrool teacher' are elderly men who becone Matty's discipì.es, believing

him to be a saintly nan in whose company they may recover the vision of

the holy and the bl"issful numen. However, their association with the

catastrophic and redemptive events in thís section l_eaves them as

bewildered witnesses.

Both Sim and Edwin are in search of redenption, though Sim ís not

fully aw&re of his need. Unhappy with his "dull, busy preoccupation

with trivialities" (198), Sin longs to recover the truth from "the deep"

(199), the dinension of otherness. Despite his attempts to focus his

mind on the "First Things" (193), the beginnings of man in paradise, his

waking mind is either too distracted by the noise of the jets constantly

landing at the London airport or too preoccupied with material and

trivial- concerns. Once he tells Edwin that they are two "dreary" oJ.d

nen "waíting for--waiting, waiting, waiting" (2441. In his waking

monents, Sin thinks of the decline of his family business, the

indifference of the public toward books in general" and toward o]d and

rare books in particular, and the nenory of his own shortcomings. At
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times, he wonders about his rationalist fatherts "furtive and obscure

motivation" that nade hin keep a skrying glass, the I ching and the

Tarot cards in the bookshop. His own "furtive passion" is to keep

children's books as a "bait for the stanhope twins" (1gs). sim is a

rationalist and denies the mystical wisdom and knowledge of the old

books in the store; instead his tastes are cultured, literary and

romantic; he idealizes in a Wordsworthian fashion the beauty, innocence

and the purity of the Stanhope twins without being aware of his illicit
passion for them. As an intellectuaÌ his beriefs are "many and

trivial"; the mere nention of the worcl "transcendental-ism" by Edwin

brings to his nind several ideas about the great wheel, the Hindu

universe, the life of Jesus, "the recession of galaxíes, appearance and

il-lusion," but his beÌief in these ideas "touches nothing" in him (200).

As the President of the local PhiLosophical Society which has nearly

vanished, he once organj.zed a lecture by Bertrand Russell on "Freedom

and Responsibility," but his constant reflection on the ideas of his

time only Leaves him with a sense of emptiness and a burden of self-
consciousness. FinalIy, for sim, London has become an impossible place

where the new cul-turar groups such as "the pakis and. Blacks, the

Chinese" (199) urake him feel- uncomfortable and often perturbed about the

future of EngJand. Edr+in adnonishes him for becoming a spokesnan for

the Front: "'Remember we're multi-raciar and all religions are one,

an¡,'way' tt ( 203 )

Edwin Bell, "curtivated, cultural- and spiritually sincere" (196) is

a seeker after truth and reads with great interest the works of the

nystical and occult tradition including the Bhaqavacl Gita. Religion for
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hin is not a natter of íntel-Lectually held belief, but a deeply fert
truth to be experienced in the "absol-ute siLence" (20g) of some prace

that is free from the soughing noises of the jets. Having had a neeting

with Matty, he becomes a true enthusiast and a follower, believing that
Matty is a "reincarnation of the first Dalai Lana" (1gg), or a Lama, &

spirituaÌ heaÌer with nagicaJ- powers. with Edwin, Matty conmunicates

through sil-ence and gestures; their encounter has reawakened in Edwin a

feeJ-ing of the holy: "Right then--the afie.s! was one conmonly

associated in religious phraseology with the word 'holy.' I{ell. The

light. was not of this wor.l-d. " (204]r. In Matty's presence, Edriin utters
a sentence of seven words which he fail-s to recollect later on, but he

is inspired by the "memory of sevenness and a memory of that, shape,

imprecise as it was" (20S). He feel,s that he spoke "Ursprache," the

primal language of man's beginnings: "I spoke the innocent language of
tlre spirit. The language of paradise" (204). Aware that he talks too

much at times, he checks himself, saying that his disease is a kind of

logorrhoea. He persuades his unwilling friend Sim to join him in search

for a place of siLence, a place of greenness where they may hold their
meeting with Matty. sin, however, remains sceptical of Edwin's

"fantastic nonsense" (206) and even nore so when they visit a park

together where Edwin cLaims that he has seen a bal-r go through Matty's

feet miraculously. sim denies the miracle, calling it merely a

conjurerts trick or a bit unusual inpression.

The search for the sacred space is one of the prinordial yearnings

of man, and, in this narrative, it is Edwin who represents this quest in

his search for a place of silence. As sin and Edwin approach their
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clìosen haunt

stabling at

of

the

silence, which is, in fact, Sophy's place in the

end of the Stanhope garden, Edwin erpJ.ains his "crazy

idea" to sin. water, he says, was holy because man worshipped it and

built churches by holy wells; it was "wíId, springing, raw stuff," the

very source of life. Sin says that for modern man sil-ence is sacred:

"And now, as water Þ¡as then, so sonething as strange and unexpected and

necessa,ry in our mess. silence. Precious, raw silence" (zzz). And as

sim and Edwin descend into the stanhope garden, they have a sense of

going "down into the earth" (223), or of "going under water" (ZZ7 ).

They experience the "random silence, lucky sil-ence, or destinecl" (zzz')

silence of that place which muffles the roaring noise of a jet, making

it sound like a glider.

At this point in the narrative, Matty's shamanistic role of

bringing saLvation to his people becomes apparent. He has prevailed

upon his former friend and teacher Pedigree to join the small community

of his foflowers although neither Pedigree nor sim is seriousJ-y

interested in Matty's purpose in healing them. when pedigree approaches

the door of the stabling, he notices sin and Edwin and decides not to
join them, suspecting that sone kind of trap has been laid for him.

Pedigree escapes, declaring loudly that he has no desire to be cured.

Matty has been attenpting to persuade Pedigree to give up his habit and

obsession with using a nulticoLored balL as a bait to lure the children.

Shamans, we are toLd, feel themselves responsible for the psychoJ.ogical

or spiritual hearth of their comnunity; they have an unc&nny gift of

healing or, as El-iade expresses it, the shaman is "the psychopomp par

exceLl-ence" (shamanism 82). Like the shaman who guides the soul-s during
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the ritual of ascent into the spiritual world, Matty assists sim and

Ed¡rin with their ecstatic vision of the ho]y. when he holds sin's palm

and looks at it, sim feels &n "awa.reness of his own hand that stopped

time in its revolution. The palm was exquisitely beautiful, it was made

of light" (231). Edwin, sim and Matty hold one anoilrer's hands in a

seance and they hear a "single note, goJ-den, radiant, l-ike no singer

that ever was" (232-33), This radiant note is like the trunpet blast of

the Last Judgement which proclaims a nee¡ beginning and the fulfillment

of a promise:

It stopped for a while with the pronise of what was to come...

That beginning, that change of state expJ.osive and vitaL had

been a consonant, and the realm of gold that grew from it a

vowel- lasting for an aeon; and the semi-vowel of the close was

not an end since there was, there could be no end but only a

readjustnent so that the world of spirit could hide itself

again...reluctant as a lover to go and with the ineffable

promise that it would love always and if asked would a].ways come

again. ( 2BB )

During this trance, they find themselves sustained by the numinal world;

their vision assures then with the pronise of the coming of a god in

their midst. The vision is not eschatol-ogical, for it suggests that the

cycJ-es of creation and destruction eternal-ly recur. Only Matty l-earns

that in this pJ.ace of silence their seance is a "protection against evil
spirits" (235) which are bent on destructive wrath. He al-so sheds tears

over his failure to include Pedigree in this redenptive vÍsion which

night have deLivered him fron his sin.
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The final vision of Matty brings him even cl-oser to his archetypal

role in saving his community from the nalefic powers of darkness. It

begins ¡+ith his discovery that Sophy had never really lost her

engagenent ring. He ¡+atches her drop the ring and then pick it up,

pretending that she had found her lost ring; he sees in her lie a divine

portent of something terrible and dangerous. sexuaLly attracted to

Sophy's beauty which appea.rs to be angelic, and confused by her lie

which leads him to doubt if sophy Ís a "good spirit," he dreams at night

of the tlomarr in the ApocaLypse with Sophy's face, forcing hin to

"defile" himserf. The chaste and ascetic Matty finds this dream or

vision quite disturbing and yet feels no shame over his "sin": "J tried

to be ashamed but could not. The finding I can sin like other men"

(237). The dream neans his joyous reconciliation with humanity in

general, for he no longer feels his aLien otherness or difference from

other men as he did in the past because of the two unequal sides of his

face (60). Now he is delighted by the restoration of his sexual potency

which he liad temporarily ì-ost ever since Abo attacked hin in Australia:

"I am a man I couLd have a son" (237). When he listens to the school

orchestra play the seventh Synphony of Beethoven, he dances with joy and

abandon in the street. The nusic echoes the trumpets of the Last

Judgenent, signalling the inninence of catastrophic events and their

conclusion in the defeat of the ungodJ.y and evil spirits who worship the

Beast.

Matty records that "between the word book and the word since" he

has been shown a "portion of providence" (237\. Between the Bibl-e his

conscious nind read and remenbered and the "book" of revei-ation his
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unconscious nind made hin read in the presence of the two spirits at

midnight hours and during the dream, Matty became &ware of the

providential design: "what good is not breathed into the world by the

holy spirit nust cone by and through the nature of men...Behind each was

a spirit like the rising of the sun. It was a sight beyond joy and

beyond dancing" (237-38). As his voice telrs him, however, there is an

even darker element beyond the ¡nusic he has heard: "it is the nusic

that frays and breaks the string" (288).

In the last ì-ong entry of his journal, Matty converses with the

spirits, asking them about the meaning of the whore of Apocalypse and

Sophv's identity with this inage. He bel-ieves that his ascetic self-
discipline encouraged by the spirits had enabled him to do away with the

"root of temptation," but his spirits remind him of his tenptation: "we

saw how you gazed on the daughters of men and found them fair. " As he

presses hís question further, asking once again about the ueaning of the

dream, they answer: "Many years ago rre call-ed her before us but she did

not come." This demonic and archetypal wonan clearly reappears at

certain critical points in history. Matty's dream ancl sexual attraction

imply her power over physical and psychic realms. In this rong vision,

the spirits conmunicate to Matty his appointed task: "Now there is a

great spirit that shall stand behind the chird you are guarding. That

is what you are for. You are to be a burnt offering" (238). During

this vision, he seems to have ascended like a shanan into the ".ì-ower

part of heaven" where he experiences coldness and strangeness. Soon he

has a visiolt of the great spirit "dresses all in white with the circle

of the sun round his head. " The sun image repeats earlier images of the
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sun in the novel including the blazing light in the glass ball and the

sunny one half of Matty's face. He is the divine instrument of the

white spirit' and his purpose is to save a child "who shall bring the

spiritual language into the ¡.¿orLd and nation shall speak unto nation"

(239). Since Wandicott House schooÌ is full of princes (Revelation

16:16) and sons of the sheÍks and owners of multinationals, it is clear

that Matty's journal is the "spiritual ranguage" that will be read by

these children when they grow up. In his last entry, Matty addresses

the child he is guarding as if he were his son. The neeting with the

great spirit reminds him of a similar meeting of Abraham in Genesis.

The paral-LeL with Abraham suggests Matty's unshaken faith and obedience

of God; moreover, the message from the great spirit al.so implies that

the child's nission is predetermined, for he, l-ike Abrahan,s son, wiIl,

fulfill Matty's spiritual purpose. The diary is a witness to the

c}'clical recurrence of the myth of the Apocalypse; it attests to the

mystery of godhead in nan and history.

The last recorded vision of the great spirit is a source of great

joy from the point of view of the spiríts: "There is joy in all the

heavens today because the like of this meeting has not been seen since

the days of Abraham. " The "white spirit" communicates wordlessJ-y the

poh¡er of God through the sword which "proceeded out of his nouth and

struck lMatty] through the heart with a terrible pain" (239). There is
a simirarity between this spirit and the spirit with the "sharp two-

edged sword" in the Revelation of John (1:16). whereas in Genesis, it,

is Abrahants son whose sacrifice is demanded, in this vision, it is

Matty who sacrifices for his "son. " As a divj.ne instrument of the greet
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spirit, he saves the chird from abduction and the wrath of sophy.

Ablaze with fire from head to toe, he rushes toward Bill- to rescue the

chiLd. He treads the fire of Sophy's wrath and fierceness; though his

sacrifice is christlike, Matty is unLike the christ of Apocalypse, for

he is not wrathful himself but takes upon hinself the wrathfulness of

the fallen worLd and its apocalyptic destruction. His death is an

eternally recurring act of unseÌfishness, not a unique sacrifice to

atone for man's sins. He is the innocent man anong nen who accepts his

role without questioning it. Far fron being a victim of the powers of

darkness and wrath perpetrated by Sophy and her folJ-owers, he

participates in the sacrificiaL act witlingly and recapitulates 1-he

self-sacrifice of christ and other divine beings in history and myth.

Through sophyts temporary sense of victory over the fire in the

school and her subsequent fantasy of consunmation by enactíng the

child's bondage, castration and death, Gol-ding gives us an insight into

the cruelty and horror of the deed that represents the "end," the

destruction of tlie wor'ld by fire prophesied in the Apocalypse" As the

school goes up in flanes with the fire of her vengeance or "outrage,"

she temporarily experiences her wild victory: "The Light brightened

over the downs" suddenly she knew it was her own fire...a deed in the

eyes of the world--an outrage, a triunph! The feeling stormed through

her, laughter, fierceness, a wil-d joy at the violation. It was as if
the l-ight...was a Loosening thing so that the whole world becane weak

and melting J-ike the top of a candle" (250-51). Matty comes into this

world by walking out of the fire; he dies when he walks into this fire
to save a child. In a sense, his incarnation and crucifixion are
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essentiaÌly the same event; both fires represent a catastrophic end of

the worLd and yet the end is like a beginning, for Matty's birth and

death save the conmunity from disaster. Sophy's triunphant celebration

of her destruction turns into a defeat as Matty's burning figure

frightens Bill into releasing the child he carries in a sack. Ì{hen

Sophy learns about the failure of her plot, she participates in her own

ritual of cosmic obliteration. She imagines the child bound to a chair

with ropes and completely helpJ.ess in her bondage, and thrusts a knife

deeper and deeper, making hin bleed to death, until she experiences the

ful-fillment of her burning desire for annihilation and plunges into the

darkness of the "black sun" (252). As a castrating, death-dealing woman

she assumes the devouring and negative character of the Great Mother.

However, this horrific "end" aJ.so represents a visitation of the divine

wrath on her; when she l-earns that her scheme has fail-ed and returns to

her normal consciousness she begins to understand "how she had torn her

cheeks and how there was hair in her hand and how there was nothing

else, not him nor them nor her but a black night wit.h a dying fire over

the crest of the downs" (253). The ungodly and vengeful victimizer

becones the powerless victim, ui.terly defeated and fallen into

nothingness.

As the triaL of tlie terrorists begins and the filn of the seance in

which Matty, sim, and Edwin participated is shown on the television

again and again, both sin and Edwin experience the Judgement in their
public disgrace; for as Sim says, the "reaL ruin, the real pubLic

condemnation, was not to be good or bad; either of those had a kind of

dignity about then; but to be a fool and to be seen to have been one--"
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(255). Inmediatel-y before Matty's death, Sin and Edwin Bell had waited

for Matty in sophy's den for a meeting that never took p.Lace. They

failed to act when they discovered that their favorite place of silence

had been transformed into an underworld of crine. When they entered the

pJ,ace, Sim observed Sophy sitting in the dark, looking nonstrous with

"bl-ack eye-holJ.ows and Hitlerian moustache" (Z4B), InmediateJ.y after

Sophy left, Sin even discovered the chair and the ropes in the cupboard

which lead him to think of sexual bondage and private sexual gemes. His

romantic view of the innocence and purity of the Stanhope girl-s is

rudely shaken when he comes cÌose to discovering the truth about Sophyts

place which with its "silence but also its dust and dirt and stink," and

pinli color suggests to him the "brothel image" (247'), Both Sim and

Edwin are not sufficienl-l-y alarmed to act before Matty dies; later they

realize their spiritual blindness. Sim knows that they cannot pretend

their innocence and, therefore, adnits his guilt: "Nevertheless I am

guilty. My fruitless lust clotted the air and nuffLed the sounds of the

real world" (257). He learns that his bel-iefs in history, equality,

freedom, .justice' and the unique individuality of personality are absurcÌ

and thírd-rate; he is shocked to watch roni, who has escaped into

Africa, broadcast on the television in her "silvery voice about freedom

and justice." Having witnessed the non-hunan terror of the stanhope

twins, he is disillusioned and bewildered: "we're aII nad and in

solitary confinement" ( 261 ) . OnJ-y the thought of Matty's diary which

has been handed over to Mr. Justice Mallory gives hin some hope that the

"partitions" between people--a view inplied in the titLe of the third
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book, "one is one"--witr be broken by the truth that Mattyts diary and

life illustrate.

The Last Judgement is not an enactment of a prophetic event in some

more or less foreseeable future, but is a recurring event in history and

individual life that brings about a collective or individuaf deliverance

fron sin. To say that the final catastrophe puts an end to history as

in the Revelation of St. John and other apocalyptic writings is to imply

the undoing of the fall at the end of time. The end is like a

beginning, however; it returns us or an individual to a state of

eternity and beatitude. Sophy's destructive wrath recapitulates the

apocalytic destruction of the world; aLthough her terrorÍst rage which

seeks to pJ-unge the world into darkness and death by fire or sJ-aughter

ultÍnately fails to achieve its purpose, her action does destroy the

good and noble Matty who fail-s to escape unharmed. Yet Mati.y's death is
a redemptive act that saves the child whose mission is to renew the

world by bringing the "spiritual language" of mants redemptive

connectioll with the gods in the unconscious. Mattyts surrender of his

self to the "white spirit" of tlie numinal world restores stability and

order in Greenfield. Moreover, in the Last scene of this novel, Matty

returns from the dead to deliver Pedigree fron his bondage to sin, an

event that corresponds with the restoration of the dead and the living.

Golding's enphasis on apokatastasis, the act of universal_

restoration or renovationr grows out of his preoccupation with the nryth

of the eternal return, the cyclical repetition of universal destruction

and re-creation of the cosmos. Though Golding does not pronise a
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general and decisive apocalypse after which alJ- things wil-l be made new

and live in eternity, he does imply the possibility of a partial

restitution of a sinful or guilty individual. In his discussion of the

nyth of the eternal return, ELiade suggests that the catastrophic

destruction will be inevitably followed by a paradoxical regeneration of

the cosnos or purification of hu¡nanity. GoJ-ding's l_ast scene

demonstrates the vaJ-idity of this mythic notion by reveaì-ing to us the

apocalyptic consumnation--the burning up of Pedigreets sin--when

Pedigree in a vision encounters Matty, returning from the dead to save

him from his desperate affliction. Among the Jews, this messianic

restoration of sinful humanity is the parousia or the "day of the Lord."

Pau] comnunicates the ineffable nature of the experience of pêreusjs:

"He riho are alive shall join them, caught up in the crouds to meet the

Lord in the air. Thus we shalL aJ.ways be with the Lord" (i rhess.

4:77). A similar archetypal moment of union with the deity is

represented in PauI's description of the resurrection of the living and

the dead (I Cor. 1.5:42-58), a noment in which those wlio die will be

reunited with Jesus, raised and transformed into a spiritual. body of

incorruption. In Pedigreets vision, Matty's arrival fro¡r the dead is a

fulfillment of the promise of Christ's coming.

In Greco-Ronan cosnological speculation, the conception of

apokatastasis refers to the return of the stars to their original

position after a cosnic cycle tenporarily obscures the planets, the sun

and the nootl. Eliade explains that the archaic cultures hold the view

that apocaLyptic "catastrophes are caused by pì.anetary deviation...

while the moment of the neeting of all the planets is that 'perfect
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time'...that is, of the end of the Great Year" (L22). Matty's

experience in Australia when he looks at the "famifiar constell-ation" in

the sky suggests the weird obscuration of the sun and the noon by the

darkness: "It was Orion the hunter, glittering but with his dagger

bursting fiery up...he understood...the terror of things hung in

emptiness, the sun moving the witchway, the noon on its head" (56).

While this image evokes the nythic notion of downward cycle which

implies that black and evil days are ahead, Matty begins to hope for

universal resurrection of the dead; he waits for the prourise that "ilt

the twinkLing of an eye" (88)--a phrase from I Cor. 15:51-52--the deed

shall not perish but be transformed at the end by the Judgement of

Heaven. The awaited hour of sal-vation when the cosmos returns to its
primordial stability, when the sun and the moon energe from the

blackness and begin to shine again, is the moment of apokatastasis

revealed in the l-ast scene. Pedigree's encounter with Matty is not only

a last judgement from Heaven but also the dawn of a new day.

As Pedigree walks up "the J-ong hill to the paradisal, dangerous,

danned park where the sons of the morning ran and played" (262) carrying

his multicolored ball- to seduce one of the boys, he is overcone by the

breathlessness of age and suffers a heart attack. He renenbers the

sorrowful moment in The ILiad when Prian refers to his helplessness in

old age and pleads with Achilles to return the body of his dead son for

burial. Cì.early, Pedigree, though he is attenpting to seduce the boys

in this paradisal garden ¡.,hich is also a place of nants dannation, is

reminded of dead Matty as his son. Moreover, it

-Love for Matty after his sacrifice that prepares

IS

hin

Pedigreets awakened

for his redemptive
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meeLing with him. During his last monents, his heart pounding hard for

more air to sustain it, he sits down for a rest, warning himself in the

bright sunshine. Then he finds himself floating in a "sea of light"
(263), surrounded by sunlight on all sides. There Matty seems to

approach him, "wading deep in gold" (264); no longer is Matty the ugly

boy whon Pedigree had shunned and bLamed for all these years. Pedigree

adnits that it is Matty who really J-oved him and sought after his

redernption by taking his ball from him several times in the past.

Pedigree accepts the truth that he has become a contemptibler uBlJ'

figure of an old man and he seeks help from Matty to rid him of his

illness: "And you know about the last thing, the thíng I shall be

scared into doing if I live J-ong enough--just to keep a child quiet,

keep it from telling--that's heLl- Matty, that'Il be heLl--hel-p mel" At

this point, Pedigreets experience recapitulates Lhe encounter with the

"Lord i¡l the air":

It was at this point that Sebastian Pedigree found he was not

dreaming. For the golden inmediacy of the wind altered at his

heart and began first to drift upwards, then swirl upwards then

rush upwards round Matty. The gold grew fierce and burned.

Sebastian watched in terror as the man before him was consumed,

melted, vanished l-ike a guy in a bonfire; and the face was no

longer two-tone but gold as the fire and stern and everywhere

there was & sense of the peacock eyes of great feathers and the

smile round the lips was Loving and terribl-e. (265)

The elements of wind and fire in this experience suggest the purgatorial

fire of heaven that raises the dead into an incorruptibJ-e forn.
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Pedigree the nan dies, holding tightly his brilliant ball of sin and

corruption; his dying action reminds us of the dead Pincher gripping the

rock of sin and egotistical greed. Here, however, Pedigree's ball is

taken away fron hin by Matty who utters silently the word "freedom"

which signifies the deLiverance of nan frorn his sins. Pedigree dies as

a soul in bliss; in his last noments he hears Matty's language of the

spirit and is reconciLed to him in love, as father to a son, as man to

the gods. Pedigree's dying vision demonstrates the nystery of

sevenness, the sounding of the last trumpet which in the Apocalypse and

Thessalonians pronises the coming of the savior who urges us to put on

the spiritual body, enabling us to strengthen ourselves in virtue and

recover t,he beginnings of Adam in paradise.

Significantl"y, Matty's arrival after his blood-sacrifice suggests

not the Christ in the Second Coming but Queztalcoatl, the savior as the

feathered serpent, awaited by the Aztecs. The mystery of the sacrifice

of the god and his return is older than Christianity and is one of those

mysteries on which the Apocal-ypse is based (Lawrence, Apocaly¡rse 99).

In this last scene, Matty comes wading "waist deep in gold," and his

face, Iit by the golden ì-ight of the fire, reveaLs the "peacock eyes of

great feathers" (265). As the divine being with the great feathers,

risen in his cosmic role of the savior, Matty returns after his self-

i¡rmolation for the sake of a greater resurrection of hunanity.
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NOTBS

1I am indebted to Clews for her suggestion that the sytJ-ab,Ie "rove"

in one of Matty's names inplies the spirit (wind).

2Clews provides a useful discussion of the significance of JuIian

Jaynests theory of the "bicameral nind" to an understanding of Matty's

deveJ.opnent.

3clews egrees with Lawrence's statement on the image of the

feminine in the Revelation: "In this section of his exegesis Lawrence

identifies 'this great woman goddess'with the Magna Mater of the

Romans' seen in her other aspect as the Scarlet Woman, and falsely split

b.v the Chrístian apologists into virgin and harlot" (329).



Chapter Nine

R:!_teq of Passage

William Golding's Rites of Passage (1980) is based on an episode in

El-izabeth Langford's Life of Wellington (Gregor and Kinkead-t{eekes, "The

Later Gording" 111). The incident, which occurred in 1zgz, describes

the death of a chaplain on a British ship after he got drunk and walked

stark naked in the conpany of sailors, singing bawdy and ribald songs.

Overcome with shame when he was later informed of his indecent behavior,

he shut hinself up, refusing to eat or speak to anyone, willing himself

to death. In Golding's words, the clergyman's death was "so horrific

that I had to invent human circunstances to make us understand how a man

could die of shame" (qtd. in Gregor and Kinkead-weekes 7lz\, His novel

focuses on a parsonts death fron shame in the social and historical

setting (the fictional events occur between 1812 and 1813) of an early

19th-century warship carrying English passengers to Austraria. The

sociaL microcosm of the shipts passengers represents the nacrocosm of

English society and its stratified class structure. Commenting on the

parson's fall and death, Golding notes: "he is led astray by his own

f aith in the sociaL p.r:ranid. The great thing ín Colley's lif e is that

he has hitched himself up a little bit in the pyramid beyond his

origins. The terrible thing for Colley wouì.d be to fall below that, and

of course he does, with a crash. And that is the end of him" (Baker,

"An Interview" 164). Colì"ey's death resul-ts fron his sense of the loss

of the dignity and authority that he thought was appropriate to his

priestly status because he had participated in drunken revel-s with

sailors and conmoners during the "make and mencì" activities.

316
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Viewed fron a social perspective, and as confirned by the narrator

TaLbot, ColJ.ey's falL from his newly acquired. status is a faLl merely in

"social terns" (104); according to Talbot, correy's actions betray his

peasant origins despite his attempts to denand respect for his higher

social status as a priest. When viewed fron a perspective that is not

historícal and social but archetypal and mythic, however, colJ-ey's fall
and death are "trorrific" not nerely because his undignified behavior

brought disgrace to his status in society, but because there is

sonething archelypal and recurring in his death. colley becones a

natural and inevitabLe victim of an archaic rite of initiation, a rite
of passage reminiscent of the fate of pentheus in !he_Beçç-hae, of

Polypheurous in the_ satyr-play Cyclops,, and of Orpheus in lbe

Metanorphoses. To understand the "mystery" of colley's death and the

brutal violence to his dignity during the crossing-the-ì"ine ceremony a¡d

the "make and mend" activities, we have to go beyond the narrator's

limited social and historical perspective and focus on Golding's non-

historicaì., mythic purpose.

Golding denied another possible aspect of the novel's historical
perspective when he was asked in an interview whether Rites of PassaAe

is a literary fable, dramatizing the Augustan (Tarbot's) versus the

Romantic (colley's) mentality. He rejected the notion that the novel

aims at depict,ing the historical transition bet¡+een two eras or two

representative views of the world. Instead, he pointed out the

significance of the title to the meaning of his narrative:

I think the passage in the wider sense is simply ri!eÊ_d_e

passaqe, it is growing up and growing old. I mean the
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initiation rites are part of the rites of passage, are they not,

and Talbot is going through a rite of passage, he is growing up.

He doesn't realize it because he thinks hers grown up alread.y,

but he's not. And poor ord corley fails to ¡nake the grade, but

he too goes through a rite of passage. It's nuch rike the

ceremony of crossing the rine realLy was. After a boy had been

through that he was then accepted as a sailor. (Baker 162)

Consequently Golding's sea story nakes no bows in the direction of past

Iiterary stereotypes and conventions; the narrator Talbot writes that it
contains "never a tenpest, no shipwreck, no sinking, no rescue at sea

...no thundering broadsides, heroism, prizes, galrant defences, a¡d

heroic attacks!" (277-78), Instead, it is an archetypal journey of
initiation, the passage or transition from infancy to adol-escence, or

from adolescence to adulthood and naturity.

Eriade's definition of the nature and purpose of all archaic

initiatory rites is central to Goldingts novef: "These 'transition
rites' are obligatory for ai.l the youth of the tribe. To gain the right
to be adnitted among adults, the adoLescent has to pass through a series

of initiatory ordeals: it is by virtue of these rites, and of the

revelations that they entail, that he will be recognized as a

responsible nember of the society. Initiation introduces the candidate

into the human comnunity and into the world of spiritual and cultural
val-ues" (Rites and svmbols of Initiatioe x). In Golding's novel, both

Talbot and Colley undergo initiation through pre-historic rites that, on

the one hand, expose their profane sociaf and historical orientation

and, on the other, evoke the tineless archetypal realities and archaic
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symbols. Jane Ellen Harrison notes that primitive rites are, in effect,

rites of tribal initiation and that their objectÍve is the "edification

of juniors" (Themis 17). She argues that in the ceremony of initiatory

death, the feigned killing of the child, the boy dies and comes to life

again: "till he has utterl-y 'put away childish things' he cannot be a

fulI member of the tribe...At and through his initiation the boy is

brought into connunion with his tribal ancestors; he becones sociaÌized,

part of the body politic. Henceforth he belongs to sonething bigger,

more potent, more lasting than his own individuaÌ existence: he is part

of the stream of the totemic life, one with the generation before and

yet to come" (19). ClearJ.y then, the purpose of the initiatory rites is

to deliver instruction in the primordial gestures of the ancestors ancl

the sanctity of tribal duties and customs.

Thus it is also that t,he passage from childhood to ado-ì,escence is

marked by rites of initiation, of death and resurrection. An initiand

is asked to surrencler his unique individuality, pass beyond the profane,

historical condition (an act of initiatory death), enter the realm of

the sacred and assume the archetypal hero's creative rofe. The ri1.e

constitutes rebirth and confirms the archetypal- role of the ancestor ill

the society of his tine. Harrison adds: "As Monsieur van Gennep has

well shown in his suggestive book [Les Rites de PassaÉe], the ceremonies

that accompany each successive stage of life, cerenonies i.e. of birth,

of marriage, of ordination as a medicine-n&n, and finally of death, a.re

no less than the cerenonies of adolescence, one and all Rites de

PassaAe' cerenonies of transition, of going out from the o1d and going

in to the new" (20)' All rituals of initiation, whether they refer to
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the cerenonies of adolescence or to the ordination of a priesL/shanan/

nedicine nan, are, as EIiade has further shown, the primitive man's

attempts to share in the creativity, the fertility of the great

ancestor' the archetypal hero, be it a priest or a hunan Leader. This

non-historical perspective allows the writer to suggest the pattern of

the "eternaJ- return"; the prinordial acts and gestures of the ancestors

are glimpsed in a temporal individual and his contenporery sociar

setting. Initiations evoke the primordial sacredness that lies behind

human events and social customs and confer on the individual- a social

status appropriate to the role of the archetypal hero or ancestor.

Both Talbot, Golding's narrator, and colrey the priest are on ¿Ln

initiatory journey that exposes the "adol-escent" nature of their

resPonses of heart and mind. Both reflect the limitations of their

social and historical orientation and the naivety of their religious

beliefs. Talbotts .journal unconsciously records the prejudices of a

young' &rrogant aristocrat, but it also shows his enhal¡ced understanding

of the fel-t obligal-ions toward his community. He quickLy learns about

his social prejudices and the linited synpathies of his class and

upbringing; but, more siguificantly, he begins to understand the non-

intellectual and emotional response evoked by the naval rites and the

sociaL imperative that is inpJ-icit in naval customs and abstract

concepts such as "dutyr" "privilêge,tt and t'authorityrtt as a.Lso behind

Pl-atonic notions of "Justice," "Fa.ir pray" and nobirity. In his case,

the rite of passage neans responsibiLit,y and maturity, social, mora] a¡d

intellectual.
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Even so, his underst.anding of the curturar- values and ancient

symboJ.s renains partial and incomplete. The authorial perspective

supplements his developing understanding through various indirect neans.

Talbot's unconscious allusions act as the author's directives within the

narrative; moreover, other characters &re vehicles of the author's

perspective on Talbot's and colrey's behavior on the ship. For

instance, Lieutenant Sunners instructs Talbot on the ideal of "noblesse

obl-ige" and demonstrates the platonic "originaf" (archetype) of the

¡lobl-eman through his actions; similarly, the artist Brocklebank through

his painting evokes the icon of the human and divine reader in Lord

Nelson, atrd Miss Granham comments on the archetypal role of the shaman.

In contrast wÍth Talbot, Colley begins his journey in "&dolescence"

or naivety and dies in that sane state, unable to overcome the fatal
shame of the revealed aspects of his Shadow previously unk¡own to him.

His diary is a text of sel,f-revel-ation as it is also a record of Lhe

initiatory experience of numinous terror; as I have already noted, his

death after his participation in the sailors' reveÌs recapitulates the

fate of Pentheus, Polyphemous and orpheus. In drama as in myth, the

Dionysiac naenads or reveLl-ers participate in a ritual of initÍatiolt and

purgation. Talbot draws a paralle] between the theatrical performance

and the events surrounding coIley's humiliation and death; colley's
:

farcical performance during and irnmediately after the "make and nend"

celebrations is a source of "entertainnent" for the assenbled spectators

on the ship's deck, but his death introduces the tragic el-ement in the

shipts theatre: "It ís a play. Is it a farce or a tragedy? Does not a

tragedy depend on the dignity of t.he protagonist? Must he be not great
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to fall greatì-y? A farce then, for the nan appears now a sort of

Punchinello. His fall is in social terns. Death does not come into it.
He will not put out his eyes or be pursued by the Furies--he has

committed no crime, broken no .Law" (104).

Colley's froLicsome activities anong the sailors re¡lind us of the

ludicrous antics of the chorus of satyrs and its leader silenus in

cvcl-ops, a satyr'*play which is a burlesque treatnent of a serious

subject from mythology (Homer's odvssev); in this ptay the sailors'

leader Odysseus blinds the drunken Cycl-ops (overwhelned by wine and thus

subjected to a nock initiation into the mysteries of Dionysus) through

his cunning and prays callous jokes at his drunken behavior. It is

difficult not be reminded of oedipus who tore out his own eyes; cyclops

combines the pathetic and the comic el-enents. similarly in Rites of

Pe5sêge, Colley's fate "glowed with a significance that was by turns

farcicaL, gross and tragic" (276).

The sorrowful/Lragic and the farcicaJ./grotesque, the serious and

the burlesque erenents of corley's ordeal on the ship and of his

"contest" with the captain and the sailors echo the primitive phase of

ritual and inil,iatory actions during ancient festivals. In ritual,

tragic and comic elements are not distinct; in fact, Greek tragedy,

conedy and satyr-play a1l have elenents of the Dionysiac ritual. In

Harrison's words, "Art is in fact but a later and more sublinated form

of ritual" (Ancient Art and Ritual 225\, Further, Gilbert Murray has

shown that ttre "forms of tragedy retain cLear traces of the original

drama of the Death and Rebirth of the Year spirit" (B4z). In ilre cult

of Dionysus, the sacred ritual enacts the drama of the god's death and
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resurrection. Greek tragedy deveJ-ops the solemn, sorrowful ritual of

the god's or the hero's death while comedy incorporates the joyful

aspect of the godts rebirth. Further, as Murray has suggested, "The

satyr-play, coning at the end of the tetralogy represented the joyful

arrival- of the Reliving Dionysus and his rout of attendant daimons at

the end of the Sacer Ludus" (344\. Thus the Dionysiac ritual develops

into divergent forns of drama: tragedy, comedy and satyr-pÌay.

Moreover, in its obscenity, hilarity, satire and joyful ending, a saLyr-

play cJ-oseì.y resembles conedy.l

The Dionysiac ritual was cefebrated at the ancient spring festival
of Anestheteria where participants dressed up as satyrs, silens, pans

and nymphs to reenact certain purifications and initiations; in Murrayts

words, "satyrs are...the rout of Dionysus, especially associated with

'initiations and hierourAiai"' (3441. In some rituals, the dancers,

cal"l-ing themselves Goat,s/Rams and satyrs, performed in the phallic

ritual of Dionysus that included "satirizing" persons whom they had

fixed upon as victins (Seaford 5). Also, as Jane Ellen Harrison informs

usr the periodic festivals such as the Carnival and the Saturnalia imply

"a complete upset of the ol-d order, a period of licence and mutual

hiJ.arity and then the institution of the new" (Themis sOz). The purpose

of these ancient public ritual-s and festival-s is an evocation of sacred

time and conmunication with the divine (Dionysus), whose birth signals

the annual- regeneration of the cosnos (Eliade, MER 51-92). During the

public festival, the living and the dead, the flesh and spirit become

one; it is a condition conceived as primordial chaos from which the

sacred time of creation emerges. Chaos returns as sexual taboos and
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other restrictions are abolished, power and sarrctity are parodied (in

saturnalia); licence and the orgiastic element are common in this

ritual/festival.

The crossing-the-J.ine and make-and-nend activities of the sailors

and the commoners, whích parody the parson, the authority and the

discourse of the church, exhibit the elements of the satyr-play, the

Dionysiac ritual- and saturnal-ia. Bakhtin places his concept of the

carnival- within the same category of communal activity as the Saturnalia

and festive rituals of the past. According to him, the carnival is a

ritual social event in which people mock and deride the voices of

authority: the ruler, the church and the Law. Even as it call-s into

question the official discourse, the carnival laughter and parody

promote cornmunal revival and whol"eness: "Carnival laughter," he writes,

"is the laughter of atl the people...it is universal in scope; it is

directed at arl and everyone, incJ"uding the carnivalts participants.

The entire world is seen in its droll aspect, in its gay [sic]
relativity.'..This laughter is ambivalent: it is gay, triumphant, and

at the same time mocking, deriding. It asserts and denies, it buries

and revives" (i1-12). Bakhtin's description confirms the mythic notion

that carnival rituals suggest the comnunal- rite of passage from chaos to

cosmos; they purge inpurities and institute a sense of conmunal

whoLeness. In Colley's case, the sailors' ceremonies mock his

corruption and the failure of the Churchts otherwordly discourse to

renew the community; the ritual nay be appropriately tragic for the

flawed individual, but it fosters a larger unity and reinforces the
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sacred synbol of authority and its source in the divine, including its
phenomenal representatives, the King and the ship's Captain.

The expulsion and death of the tragic hero in early Greek drama

correspond to the ritual of expulsion of Death or winter, an event

inplying purgation of impurities and corruption prior to the

regeneration of the cosmos, that is, the mythic time of creation. The

essential characteristic of the seasonal festivals is the rite of

initiation, the passage from the old to the new, from history to myth,

death to lÍfe, choas to cosmos. However, as those rituaLs deteriorated

into mere habit, nechanical repetition and mere entertainment during

public festivals, they paved the way for the energence of theatre and

drama in the modern sense, aimed at entertaínment rather than renewal,

spectatorship rather than parlicipation. Talbotts journa] reinforces

this notion of colley's drama as "entertainment," but Gording's purpose

is to suggest that the original Dionysiac ritual of purgalion and

initiation is essential to an understanding of the events leading to

ColJ-ey' s death.

In Rites of Passaqe, the society aboard an early nineteenth-century

ship represents a living entity defined by Theodore Gaster as topocosm.

He notes that the objective behind seasonal rituaLs of a primitive

society is periodically to revive the topocosn. Tine and place are

important to the ¡rythic narrative as they are to the reaListic novel;

but in a nythic work, events and characters of a particul-ar tine and

place are subsuned within an initiatory context which transvalues time

into tempus and place into locus, thereby evoking the sacred topocosm:

"The essence of the topocosm is that it possesses a twofold character,
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et once rear and punctual, and ideal and durative, the forner being

necessarily immersed in the latter, as e moment is immersed in time. if

it is bodied forth as a real- and concret,e organism in the present, it

also exists as an ideal, timeLess entity, enbracing but transcending the

here and now in exactJ.y the same way that the ideal Anerica embraces but

transcends the present generation of Anericans..." (Thespis 4-5). The

initiatory rite of seasonar and annual renewal seeks to rid the

commurrity of its inpurities or defilement; for a topocosm to replellish

its corporate vitality' it must expe]- or exorcise all evil influences,

physical as well as morai-. Thus it is that a temporar individual

reenacts the role of the great ancestor, because he is the

representative of the communal and topocosmic vitality: "What tlie king

does on the punctual level, the god does on the durative" (6). Being

the king's representative on the ship, the captaÍn in Rites of passage

becomes the symbol of topocosmic order.

As said earfier, Talbot's journal reveals that he begins with a

social and historical attitude to reality, a view typical of an

enlightened eighteenth-century nobleman. Just as in MeLville's White-

Jacket, subtitled "The world in a Man-of-war," the sociaf prejudices and

the rigid stratifications of those on board the battleship reflect the

state of society itself, sini]-arly in Rites of passage, the life of the

warship is a mícrocosm of the British cl-ass structure and its immutable

divisions. The passengers are divided into ladies and gentlenen living

in the cabins, and the connon people, the "enigrants," and the saiì_ors,

crowded into the forecastle. A white line separates the two cLasses of

people, and on].y sailors and the inprudent colley cross this line. The
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captain occupies the quarterdeck. Tarbot, who is nore than usual_ry

conscious of the "infinitesinal gradations" (41) separating people, ís

the only well-educated noblenan on the ship. He begins his journal with

B.n eppropriate serviLity expressed toward his godfather who has got him

a job as an assistant to the governor: "you have set my foot on the

ladder and however high I clir¡b--for I nust warn your lordship that ny

ambition is boundLess!--I shal-l never forget whose kindly hand first
helped me upwards" (10). His ascent on the social ladder comes

naturalry to hím because of his birth into a noble family, and he prays

that he might prove worthy of his godfather's generosity which he

believes wiJ.l pay off abundantly in the future: "Do their ì.ordships not

realize what a future Secretary of State they have cast so casually on

the waters? Let us hope that like the Biblical bread they get me back

again!" (14). He thinks that his high status allows him an uncommon

privilege over others of lower and niddle station and he assert,s his

position to his a.dvantage with arrogance and insensivity toward others.

Ït is inportant to understand the kind of man to whom Golding assig¡s

the task of narrating Colley's fate.

Talbot's first act of exercising his privilege is to challenge the

authority of the captain. Finding that his cabin stinks like a "sty"

and is unsuited to his status, he decides to complain about it to the

captain' Not knowíng that the passengers are to cone to the quarterd.eck

only by invitation, he approaches the quarterdeck to introduce hinself

to the captain and to let hin know his position. When he observes that

the captain greets him discourteously and is ready to strike him, he

checks the captaints rage by mentioning his godfather's name and notes
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with satisfaction the effect of his naning of high connect.ions: "what a

silver-mounted and murdering piece of ordnance a noble name was proving

to be among persons of a middl-e station!" (31). Rather than adnitting

his error, though conmitted unwittingly, he complains about the

captain's "ignoble despotism" (30). Tal-bot's encounter with the captain

allows hin to i-eave the quarterdeck with dignity, since he avoids being

the object of the captain's bad tenper and the humiliatirig punishnent

for an infraction of the orders. This encounter allows him to assert

his position successfully and puts him in good Ìrumor, though it leaves

the captain feelíng powerl-ess and irritated by Talbotts trespass and

allusion to higher connections. Tal-bot congratulates himsel-f on his

manipulation of the captain: "In politics do we not attempt to use just

sufficient force to achieve a desired end?" (321, Only later does he

Learn how disastrous the consequences of his actions have been for the

parson.

Talbot's social prejudice is expressed in his contempt for the

lower cl-asses and his appreciation of others nainly because of their

high birth and upbringing. His contempt is especially reserved for

Colley because he "has stepped out of his station without any nerit to

support his elevation," a fact he observes in Co]leyts physique, speech,

ma.nners and "greasy obsequiousness" (126). For Talbot, coì.ley is the

living proof of Aristotl-e's teaching: "There is after aII an order to

which the man beÌongs by nature though sone nistaken quirk of patronage

has el-evated him beyond it...Indeed, his schooJ-ing should have been the

open fieJ.ds' with stone-coLlecting and bird-scaring, his university tþe

plough" ( 67 ) . He echoes the same thought when later the drunken parson
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sings J.ewtl songs with the sailors: "A peasant, born to stone-gathering

and bird-scaring, níght have picked the¡n up under the hedge" (11b).

While he believes that he is able to see through Colley's outward

appearance' we see him make enbarrassing mistakes in his judgement of

otherst backgrounds. He concl-udes that Lieutenant cumbershum is a

gentlenan because he holds the king's commission whi1e, in fact, he is a

conmoner as his manners suggest. His nost serious mistake is to regard

Lieutenant Deverel-, a nobJ.eman by birth, as an "ornament to the

service": "Mr. Deverelts speech and nanner, indeed everything about him

is eJ-egant" (53). Later he revises his opinion when Devere.Its concluct

on the ship "ilrustrates the last decline of a noble family" (268).

Indeed, having abandoned the archetypal role of the noble ancestors,

Deverel is the profane descendant, confirning the validity of the mythic

conception that history is a decline,

Further, when Talbot nistakes First Lieutenant sumners for a

gentleman, he is embarrassed to discover that Summers has risen from the

rank of a conmon sailor. FIe offers Sunners condescending

congratulations on his ability to initate "to perfection the manners ancl

speech of a somewhat higlter station in life than the one you were born

to" (51). Contrasted with Deverel, in whom true nobil-ity has declined,

sunmers expresses his passion for justice, duty and fair play, and

emerges as "the person of all this ship who does His Majestyts service

the most credit" (124). He iLlustrates the "original" (26g) of a

nobreman; in the Platonic sense the word "original" signifies the

archetype of the "Good Man." He protests against the rigid social

distinctions in British society which are based on man's origins by
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birth and upbringing: "In our country for al1 her greatness there is

one thing she cannot do and that is translate a person wholly out of one

cl-ass into another. Perfect translation from one language into another

is impossible. class is the Brit,ish language." Tafbot, however, has

rearnt fron sumnersts example that true nobirity can transcend

historical and sociaÌ barriers to nan's elevation and that translation

fron one cLass to another is possible; he tells sunners that he is a

"gentlenan" (i25) in the original sense of the word, meaning a noble

man. Summers' a com¡noner by birth, becomes Talbotts patron and guide.

Talbot's initial view of the role of religion and its rites

indicates his naivety. He tells Cunbershum that it is fortunate that

the ship has a parson on board to perform "all the rites from the first
to the Ìast." He views rites as meaningless and em¡rty cerenonies

performed by a priest at important social event,s such as birth, narriage

and death. Nor does he understand the power of supersitition when he

fearns from cumbershum about the saílorst berief that the parson's

presence on the ship is a sign of bad luck. Moreover, when Cumbershum

informs him about the captain's atheism and unwillingness to have a

parson on the ship' Talbot defends the churchts representative, arguing

that the supersitious saiLors "require the occasionaL invocation of

Munbo Jumbo" (2I),

He has e vague notion that the church supports order in society:

"How is order to be maintained? You take away the keystone and the

whole arch fal-ls!" The church is merely a neans of keeping the

unthinking nasses loyal to the state or the king: "But sir--Just as in

a state the supreme argunent for the continuance of a national- church is
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the whip it holds in one hand ['the threat of helt fire'] and the--dare

I say--illusory prize Ithe promise of heaven] in the other, so here."

He further argues r+ith Cunbershun about the need of order on the ship:

"Your crew is not all officers! Forward there, is a crowd of

individuals on whose obedience the order of the whole depends, the

success of the voyage depends ! " (22) , cumbershum responds that the

sailors and the connon peopJ-e pose no threat to the authority of the

king or of his representative, the captain. Ironically, it is TaLbot

who strikes at the captain's authority by exercising the privilege of

his position and it is the parson who evokes the threat to the success

of the voyage in the ninds of the supersititious sailors.

Not until he observes the procedures of a naval- ceremony known as

"shooting the sun" does Talbot have sone understanding of the feeling

and the sanctity evoked by this "rite." The entire operation in which

the midsltipmen wait on the sun to climb up the sky and measure the angle

with their theodolites to tl-reir faces is accorded a silent attention and

respect such as they [the conmon peop]-el paid to the solemnest

moment of a religious service. You lhis godfather] night be

inclined to think as I did that the glittering instruments were

their Munbo Junbo... [but] I cane &s near as ever I have been to

seeing such concepts as "duty,tt t'privilege,t' and t'authoritytt in

a new light. They moved out of books, out of the schoolroon,

and the university into the broader scenes of daily life.

Indeed, until I saw these fell-ows like Miltonts hungry sheep

that "look up, " I had not considered the nature of ny own
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ambition nor looked for the justification of then that was here

presented to me. (38)

Talbot's aLlusion to Milton's "hungry sheep that tlook up"'is an

incomplete quotation; in Lycidas MiIton laments the failure of

Christianity to satisfy the enotional needs of Christians: "The hungry

Sheep look up, and are not fed" (123). Talbot's error in all"uding to

Milton suggests, in Golding's view, his nisunderstanding of the role of

religion and his own vocation. Religion is an expression of an

emotional response by a collective or a conmunity. The naval operation

is a sacred rite because it conmands reverence and silent respect among

tltose present and watching it; it is this feel-ing that lies beliind the

sanctity and force of concepts such as "duty" and "authority" in a

conmunity; and, for a nobleman desiring to be a human leader, it íurp)-ies

his socj-al obligation and responsibility. The sailors' ancl ttre common

peopJ,ets faith as expressed in this ceremony is the cornerstone of the

king's and the captaints authority on the ship. The naval "rite" Irroves

its efficacy and shows that the navy operates from older principles of

order which are enshríned in the "customs of the service. " The

captain's Standing Orders, which include the rites, practices, taboos

and directions regarding the behavior of the sailors and others on boarcl

the ship, have all the force of holy writ, The Roya1 Navy still upholds

the symbols of divine authority on the ship. Í{hen Talbot hears Mr.

Taylor say in tarpaulin J-anguage that the parson wiIl be "keel-hauled"

(41) for failing to observe the captain's Orders, he is convinced of the

captain's unchall-enged authority: "It appeared that Captain Anderson's

ability to control- his own officers, fron Cumbershun down to these
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babes-in-arms, was not to be questioned" (42). For the young sailors,

tìre captain's punishment of the parson for viorating the forbidclen

quarterdeck, the "Sacred precincts" (83) of the captain, is the "best

sport of all" (41).

Having barely escaped the captain's punishment himself, and after
witnessing the parson's conic humitiation by the captain, Talbot comes

to view Anderson's Standing Orders as unnannerly and tyrannical. Thus,

when the ladies and gentlenen are invited to a gathering with the

officers of the ship, a sociaL ritual which is a part of the naval

protocol, he wrongl¡, concludes that the event is being organized "to

offset...the peremptory and unmannerly prohibitions the captain has

displayed in his 'Orders regarding the Behaviour of the Ladies and

Gentlemen who have been afforded'--afforded, mark you, not taken--

'Passage"' (46). He fails to understand why it is tbe captain's

príviÌege to al-low "Passage" to the passengers and not their right.
Talbot's objection expresses the natural attitude of a gentlenan who

values his own privilege appropriate to his status over and above the

captain t s prerogatives.

For Tal"bot, the social gathering provides an opportunity for

asserting his gent'lenanly status and making sexual. advances toward his

coveted "female ob.iect" (56). Inportantly, the social event is a

theatrical scene of sexual pursuit: Zenobia at first pretends her

concern that her virtue is threatened in the company of so many

dangerous gentlenen, and later acts her "p&rt" as the "unprotected

fenale in the company of gigantic male creatures ITa]bot and prettinanl"

when they, for their part in the sexual play, seek to exploit her
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supersititious fears only to have her "throw herself on our chivalry
perhaps; and all the time the animal spirits" (57). The farcica] game

of sexual pursuit in which a woman acts as if she were in peril and a

gentleman pretends to offer protection only to have her sexually

surrender herself is a profane version of the ideal act of chivalry.

The eighteenth-century noblenan desires sexual conquest as an exercise

in "male privilege." By taking advantage of the seanents entertainnent

during the crossing-the-line ceremony, he achieves Zenobia,s sexual

surrender which "rendered up all the tender spoils of war!" (86). In

this comic situation, the sexua.l- encounter in Talbotts cabin is

interrupted at a crucial- nonent by the abrupt explosion of the fired gun

on the afterdeck--a fine parody of hierogamy. The entire affair makes

Talbot irritated witl¡ hinself and experience "a kind of universal

sadness--Good God! Is Aristotle right in this conmerce of the sexes BS

he is in the orders of society? (91-gZ).

Contrasted with the genuine sanctity evoked by the naval rituaL

known as "shootíng the sun," CoIJ.eyts religious service has el-ements of

farce that expose his social- obsequiousness and pretended sanctity.

Otrce again, since Talbot views the Captain as a tyrant, he discovers in

the captain's unwiJ.J.ingness to allow colley to conduct a service a

political- opportunity to oppose hin: "I{hat! Is he to tell me wliether I

should have a service to attend or not?" (63). He approaches the parson

to declare his support for him and to offer to intercede with the

captain to grant permission for the service. sumners reports the

captaints approval for coLleyts service provided it conforms to the

"custons of the sea service" (6b). Talbot, however, has alreacly Segun
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to regret his inpulsive interference on behal-f of Coì-J"ey because he

detests CoIley's obsequious behavior. His indignation and irritation
with Colley are evident when Colley conducts his service: "He knows of

my consequence. At times it was difficult to deterníne whether he was

addressing Ednund Talbot or the Alnighty. He was theatrical as Miss

Brocklebank...the one in paint IMiss Brock]ebankl pretending devotion,

the other with his book pretending sanctity...Her eyes never left his

face but when they were turned to heaven" (67-68). Talbot observes that.

perhaps sone comnon peopJ-e and a poor, suffering girJ- anong them had

come to the service in a simple spirit of devotion to seek the

consolations of religion. colleyts behavior is, however,, a mockery of

their genuine devotion: "His book told of painted women and how their

feet go down to hell but did not include advice on how 1-o recog¡ize o¡e

by candlelight! He took her to be what her performance suggestecl to

him! A chain of tawdry l-inked them" (70). Durirrg the service, colley

eppears to regard Zenobia's performance as an act of genuine piet¡r and

pays no attention to the condition of the poor suffering girl. Colley's

service .l-eaves Talbot deeply disturbed,

After witnessing the farcicaL performance of Colle¡' and Zenobia and

after his sexual encounter with her, Talbot decides to rid himself of

both colleyts obsequious attentions and his own responsibility for

Zenobia's possible pregnancy. He pJ.ans his farce, exposing the parson

and Miss Brocklebank by dropping a note fron col-ley to her that woul-d

implicate them in a scandal: "should we not do them good--or, as an imp

whispered to ne, do us all" three good? Should not this unl-ikety

Beatrice and Benedict be brought into a mountain of affection for each
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other?" (94). He hints insincerely to colley that he woul_d like to
befriend him, but he checks himself and gives up his dishonest scheme:

"Here was I, who considered myseJ-f an honourable and responsible man,

contemplating an action which was not mereJ.y crimina] but despicable,,
(102). Talbot takes the first inportant step toward his spiritual
growth.

colley does, however, becone the comic victim of a farce during the

"make and mend" activities of the sailors and the emigrants. His death

follows his disgrace as a resu-It of his participation in the drunken

revel-s, but the archetypal significance of his action in the fo'castle
emerges only gradualry in colley's long retter to his sister ancl the

revelations that come after his death. Tatbot,s knowledge of what

happened on the afterdeck during the crossing-the-line ceremony remains

necessarily linited because he was involved ill a sexual encounter with
Zenobia at that tíme. His knowledge of the happenings in the fo,castle
is also not complete because he as werl the others passengers were

distanL spectators of the farcical entertainment. Talbot learns from

Deverel- about the "fanous sport" (crossing_the_line). He l-earns some

other details fron Deverel about the captain's dislike of the parson and

the news that the captain has forbidden colley to walk the quarterdeck

because of his violations of the orders: "The quarterdeck--which colley
supposes incLudes the afterdeck. So he is confined more or l-ess to the

waist" (90). During the badger-bag cerenony coll-ey becones the target
of the sailors' supersition, a scapegoat figure that exorcises their
fears that the parson brings bad luck for their voyage. Mr. prettima',

the rational-ist who waLked the deck during the ceremony looking for a'
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validity, inforns Talbot that "the whole

lanentable! Such a disptay of ignorance

supersitition!" {95¡.

qÐn

that supersititions have no

episode was grotesque and

, of monstrous and savage

Later' Talbot watches the parson approach the captaínts quarterdeck

to ask his apology for the sailors' indecent behavior. Anticipating a

confrontation between the representative of the church and the state,

Talbot wonders whose whip is more effective on the ship, "the threat of

hell fire" invoked by the church or the captain's cat-o-nine-tai-Is which

had not been used so far. As the capl-ain expresses his regrets for tile

sailorst mistreatment, however, CoJ.ley wants the captain's permission to

cross the wìlite Line and let him give a sernon to the sailors and

emigrants and bring them to repentance for the indignities inflicLecl on

him and his office during the badger-bag event. The capta-in and Summers

advise him against such an intervention, however, for it is Iikely to

arouse further mockery. When Cotley insists that his faith will protect

him--"I bear the shield of the Lord" (g7)--ne is urged to ¡+ait till the

sailors and enigrants have been issued with their run.

The sight of CoJ-ley crossing the white line in his newly acquired

dignified appearance suggests to Tarbot the absurdity of coì.ley's

behavior: "Colley l¡as dressed in a positive delirium of ecclesiastical

finery! That surpJ.ice, gown, hood, wig, cap rooked quite sinpLy sirly
under our verticai- sun! He moved forward at a so.Lenn pace as he rnight

in a cathedral-. The peopre who were lounging in the sun stood at once

and I thought, with a somewhat sheepish air...I understood his mistake.

He lacked the natural authority of a gentJ.enan and had absurdly overdone
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tlre dignity of his calÌing" (105-06). As a representative of the Church

Militant' Colley advances toward the non-believers, ready to do battle

for the sake of the church and God and prepared to rebuke the godless

commoners into repentance for insul-ting his sacred office.

Talbot, who describes the events in the fo'castle from the vantage

point of a distant spectator, is surprised to discover from the sounds

emerging from it that the parson is not delivering any rebuke, nor is he

giving a sernon to the common people; Talbot hears the applause the

parson appears to have received in the fotcastle and it suggests to him

an atnosphere proper for an entertainnent: "ft was as if Colley was an

acrobat or a juggler" (108). Cheers, laughter and even jeers are heard

by the spectators gathered on the afterdeck, Tr+o figures, one of whiclr

makes a "nincing parody of the female gait," exhibit their "portrayal of

human weakness and folly" (112) to entertain the viewers. A sail"or

appears before the captain to inform him that the parson is "as drunk as

the butcher's boots" (i13). Soon afterwards, the parson's voice is

beard, singing a song' rrlWhere have you been all the day, Billy Boy?"'

He sings another song, whose "y¡ords must have been warn...country

matters perhaps, for there was laughter to back them" {115¡. The

spectators are astonished to hear "Colley address him [Bi1lv Rogers]

with a string of endearments that ¡vould have--and perhaps did--nake La

Brocklebank blush like a paeony" (116).

The parson's appearance as he stunbles out of the fotcastle shows

ho¡+ he has been stripped of his ecclesiastical cLothing:

For now, like some pigmy Polyphenous, like whatever is at olrce

strange and disgusting, the parson appeared in the lefthand
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His eccLesiasticaÌ garment had gone

and the marks of his degree. His wig had gone--his very

breeches, stockings and shoes had been taken from him. Some

charitable soul had in Þity, I suppose, supplied him with one of

the loose c&nvas garnents that the common people wear about the

ship; and this because of his diminutive stature was sufficient

to cover his loins...He appeared to be in a state of extrene and

sunny enjoyment. (ii6-17)

Like Polyphemous in Euripedests Cyclops who had known nothing of wine

before he is overcome by it, tlte parson is in a state of drunkenness; ill

a selÌse CoJ-l-ey participates in a mock initiation into the mysteries of

Dionysus, and his change of clothes suggests an act of incorporatiorr

into the conmunity of sailors, the sat¡'¡ic votaries of Dionysus.

Hilarity, satire, obscene Ianguage and the orgiastic revelr¡' of

this theatrical scene in the fo'castle are aspects of the satyr-¡-rlay and

had been elements of the ritual of initiation and purgatÍon in the

festivals of Dionysus. Here the drunken sexual frolics of the "JolLy

Tars" (188), the sailors as they are call-ed in tarpaulin language, mock

tlte parson's sanctified identity as a priest of the christian faith.

The sight of the parson spreading his arms to embrace al] present on the

deck, shouting "Joy! Joyl Joy!" and conferring blessings from God

causes the viewers to scream and retreat in haste. Because the parsort

appears blissfully forgetfuL of his disgrace, his priestly role and

authority in this congregation are finished.

TalboL observes that "Captain Anderson seemed to be the principal

benef iciary of ColJ.ey's perfornance. He becane positively sociabì-e ivith
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the ladies, voluntarily breaking Lway fron the sacred side of the

quarterdeck and bidding them weLcone...there was a lightness about his

step and indeed a l-ight in his eyes" (118). The surlen, irascible

captain, the "glooniest of Hymens" (270), exhibits "gaiety and e-levation

of spirits" (141). It seems that Colley's downfall and the exposure of

his pretented sanctity have strengthened the captain's authority on the

shi-p. The captain had earl-ier punished Colley for violating his Orders,

brtt now Colleyts comic disgrace comes as an appropriate punishnent for

his indecelrt behavior in the fo'castle.

To use Gaster's terms, the encounter between the captain and the

parson is not a ref.l-ection of the historical confLict between the church

and the state (a view presented by Talbot), but a contemporary

reenactnent of the ritual contest or drana involving acts of purgaLion

(expulsion of a human scapegoat or evil- and impurities) and re-

invigoration (the ascendency of the king as the representative of the

spirit of topocosmic vitality and renewal); Índeed the parson,s Loss or

defeat and the captain's revitalized authority are a recapitulation of

an older and seasonal ritual combat of Summer and Winter. At the sane

time Ta1bot's historical and political perspective encourages us to

think that the captain acts as a tyrant, a representative of the king

wÌ¡o has abused his authority in his dealings with the passengers.

Tragically, ColLey is so overcome with shame and despair over his

experience in the fotcastle that he refuses to ]eave his cabin and

surrenders hinself to death. Concerned wíth the parsonts act of self-
annihilation, Lieutenant Summers approaches Talbot with a request that

either he shouLd visit the parson to save hin or intercede with the
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captain to pay a gentle visit to raise the parson's spirits.
Ironically, the pastoral duty of visiting the sick must fall on either
the captain or the nobleman. During this meeting, summers and Talbot

discuss the question about who ís responsibLe for ColJ-ey,s fate. Talbot

believes that the captain has behaved in a tyrannical manner not only

with him but with Colley as welL by punishing him for his violation of
the orders. summers places things in perspective, however, when he

ínforms Talbot that the captain was rightly enraged by Talbot's use of
his priviJ-eged position:

Had you not in a bold and thoughtless way outfaced our captain

on his quarterdeck--had you not nade use of your rank ancl

prospects ancl connections to strike a blow at the very

foundations of his authority, atl this might not have happened.

He is brusque and he detests the c].ergy, he makes no secret of

it. But had you not acted as you did at that tinre, lie wou]-d

never in the very next few minutes have crushed Colley with his

anger and continued to humiliate him because he could not

humiliate you. ( 134 )

In additin, Summers asks Talbot to shoulder his responsibilÍty towarcl

Collev since he has exercised the privileges of his position by ignoriìg
the captaints authority and prerogatives: "The captain's standing

orders would seen to you as brusque as he is, sir. But the fact is they

are wholly necessary. Those applying to passengers lie under the same

necessity, the same urgency as the rest" (i34-3b). sunners further
argues that during a monent of crisis, a ship nay sink if ignorant

passelìgers stunble in t'he way of the ca¡rtain, delay his necessary orders
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and make them inaudible to the officers and sailors. since it was

Tal-bot's actíon which provoked the captain's wrath, uraking colley the

victin of it, Summers urges Talbot to befriend the sick parson for the

sake of ideaLs of fair play and justice, principres of action which

summers reminds Talbot are sunmed up by the phrase "Noblesse obliAe"

(129). Tarbot is convinced that he has a duty to save colley, even

though it is an unpleasant one for hin because he detests CoJ-ley and his

stinking hutch. He admits that summers has instructed him like a

"school-master" (135) in the l-essons of authority and responsibility.

Talbot believes that despite his fault the captain has been unjust

and cruel- to colley; he even resents the capta.in's priviì.ege to walk the

windward side of the ship: "captains, I dare say, in this Noah's

service will continue to walk the windwar-d side even if ships should ruri

cl-ear out of wind and take to rowing. The tyrant must _Iive as free of

stink as possible" (140). He detests the prospect of lris having to

suffer the stink of colley's hutch. He approaches the captain,

reminding him of his position as "the king or emperor of our floating
society with prerogatives of justice ancl mercy" (J.44) and suggests to

hin that he keep a journaJ- intended for influential persons in which he

records the events on the ship. Talbot ¿rssumes that the mention of the

journaÌ would force the captain to consider his inage in it and

recognize that he nay have been portrayed as an unjust ruler of the

ship, exercising his persona]- aninosity against the parson. Talbot

seelçs to manipulate the captain's behavior, expecting that t,he captain

would be influenced to pay a visit to colJ-ey and admit his fauLt. But

when Anderson does not go down to visit the parson, Talbot has to accept
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that his "knowledge c¡f the springs of hunan action was stíll in the egg"

( i46 ).

Talbot has a fell more lessons to learn about human beings. When he

indicates that the common peoplets pray-acting during "nake and nend"

activitíes was intended as a mockery of those in authority, summers

responds that the enigrants have behaved decently and shown no signs of
mocking at authority. After he fails to rouse the parson from his self-
destructive isolation in the hutch, Talbot connents that the parson is
taking his religion too seriousry. summers, however, advises Talbot

that the parson knows nothing of his religion: "The uniforrn does not

make the man, sir. He is in despair I believe. sir, I take it upon

mysel-f as a cllristian--as a hunble follower at however great a

distance--to aver that a Christian cannot clespair!" (154). If Tal¡ot's
understanding of hunan affairs is "still in the êgg," the parsonrs

understanding of his religion shows, in cumbershum's words, that he is
"a very new-hatched parson" (ZZ\. AIso it is possible, as Talbot infers
from Colle¡tts "habit of subordination" that "he got out of the peasantry

by a kind of greasy obsequiousness" (126). colley's transration from

peasantry to priesthood has not been a success.

Another important lesson that ralbot as a writer of his journal

does not learn but which Golding has emphasized concerns the role of the

artist in the evocation of the central_ icons of his culture. Gotding

conveys his mythic view of art through Mr" Brocklebank, a marine

lithographer and a comic "siLenus" or satyr-figure in the work. The

scene in which Talbot and Mr. Brocklebank converse about the fatter's
art has conic elements which expose Brocklebankts uncouth nanners, but
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interestingl-y enougÌì, this decadent artist is an indirect spokesman for
Gording's views on art. Brock-lebank is aware of his own and his
society's corruption: "I should be a rich man nor{ had not the warnth of
ny constitution, an attachment more than usualJ.y firm to the Sex and the

opportunities for excess forced on my nature by the shocking corruption
of English society--" (168-69). His most famous painting of Lord Ne1son

which earned him wealth and popular recognition celebrates the potency

of the archetypaÌ hero by depicting the genuine worship of the sai-Iors

and grief-stricken friends in the naval ritual of commemoration at t,he

time of Nefsonts death

Tal'bot objects that Brocklebank's art is divorced from reality:
"How the devil did that whole crowd of young officers contrive to be

kneeling round Lord Nelson in attitudes of sorrow and devotion at the

hottest momenL of the action?" Brocklebank reminds Talbot that he is
confusing art with reality, adcling that no one would want to see a

painting in which a great navaL conmander is shown dead below the deck

in "some stinking part of the bilges" (169). Only a picture that
captures tìre genuine reverence which the English people felt or

expressed toward Lord Nelson woul-d do justice to his true and immortal

image in their hearts even at the nonent of his death.

In comparison wíth Brocklebankts view of art which evokes genuine

reverence' Talbot's purpose in writing a journal shows a narrow-minded

concern wíth factuality and profane worship through fJ.attery; he informs

the captain that his journar records "sal_ient facts, of course--such

trifles as may amuse the leisure of m¡, god.father" (162). He afso tries
to anuse and flatter the shipts officers, but whe¡l he does not succeed
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practice the art of flattery. But how can

Q¿ñ

was pleased to advise me to

I continue to try ít on a

personage who wilL infall-ibly detect the endeavour? Let me be

disobedient to you if onry in this, and fratter you no more!" (182).

Moreover, instead of pleasing his Lordship, his godfather, which is what

he set to do through his writing, Talbot now wants his godfather to act
as a judge and determine impartially who is responsible for the parson's

death, himself or the captain; Talbot knows that the "journal has become

deadly as a loaded gu', " aimed at whoever is found unjust and

responsibLe for Colle¡"s death. Talbot attaches CoIley,s letter to his
sister as an important piece of evidence which may reveal- the captain,s
injustice and cruelty to the parsoll.

colle.v's ]etter to his sister f inally reveals the inner

psychological aspect of his experience on the ship. His letter exhibits
a nan of feeling whereas Talbotts journal shows us a man of intellect.
Golding allows us an inside view of colley,s psyche and his numinous

experience which is a prelude to the rite of passage or initiation into
the mystery of Dionysus. colle¡' begins his journey assured of his
priestly status anong the passengers on the ship and confident of the

certainties of christian faith. He observes: "I{e the gentry as it
were' have our castfe in the backward or after part of the vesser. At

the other end of the waist...&re the quarters of our Jolly Tars and the

other inferior sort of pa.ssenger--the enigrants, and so forth" (tgs).
Finding hinself surrounded by the naval officers and sailors, the heroes

of a recent victory against France, he daydreams about performing some

daring exploit in their company and winning fame and fortune, though he
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checks himself and acknowLedges that such daydreaning is a venial sin.
Impressed by the sailorst heroisn, he does not believe the tales he has

heard of their brutal, treatment of passengers at sea. As the journey

begins, he offers a prayer for their safety and reninds hinself that he

has a "far securer anchor than any appertaining to the vessel!" (igz).
As a christian he believes that his journey is inspired by christ, the

anchor of hope and redenption. soon, however, coll_ey,s voyage deprives

hím of confidence and the certainties of his priestly status ancl faith.
Talbot himself adrnits that his journal owes "l-ess to feeling tharr

to the operations of inteflect" (184) ¿¡fl, therefore, the dinension

completely excluded from his diary is the note of awe (Gregor and

Kinkead-weekes, "The Later Go-Iding" 112). colley experiences the

initial sense of awe when he first looks at the ship and the sailors:
"It was, it is, a terror at the majesty of the huge engines of war, then

by a curious extension of feeling, a kind of awe at the nature of the

beings whose joy and duty it is to control- such an invention in the

service of their GOD and their King. Does not Sophocles (a Greek

Tragedian) have some such thought in the chorus to his philoctetes? But

I digress" (189¡. Coì-J.ey's awe inplies a non-rational response to the

sailorst hieratic vocation, their devotion to the customs of the sea

service and reverence toward the synbols of authority, human and divine.
It ís by way of Colley's digression that GoJ-ding evokes the existentÍal
rearity of the sacred, inhering in the service to the king whose

representative on the ship is its captain; colrey sees the captain as

the very "face of Authority" (196). rnplicitly, colley's viol,ation of
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the captain's orders is art ac| of impiety for which he invites
punishment.

The ship's urotion in the deep waters suggests to colley an

inexplicable horror: "Here Ì"¡e are suspended between the land beLow the

waters and the sky like a nut on a branch or a l_eaf on a pond!" (lgs).

And he sees the journey as a spiritual one; after witnessing a storm and

the bolts of lightning he sees the journey &s a passage involving trials
and punishment: "What has remained with ne apart from a live1y menory

of my apprehensions is not only a sense of HIS AWFULNESS ancl a sense of

the majesty of HIS creation. It is a sense of the splendour of our

vessel rather than her triviality and minuteness! It is as if I think
of her as a separate world, a universe in l-ittle in which we must pass

our lives and receive our reward or punishment. I trust the thought is
not impious! It is a strange thought and a strongi one!" (1gi_g2).

colley's attempts to controL his irrational fear and periJ_ are of no

avail: during the r¡oments of panic when the light,ning flashes, he flees

to the cabin to pray but finds himself unable to so. Though he reminds

himsel-f thaL "one touch of Heavents Grace was greater than all those

boundress niles of roÌling va.pour and wetness," his thoughts suggest to

hi¡n that the sea is a l-andscape of heLl and torture: "Indeed, I

thought, though with some hesitation, that perhaps bad men in their
ignorant deaths nay find here the awfulness in whÍch they must dwell by

reason of their depravity. . . I found nyself thinking of a seabird crying

as one of those lost soul"s to whon I have alluded!" He consoles himself

that these thoughts are mere passing fantasy, a "temporary disordering

of the intellect" (195) because of the strangeness of his surroundings.
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Facing the strangeness of the sea and the inexplicable feeling of
numinous terror, correy seeks some comfort in human companionship: ,,It

is in circumstances such as these present that a man (even if he nake

the fullest use of the conso-Lations of religion that are available to
his individual nature), that a man, I say, requires hunan

conpanionship." The shipts gentrenen and. radies are, however,

indifferent to trim and do not respond to his greetings. when he asks

his servant philrips about the reasons for their indifference, he is
told that the comnon peopre think that "a parson i, a ship is rike a

woman Ín a fishing boat--a kind of natural bringer of bad luck,, (1g3).

ostracized by the ship's gentry, avoíded b¡, the conmon peopJ.e, a'd r-ater
humiLiated by the captain when he inadvertently vioJ-ates his orders by

walking the quarterdeck, colley is at pains to understand the reasons

for such hostility: "r am deeply suspicious that the surliness of gLe

captain toward me is not to be exprained so readJ-y. Is it pe.haps

sectarianism? If so, as a humb-Ie servant of the church of Eng],a.d--the

catholic church of England--which spreads its arms so wide i'the
charitabLe enbrace of sinners, I cannot but dep].ore such crivisive
stubbornness! or if it is not sectarianism but a social contempt, the
situation is as serious." Nonetheless colleyrs answer to the social
snobberies and divisiveness of English society is to assert his own

st.atus as a priest; he is deternined to "exhibit my croth to this
gentlenan lTalbot] and the ps.ssengers in general- so that even if they do

not respect me they nay respect it!,' (1gg).

During his subsequent encounters with the captain, colrey's further
violations of the quarterdeck provoke the captain,s rage. The parson,s
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public humiÌiation in front of the ladies and gentlenen engenders a deep

sense of shame and loss of dignity in him: "r discovered in myse].f a

deep unwilJ.ingness to neet any el¡er &nv face. As for my own eyes--I was

weeping! I wish I could say they were tears of nan.ly wrath but the

truth is they were tears of shame. on shore a n&n is punished by the

Crown. At sea the man is punished by the captain who is visíbly present

as the crown is not. At sea a personts manhood suffers. It is a kind

of contest" (203). Colley is convinced that the captain has

deliberately insulted his cloth, that is, his office and the church: ,,r

thought first of my cloth. He had tried to dishonour that, but I tol-d

nyself, that onJ.y I coufd" (202-08). He finds it difficult to practice

his Christian duty to forgive the captain for making him the object of

scorn and amusenent to the officers and other gentlemen during the

badger-bag event: "I was able to do this [forgive the captain] but not

without recourse to much prayer and some contenplation of the awful fate
that awaited hin when he shouLd find himself at ]ast before the THRONE.

There, I knew hirn for my brother, was his keeper, and prayed for us

both" (209). For colley, the captain is an enemy of religion, "a

spotted sou-l" (207) not deserving of forgiveness.

Having been isolated fron the ladies and gentlemen and confined to
the waist of the ship by the captain, colley jestingly refers to this
part of the ship as "ny island--my kingdom" and thus consoLes himself:

"Though I have, so to speak, abdicated fron that part of the vesser

which ought to be the prerogative of ny cloth and consequent station in
our society, the waist is in some ways to be preferred to the
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quarterdeck. " During this isol-ation, however, he f ears "a melanchol.v

leading on to madness" (210).

since he desperately seeks human conpanionship, co-lLey begins to

idealize Talbot who had shown signs of befriending him. Once he steaLs

into Talbot's hutch when the latter is sfeeping and is impressed by what

he takes to be the reflection of the inage of christ in his face: "I
scarce dare put down here the inpression his slumbering countenance made

on me--it was as the face of ONE who suffered for us all--and as I bent

over him in sone irresistible compulsion...there was the sweet aroma of

holiness itsel-f upon his breathl i did not think myself worthy of his

lips but pressed my own reverently on the one hand that lay outsíde the

coverl-et. such is the power of goodness that I withdrew as from an

aLtar!" (212J. unaware of his erotic attraction toward Talbol, he

exal-ts him in the image of the savior and pays him reverence. He

confuses the spiritual and the physical when he nentions in his letter
that Mr. Prettinan's baLd head is surrounded by a "wird halo" (1gJ) and

regrets the unfortunate use of this phrase. Nor does he understand that

during hís service he Ì{as sexual-ly attracted toward Miss Brocklebank.

From the waist, Colley watches in perplexity the sailors beyo¡d the

white line and inagines them as innocent and unfallen: "the people work

and síng and keep time to the fiddle when they play--for like children,

they pl-ay, dancing innocently to the sound of the fiddLe. It is as if
the childhood of the worl-d were upon then" (zrz). He is irresistibly
drawn to the society of the sailors and sees their intimate friendship

as a nanifestation of t,he Holy Ï{rit:
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They are seamen, and I begin to understand the word. you may

observe them when they are released from duty to stand with arms

linked or praced about each other's shourders. They sreep

sometines on the scrubbed pranking of the deck, one Ít nay be,

with his head pirrowed on another,s breast! The innocent
preasures of friendship--in which I, aras, have as yet, so

little experience--the joy of kindly association or even that
bond between two persons which, Holy l{rit directs us, passes the
fove of women, must be the cenent that holds their conpany

together, (Zl4\

It is clear that colley's naive exaltation of the fraternity of the
sailors conceals fron him his honosexuar passion. In the foregoing
passage, there is a horribJ.e pun in the words, ,,seamen,' and ,,cement.,,,

Goldi'gts wa' of revearing coil.eyrs erotic passion, u'derrying his
adoration of the sailors. The sailors, fraternal bonding, indicated by

their "arms Linked or placed about each otherst shoulders" and their
bodies reclining in promixity, is similar to the anorous postures of bhe

satyrs in ancient Greek art. Desiring to cross the white rine that
separates him from the satyric sailors, colley regrets that he cannot

abandon the waist and be a part of their community: ,,AIas that ny

calling and the degree in society consequent on it shoutd set me so

firnly where I no longer desire to be!" (Zl4). Beneath his vision of
mystic oneness of the sail-ors is his desire for erotic union with them.

Innediately afterwards, colley capituJ-ates to the Dionysiac

stirri'gs of his consciousness when he watches a young sairor take part
in a naval versio¡l of the ritual of conmunion. one by one each sailor
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is suppLied wit.h rum and on receiving it he sarutes the king with the
wordsi rtrThe King! GoD bless himr.," one of these fellows is a half_
naked young man' "a na.rrow-waisted, slim-hipped yet broad-shouldered
child of Neptune"; colrey watches the flame of his mascurinity wíth
fascination: "I caÌr.ed to mind the regend of TaJ.os, the nan of bronze
whose artificiar frame was fi-Ired with liquid fire. It seemed to ne

that such an evidentry fiery liquid as the one (it is run) which a

mistaken benevo-Ience and paternal.ism provides for the sea-service was

the proper ichor (this was the btood of the Grecian Gods, supposedry),
for beings of such semi-divinity, of such heroic proportions!,, Though

coì-le¡'is disturbed b'the sairo.s'use of the,,deviÌ,s brew,,(216), he

admires BilLy Rogers for drinking the cup of rum with nanry grace. In
his eyes, Birly becomes the nonarch of his "kingdom,, (the waist): ,,r

found myseJ'f"'unexpectedly dethroned and a new monarch elevated there!,,
( 217-18 ) .

As the crowned king of the ship, Billy Rogers is associaLed with
Dionysus (figer, "William Golding's Wooden Worl-d,, ZZ7), The ship, nade

of oak, is a Dionysiac oak tree in its passege through the sea; Birry,s
"flaming ichor," his bronze nasculinity, -Lures colley as he climbs up

and down the phallic bowsprit and the other branches of this tree with
e&se. coIley dreams an orgiastic consummation, ready to kneer before
his king: "I was reminded of the ord oak in which you [co],rey,s sisterl
and I were wont to climb. But he (the king) ran out there or up

there"'Then he turned' ran back a few paces and lay down on the surface
of the thickest part of the bowsprit as securely as I night in my bed!
surelv there ís nothing so sprendidly free as a young ferrow in the
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bra'ches of one of His Majestyrs traveÌl-ing trees, as r may caÌr themr

or forests evenr rhere ray the king, then, crowned with currs.,,
coì-ley's fascination with the king of his island, a king "crowned with
curls" inplies his possession by the god Dionysus; however, he disurisses

these fantasies as merely "fanciful_" (21g¡.

colley is the meeting ground of two elemental forces, Dionysus (one

of the chthonian deities) and Apol].o (one of the Olynpian deities).
Nietzsche called these the Dionvsiac and the Apollonian, signifying the
frenzied, demonic and unrestrained es opposed to the ordered, rationa1
and disciplined states of mind. "Dionysíac rapture,,, wrote liietzsche,
is akin to "physical intoxication. Dionysiac stirrings arise either
through the influence of those narcotic potions of which all pr.imit.íve

races speak in their hymns, or through the powerful approach of spri'g,
which penetrates with joy the whole frame of nature,, {ZZ¡, Thus, while
Dionysus, like all the pre-olympian or chthonic gods, partakes of the

instinctive and savage nature, ApolJ.o, on the other hand, symbolizes,'a

discreet J-imitation, a freedom from ar-r extravagant urges', (zr\,
Further, Nietzsche notes the opposition of the ApoJ.ronian spirit to t.he

Dionysiac spirit: "Apol-o appears to us...¿rs the apotheosis of the
principiun individuationis....If this apotheosis of individuat,ion is to
be read in nornative terms, we nay infer that there is one norm only:
the individual--or' more precisely, the observance of the limits of the
individual: sophrosvne. As a moraf deity ApoJ-J.o denands self-control,
a knowledge of self" (93-34). In Colley, a representative of the
Apollonian Christianit¡', two Dionysiac traits--the frenzied eroticism
and the denial of the Aporlonian serf-knowredge--militate, in
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Nietzsche's words, against his "artificalì.y rest.rained and discreet

world of illusion" (34). Even as Colley asserts his identity and faÍth,

the Dionysiac wells up in him. consciously he tries to force it down.

As a priest who has been ignored by the passengers and humiLiated

by the captain, correy attempts to recover the dignit.y and authority of

his calling. When he energes from his secl,usion in the waist to

chastize cumbershum and Deverel for using filthy language in their
quarrel over Zenobia's l-etter, he is shocked that they ask him to show

his licence to preach: "}{ho in the nane of all- thatts wonderfuì. gave

you permission to preach in this ship" Q27). He rea.lizes his sartorial

nistake; since he had deposited his licence and the cl-othes of his

cal-ling in the stowage of the ship, he concludes that "without the

sartorial- adornment of Ihis] calling, Ihe wourd be] mistaken for an

emigrant" (223). He realizes that he must present an appearance,

"sanctified by custom and required by decorum" (222). He regrets that

he had mistakenly ignored the injuction of the saintJ.y divine "to always

present a decent appearance" (226) and wear the robes of his vocation:

I saw at once that I had deceived myself entirely if I supposed

that appearing in shirt and breeches and in this guise I should

exert the authority inhering in ny profession. Nay--are these

not of alJ- people those who judge a man by his uniform? My

"uniform," as I must in aÌL humility catl it, must be sober

black with the pure whiteness of bleached Ìinen and bleached

hair' the adornments of the spiritual Man. To the officers and

people of this ship, a clergyman without his bands and wig would

be of no more account than a beggar, (225)
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ColJ-e¡"s preoccupation with the cl-othes of his catling reveals, in fact,

a sense of inferiority and inadequacy. When he stands in front of the

mirror without his cl"othes on, he feels with shame and confusion that he

resenbles an ordinary "labourer" (226\ fron the countryside or that he

looks Iike a "bare-headed clown" (228¡, iJ-I-equipped to command respect

as a nan of God.

Colley's attempts to preach virtuous conduct to Cumbershum and

Deverel- intensifies their dislike of the church's representative. His

need to regain his "sanctified identity" (224\ by wearing clothing

appropriate Lo his profession makes him a comic figure, for a Christian

priestts warm robes are meant for the English climate and are unsuitable

in the heat of the tropics. Further, the captain's dislíke of Colley's

indecent behavior on the ship and the saifors' fear that CoIIey

represents bad l-uck are the factors that result in his mock disgrace

during the crossing-the-J-ine ceremony. The ship is lying almost st,ill

in the equatorial belt of calms, adding to the sailors'and the common

people's supersititious fears regarding its seaworthiness. Colley

becomes the natural victin of these attitudes and fears.

The sailors participate in an equatorial entertainment which is a

parody of God's judgement. Cunbershun and Deverel make Col-ley the

target of their practical joke. They carry hin before the pagan god

Neptune to be judged, condenned and punished, and imnerse hin in a huge

tarpauì.in filled with sea water, dung and urine, Before they inflict on

hin this mock rite of baptisn in the ordure of the tarpaulin, a rite

confirming that he is a "l-ow, filthy fell-ow," a fallen human being,

CoÌley is asked to kneel in an act of worship before Neptune. Coll-ey's
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terror of judgenent recalls the nuninous fears of tris feIlow-traveller,
Coleridge's Ancient Mariner:

our huge ship was notionress and her sails stirr hung down. on

her right hand the red sun was setting and on her left the fult
moon was rising, the one directly across fron the other. The

two vast luminaries seemed to stare at each other and each to

nodify the other's light...Here plainly to be seen were the very

scales of GoD...Yes, in that vast ship with her numberless souls

I was alone in a pJ.ace where on a sudden I feared the Justice of
GOD unmitigated b¡, HIS Mercy! (233_34)

Yet in spite of Colley's feelings of numinous terror, the action her.e is
a farce; the sailors shout and laugh at ColÌey's "sanctified identi.ty"
and coLley's mind knorvs that the event is a kincr of "foorery" (236).

CoJ-ley's sense that the judgement of God is immi¡ent impìies his
uncolrscious fear that he' a representative of the church, mighL be foun¿

wanting. However, he sees the sailors'"sport" as a crueJ. induLgerice of
their "snar,ling, l-ustful, storning appetite" (238); they appear as

devils intent on their bloodlust. only later when he is returned to liis
hutch does he discover again that the sport., though cruel, has ar.r

element of jollity or hilarity about it: "Far off I could hear that the

devils*-no, ror I will not call them that--the peopLe of the ship had

resuned their sport with other victims. But the sounds of nerrinent
were joviaL rather than bestial. It was a bitter draught to swalLow!"

(239). Colley believes that they have insulted his office and he gets

ready to act as a knight of Faith: "The true insult is to my cLoth and

through it to tlie Great Arny of which I am the lasi, and littlest
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soldier. MY MASTER HIMSELF has been insulted and...I have a duty to

deliver a rebuke rather than suffer that in sil-ence!" (140-41), Bven

when the captain and his officers admit their responsibility for

ColJ-eyts nistreatment during the equatorial entertainnent and request

hin to consider the "whole thing as a jest that had got out of hand"

(246), Co1ley continues to insist that he must visit the conmon people

in the fo'castle to bring then to repentance and thus fulfil his God's

mission.

Colley participates in the Bacchanal-ian org--v during the "nlake and

merìd" festivit.ies c¡f the sail-ors and the commotì people. Both the

captain and Summers plead with him not to visit the fo'castle because he

may have further mockery inflicted on him. colley, however, confident

that he is protected by the "ornaments of the spiritual Man" lz44) and

cannot come to harm, crosses the white line to join them. WhaL follows

jrorrically confirms his own dictum: "what a man does defiles him, not

what is done b¡'others" (235). It is not Colley who is defiled Lrut he

r+ho defiles himself. For he dishonors his cloth, the insignia of his

vocation when he joins the revels. He energes from the fo'castle,

stripped of his ecclesiastical cÌothes. After he awakens from the

forgetful-ness of his drunken state, he is burdened by a sense of self-

abasement and wilLs himself to death.

Perhaps he could have been saved if he had knowledge of hinself;

his "horrific" fate is a natural outcone of his deniaL of the Dionysiac

pull of his unconscious and his self-deception when he insists on the

spirituality of his nission to bring others to repentance and grace.

Like Orpheus and Pentheus, he denies Dionysus and falls a vic-tim to the
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godts power; he participates in the rite of disnemberment which

disintegrates his role as a priest and Spiritual Man. His tragedy

enacts the ritual expulsion of the pharmakos figure, the being who nakes

the city inpure (Adrados 290; Frye 148); in other terms, his fate neans

the rituaì. expulsion of Death and Winter. His fate recal-l-s that of the

Greek, Orpheus, who fell victim to the revenge of the BacchÍc women and

was disnenbered for despising then and for refusing to worship Dionysus.

After his loss of Eurydice in the underworld, he becomes a homosexual;

once again the spirit of Dionysus seeks revenge through orpheusts

perverse affections for the youth of the boys (Ovid 246-47, ZZ7-ZB), In

Jungian terns, orpheus's fate implies the revenge of the unconscious

against the masculine intellect. In its denial of the Feminine,

homosexuality is essentiall-v Apollonian in character.

In the words of Racine which Talbot's godfather has perfectly

transl-ated Ínto English, CoJ-1ey's participation in the drunken orgy and

Íts aftermath has meant an inevitable descent into the horror of hell:

"Lo! where toils Virtue up th'OJ.ympian steep-- / With like small ste¡rs

doth vice t'wards Hades creeps!" The question facing everyone on the

ship after Colley's death is phrased appropriately by drunken Mr.

Brocklebank: "I{ho killed cock co].Iey?" (248). His answer is suggestive

too: "spirits and low fever" (178) led Cottey to his death. Indeed,

Colley was driven by the chthonic spirits and suffered from feverish

lust.

The inquiry after Colley's death also answers Talbot's nagging

suspicion that Colley was destroyed by the indifference of the captain

and the others on the ship. Summers suggests that ttre word
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"intemperance" (250) is a more appropriate description of Colleyts

behavior and subsequent death. Since Talbot has no knowledge of what

exactly happened insíde the fo'cast]-e, he believes that Colley was

ashamed of his drunkenness and died from humiliation. The captain

protests against any direct or indirect accusation pointing to his

indifference and cruelty toward colley; he defends his conduct of the

ship and his attitude to the passengers. He woul-d rather have no

concealment at the inquíry and let the facts speak for themselves; he

wishes to clear his name from unjust accusations of irresponsibil-ity ancl

cruelty toward Colley. The Captain's desire to dissociate himself from

any wrongdoing is an inportant lesson for TaLbot who has held all along

that the captain's behavior may have directly caused colley's death.

At the inquiry, BiÌly Rogers is brought in as a witness, and when

Ìre is pressed by the captain about the possibility of a criminal assaul-t

(buggery) on the parson, Billy impl-icates the other officers in the act.

It is clear, however, that Colley has been a wiLling participarrt in the

orgy. Moreover, TaLbot learns fron Mr. Prettiman, who nakes a

chivalric defense of Miss Granhamts opinion about corley's "vice" (271),

that he had overheard Billy Rogers's words about getting a "che¡r off a

parson. " I{e are meant to realize that Colley had conmitted "fellatio"
(277) by kneel-ing before his adored "king," BilJ.y Rogers, and become

ínvolved in drunken orgy later. ColJ.eyts perverse act of communion and

his drunken orgy suggest his incorporation into the comnunity of the

satyric sail-ors. Talbot t s concl-usion implies Colley's own

responsibility for his death: "the fiery ichor brought him from the

heights of complacent austerity to what his sobering mind must have fe-lt.
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as the lowest hel-l of self-degradation." For Colley, after the "make

and mend'reveIs, the dífference between Iife and death becomes nominaJ-,

but that between a virtuous and shaneful act an absolute one. Thus it

is that Talbot concludes rightly: "Men can die of shame" (2781,

What happened to Colley in the fo'castl-e and his consequent death

imply the oLdest ritual of purgation in which satyrs or Dionysiac

revellers participated; in tarpaulin Ìanguage, it is a "Roustabout," and

reminds us of the rotrt of the Dionysiac- revel-Iers. Talbot realizes that

literar¡ forms such as comedy or tragedy do not explain CoIJ-eyts

farcical exhibition of himself and the tragic death that follows: "Life

is a formless business, Summers. Literature is much amiss in forcing a

form on it!" (265). Only a mythic perspective can adequateJ,y explain

the archetypaJ. pattern of initiation that lies behind the oldest Greek

forms of drama such as conedy, tragedy and satyr-play. CoÌley's

dismembermeltt and defeat recapitulate the fate of Orpheus, PenLheus and

Pol-yphemous.

Talbot, Golding's narrator, does not fully conprehend how ColLey

has fallen below his archetypal rol-e as a shaman of his community. Miss

Granham indicates Golding's emphasis on the ancestral and primitive

basis of sanctity and social status implicit in man's obligation to his

archetypal role and virtuous conduct. Talbotts bewilderment is

understandable since his outlook is still- narrowLy historical:

She does literally nake no distinction between the uniform worn

by our officers, the woad with which our unpoJ.ished ancestors

were said to paint thenselves and the tattooing rife in the

South Seas and perhaps on the nainland of Australia! Worse--
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from the point of vieH'of societ¡¡--she, daughter of a canorl,

makes no distinction between the Indian Medicine Man, the

Siberian Shaman, and a Popish priest in his vestnents! When I

expostulated that she bid fair to include our own cl_ergy she

would only admit them to be Iess offensive because they nade

themselves less readily distinguíshable from other gentlemen I

was so staggered by this conversation I could make no repl"y

her. ( 269-70 )

Co1ley could not command respect for hís priestly status because his

orielltation was historical and social- and synptonatic of the fall,en

clerg¡;; he insisted on his gentlemanll'status, and demandecl a privilegecl

place ín society because Ìre was i1-s ordained priest . He was, ìrowever,

exposed for what he was¡ a peasant by origin who became a ¡:r'iest by

greasy obsequiousness. tle did not graduate to his "original" ro.Ie as

signified by his vestments.

Cont.rasted with ColJ_ey, TaIbot, however, rea_Iizes the

responsibility that cones with the priviì"eged sta'Lus he has inherited.

He burns with shame when he recalls the "jest" wittr wilich he hacl planned

to victimize colley in order to ward off his own responsibil-ity for

Zenobia's possible pregnancy. As well, he understand.s the reasons for

the captain's detestation of clergy: a cl-ergyman had actecl i¡ collusioll

with the captain's aristocratic father and marríed his mother in an

arrangement from which both benefitted; the lord inlierited tìre fortune

and the priest made a living for himself and got a wife. Golding's

narrative exposes the vices prevailing in the British class structure;

both the aristocracy and the clergy have fallen fron their archetypal or

to
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ol'iginal role in their community because they have abused their ancient

privilege and heredit.ary obligatiorrs. Talbot, however, does show some

growth in understanding the eternal and enduring varues of justice,

obligation' and duty as these are evoked through naval- rituals and icons

and collective yearnings for exenplary hunan conducL.
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lSee Cornford:

NOTES

"It is fair to suppose that the prinitive drama

conbined both elements of tragedy and conedy, and it may well be that

after all Aristotle is right in holding that the earJ.y drama was only

slowJ-y developed into the soÌemn tragedy which no doubt narks one side

of the Attic drama" (68). The other side is comedy which, in Cornford's

view, took shape in connection with Dionysiac or Phallic ritual that

celebrated "the victory of the Spirit of Iife over the adverse influence

<¡f blight and death" (00¡. Further, Seaford notes: "the original

Dionysiac themes of tragedy, though invoLving a death and rebirth

(Dionysos), probably concluded with a joyful reunification of the

thiasos Iconsisting of satyrs] with t]reir god, in keepírrg with the moocl

of the festiv¿rl. But as tragedy developed it adopLed non-Dionysiac

death and suffering" (31).



Chapter Ten

The Paper Men

william Golding's The Paper Men (1984), which dear.s with the

relationship between creative writer and critic, was published only four

months after he received the Nobel Prize in Literature. A majority of

reviewers and critics accorded this novel a cool reception, and

expressed their disappointment with its treatment of pJ.ot and character.

The novel-istically oriented critics have recorded their dissatisfaction

even with some earl-ier nove-Is of Golding, exasperating him and at times

making hin angry with their lack of comprehension of the mythic design

in his art. That in The Paper Men he should subject both the writer',

I{ilfred Barclay, and the critic/biographer, Rick Tucker', to satire and

expose these "paper men" for their sins and folIy, indicates his

frustrati<¡n with the writers who ignore spirituaÌ truth and the critics
who fail to appreciate the serious element in his art. Bufkin has apbl¡,

hinted at Golding's aim in The Paper Men: "The prevailing faiture of

the majorit.y of critics to recognize the seríous and to accorc.l it
serious attention marks a crucial point in l-ate twentieth ce¡tury

literary life. This situation Goldingts new novel has clearly erposecl"

( "Nobel Prize" 60 ) .

In Rites of Passage, GoJ.ding uses humor and farce to poinl to his

serious purpose. His narrative conbines farcical events on the ship

with an exploration into colleyts psyche in order to show that colley,s

failure to understand the numi¡lal powers of the unconscious makes him

the tragic victim of the saifors' activities, aimed at.exposing Lris

pretense and vice. sinilarLy, ín The paper Men, Golding enpJ,oys farce

364
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and low comedy not merel-y to expose the professional- cannibalism of a

criticts attitude to creative writer', an act that is mutually demeaning

for both, but al"so to point to a writer's denial of the gods dwelling in

the psyche. The narrative is a composite of elements of seriousness and

humor, meaningfulness and absurdity; events in Barclay's life reveal his

profound noral and psychoJ-ogical distress as well as confirm him as a

clown. Barclay's god is made in the image of the satirist; as a writer

in fJ-ight from his god-consciousness, he becomes the target of the

merciless pursuit and black huno¡' of his supernatural master. Golding

also sees himself in the rol-e of satirist, revealing through Barcla¡,ts

personal account of the "various times the clown's trousers fell down"

(189) a modern writer's intimations of sin, guilt and damnatiolr ancl his

anguished attempts to deaL with the debil-itating effects of farcjcal

events that deprive him of his peace and dignit-v,

Bufkin ìras rightly observed that The Paper MerÌ exìribits a loose-

jointed narrative form appropriate to a satire:

Between beginning and ending, the events conform to pattern of

satire. There is much moving from place to place (Barclay in

fact goes round the world); and there is the ldeliberate

rambl-ing digressiveness' that Northrop Frye identifies as

tendenic in the narrative technique of satire.' Farcical

confusion and disorder are the reigning forces. Barclay takes

to drinking heavily, and the confusion comes to exist not onLy

outside hi¡r but inside as wel-l. Novelistic rea],ism fades in and

out of satirical grotesque. The events, whij.e sometimes
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farcical-, are even more often satirical-ly brutal; and nearly all

the characters are insensitive. (63)

If a rambling narraLive forn and the disorderly events suggest

conventions of a satire, however, we must recognize Goldingts

nanipulation of the satiric convention--its nixture of fact and fantasy,

laughter and horror, seriousness and absurdity--for his nythic purpose:

farcical events in Barclay's Iife arrd his psychological distress evoke

the workings of mysterious predestínation, "the universal intolerance"

(183), subjecting him to its deliberate and inescapable Lrap. For

Barclay, the universe appears as a pJ.ot of God.

FurLher, Barclay is a l-imited narrator, one of the A]èZq¡¡1q

narrators of satírical works. As a naturally gifted writer, he ilas

achieved success, fame and wealth, but he ís contenptibJ.e and morally

corrupt, a self-centered ancl a hollow man. He is a represenLatíve image

<;f a contemporary writer wlto rejects any notion of tlle mystical or the

transcendent.. He lives in an age in which a writer's success depends

upon the subnersion of spiritual values or the repression of the

unconscious, and thus he l-acks any knowledge of himself. As the

ltarrator and an ostensible author of The Paper Men, Barclay is not to be

identified with Golding, for his deniaL of the unconscious makes him the

subject of Goldingts Írony. Yet in some sense, Barclayts growing

awareness of his íronic situation and his encounter with the archetypes

folì.owing a series of crises and irrational terrors during his travels

transforn him into a nythic writer sinilar to Golding. BarcJ-ay's aim i¡

writing his own narrative is to evoke, as Golding does, the synbol-s of
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connection linking man and the divine and to confirm the healing

function of the unconscious.

Barclay's development from an egocentric individual and hedonistic

writer blind to spiritual truths into a psychically and spiritually

nature individual and an artist committed to a J.arger reality, reflects

what Jung calls the process of individuation. "Psychology...cufninates

... in a developmenta-L process which is peculiar to the psyche and

consists in integrai-ing the unconscious contents into the consciousness"

(0n the Nature of the Psyche 133-34). This deve-lopmental experience of

whol"eness or integration of consciousness and the unconscious, ego and

psyche, entails a sacrifice of ttre ego and an encounter witil the

"Other"; an individual's consciousness recognizes a larger real.ity 1-han

just that of the ego. Consciousness is inevitably enriched by the

wisdom and knowledge gained from an encounter with the gods in the

unconscious; an individual-ts ego-personality is ousted from iLs celltral

and dominating position. In Jung's words, an individual feels that the

"afflux of unconscious contents has vitalized the personality...alld

created a figure that sonehor^: dwarfs the ego in scope and intensity"

(134). This new sense of wholeness Jung terms as tire experience of the

Self ; in religious J-anguage, it means giving one's l-ife to God, an act

r+hich heals må.nts sense of dividedness or separation, his alienation

from the transpersonal and sacred images.

The Jungian notion of individuation which begins with the

experience of alienetion and involves the integration of ego and psyche

is simiLar to ELiade's conception of initiatory death--sickness ancl

ordeal-s, crises and suffering that signify the nythic descent to the
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Underworl-d--and rebirth which impJ-ies a psychic and spiritual revival, à

conscious retrieval of spiritual values and a comnitment to the

vocational call or rol-e by the initiated. In other words, initiatory

death is an archaic transition rite which signals the death of the

profane ego and prepares the initiand for participation in the life of

the spirit. For Jung and the archetypalists, the experience of the

numinous power of the SeIf, the god-inage in the psyche, is always a

"defeat for the ego" (Edinger 49). Moreover as M. -L. von Franz has

noted "The actuaÌ process of individuat.ion--the conscious coming-to-

terms with one's inner center' (psychic nucleus) or the SeIf--gerrerall.v

begins with the wounding of the personaj.ity and the suffering that

accompanies it...the ego feels hampered in its will or its desire and

usualJ.y projects the obstruction onto something external" (Man and his.

Symbols 169 ) .

Inevitably, the process of individuatÍotr begins during the seconcl

half of an individual's life or during his ¡riddle years with an

experience of some wounding or shock or paralysis of wilL, which causes

a great sense of alarn and heLplessness. For Barclay, an established

novel-ist in his fifties' this moment of psychic trauma occurs when he

wakes at hal-f-past three in the morning, full" of discomfort and remorse

over his reckless drinking during the previous night, onì.¡' to discover

that there is a "black hofe" in his nemory of events between his fifth
(actually sixth) bottle and the time he went to bed after entertaining

his prospective biographer and Professor of an American university, Rick

Tucker. At first, the "black hole" appears to be nerely a case of

forgetfulness, "a part of the running of the mind, the universal
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process'r (8), and a natural consequence of the aging process and

alcoholism. In his sobering moments, however, Barc_layts "black hole,"

Iike Sophyts "dark tunnel" in Darkness Visible, is an opening into the

depths of the unconscious and its dark nonsters:

I moved into another gear, another symptom, perhaps, a feeling

of dry, hard factuality that probed my situation fron every

side, &n army of unutterable law which in time might produce

unthinkabJ-e horrors, as in al-l- accounts of drug addiction. It

was not impossible to enl'isage this very dryness and bleahness

as a monster itself that was not yet visible--and would not, I

thought witìl a spurt of real desperation, would no'L ever lte

visible if I could help itl I would fight the black hole, fight

it on the beaches, in pubs and restaurants, clubs, bars, in

travel...hoping at l-east to find some pleasure...rather thall

this stare so dr¡' and hard--I was frighterred. (8-9)

Barcì-ay decLares war on the emerging monster of tlle "b1ack hoLe," not

willing to submit to its ghastly stare; his unease and helplessness

refLect his sense of guilt and self-condennation. This shockirrg

encounter suggests to him the knowing, onniscient eye, "The Eye of

Osiris" (17); nothing about his personal nature or his past actions is

hidden from its purview.

For Barclay' a writer skillful in the art of manipulating plots ancì

characters, denouements and resolutions, events in the real world

subject him to the ironic traps and nanipul"ations of a farcical plot

that exposes his guilty past--shameful secrets conceaÌed fron his wife

and others but accessible through his personal papers. BarcÌaj' does not
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remember thal-, fearful of his guest and would-be biographer, he Ìrad

sorted out the incriminating documents in order to burn them nor that he

had instead Lhrown them in the dustbin. Next norning, while attempting

to reconstruct the events of the forgotten period from the evidence of

the bottles and other iterns in the kitchen, he hears sounds from the

dustbin which he interprets as those of a badger in the household trash.

No longer repentant over his excessive drinking the night before, he

grabs his airgun and approaches the presunptive badger, feeì.ing

rightfulì.y enraged arrd ready to shoot it. What follows is a scene of

farce, a "peripeteia to end all peripeteias" (13), when caught in fear

of a dangerous animal- and in shock at finding instead the large figurc.

of Rick Tucker irr the dustbin, he instinctively draws his knees together

to hold his loose trousers from fal-Iing down and accidentl.v shoots Rick.

Next, with his trousers faLlen, Barclay is seen bending over Rick,

pulì-ing off Rick's gown to locate the wound. The comically absurd yel

serious situation makes Barclay uneasy: "I recognized uneasily the lLand

of what I sometime thought. to be my personal nenesis, tìre spirit of

farce" (11). When he notices his old love l-etter from Lucinda in

Tucker's hand, he is furious with his biographer for prying into his

personal life, but as his wife appears at that very monent and picks up

the sticky fragments of the letter, he knows he is the accused, facing

the l-oss of his dignity and his wife. l{hat appeared comic has become

serious and ghastJ.y: the l-ove letter sticky with his guilt and shame

suggests to him the carnivorous predator, the Venus Flytrap, and its

unì{ary victin: "It was flypaper and I was the fly. It was the \¡enus

Flytrap, the Sunderv" (16).
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The discovery of Lucinda's letter is an c¡minous warning to Barclay

of a "pattern that was to prove itself universal" (17). Since he must

escepe his nemesis, the inevitable pattern of farce, however, he takes

flight, unwiLling to face further exposures of his guilty past through

psychic and phenonenal events. He gets rid of his biographer and leaves

home. The letter is sufficient to end his already dissonant marriage

with Elizebeth. The irony is that his relationship with Lucinda

predated his marriage, while currently he has been involved with another

woman, a fact successfulJ-y concealed from his wife. Free ai- fifty-

three, he finds that his head is "full of anticipatecl sex, ancl wit.h

imagined girls young enough to be my granddaugìrters" (i9). Fail-ing tcr

achieve the "very young girl of the lustfuÌ imagination" (26), Ìre begins

to live with an Italian womalr irr Italy. Tire relationshì.p comes to an

end when she begins to detest his egotism. He fails to convince her'

that her belief in the miracl-e of Padre Pio's stigmata shown in a Church

mass is mere suggestion, Barc-lay notes his "passionate need for lhe¡'e

not to be a miracle" (20), but he is himself a suggestible creature,

receptive to messages from the unconscious, for once under a hypnotistts

spell- he had seen his initials on the back of his hand, "flaming l-ike

scars, inflamed like burns" (21). He did not know that this experience

w&s a prevision of hell and damnation. His voyage around the world and

his increasingly excessive drinking are ån "attempt to avoid everything"

(2a¡.

Barclay begins to cultivate a "universal indifference" (27) toward

psychic and spiritual truths that a serious and nythic writer muct

expLore and affirm. He observes that in sone of his earlier books there
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were rrthings' nanLic monents, certainties, if you Ìike, whole episodes

that had blazed, hurt, been suffered for...and they were wasted" (24-25)

on Ìris readers. Now, since he is a guilt-ridden outcast and a wanderer

in hi.s self-impcsed exil-e, however, he is not wiLling to "dive, suffer,

endure that obscureJ-y necessary anguish in the pursuit of the--

unreadable. " He woul-d produce lucidly written prose works to make his

money. He quickl-y writes his next book, The Birds of Prey, basing it on

the family history of his Italian ex-chum, "with no more Lhan five per

celtt of myself" (25). Refusing to look within and indifferenL to the

inner necessity to engage his powers of imagination, l¡e fails to "clive"

into the unconscious depths, aware of the dark threats lurking Lherein.

His r+ritilrg is basically distronest and exhibits a hedonism dir.ecLed at

the phenonenal world: "l wrote some travel articLes and a few sirori-

stories which are exercises in how to cheat the public. The stor.iers

were for the glossies. Tlte¡' reJ.ied almost ent irel.v on the e-roticisn of

the places...They were descrÍptively brilliant, with the minimum of

event and character, but all Aaruished, as the French would say, with

national costume....I had reduced myself to what would think least ancl

feel least. I was eyes and appetite. I flew as an answer to any

questíon" (26-27 ) ,

Despite Barclay's fligirt from reality, his meeting with Tucker altd

lTary Lou at Schwillen in Switzerland is anoLher of the many "predestined

steps" (29) he has taken in his life. For a writer such as Barclay wlro

has denied his unconscious, his return to Switzerland, the country well-

known for Jungian depth psychology, suggests the beginnings of descent

into the unconscious. l{is encounter with Tucker is not accidental, for
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Tucker has obtained Barclayts address from his wife. Barclay's

condition and behavior convince him that he is the clownish victim of an

irrational and inescapabfe scheme of tliings denying him his dignity. He

arrives at Schwillen, thinking that the nountains mj.ght cure him of his

sickness and boredom which have interfered with his journal. Instead l¡e

experiences a "trancelike emptiness before Mother Nature" (3g) and

compulsively watches his feet, suffering fron a pathological fear of

height. In Mary Lou's presence he senses a Lrap: her transparent

beauty triggers his Iibídinous fantasy, a sympton of his "near-senil-ity"

(36). Tucker too poses a danger with his persistent demands that

Barcla.r¡ should appoirrt him his biographer. So Barcl_ay escapes then b¡,

fleeinq to Weisswal-d, where they soon join him,

In Weisswald, faced with Tucker's demand that Ìre be a¡rpointed his

officia] biographer, Barclay begins to realize that a biography woulct

reveal the hidden sordid and farcical events of hi-s l"ife, Tucker's

remark that Barcla¡'is a part of the Great Pageant of English Literature

leaves him with a sense of his unworthiness and dishonesty. He is

reminded of his wifets perceptive observation that he oft.en posecl as a

genius or a great man: "That's what you aÌways wanted, Wilf...the

sacred nonster outside the accepted rules, a nationaL treasure" (55).

As his memories begin to "sting, scald, burn" (47), however, he knows

that he may not be able to hide behind his present distinction anymore.

Feering Iike an accused nan before his judge, Barclay becomes oppressed

by recollections of his many undiscovered and quasí-criminal deeds. He

is deeply troubled by anxiety that Lucinda might choose to write her

memoirs, ilJ.ustrated with pictures of their sexual- games which were
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recorded by her camera; and he fears that his obscene l-etters to

Margaret, whom he attenpted to blackmail into sexua-I surrender, are

"afloat in the world, the F¿rong worl-d" (53) of pornography. He recafls

with hunil-iation how as an adolescent he becane the butt of a practical

joke' took an aphrodisiac that mysteriously worked, leaving hin with "an

erection so gorged it was a steady pain and on which nasturbation had no

effect whatever" (48). These and other recollections about his

contemptible activities and selfish sexuaLity suggest to him that he has

been naturets clown: "It was tlie spirit of farce, of course. In one

way I could describe my whoJ.e life as one novement of farce to

anotiler...nature's comic, her clown witir a red nose, ginger hair and

trousers always fal"ling down at the wrong noment" (40). IIe reflects;

tilat Tucker's plans for his biography are no Less farcical tiran tbe

material it would contain.

For Barcla¡', Tuckerts appearance on the scene has meant the

beginnings of his awareness of sin and Godts judgment: "Oh God, oh God,

oli God, the process, link by link, we don't know what wil-l come fr.om

this seed, what ghastlv foliage and flowers...until the whole of now,

the universal Now, is nothing but irremediabLe resuÌt" (bz). Barclay's

inage of the ghastly plant--"the time pJ-ant with its cl-ouds of

seed...busiIy flourishing in the present" (59)--suggests its

iconographic counterpart, the tree of knowledge of good and evil, an

archetypal inage whÍch must irrupt from the unconscious during the

process of individuation. Thus BarcJ-ayts memories swin to the surface

from the depths of the unconscious, revealing the "adamantine chain that.

bound the lesser crime to the greater" (54). To his horror and
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astonishment, the "tine plant" means that there are other deeds to be

resurrected in the future. This purgatorial moment is a tineless one:

past, present and future are encompassed in the "universal Now,tta

moment afso of descent into hell.

In Mary Lou's presence, he is aware of the temptation held out to

his sinful will. Her glamour is conparable to that of Helen of Troy or

of "Shakespearian mirages, Perdita, Miranda" (61). With dreadful panic

he realizes how susceptible he is to Ìrer beauty and, when he falls into

the trap, attenpting to seduce her but withdrawing soorl from her cold

fleslr, he is overcome wiLh shame and rage over his loss of freedom: "It

was there, the trap I had tried to avoid...the bitter sorror{ of a love

thaL is fruitless, pointless, hope-less, agonizing and ridiculous. Once

more the clown's trousers had fallerr down" (77), As a sinner he must

appear patlreLic and ludicrous since he repeatedly becomes the same old

fool, subiect to tire same temptations. For the aging Barclay repeatedl,y

drawll into "Iibidinous fantasy," the first step toward individuation, a

spiritualLy and psychically mature and integrated personality, is to

o\rercome his lust: "Think no more of herlMary Lou], put that image ouL

of the visualizing eye, for God's sake, dontt be your age, that way

madness lies" (78), His encounter with Mary Lou confirms Halliday's

opinion that one of Barclay's characters in his fiction speaks for his

author: "It is where you admit to J-iking sex but having no capacity for

l-ove" (65).

Barclay is angry with Tucker because he has used Mary Lou to secure

a contract to write his biography. He vows to take revenge on Tucker by

putting him in a book and presenting him as a "conicaì.ly, Ioathesome
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figure" (79). once again he makes a fool- of himseì-f, however, when he

falls from a railing on a mountain path and is carried back to the hotel

by Tucker. His irrationaL fear of heights and his fall remind us of the

Luciferian descent in Mil-ton: "Into what depth thou seest, / From what

height fallen." The Mill-onic pattern is evident, for during his falr,

"Terror r{as as nuch an element as space" (87), and before his fall he

was reminded of a quotation, "sil-ence and o1d night" (80), which is

reminiscent of Milton's "Chaos and OId Night.'r Barclay's terror

reflects tire scourging of a fallen angel by the powers of an offended

deity. Ilowever, at present Barclay is aware only of a painful reversaL:

instead of fulfilling his revenge on the deceitful Tucker, he finds

himself compromised and weakened and has to confess to him, "it seems, I

owe you m.y life" (92\, The incident provides an "added link in some

chain of f arce" (OO ¡ , for he discovers -Later that during his f all tre was

not suspended from the abyss but was lying fl-at on a meadow. The truth

is that Barclay does not really owe his life to Tucker.

After he Leaves Weiss¡vald, Barclay is on the run again, travelling

continuously around the wor1d, filthiJ.y drunk Ín most places. As a

guilt-driven outcasl-, he is haunted by Tucker and his patron Hal1iday, a

man of great power and wealth. Not only is he running away from

Tucker's determined search into his past, "raw with unforgiving

nemories" (94), but he is afso haunted by nightmarish visions of

Tucker's presence in the places he visits. Tucker reminds him of

Halliday's "power" (102), the onnipotent eneny and pursuer present

"everywlìere" (103). In sicily, BarcJ-ay realizes that his drinking and

his pursuit by Hallida¡' has unbalanced his judgement. His friend Johnny
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warns him to do something about his conditj-on before psychi.atrists

apprehend him for being a "dipso-schizo" (116). Barclay's collapse into

partiaJ- madness and utter horror indicates his failure to integrate the

transpersonal and superhuman figure (Ha1Ìiday) in the unconscious. Jung

notes Lhat such powerfuì- archetypal images may cause "schizophrenic

fragmentations, or even dissolution of the ego...the ego proving

itrcapable of assimilating the intruders" (On the Nature of the Psyche

134). BarcJ.a¡' finds a solitary island, Lesbos, to recuperate from his

"arrest or arrests" (105), a condition of spirituaL failure and

sickness. In Greek myth, Lesbos is the place where Orpheus's

pro¡-rhesyirrg Ìread is washed ashore (Ovia 2a7); BarcJ-ay's condition in

Lesbos recalls the purgatorial wor'ld of the dead. There he wills

himself into a "state of nothingness, a deliberate catatonia," hardfv

noving or thinking or feeling so that he can shut out from his mind the

agottizing awareness of his personaÌ nature alld the nature of the

universe, Nevertheless, another memory of his theft of a good idea from

Prescott's manuscript convinces him that i1- is the "work of the

unconscious {-hat Liz didn't befieve Ihe] suffered from" (111).

Barclay's irrenediabl-e misery and corruption are implied bv his thoughts

of "worms eating into his ffesh" (113).

When his friend Johnny warns hin about the "¡+orm," Barclay is

startled by Johnny's knowledge of his secret self. Johnny appears as a

"St. John John" for, like St. John of the Cross who described a

religious experience of total despair and alienation from God as the

"dark night of the soul," he presents his diagnosis of Barclay's

profound anguish: "You...have spent your life inventing a skeLeLon on
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the outside. Like crabs and lobsters. That's terribl-e, you see,

because the worms get inside...so my advice...is to get rid of the

armour, exoskeleton, the carapace, before it is too l-ate" (114). The

corrupt Barclay has worms trapped inside a hard exterior; not until his

carapace, the hard shell of the ego, is blasted by "one Above" (11b)

will he be able to keep the worms out and be cured of his sickness. The

image here of BarcLay--a sea creature protected by a hard shel"l

festering with corruption inside and on the verge of being blasted--

reminds us of Pincher Martin who is a supreme canuibal, a naggot inside

a box, H'aiting to hear the dreadful knock of a spade that signals his

imminent devouring. Johnny's poem mockingJ.y compares narr to a fish and

underlines the sr-rffering of a human being who is not ready to malie a

self-surrender: "For marr is a funniful- fish, a mere fish but a queer

fish, a liol¡,'roly poly fish, very particular where his milt (the

queerest part of the flesh) is spilt" (11b).

In Sicily, Barcla¡' becomes somewhat "creaky on the hinge,"

believing that Halliday is using the Mafia to keep an eye on his

activities. Fearing the Mafia and experiencing the earth tremors from

an exploding voJ-cano on the island, he stays put in a hotel. In a

dream, he sees that the "island consisted of powdered pumice with knives

of black gJ-ass sticking up through it like a feast of steepLes" (119).

when he moves out of the hotel, he wal.ks cautiously "hugging the walÌs,"

afraid of fall-ing or being captured by Hatliday's men. His terror over

the volcanic eruptions outside suggest the Jungian irruption of the gocls

in the unconscious. As the isLand shakes once again foLlowing arì

eruption, Barclay feel-s that his nemesis is imninent, for he is being
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pursued by all creation, trapped, mocked, and tortured by ghastty forces

indifferent to his fate: "You can sa-v what you like but the earth

shaking is worse than the shakes. It destroys the last little bit of

human security. I mean the feeling that in the last analysis your feet

have something soliri to stand on. But the earth shaking is a crazy ball

fLying through space which...is an enormity verging on, no surpassing

outrage" (120). Weakened and unstable, Barclay enters an ol-d church to

fincl some relief from the strain building inside his chest. In the

pasL, he had often visited the cathedrals not because he had any

reì"igious interest in them but because he had wanted either to recover

from his hangovers by rel"aring in their cooJ-, dark atmosphere, or to

collercl falle¡r pieces of the age-old stained glass as part of hís

esthetic stud¡, of the art of bJ-ocking l-ight from enlerirrg these

buildings and his historical curiosity in dating the glass accurately.

The darklless of the Italian Church is not comforting, however; its
peculiar atmosphere suggests to him "a complete absence of gentle Jesus

meeli and rnil-d" (1,22\. As he faces the statue of Christ in the north

transept, he experiences universaf wrath. The image of Christ does not

suggest the Christ of Christian dogma--a merciful and forgiving Christ

of Redernption--but an archaic deity of intolerence and damnation:

It was a solid silver statue of Christ but somehow the silver

l-ooked like steel...It was tai-ler than I am, broad-shouldered

and striding forward like an archaic Greek statue. It was

crowned and its eyes were rubies or garnets or carbuncles or

plain red glass that flared like the heat in m¡' chest. Perha¡:s

it was Christ. Perhaps they had inherited it in these parts and
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just changed tire name and iL was Pluto, the god of the

Underworld, Hades, striding forward. I stood there with my

nouth open and the flesh crawling over ny body. I knew in one

destroying instant that all ny aduLt life I had bel-ieved in God

and this knowledge wa,s a vision of God. Fright entered the very

narrow of ury bones. Surrounded, swamped, confounded, aIl but

destroyed, adrift in the universal intolerence, mouth open,

screaming, bepissed and beshitten, I kner" my naker and I fell

dowrr. (123)

So far Barcla-v has been haunted by the memories of his farcical alld

quasi-criminal activities in the past and he has attempted to escape his

pursuers, Tucker and his patron Halliday, fearing that they night

disgrace him by exposing his absurd act and guilty secrets in a

biography. Now, however, his former conviction that he is "neture's

comic," often subjected to sone merited punishment, gives way to a

visíon of universaL wrath. His encounter with Hades recalls Orpheus's

ex¡:erierrce of the cruelty of the gods of the UnderworLd. HavillÉ;

collapsecl before the statue of Christ as if he were in a fit or had

experienced a stroke, he knows that drunks and criminals like him "get

the horrors of one sort or another and now and then come across a real

beauty' first prize, predestined and damned, the divine justice wíthout

nercy" (125).

Recovering from his "stroke" in the hospital, Barclay experiences a

"dreadful luminescence" of truth about his personaÌ nature and the

nature of the numen, for he cannot, cLose his eyes to the vision of hell

in the church: "I saw I was one of the, or perhaps the onll:,
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predestinate damned. I saw this hot.l-y and cJ-earJ-¡:. In hell t.here are

no eyeÌids. " He recognizes that he "had been created by ttrat ghasLll

intolerance in its own imager" for he too has no ca¡:acity for tolerance

and compassion toward others. Moreover, when a priest comes to comfort

him, BarcJ.ay laughs at this messenger of the Church dogma that

emphasizes a loving deity and other sentimental faLsehoods: "The priest

wasn't a priest at all- because al-L the priests of intol-erance had been

dead for thousands of years and he was like someone in a stage set. He

went away, perhaps to take off his make-up" (124). Barclay remembers

the vision in the Church that at "half-past three in the morning" m¿ikes

him "storrecold sober" with the contemplation of "universal reaLÍ1.r."

Ll'ing in his bed, he thinks of the nature of "predestined insects"--

"lobsters and crabs, crust¡'chaps" l-ike himself who suffer fron worms

irrside their hard sheills--artd reflects on the "primordial monent of

will-. " He concludes tital "it is not what we do that wil-I hel¡l, it is

wtrat we are Lhat matters and what we are is not in our hands" ( 125 ).

This notion of predestination may be translated, in Otto's words, as a

feeling of "'creature-consciousness,' LhaL self-abasenent and annu-Iment

of personal strength and claims and achievenents in the presence of the

transcendent, as such. The nunen, overpoweringly experienced, becones

aLl-in-all-. The creature, with his being and doing, his 'willing' and

'running' . . . his schemes and resol-ves becoures nothing" ( 88-89 ) . Thus

Barcj-ayts vision denonstrates the ineluctabl-e necessity of sin and

dannation, and confirns the omnipotence of the numen in spite of his

free choice and action. In the words of Edward Edinger, Barclay's

vision represents the "defeat of the ego."
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For BarcLa¡,', however, the damned "have nothing to lose and

therefore do not have to suck up in a pointless attenpt at influencing

divine intolerance, a steel Hades, striding forward" (125). Like

MarÌowe's Mephistopheles he knows that "this is hell nor am I out of it"
(125-26). The terrible assaul-t by ol"d intolerance has nade it difficult

for him to speak, his tongue uttering words different from those his

mind intends. He recognizes tliat this new speech is his "native tongue"

and a trick played by oJ,d intolerance; for instance, he utters the word

ll . ll r"sin" wiren his mind thinks of the word "end" (126). Such verbal

transpositions make him laugh at himself lopsídedly, but he accepts the

truth that he is a "fool-" in the hands of a mysterious deity. Now he

can sây to himself: "Not. Sin. I. am. sin" (IZ7]l. As he Ìeaves

sicily, he experiences an oppressive strain on his body resulting from

an awareness of old intolerance; he feels that there is a "r'iolin string

being wound tighter and tighter the note shriller and oLd nobodaddy

there everywhere" (126), keeping an eye on his movemerrts ancl behavior.,

Physically and financially able to wander anywhere in the wor-ld,

free from any familial and social responsibilÍties, Barclay knows he is

in a "state of perfect freedom" though for hin freedom is dangerous and

should "carry a governnent health warning like cancer sticks" {128¡.

Because the vision of "ulliversal wrath" in the Sicilian church has neant

that Barclay has undergone a "rite of passage" (147), things can never

be the same again for him. In order to grow into a spiritualJ-y mature

individual he must Learn to commit himself: "Be your age, I said...

commit. That verb is to remain intransitive. Go forth old man and

conmit." The word "conmit" reminds him of its "doub.le-dyed" meaning;
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its one meanÍng suggests to him that he should "kill- Johnny's dog"

(129), Tucker, who has devotedly followed hím all these years. Barclay-

does not plan a literal nurder but devises something "philosophicaì-ly,

or rather theologically, wittv" (i30). For he no longer wants to avoid

Tucker and keep running away from his pursuer; instead he must reverse

the situation and overcome the "ol-d infirmity" (134) which had made him

suffer nany horrors and l-ose his dignity in severaL farcicaJ- happenings.

Returning to Weisswald, BarcJ.ay prepares for an interview with

Tucker for which he has set up ari appointment b"v his own irritiative thjs

tine. Weisswald is the place where the old cl-own Barcì-ay (Faust) hacl

alnc¡st succumbed to the temptation when Tucker (Mephistopheì.es) had made

him an offer of Mar¡' Lon (Helen) in order to secure a contract for

writing his biography. Barclay intends to defeat his tempter, refusing

to sell his soul to his Mephistopheles. He control,s his drirrking,

f earirrg that i t nay sl-acken the " steel strirrg" ( i31 ) , drown him in a

state of forgetfulness and bring back his infirmity, The interview with

Tucker must be "done at strength ten" (136), aL a monent when lie has

fully recovered his self-control and inner strength. This momenL must

demonstrate that he is the naster who has "cone of age" (134). In

Weisswald' he is once again painfulJ.y reminded of his repelLent nature

when he sees a photograph in the hotel-'s lobby that shows the famous

writer grinning in lust at Mary Lou: "Yes of course, our sins shall

find us out, there's One Above with a note book and a canera and he

doesntt allow us to pose but simply snatches the pic at his own sweet

r+ill and at our disadvantage" (133). Like Gloucester in King Lear, he

discovers that when he had gone for a walk with Tucker on the mountain
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path he did not fall- over a cliff but lay flat o¡r the meadow. This

fiÌls him with humiliation and rage at having become the natural victim

of a joke: "this after aII had been no more than one of those ordained

moments of low conedy like going over a horsets head into shit, or

Lucinda fished out of the dustbin. Once every ten years or so the l-ife

of the natural clown met with a proper, natural circus act" (135). This

discovery shows Barclay how Tucker had taken advantage of his farcical"

fa1l by falsely acting out the role of the rescuer in order to ob|ain

Lhe contract through his gratitude. Yet, BarcJ-ay is not oblivious to

the truth that the situation had exposed his infirmity and inner

corruption: "of course the oÌd insect lent a hand layir¡g his eggs under

my carapace" (139). In Johnnyts words, Barclay has often succumbecl to

the vile insect, the worm "that flies in the night" (i14).

Armed with self-knowledge and aware that old intolerance Ìras robbed

hirn <¡f all dignity through a series of recurring and predestined events,

Barclay devises a scheme to humiliate Tucker for cheating, tempt-irrg and

persecuting him. He is prepared to treat Tucker in the sane manner as

oÌd intolerance has treated him; he offers Tucker the contract, laying

down a conditio¡l that would fulfitL his revenge on both Tucker aud the

bilrionaire Halliday: "I shaLl give you a full and free account of the

time you offered me Mary Lou and of the time you offered Hatliday Mary

Lou and had the offer accepted...wetl-r show the world what we are--paper

nen, you can call us. How about that. for a title? Think Rick--all Lhe

people who get lice like you in their hair, all the people spied on,

forlowed, lied about, aì.Ì the people offered up to the great pubLic--

we'11 be revenged" (i52). As he begins his interview with Tucker, he
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reminds him that he is on the side of God and asks Tucker to choose his

master or patron: "Itts like trying to serve me and him [Ha]l-iday] or

it, it's like serving God and Mammon. Guess which is which" (144).

Admitting that he cannot outface or confront the powerfu.I Halliday,

Barclay nust debase Tucker, one of Mamnon's several" "ninisters" (146).

Consequentlyr he has Tucker bark like a dog and lap wine from a saucer

to expose hin to mockery and disgrace. Tucker accepts this shameful

treatment for the sake of the contract but breaks down with tears in his

eies. BarcJ.ay is unmoved, ref l-ecting <¡ld intolerance in his own attempt

to torment and debase Tucker into subnission: "the tears of a grown

man...are one in the eye for ol-d intolerance who thereby is getting its

own back" (153). Momentarilr', even he can insoLently defy olcì

intolerallce if only Lr.r prove his own incorruptibility and defeat his

tenpters. Throughout this interview, BarcÌay has nade Tuclier go through

a mock "rite of passage" (146) with th.e illstruction that after a "rite
nothing is ever the same again" (I47-48), but since Tucker gains no

insight into his nature, he continues to deteriorate.

Despì,te his success in defJ.ating Tucker, Barclay feels tlre sharp

pressul'e of the steel string cutting deeper into his chest, tighteni¡g

all around him and leaving him bewildered about the secret design of old

intolerance. He becomes a prey to haunting and terrifying dreams

wherever he travels. In one dream, his victim Tucker Í{axes supreme,

following him everywhere in a hearse. The interview with Tucker has

revealed that not only did Tucker take pictures of Barclay in

potentialJ-y disgraceful situations but that he al-so recorded everythilg

duríng their meetings in the past and submítted these records Lo the
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BarcJ-ay col-J.ection, or+ned and established by Halliday in America. This

is another reversal that Barclay had not foreseen; it appears that

Tucker' an agent of Haltiday, has been acting like the "One Above with a

not.e book and canera" (133), keeping a record of Barclay,s sins.

Moreover, so far seen as an enemy, a devil or a Manmon, Halliday now

becomes a transcendental figure closely identified with old intolerance

(see Crompton 170; Simon 237), HalJ-iday's power is godlike: hís

omniscient eye, like the "Eye of osiris," penetrates every concealment.

In his essa)', "Bel-ief and creativity," Golding notes that God works in a

mysterious h'ay and adds, "so, it seens does the devil-..,sometimes the

two seem to work hand in Ìrand" (MT 198).

on the move once again, Barclay reaches Rome and has a dream of

being ili Marrakesh t+here he suffers great pain, walking o¡r the bur¡ing

sancl of the desert. Strangely enough, his hands and feet begin to |rurt,

reminding him of the miracle of Padre Pio or of st. Francis but in

reverse: "rn fact I must draw your attention to anotlier of those

farcicaÌ incidents to which Wilf is subjecl-, he had the stigmata like St

Francis onl¡'in reverse as it were, for ireing a nother'-fucking bastard

as my besl friend would say instead of getting then as a príze for being

good" (158-59). Though he makes a joke of it, the experience is no fun.

unlike st. Francis, whose stigmata were a blessing fron God and a sign

of his election to Lhe role of the shaman/priest, Barclay's stigmata

indicate his sins and betrayal of his vocation as a mythic artist

conmitted to the archetypes and symbols of connection. Also wandering

in Rome, Barclay feels that he is in the sane "mess" as are Lhe

"dropouts, hippies, iunkies, drabs, punks, nancies and lesies ancl
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studenLs...wearing guitars or playing then very badly" (1bg). Barclay

has become an exiled wanderer, an image of "old Filthy Rags wanilering

with the immediate awareness that old you-know-who has its eye on hin no

matter what" (128). He wants to discover the identity and address of

his pursuer, Hal-liday, by consulting who's who in America, but fails to

do so: "whv had I not seen the dreadful significance? For the page

that should have contained HaLliday's entry was bare, bare, bare, just

blank, white paper" (159). Barclay's painful stigmata and the

significance of "white paper" indicate an inner need and commiLment {.o

write his autobiography.

In the hoteL, Barclay has a dream of great ps¡chologicaJ

significaltce. Juttg's definition of the archetype of the Self , which has

all the attributes associated with the meaning of God in reJ.igion,

enaLrles us to underst.and the meaning of the figure of HaLtida5' in

Barclay's dream, The Self, in Jungts view, is the instigat.or ancl

orgarìizer of dream inages, and as von Franz, Jung's disciple, further

notes: "The self can be defined as an inner guiding factor...Thescr

[dream images] show it t,o be the regulating center that brings about. a

constant extension and maturing of the personality" (Man and his Symbols

163). As said earlj-er, the ego perceives the self as the "other," even

as a hostile "Other," an enemy or a devil-. According to von Franz the

self "comes líke a trapper" (170). The attributes of Hal-liday in

Barclayts dream confirm the ensnaring power of this enemy who in reality

is an inner friend, directing Barclay's helplessly struggl-ing ego toward

the path of individuation, the union of ego and psyche. standing in the

balcony of the hotel, Barclay sees Hall_iday on the top of the same
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church where he had a vision of universal intolerance and he fights his

way to the bed, "burning and trenbling" with the fear that Halliday has

come to "coLlect" him. He feels that he woul_d be "unable to resist"
(t6O) if Halliday were to step across from the roof of the church. Then

he is hinself standing on the roof where Halliday had stood and together

they look at the scene of radiance and harmony:

I was looking down at the steps. There was sunfight everywhere

...a kind of radiance as if the sun was e'erywhere...the steps

had the synmetrical cur'e of a musical- instrunent, guitar,

cell"o, vioJ.in. But this harmonious shape was now embellished

and interrupted ever¡'where bv the people and tìre flowers ancl the

glitter of the jeweì"s strewn among them on the steps...I found

that he lHat].idayl r+as standing by me on the roof of ]ris house

after aLl and we went down together and stood among the people

with the patterns of jewels and heaps of flc¡¡'ers all- blazing

inside and out with the radiance. Then they made music of the

steps. They held hands and moved and the movemenl was music.

( 160-61 )

Then they journey to the dark calm sea where the creatures are singing.

This coming together of Barclay and Halliday in a vision of universal

harmony and radiance suggests the experience of wholeness. BarcJ.ay is
guided by Halliday, a personification of the self; the experience here

is of acceptance and of being at one with his Maker. Self figures often

appear in dreams to provide transpersonal support and healing for the

alienated ego.
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After this dream Barcl-ay wakes up crying, but the strain of the

steel string has vanished; the dreain has had the effect of completely

reversing the direction in which he was going: "Even so the boil had

burst, the pain and the strain had gone because I knew where I was going

nyself, or rather the direction in which I was facing and that there was

no more need to run. I could waLk and the rest of the journey would be

provided." He need not run away from Halliday, nor fear death and face

indignation from his Maker, for he can nove into the future, knowing

that he has a trustworthy guide holding his hands. His stigmata, which

appearecl to be the blackest jol.:e fron old intolerance because he hacl

refused to believe in the miracle of Padre Pio in itaty, are still with

him, but his hands and feet "were not Ìrurting unbearabll'. They were

still hurting but as if a doctor had put some sort of sal-ve on then t.hat

hurt because it would heal" (i61).

Barclay's new sense of relatedness with the Self, the m¡'s¿grious

ordering principle in his life, comes as both bl.iss and burden. Now he

can easily give up drinking for good and feels happy to "go quote home

utrquote" (164). Moreover, when he begins writing in the journal the

same insincere "lucid prose" of his previous books, his writing hand

hurts "like the devil!': "It was then I began to see things coning

together. I saw that intolerance hadn't done with me and there was

still a book that I or soneone had to write" (162). He is certain that

his hands and feet will not stop hurting until he has fulfilled his task

by writing his autobiography. To go "hone" neans to for-]ow the

disembodied voices or riless¿rges from within; the new awakening must

transl-ate into a mythic narrative that naps out his initiatory journey
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from death to rebirth, an integration of ego with the sel-f. His mi¡d

broods on the myster¡' of connectedness in the dream which points to a

reality he caLLs "asisness, Istiekeit" (161¡; the new word cones from

the "seamy side of speech for the involuntary act of awareness" (163);

it does not refer to sone philosophical- concept but tc¡ a non-conceptual

and ínstinctive awareness feLt in the body and mind.

when Barclay returns to his wife who is dying of cancer, she is

shocked to find him healthy and happy; even her remark abouL the

injr.rstice of a world that made her sick and kept Barclay in good

health--Barclay boozed, lied, exploited and cheated aII his life whereas

she covered up for him--cannot make hin unhappy. He tries to erpJain t6

her the "dream that had made everything else a kind of mirage." when

Liz remarks jokÍngll. that he appears to be changed by "some kind of

fancy religion" (772), he merely adds that his dream made him feel thaL

he was a "part of the universe" (173), Clearly his sense of harnony

with the cosmos has restored hin to health. on his way to London t<_r

inform Tucker that he is writing his autobiography, Barclay finds that

he is no longer haunted by ghastty ter.rors: "I liad my dream ancl the

soLid pavement was insubstantial beside it. The viorin string was

either slack or snapped. Intol-erance had drawn back and, though stilL
there' was about as relevant to me as church furnishings...Face to face

with the indescribable, inexplicable, the isness, which was where you

come in" (176). I{ith these words, he urges his readers to participate

in his narrative and attempt to understand the inexpJ-icable reaÌity.

After his return from London, BarcJ-a¡' commits himself to the task

he has to complete: "Hhat really took ne'home'was this MS you're
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readiltg" (184). At his wife's funeral, he engages in a conversation

with the clergyman, and remarks about his miracufous stigmata, feeling
proud that they have conferred on him a rare distinction: "you will
find this difficult to believe but I suffer rsith the stignata. yes.

Four of the five wounds of christ. Four down and one to go" (ig7-gg).

The expected fifth wound will end his life. The cJ.ergyman's rebuttal,

"There were three crosses," reninds hin of his identity with the

crucified thieves: "But r was left with so much cfeared upl rhree

crosses--the whole spectrum--Not for me the responsibility of goodrress,

the abject t.error of being holyi For ne the peace and security of

knowing myseJ-f a thief!" (1Bg). FIe recognizes the dangerous pride in
his st.atement to the clergymarì. It is not uncommon for the ego to

become irrflated by idenl-ifying with the images of the SeJ.f, Christ and

st. Francis. since he has known himself primarily as a thief ancl ¿l

sinner, he cannot claim his identity with the paradigmatic figures ol
holiness and goodness. In his case, the erperience of the Self means

tiiat the self, to use Edinger''s phrase, is alr "organ of acceptance"

(40). Barclay is a faLLen nan, a sinner ¡rho denonstrates an acceptance

of the self, and colrsequently, he has been granted acceptance and

restored to strength, stability and health. Freed fron his delusions,

he experiences transpersonaj- suppport, confident that the hand of the

deity would not damn hin into ghastly depths. In christian terms, he

has been granted divine nercy.

Barclay nust not deny the truth that his

is a fal-Ìen man; consequently, he states that

"fair record of the various times the cLownts

stignrata indicate that he

his autobiography is a

trousers fell down. At n¡
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age there can't be many more. I do think the best of the lot, the real,

theologically witty bít of his clowning, was surely the stigmata awarded

for cowardice in the face of the eneny! But st. Francis and all the

other creatures didn't just get it in the hands and feet, they got the

wound in the side which fÍnished off Christ or at least certified him

dead. I'n nissing that one" (189). His fifth and fatal- wound is

delivered by Tucker's gun. Ironicalry, this too is another of those

b-lack cosmic jokes that Barclay had not anticipated. Tucker had been

spl'ing on BarcÌay, intent on taking his revenge for alL the indignities

to which Barclay hacl subjected him. t{hen it becones cl-ear tc¡ him that.

BarcJ.ay will not grant him the contract for a biography, Tucker kills

him, hoping to lay his hands on the Barclay papers and run away with

them. Before his death, Barcray had been preparing to hand over to

Tuclier the snall sheaf of papers which contain his autobiography, a

confessional account of his sins, "to set over against the J-ying

storíes, the partial journals and all the rest. it will be a kind of

dying. Freedom forsooth, freedon quotha" (190). The act of writing has

given him some sense of freedorn and allowed him to nake peace witt¡ the

div ine.

BarcJ-ay's autobiography ís also a truthful account of the reality

of divine judgment and nercy. Reflecting on his dream that is "l-ike a

jewel, exquisite, without words," tre is happy that he has been forgiven,

but he recalls the indignant, burning eyes of the statue in the Italian

church and cannot quite believe that old intolerance has completeLy

r+ithdrawn: "Either I have broken away from intol-erance which is

impossible or it has Let me go, wliich is aLso impossible" (190). whiLe
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recoglìizing this insoluble situation, he feels that at the very ì-east he

has gaíned some sense of freedom and happiness. The terrible vision in
the churclt and the bLissful drean inply the manifestation of the mystery

in the nunen with its elements of wrath and nercy. Irene simon

expresses the same view: "the supernatural design enconpasses both the

damnation and restoration of concord through the destruction of sin, as

the jacket design suggests through the crown of thorns" (244), Before

he dies, Barclay is ready for another "rite of passage," an act of

ritual purgatiorì of sirrs as he builds a bonfire to set fire to the

"det.ritus , the nai I cl ippings , cut hai r, the worn-away time , unnecessarl.,

correspondence, revieh's...the paperweight of a whole life!" (190). He

knows that hís version of his life will survive; and since a sinner such

as he has experienced mercy, he is now incl-ined to offer mercy to Tucker

b.v handing over his autobiography to him: "with intol-erance backecl

rigirt out of the l-ight there is room for

one that drives me to give these papers:

uncovenanled mercy l-ike the

mercy by whictr tt¡ose

an

a

unsatisfactory phenonena, Wilfred Townsend Barclay and Richard Linbergh

Tucker nay be eternalì.y destroyed. Is that what keeps ne happy?" (190-

91). Barcla¡"s gesture of nercy extended fron one sinner to another is

of no avail; Tucker, who has become intolerant and nafevolent toward his

victimizer, is not &ware of "uncovenanted" surprise and therefore kills
Barclay, naking him his prey. Is this final act of revenge another of

those series of horrible practical jokes played by o1d intol-erance? The

answer is not easy to find in the narrator's consciousness, for Barclay

cannot resolve the probrem of God's wrath and mercy. Tuckerts

maÌevolent act reverses Barcl-ay's experience of HaIliday's supporL and
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acceptance. As a personification of the Self, HaIIiday reflects the old

intolerance. In Jungian terms, this reversal suggests the tendency of

the archetype to change into its opposite, suddenly to become that which

is its antiLhesis. Jung notes that Heraclitus discovered this

narvellous psychologicaÌ law, called enantiodromia (Jacobi, Psvchology

54). The psychologicaJ- process involved in the archetype may contain a

cyclic rhythm of positive and negative, gain and loss, l-ight and dark.

Perhaps Golding is suggesting that Barclay has been delivered the harsl'r

justice of old intolerance. These paper men, Barclay and Tucker, writer

arrd critic, are men corrupt through their sins ancl, therefore,

"unsatisfactorl¡ phenonena. " Since each becones aÌLernaLely a victim arrd

victimizer, since both are i,ocked in a struggle that destroys each

other, alld since each hounds the other in merciless pursuit, it is clear

that, in Golding's view, they demonstrate the dreadfuL consequences of

the fall- and the wrathful gods.



CONCLUS I ON

In the preceding pages, I have attenpted to denonstrate GoJ-ding's

enduring concern with the fateful significance of archetypes ill man's

life and history. His narratives revivify the archet¡,pes which are

manifested in conpÌexes of symbols, both destructive and creative, and

are a part of our mythic heritage. Critics who enphasize nan's

relationship to society and to things in time cannot do justice to

GoLding's mythic vision; similarly, a narrowl-y moralistic criticism has

unf airl¡' characterized GoJ,ding as a rigid Christian mora.Iist, a writer

of allegories and fabl-es, artificially conLrived for moral lessorrs.

Golding's art is neither novelistic nor moralistic; instead, the appeal

and power of his art derives fron an essence beyond history, from the

constants in our psyches which we share with humans of a.ll times alrcl

places. His art demonstrates the validity of the archetypal truth that

psychic realities are not limited by time and place.

Each of Golding's narratives involves the emergence of an archetype

or archetypes through the characters' psychic development, setting and

narrative structure. The Jungiarr notion that the emergence of an

archetype is like an irruption, an upward movement into consciousness of

a hidden, though eternally present, psychic content is useful in

describing a characterts experience in Golding's narratives. The

emergence of an archet¡'pe begins with the stirrings of a characterts

feelings of supernatural fear, the mysteriun tremendum; it is a

condition implying the descenl- into hel-I and the terror of judgement of

the gods in the unconscious. A character's encounter with the

incomprehensible menace of ciarkness and the denonic nonsters wil-hin

395
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resull-s irr liis regression into sin, madness and perversion--states that

transport him back to the prímordial chaos of the beginnings. The

evidence that most characters in Gol-ding's novels are seized by the

demonic archetypes and are recalled to chaos suggests contemporary mants

inability to achieve salvation. It al-so denonstrates modern nants

distance from the salvific paradigns of sacred history.

According to Jung, an archetype is biporar, embodying the dark side

as welL as the light (Jacobi 42). In Golding's narratives, the Jungian

bipolarity is witnessed i¡¡ the energence of malefic archetypes and in

the compensatory presence of the benefic ones. The bipolar patterrr

corresponds to the m-vth of the FaII anci Reden¡rtion and to the Elíadean

rrotiorr of the recurring cyc-Ie of chaos and cosmos. Thus, in Goldingts

v;orks, while the presence of the demonic archetypes reveals the

pathology of the characters' psychic process of engagement and

ca¡ril-ulation to the malefic powers of darkness and Lhe resulting chaos,

there are benefic paradigms and archetypes which are either reaclualized

by some characters in their acts or at least hold for others the promise

of psychic wholeness and the redemptive commitment to creativity and

order.

In the first two novels, the Jungian bipoJ.arity is represented

through the conflict of two distinct groups. In Lord of the Fl-ies, the

boys surrender to their predisposition toward chaos and self-

destruction and become worshippers of t,he demon archetype of Beelzebub;

Simon's behavior, on the other hand, reenacts the prinordial sacrifice

by a god revealed in illo tempore which suggests the paradigmatic

creative act of transformation of chaos into order. The boys, however,
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are so deeply inmersed in their destructive worship of the Beast that

the annihilation of chaos seems impossible. OnIy Simon recognizes the

disease afflicting the boys and atlenpts to free his conmunity from the

fateful presence of the malefic deity. In The Inheritors, Golding

contrasts the Neanderthals' innocence and harmony, and their reverence

for the Great Mother in her positive, elenentary phase with the new

peoplets blood-lust and eccentric individuaì-it,y. The e¡lcounter between

the two tribes results in the emergence of the devouring feminine and

the incursion of primordial darkness. The Neanderthalst innocence and

inability to protect themse-lves from the demons of lust and chaos LeaCs

to their annihilation. once again, Golding's narrative implies the

failure of the ner' people to overcome the regressive powers of ther

ulrconscious which have repressed the positive numen of the creative Good

Mother' The confÌict between the two tribes ref-lects the periodic.: or

cyclical conflict between order and chaos. At the end of the trarrative,

tlie power of the demonic archetype wanes and the new peop_le seek to

express the redemptive qualities of the Good Mother figure through their

l-ove for the Neanderthal chitd. Taumi's figure in the caves and the

carving on the knifets handle reflect an attenpt to exorcise the

conpelling power of the denonic archetype and to express his tribe's

J-onging for the creative force of life represented by the Archetypaì.

Feminine in her positive phase.

Pincher Martin's experience during the "moment out of time" is an

extreme instance of nan t s refusal- to surrender to the transcendent

symbols of connection. As a contemporary antitype of Prometheus--alrcl

Ajax' Atlas and Satan--he receives fitting punishment for rebel"lion
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against the gods and represents the darli hatf of the Jungian archetype

of the Self. The lighted center of his psyche is signified by the

projected anima, Mary, and by a Christ figure, Nathaniel. He insulates

himself so conpleteJ-y in the bone globe of a world that he denies his

transformative urge toward whoLeness. All three of his narratives--

Pincher Martin, Free Fall and The Spire--have in conmon a mascuÌine

resistance to the archetype of the Feminine in its transfornative aspect

as the anima. Pincher frustrates his unconscious striving for wholeness

by Ìris cannibalistic lust and greed, and Sammy denies his unconscious

yearning for syzygy by sexual seductiori and possessive lust; both remain

tortured and fragmented, sufferinÉi the consequences of their egotistical

arrd polluting sexual consciousnesses. Jocelin exhÍbits the hubris of

mascul-ine intellect that seeks personal immortality and sacrifices the

natural ín favor of the supernatural; in denying Goodyts numinous power

as a Good Mother figure and as the transformative anima, he becomes a

victim of the revenge of the terribl-e dest.ructive feninine ilr his

ps¡,che.

Sammy's descent into the hell of his unconscious when he is

corlfined to the darkness of t,he broom closet enabl-es hin to discover the

urgency of human rel-atedness through acts of vital mortality and

commitnent to the survival of his conmunity--his feIlow-prisoners. Free

Fall contains both the energing demonic archetype that possesses Sammy

with a perverse exercise of power over other human beings and the

transcendent anina that holds for him the promise of psychic

deveJ-opment. To the extent that he refuses to surrender his

individuality and fails to overcome the regressive lure of darkness,
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however, he renaíns a man torn aparl- by the irrational, incomprehensible

wrath of the gods, seeking through confession and forgiveness a way out

of his situal-ion.

In The Pyramid, Golding explores how the impulse toward

regeneration and the timeless fact of the Incarnation is suppressed by

the materialistic and social consciousness on the one hand ancl by

idealisLic attitudes on the other. Stilbourne, an Engl-ish town, ís

afflicted with various forms of corruption: madness, incest, cruelty,

physical crippling, failure in love and art, etc. Stilbourne is

oppressed by the death-dealing power of the negative animt¡s and the

negative anima. Boultce is the singular instance of struggle against

these archetypes ancl, in her nadness, she becomes incarrrate as the Lad¡'

of the Beasts. Finding herself deeply unfulfil-Ied as a womau, however,

she comnits suicide. Golding suggests that, .l-ike ancient rituaÌ, ari-

offers Lhe possibility of renewaì- through participation or reenactment,

of the mythic impulse toward regeneration. In the absence of any truly

spiritual vaÌues, the Stilbourne society turns 1-o the worship of lhe

nachirte--an inhuman principle that becomes a life-denying subsLitute for

Godhead.

The Scorpion God recalls Golding's preoccupation with the mythic

notion of history as decline in The Inheritors and exposes the dangers

and limitations of modern scientific hunanism and the belief in

rationalism and progress. The Head Man in "The Scorpion God" and

Phanoc-les in "Envoy Extraordinary" articulate the rational man's defense

of reason and denial of mystery. In the first two stories, Golding

suggests the pri¡nitive man's sense of cosmic connection and conmunal-
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regeneration thrc¡ugh participation in the ritual of cosmic renewaf:

sacrificial death and resurrection of the god Horus and hierogamy in

"The Scorpion God," &nd the healing connection with the Good Motherts

transformative figure in "Clonk Clonk. " The last story, "Envoy

Extraordinary," reveals both the Promethean, dark side of hunan nature

and the wise king's successful attempts to check the chaotic elements of

the universe. I{hereas archaic man exhibits reverence toward images of

Godhead and regains entrance into the archetypal Garden, the nodern man

experiences periodic return to chaos. Several of Goldingts narratives

outline the inadequacy of the historical orientation of the modern man

and the consequent failure of his unconscious yearning for wholeness.

Quíte frequently, one or more characterst attitudes reveal, the flans of

modern rational belief: Piggy's denial of the Beast; Pincher MarLin's

Descartian view; Nick Shaì-e's and Sammy's belief in a mechanistic

universe; Sim Goodchild's liberalism. Golding's symbolic nethod aLso

contrasts the historical and rational orientation of the narrators with

the noll-historical, archetypal perspective in Free FaIl, The P]'ramid,

Rites of Passage and Paper lrlen.

In Darkness Visible, the bipolar archetype resurfaces again as the

I{hore of the Apocal-ypse (the destructive Feminine) and the Christ of

Incarnation and Redemption. This narrative contains the nost emphatic

denonstration of the cyclical myth of the eternal return. Far fronl

subscribing to the l-inear and eschatoJ.ogical perspective that pronises

final saLvation in the future, GoJ-ding suggests that not only the cycles

of fallen history forever repeat themselves, but also those of

Apocalypse aud Judgement. Golding confirns the vaÌidity of the nythic
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notion thai. the end is a beginning in that it returns to us a state of

eternity and beatitude. Though he is Christl"ike, Matty is not the

Christ of Apocalypser for he is not wrathful himseLf but takes upon

himseLf the wrathfulness of the fallen world and its apocal-yptic

destruction. A new element in the narrative is Matty's enquiry into his

vocation and archetypaJ. role and his shamanistic initiation which

recapitulates the archetype of descent and ascent and endows him with

the power ancl vision that saves his community from disaster. Simolt's

role in Lord of the Flies makes hin Matty's precursor as a savior.

As the titÌe suggests, Rites of Passage contains the archaic rites

of irritiation whose purpose is to deliver instruction in the primordial"

gestures of the ancestors and the sanctiby of tribal duties arrd customs.

In Talbot's case, the sea journey becomes a rite of passage or

transition from ado-Iescence to adulthood and maturity. While his

perspective remains necessarily limited, he displays some growt,h into

maturity and responsibility, moral, intellectua.l- and social. Goldirrg's

perspective evokes the icons of the shaman, the human Leader and

nobleman, not only to show the decline in values in early eighteenth-

cenlury Engl-ish society but also to reinforce the appeal of the ancient

symbols of topocosmic vitality. In the case of CoJ-ley, there is another

rite of passage' an initiation involving purgation and renewal: Co}ley

beco¡nes the subject of this rite which purges his impurity or evil

influence on the ship. The crossing-the-line and make-and-mend

activities of the saiÌors constitute an archaic rite of purgation and

renewal of the ship's corporate vital-ity. His fate recalfs the fate of

Pentheus, Polyphenous and Orpheus.
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Colley's parLicipation in the sailorst activities reenacts the

Dionysiac ritual which was celebrated in Greek festivals and developecl

into divergent forms of tragedy, conedy and satyr-play. Coll-ey's fall

and death are alternateJ"y tragic, conic and farcical. The sailors'

actions exhibit the parody, obscenity and mocking laughl-er, elenents

common to the satyr-play, the dionysiac ritual and saturnalia. Instead

of the bipoJ.arity of the dark and tight sides of the archetype, Colley's

narrative contains another polarity, namely the Apollonian and the

Dionysiac. In Colle¡', two Dionysiac traits--the frenzied intoxication or

eroticism ancl the denial of Apollonian self-knouledge--overwhelm him and

desLroy his artificial-ly restrained idenLity es an Apolloniau priest..

Hís fat-e recaÌls that of Orpheus, who fell victim to the Bacchic fur'¡'of

women and was dismeurbered for despising them. At Iast, Colley reveals

himself as a honosexual- like Orpheus; his fate implies the revenge of

Diotrysus whose votaries (the sailors) enacL the sacrificial ritual <¡f

expulsion of the pharmakos f igr.ire. Though Colley does not unclerst¿.nd

what elemerttal forces have overwhelmed him, his journal records Lhe

emergence of Dionysus in his psyche.

Both Rites of Passage and Paper Men eml:loy nock-heroic and farcical

elenents to suggest how nen becone comic foo1s, subjected to the

inevitable and inescapaLle powers of the psyclie. In Paper Men, Golding

manipulates the satiric conventions for his nythic purpose. The

arcìietype of the Self, witlr its dark and light aspects, emerges ¿rs a

trapper, making Barclay feel that he is a predestinate fooJ., an

instrumerrt in the hands of the r+rathful deity. 'Ihis autobiographical

narrative contains Barclayts refl,ection upon the eve¡rts in the inLernal
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alìd e-xternal rrorlds that ultimately overwhelm him, making it impossible

for him to escape from the divine figure in his unconscious. Barcla.vts

encounter with the image of Christ in the Italian church does not

suggest the Christ of Christian dogna--a nerciful and forgiving Christ

of Redenption--but rather an archaic deity of universaÌ intoLerance and

dannation. The encounter results in a positive reversal in Barclay,

allowing him tc¡ recover from his sickness and fright. His sense of

shamanistic commitment to art wins hin his freedom, alJ,owing him to make

Itis peace wil-h his God. The Jungian tlteory of individuation enables us

to understand Barclay's transit.ion from a fragmented, sinful individual

Lo a man who achieves a sense of wholerress.

Golcling's rrarratives demonstrate a mythic artist's conceru for

modern mall's salvaLion. Although the evidence from most of his works

suggests that contemporary man is Ìraunted and damned bl: the irrrpting

demonic archeLypes--BeeIzebub, Prometheus, Artemis, Wlrore of the

Apocalypse, KaIi, etc.--Goldingts perspective is not pessimistjc. He

notes the theological inplication about the nature of man and the naLure

of the universe in his books: "God works in mysterious ways, says the

hymn; and so it seems does the devil--or since that word is

unfashionable I had better be democratic and caL-L hím the leader of the

opposition. Sometines the two seem to work hand in Ìrand" (MT 198).

Golding's God is the God beyond theism, enconpassing the light and the

dark, good and evil, wrath and allure. The powers of darkness, as Don

Crompton notes, are not in cornplete control (187), because, as Golding

himself has observed, there is another imprint on the hunan soul, a

"sign that beyond the transient horrors and beauties of our hell there
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is a Good which is ultimate and absolute" (MT 201). Golding suggests

that the possibility of redemption is never closed; it may be that the

demonic archetypes awaken in us a deepl¡' felt need to surrender

oursel"ves to the redemptive archetypes and aLlow us to regain our

freedom from the powers of darkness. As an artist, Golding has

attempted to cone to terms with the demonic archetypes by freeing

hinself fron their conpelling power and rituarJ-y controlling them

through the medium of his art.
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